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MASTERING 
TECHNOLOGY 

Iryi11;ç.¡kjjÏÄç 

When we designed the new Series 20 stereo tape machine, we 
harnessed the power of the microprocessor to produce the latest generation 
of IA" and 1/2" studio mastering recorders. 

The micro takes the hard labour out of setting up for any session. 
That's because every pre -set can be stored in the machine's own 
non- volatile memory, for three different tape speeds, three eq standards, 
and five tape types. And that can amount to some 588 variable audio 
parameters. Recall is a single button operation, while updates can be 
carried out in minutes. 

Safe and accurate tape handling is guaranteed by the micro, as all 
three DC servo motors use motion sensors for pinpoint accuracy. 
So constant tape tension is maintained under all conditions. 

But the Series 20 isn't just highly intelligent- it has been designed 
as a truly practical machine, accommodating full size 14" reels, horizontally 
or vertically mounting, available as a table top machine or with its own 
roll- around base, to suit every studio. 

Once again, we've taken high technology and applied practical 
common sense. Which is, after all, the design philosophy on which we have 
built our reputation. And the success of Soundcraft products thoroughout the 
world. 

Soundcraft 
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY 

LONDON 5 -8 Great Sutton Street London EC1 OBX England. Tel. (01) 253 6988 Telex 21198. 

LOS ANGELES 1517 20th Street Santa Monica California 90404 USA. Tel. (213) 453 4591 Telex 664923. 

MONTREAL 1444 Hymus Blvd Dorval Quebec Canada H9P 1J6. Tel. (514) 685 1610 Telex 05 822852. 

And Authorised Distributors Worldwide. 
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STUDIO 
SOUND 

AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING 

SPECIAL FEATURES 

54 Cartoon: Studio Sound's 25th anniversary celebratory 
illustration by Paul Davies. 

56 Trilion -sound and vision: Janet Angus looks at the 
recently completed 48 -track capable audio studio at 
Trilion. This London video facility, may set a pattern to 
be followed by other vision orientated companies. 

68 Production by numbers: In this short article, David 
Neal provides a basic introduction to SMPTE timecode, 
its use and uses. 

74 Video for audio: Tim Leigh Smith surveys the current 
choices for an audio studio looking at moving into VAPP 
with emphasis on synchronisation. 

EXHIBITIONS 
44 AES 75th Convention Paris -a preview: brief 

coverage of the exhibitors at the forthcoming European 
AES, and their featured new products. 

FEATURES 
42 Advances in digital microphone technology: The 

general feeling of digital audio commentators is that 
following the digitalisation of the recording medium and 
the mixing console, the next item must be the 
microphone. Dr Stuart Arrowsmith gives brief details of 
recent developments. 

124 Eulogy: Presents a very personal view of the way that 
recording engineers should be treated, how they relate to 
their environment, and much more. All this presented in 
the form of case histories by Dan Andlast. 

136 The manipulated man -part 2: The second part of 
Graham paul Wayne's feature. 

142 Nashville: Terry Nelson was in Nashville at the end of 
last year. He has written down some of what he found, 
some impressions and a brief look at a couple of local 
studios. 

85 Foreword: an introduction to the 
anniversary section. 

86 Letters: letters from companies and studios who have 
been around as long or longer than we have. 

87 25 Years of Studio Sound: Richard Elen parallels 
changes in the development of Studio Sound from early 
beginnings as The Tape Recorder, with general 
developments within the recording industry. 

88 25 Years of Studio Sound covers: A cover from one 
of each of the last 25 years. 

01 Musings on past and future: Past editors of Studio 
Sound write. 

107 Bits of the best: A selection of articles and ads from 
the past that remain important, memorable and 
sometimes amusing. 

122 Into the future: A little creative crystal ball -gazing by 
Richard Elen -a studio visit in 25 years time 

REGULARS 
5 Editorial: Sound for picture -the fusion of sound and 

vision? 

34 Diary: De Lane Lea change of ownership - Electronic 
mail- Forthcoming events -Contacts -Agencies -In 
perspective. 

38 New products: Ursa Major StarGate -Oberheim DMX 
updates- Spectrum DELTA -G- Furman Sound MM- 
Series- Capitol Apollo lacquer masters -New Orban 
Stereo Synthesizer- Options for BGW power 
amplifiers -New Otani high speed duplication. 

62 Studiofile: Toybox/Chelsea, Nashville; Little Mountain 
Sound, Vancouver; Roxy Recording Theatre and Studio, 
Nashville. 

132 Letters: Congratulations -Mic reviews - Soundfield 
mic- Digital misconceptions -Us and them -Royalties. 

140 Business: CD sampling standard -High speed 
tape -Time base errors and CD. 
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PAusE 

AApoe, 

HE CASSETTE DECK 
FROM STUDER. 

NEED WE SAY MORE? 
Only now years after the original 
launch of the Compact Cassette, have 
Studer put their name to a cassette 
deck-the Studer A710. 

Its everything you wculd expect 
from Studer. Impeccab e performance. 
Precision engineering. Die -cast 
Aluminium construction. In -built 
longevity. In short, Studer quality, 
flexibil ty and reliability. 

Its features induce: 

Ba anted line in and out on XLF. 
connectors 

Separate input and output controls 
with calibration button 

Full remote ccntrol, including fader 
start 

Four motors: two spooling and two 
capstan 

Three head design for maximum 
precision with separately adjustable 
azimuth 

Suitable for rack mounting 

The new A710. The Studer name says it all. 

CH -8105 Regensdorf Telephone (01)84029 60 

STUDER REVOX AMERICA INC Nashville Telephone 1615) 329 -9576 
STUDER EVOX S A R L Paris Telephone 533 5858 

STUDER REVOX CANADA LTC' Toronto Telephone (416) 423 -2831 

FW.O. Bauch Limited 
49 Theobald Street, E.orehar Wood Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ 

Telephone 01- 953 0091, Telex 27502 
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EDITORIAL EDITORIAL 
This month's comments, observations and opinions from Richard Elen 

Sound for picture 
Every so often I am reminded of the expectant feelings that 
were around a few years ago about the combining of the audio 
and visual media... that before long, there would just be an 
'audio /visual' field and very little that was out on its own. I 
seem to recall that those pundits had us believe that those days 
would by now be upon us. If this is the case, then the `unified 
medium' must be very well hidden. I keep looking for it, 
because it's such a good idea, but I have so far found only a 
few enclaves of experimentation which are exciting, but logical, 
developments of previous work with both sound and pictures. 
And despite Dolby Stereo, there are plenty of pictures (of one 
kind or another) with decidedly suspect sound, and even more 
sound recordings with no pictures at all. What are the 
possibilities, what is being done, and what does it mean to the 
studio? 

Let us first look at where we might expect the most 
profitable developments of the successful marriage between 
high quality sound and high quality pictures. In the process, we 
come across a number of attempts which seem well and truly 
doomed. The videodisc seems to have been dogged with 
problems, perhaps because the consumer is used to video being 
a record /replay medium (as opposed to being used to 'read - 
only' sound recordings). It obviously has its uses, however, in 
training and other interactive applications. Some years ago I 
saw an interactive Laservision disc containing a service manual 
for the Apple II computer, and very nice it was too. And now 
there are some remarkable interactive arcade games using laser 
videodiscs. Here I wonder how a capacitance -type videodisc is 
going to survive the experience- indeed, why has the format 
survived at all? -and whatever the disc medium, I really can't 
see much scope for high -quality audio in those areas. The 
(NTSC version) laser videodisc can hold high -quality digital 
audio, but the sales of the system appear to be so shaky that I 

wonder if there will ever be production machines with the 
facility. And while we're on the subject, can someone please 
come up with a unified international video system next time? 

Then we have video cassettes. There are now some 
ingenious methods of getting FM audio on to domestic video 
formats, and we stand every chance of getting home videos 
that produce better sound than they do pictures, which is 
definitely a little unusual to say the least. With the high sales 
of each new generation of video recorder, I imagine we will 
soon have, if not digital video in the home, then at least 
digitally- enhanced video, perhaps with digital audio. 
Unfortunately I see no real sign of these machines at the 
moment. But certainly the format offers plenty of possibilities 
for artistic combinations of sound and vision which will sell. 

Beyond these areas there are still more possibilities. If cable 
survives its birth pangs in the UK (something I regard as by no 
means certain, especially with more than one franchise- holder 
thinking about pulling out. I wrote to my local franchise - 
holders and asked them a few questions about what they were 
going to do in my area, and they have not even acknowledged 
that they received my letter!) then there may well be some 
exciting possibilities. Then besides video pictures, there is the 

straight audio -visual medium. Curiously enough, this field has 
never really suffered from the same problems with sound 
quality as everyone else. All the A/V sound people I know are 
at least as inventive and quality- conscious -if not more so -as 
the average recording studio engineer. I think there is a 
philosophical reason for this, and it is that because A/V uses 
still pictures (despite rapid changes and dissolves, they are 
largely slide- based), the sound and picture elements balance 
each other: they have equal weight, where moving pictures 
instantly 'take over' and demand more concentration from the 
viewer and the producer alike. A/V people are doing 
marvellous things with sound and vision, and some of the most 
moving audio -visual experiences I have witnessed have been of 
this type. Productions like those by White Oak Design in 
Boston spring immediately to mind in this connection, where 
transparencies and illuminated tableaux combine with 
surround -sound to produce environments of incredible power. 
Indeed, it is interesting to note that it is the A/V 
producers -notably Sarner Audio -Visual -who have picked up 
on Ambisonics, where it produces exactly the effects they 
require, often with less difficulty than using discrete tape 
channels which offer more limited results. As with the medium 
itself, A/V production houses have kept sound and picture 
techniques in balance, using all the latest technologies on both 
sides, to an astonishing degree. 

One area on which I have waxed most sceptical in recent 
months is that of the promotional video, where I see there 
being great problems if organisations like MTV are charged for 
their clips, which looks somewhat inevitable. It may also, as 
some have suggested, represent merely a passing fad, and the 
demand may not last however successful this area is today. But 
in nearly the same direction, there are some interesting things 
going on. The Visual Music Alliance, based in California, is a 
group of artists in both the sound and picture camps who are 
trying very hard indeed to integrate the visual and audible 
media into a coherent and artistically valid whole. With any 
luck, there is money to be made here too. And, like the A/V 
people, they are combining state -of- the -art techniques in both 
fields, be they computer graphics or digital sound synthesis. 
The results I have seen are both encouraging and exciting, and 
they deserve every success. There have also been some 
interesting experiments in the visual music field in the UK, 
notably TV Fetish which was probably the first truly artistic 
visual music programme to be broadcast on British TV. The 
production contained hints both of some parts of the VMA's 
work, and of the original British experimental TV group TVX. 
Although some of the work was a little primitive by VMA 
standards, it contained all the excitement of an artistic 
experiment performed for the first time, and all credit must go 
to the team that realised it. 

I have not yet considered the hardware required for linking 
sound and visual techniques, mainly because we are aware of it 
already. It is not a difficult link to make, technically -not half 
as difficult as it is economically and artistically. Technology, it 
seems to me, is not the problem in this area. But to be 
successful it requires that both sides combine their talents 
somewhere near equally, which is still not true today. 
Richard Elen 

AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING 

STUDIO SOUND is published on the 
second Friday of the preceding month. 
The magazine is available on a rigidly 
controlled requested basis only to 
qualified personnel (see back page for 
terms) or for an annual cost of £14.00 
UK, $40 US surface mail, $75 US 
airmail, £20.25 overseas surface mail 
or £32.50 overseas airmail to non- 
qualifying readers or where more than 
two copies are required in a studio or 
small organisation. All subscription 

enquiries, including changes of address 
(which should be in writing and 
preferably including an old address 
label or at least the 7 -digit label code) 
should be made to the Subscription 
Department, Link House, 
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 
2TA, Great Britain. 
US mailing agents: Expediters of 
the Printed Word Ltd, 527 Madison 
Avenue, Suite 1217, New York, NY 
10022. Second class postage paid at 

New York, NY. 
Total average net circulation of 14,307 
per issue during 1982. UK: 5,865. 
Overseas: 8,442. (ABC audited) 
Studio Sound and Broadcast 
Engineering incorporates Sound 
International and Beat Instrumental. 
Printed in England 

FIEMBER OF TnE AUDIT 
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Schlumberger's 
Know -how 
Turnkey installations 
(studios - broadcasting centres) 

quiem 

O.B. Vans 
professional sound 
broadcasting 
television 

etc... 
41( 

Switching grid matrices 
Talkback systems 
Master F 462 

tape recorders 
F 500 tape recorders 

UPS 5000 sound 
mixing desks 

UPS 6000 sound 
A mixing consoles 

ENERTEC 

Schlumberger 

: 1 wore it . 
ENERTEC DEPARTEMENT AUDIO- PROFESSIONNEL 
1 rue Nieuport B.P. 54 
78140 Veliay- Villacoublay Cedex France 

TEL. (3) 946.96.50 TELEX ENERSON 697430 F 
U.K.- REPRESENTATIVES : CROW OF READING LTD. P.O. Box 36 - READING RG1 2NB - Berkshire - Tél IOi34) 59.50.25 - Tx E47056 
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ITA is probably the only major pro -audio 
dealer in the U.K. that boasts a specialisation in 
tape recorders. Foremost of all tape 
recorders we can offer the professional is the 
Otari range. 

We have been supplying Otari recording 
equipment to the major recording studios 
and broadcasting organisations throughout the 
world for over twelve years. 

And, when you buy Otari from ITA, 
you'll enjoy a unique after -sales maintenance 
and service programme that is every bit as 

reliable as the equipment we supply. 

Call into our new West London showroom 
and you'll find a wide range of equipment on 
working demonstrations, or we'll be happy to 
demonstrate the larger machines in the work- 
ing environment of your own Studios. 

For more information on any Otari prod- 
ucts contact Mick Boggis at ITA, 1 Felgate Mews, 
Studland Street, London W6 9JT. Telephone: 
01 -748 9009 (Telex: 21879). 
INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS in Aw- 
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION . - 

AVM. 

REMEMBER. ITA FOR OTARI. U 
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We Communicate Solutions 
A Production Team, a Video Team, 
any kind of team needs to 
communicate effectively. 
Technical Projects have the range of 
proven talk -back systems for the 
professional - belt- packs, head -sets, 
loudspeakers, camera adaptors - 
everything that is needed. 
Reliable wired and wireless systems, 
central switching and higher power 
radio links. 

We Communicate 
Solutions 

Manufacturers and distributors of Audio & Acoustic Measuring Equipment and 
products for the Broadcasting and Professional Entertainments Industries 

lir Technical 
Projects Ltd. 

Unit 2, Samuel White's Industrial Estate, 
Medina Road,COWES, 
Isle of Wight, P031 7LP, (GB) 
Tel: (0983) 291553 
Telex 869335 TECPRO G 
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C -Tape Developments, 73 High Street, Aldershot, Hampshire GUll 1BY. Telephone (0252) 319171, Telex 858393 
Also available from Autograph Sales Ltd.,Chalk Farm Road, London 01- 267 -6677 

Australia, R H Cunningham Pty, Melbourne tel. 329 9633 telex 31447; Belgium, Jean -Jacques Prevot, 1490 Court- Saint -Etienne tel. 010 61.47.25 telex 59494; Denmark, M i Musik Ktlbenhaven 

tel. 0185 4800; Finland, Studio Tech Ky. Finintrhentle, SS- 02600, Fspoo 60; France, Charroud SARL, Avignon, 16(90) 863216; Greece, Bon Studio SA, Athens, tel. 3633 57 telex 218725; 

Holland, Prom Audio, Amsterdam, tel. 020 141749 telex 10018; Italy, Musica Pro. 37051 Bovolone (Verona), tel. 045 7101647 telex 530112; Japan, Hibino Electro Sound, Tokyo 108, 

tel. 03- 442 -4101 telex 02426995; Norway, Lyd Rommet, Oslo, tel. 211 4085; Spain, Comerimsa, Madrid, tel. 446 4312 telex 23860; Sweden, lntersonk AB, Stockholm, tel. 08 744 5850 

telex 11136; Switzerland, Audio Bauer, Zurich, tel. 016 43 230 telex 822177; USA & Canada, C -Tape Developments Inc., 1L60078, tel 312 359 9240 telex 280502 toll free 1- 800 562 5872; 

West Germany, I S O Stuttgart, tel. (07) 11 643085 telex 723108; Korea, Cre -Myth Corp, Seoul, tel 742 -7084 telex 23231 ( YOGIN 3226); Hong Kong, Wo Kee Eng Ltd. tel. 5- 249073 telex 73349. 

Bangkok, Lucky Musical Inst Co. tel 2528370; Singapore, Atlas Sound (Pte) Ltd, tel. 220 -4484 telex 20734; Taiwan, Unfair Eng & Trading Ltd, Taipei, tel 3214455 telex 22563. 
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Hollywood Studios, London to be precise. 

Heading the cast of top stars at Hollywood is the 
Otari MTR 90, established as the leading 24 -track 
recorder, with over 500 machines in use worldwide. 

When Hollywood chose the MTR 90 for their 
studio we were the natural choice of suppliers. 

ITA have supplied major recording studios and 
broadcasting organizations throughout the world 
with sound recording equipment for over 12 years. 

And, at ITA, we realise that our involvement 
doesn't end with the installation of the product. In 
fact it's just the start. 

Which is why we've devised an after -sales 
maintenance and service programme that's every bit 
as reliable as the equipment we supply. 

If you'd like more information on the Otari 
range of professional recording equipment, then do 
not hesitate to contact Mick Boggis at ITA, 
1 Felgate Mews, Studland Street, London, W6 9JT. 
Tel: 01 -748 9009 Telex: 21879. 

He'll be happy to answer your questions and 
discuss your requirements. 
INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS 
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION - 

_ 
mo. - m m A 

WE'VE PLAYED A LEADING ROLE IN 
HOLLYWOOD'S LATEST PRODUCTIONS. 
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The 
Professional 

C hojee' 

N:11 

[Rogers 
MONITORING 

310 Commonside East, Mitcham, Surrey 
( ;R4 1IIx. Tel: 01- 640 2 172 Telex: 893980 SWISST. 

Sole North American Distribution. 
Naiad Products Inc. 121 Roy Blvd., 

Box 1840 Brantford, Ontario N3T3W4 
Canada. Tel: (519) 756486(1 

'`Designed by the BBC and manufactured under 
licence by Rogers in the strictest of quality control 
environments, the LS5 /8 loudspeaker is the choice of 
the real professional. Worldwide experience and the 
dedication to faithful sound reproduction that 
designer and maker share are an unwritten guarantee 
of excellence in a business where to he without 
excellence is to be just another studio. Full technical 
details professional price list and review reprints are 
available upon request. 
U.K. Professional agents: 
Elliott Bros., 9 Warren Street, 
London, XX'I. Tel: (11- 380 05 1 1 

Michael Stevens & Partners 
The Homesdale Centre, 216 -218 Homesdale Road, 
Bromley, Kent BR1 2QZ. Tel: 01- 4644157 
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TOMORROW'S 
CASSETTE WINDER IS 

HERE TODAY! 

TAPEIVIATIC 

The Tapematic 2000 has made an 

impressive launch. It has more features than 
any winder in the world and production 
experience confirms its performance is tops, 
too. 

The unique two -reel system cuts reel 

changes to less than 3 seconds; a production 
bonus of hundreds of cassettes a week. 

Functions are computer controlled and 
production data is available from memory at 
the touch of a button. 

The winder is designed for the user, too, and 

components are easily accessible for 
maintenance, even while in use. LED 

indicators and valve identity help servicing. 

And all at a price under £10,500. 

Information with pleasure from: 

TAPE MARKETING 
13 Elm Road, Faringdon, Oxon, England. 

Tel: 0367 -20262 Telx: 858623 

TAPEMATIC srl 
Via Vimercate 32, 20060 Ornago Milano, Italy. 

Tel: 039- 624009 Te I x: 340233 

High speed duplication, loading, labelling 
and boxing of cassettes. 
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No matter which musical direction you're 
taking, ITA can put together a package system 
just right for you. 

Take a trip to our West London 
showroom and you'll find a complete range of 
recording equipment - from sophisticated 24 

track Otari MTR 90's right down to Fostex 
Multitrack recorders small enough to hold in 

the palm of your hand. 

In fact, our product range is one of the 

largest available anywhere. And when you buy 
from ITA, you'll enjoy our unique after -sales 

maintenance and service programme. So all you 
need worry about is the creativity. 

If you'd like more information on our 
home recording deals contact Mick Boggis at 
ITA, 1 Felgate Mews, Studland St., London W6 
9JT. Tel: 01 -748 9009. 
INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS mi 
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION - r- 

lNN 4B i 
PACKAGE DEALS FOR 

PEOPLE GOING PLACES. 

ITAM 1610 AND SOUNDTRACS 16-8-2 MIXER 

The simplicity and engineering elegance of the !tarn 1610 
1" 16 -Track recorder is well complimented by the excellent. 
recently- introduced, Soundtracs 16 -8 -2 Mixer. 

The Soundtracs mixer is a compact.tidy and well though, 
out unit offering a great deal of flexibility in operation. 

Its features include 4 -band eq. 3 aux. sends and the tapes 
returns can be reassigned as effects returns, with aux. and eq 
during m xdown. 

Theltam 1810 is a well engineered budget 16 -track recorder 
offering performance that belies its 1" format. 7.5/15/30 ips 
operation, plug in eq cards. optional low -cost noise reduction. 
This all British system is now available for £6725. 

TASCAM 38 WITH ITAM NOISE REDUCTION 
AND P.E.P. 1200 MIXER 

A nice mid -range system for the se nous songwriter and 
smaller demo studios. 

When the Tascam 38 was ntroduced last year it set new 
standards in st- effectiveness. Combined with the Item 
DB30/8 simultaneous noise reduction, excellent results can be 
obtained. 

The PEP 1200 is a budget 10/4 mixer with e tremendous 
range of facilities for the price. Full 8 -track monitoring and 
metering are fitted. there are 2 aux. sends and 4 -band eq. on 
each channel. 

Special price - £2.350. 

FOSTEX A -8 WITH 350/3060 MIXER 

Many home recordists prefer to stick to equipment from 
one manufacturer. ufacturer. Fostex cater for this by having a range that 
.oversa lot more than just recorder and mixer; there ere all 
kinds of outboard effects too. We're offering the most popular 
items in the Fostex range as a special offer. 

The Fostex A -8 is still the world's smallest 8- track, but 
many users consider its performance at least the equal of some 

2" systems. Combined with the 350 mixer/3060 meter bridge 
combination, as Fostex intended. a very compact, neat. yet 
powerful system is the result. 

Special price -£1,425. 
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KEYBOARD HIRE 
LTD 

N 
ONE STEP ... 1601 AD 

HARPSICHORDS, VIRGINALS, SPINETS, ETC 

2001 AD ONE STEP AHEAD.. 
ALL AVAILABLE WITH EXPERIENCED PROGRAMMERS 

¡Am, %I//S/,/ /// II 11111 
A ® l+®r 

A SELECTION OF OUR HI -TECH SYNTH HIRE 

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR HIRE: STUDIO EFFECTS, 
DIGITAL DRUM MACHINES, ELECTRIC /ACOUSTIC PIANOS, GUITARS. 
AMPLI FI ERS, DRUMS /PERCUSSION. DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT. 
COMPREHENSIVE PIANO /HARPSICHORD TUNING SERVICE AVAILABLE 

KEYBOARD HIRE LTD 176 BARNSBURY ROAD, LONDON N1 OER 

01 -833 1614/5/6 24 VICE "THE CHOICE 72 

DAYSU 

H RS RAS 

IS YOURS" 
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Ever wished that you could compress or 
expand recorded material for a 
commercial to avoid time consuming and 
costly retakes and editing? 

Now you can. With the Lexicon 
Model 1200, you can speed up 
programme material by up to 25% 
-or expand it by up to 10 %. Your 
best `take' can be time -adjusted to 
fit the available time slot precisely. 

The pitch remains unchanged, 
and you get broadcast -quality 
audio, totally free from distortion. 

It's been through the hoop on 
Madison Avenue too: the Lexicon 

1200 has been used by 19 of the top 20 
US agencies in the production of 
nationally broadcast commercials. 

And the system is equally suited to the 
time adjustment of special effects and 
dubbed translations. 

Lexicon 1200. Every production 
house should have one. It could 
save you a great deal more than the 
cost of a parking ticket. 

xicon 
International: Gotham Export Corporation 
New York, NY 10014 TLX: 129269 

EWO. Bauch Limited 
49 Theobald Suet, Boreham Wood Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ 

Telephorle 01 -953 0091 Telex 27502 
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Tb give you more control, 
we gave it more controls. 

PS /ON /CS - N.G.4. QUAD NOISE GATE 
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The N.G.4. Quad Noise Gate is one of the most 
versatile noise gates around. Anywhere. 

To take a closer look at one, just contact 
Kelsey Acoustics, or any of the internationall 
distributors listed below. 
Australia: Audio Mix Systems I Intl Pty Ltd. 5th Floor, 21 Pier Street, 
Haymarket, Sydney, NSW 2000. Tel:102) 2646816 

Finland: Studiotec K.X., Sininarchentie 5. SF - 02600 Espoo 60 Tel: 80 514133 

Norway: Lyd Rommet. St Olaysgate 27, Oslo 1. Tel: 2114085 

Italy: Audio Equipment S.R.L., Via C. Rota 37, 20052 Monza Mi. Tel: 836 767 

...4 1119-$ 
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France: Studio 38 Equipment, 6 bis, Ave Charles de Gaulle, 78800 Houilles. 
Thl: 9686612 

Japan: Otaritec Corporation, 4 -29-18 Minami Ogikubo, 
Suginami -ku, Tokyo 167. Th1:103) 333 -3891 

Sweden: Intersonic A.B., P.O. Box 42133, S -12612 Stockholm. Tel: On 744.5850 

Switzerland: Audio Systems Pas A,G., Munchensteinerstrasse 270. 
4053 Basel Tel: 061 504151 

West Germany: Thum & Mahr Audio G.M.B.H., Langenfelder Strasse 150, 
D -5090 Leverkusen. Tel: 2173 41003 

Kelsey Acoustics Ltd, 28 Powis Terrace, 
London W11 1JH. Tel: 01 -727 1046/01 -727 0780 
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SATT 
Electronics 
COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 
P.O. BOX 32006 
S -12611 STOCKHOLM 
SWEDEN 

PHONE: +46 8 81 01 00 
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IndMduall they're amazing. 
Together, they're unbeatable. 

VALLEY PEOPLE 
II 5 WIEN 

PEOPI.F. 

VALLEY PEOPLE 
INC.. 

NMMNMM4, Tn.. USA 

r ` V11.1 LI 
PEOPLE 

E 
'04 

QUAD INSTRUMENT PAEAMP 
QLZ 
QUAD ND YNEAMY 

Recording studios, radio and 
television production suites, video 
and A/V facilities and serious 
musician /composers have 
discovered that Valley People 
equipment improves productivity, 
offers ease of operation, requires 
little or no maintenance and 
provides excellent signal quality. 
Standing alone they offer unrivalled 
processing power and versatility: 
used together by the creative 
engineer /producer, they increase 
variety and control dramatically. 

QHZ Quad Preamp 
Provides all the equipment below 
with instant access to the full range 
of high impedance sources, such 
as electronic musical instruments, 
microphones and even hi -fi kit. The 
clarity of audio is unsurpassed. 

kepe. I I 

QLZ Quad Mic Preamp 
The low impedance unit for 
transparent, distortion -free 
recording as well as on- the -air or 
live performances. Each of the four 
inputs is adjustable from 20dB to 
60dB of gain. 

Maxi -Q Equaliser 
Provides maximum flexibility: the 
seven octave range on each of the 
three frequency bands gives a six 

octave overlap. Ideally suited to 
pre -conditioning of signals when 
used in -line with the Kepex II and 
Gain Brain II. 

Kepex II Expander /Gate 
Spectacular performance in noise 
gating, reduction and elimination is 

complemented by its creative 
value in `loosening' drum effects, 

FW.O. Bauch Limited 

removing excess cymbal ring or 
performing electronic musical effects. 

Gain Brain II 
Widely adjustable limiter /com- 
pressor and ducker, specially 
designed for production work. 
Major advantages include `natural' 
quality of sound, flatness of VU 
and improved low frequency 
performance. 

Five superior products. Each 
amazing. All unbeatable. 

Valley People Inc., Nashville, Tenn 37204 
International distribution by 
Gotham Export Corporation, New York. 
Telephone (212) 741.7411 

49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ 
Telephone 01 -953 0091. Telex 27502 
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The choice of professionals 
Sennheiser vocalist microphones offer no- frills, 

no- compromise performance. 

On the road or in the studio their sound quality, 
reliability and construction makes them the only 
choice for vocalists who simply want the best. 

Clear, uncoloured sound and absence of 
feedback make them ideal for stage use. 

The capsules are mounted in a spring suspension 
which gives protection against shock and 

eliminates handling noise. 

For full details of Sennheiser products and our 
guide "How to choose, use and abuse 

microphones" please contact us on 
0753 888447. 

Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, 
Chiltem Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9UG 

SENNHEISER THE PERFORMERS 

n 
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The Professiona 
Revox. 

The PR99 has been developed 
from the highly successful B77 in 
order to meet the stringent demands 
of the recording and broadcasting 
industries. The PR99 offers the 
professional these important features: 
1 Raised deck plate for easier editing 
2 Improved tape start 
3 Tape dump 
4 Two -way self -sync with automatic 

sync /input switching 
5 Balanced line inputs and outputs 
6 Calibrated or uncalibrated level 

adjustments 
7 Manual or remote control 

operation, with fader start 

The Revox PR99 is available in 
several versions: mono or stereo 
33A/7 '/2 ips NAB or 7'/z/15 ips NAB or 

FWO. Bauch Limited 

IEC. And being built to Studer 
precision, the PR99 achieves 
exceptional performance and 
reliability but now at an easily 
affordable price. 

For more information on the 
PR99 phone or write for a catalogue. 

EúMl REVOX 

49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ 
Telephone 01- 953 0091. 
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Communication 
SystemPlanning 
and Installation 

PAC -System amplifiers are designed to offer 
exceptional flexibility over a wide range of 
sound system applications. 

Most mainframes accept a large variety of 
input and control options, enabling precise 
system requirements to be achievec and this 
concept allows re- configuration and system 
expansion at minimum cost. 

Additionally, PAC System has the ability to 
interface with other communication networks, 
so making it first choice for sound distribution 
whether it be for information and /or 
entertainment. 

WOW AND 
FLUTTER METERS 

(MANUFACTURED BY WOELKE 
MAGNETBANDTECHNIK, 

SCHWEI TENKIRCHEN /MUNICH, 
WEST GERMANY) 

Four different models, for appropriate 
applications, plus wave analyser and 
automatic distortion meter. Also DIN 
test records and tapes. Professional 
tapeheads for studio equipments, 

conversions and replacements. 

LENNARD 
DEVELOPMENTS LTD. 
206 CHASE SIDE, ENFIELD 

MIDDLESEX EN2 OQX 

TELEPHONE: 

01 -363 8238/9 

Stellavox SP 8 
Recorder 

PAC System amplifiers - powerful, versatile, 
totally reliable, backed by a comprehensive 
five year parts warranty, and a complete 
system planning service too, if you need it. 

MILLBANK 

Please send me further details about PAC System 

Name 

Address 

mE 
MILLBANK 

ss 4/84 

The Millbank Electronics Group Limited, 
Uckfield, Sussex Tel: 0825 4811 Telex: 95505 

The 'V 

lightweig órtablewith 
heavyweight features. 

* 4.0 kg Total operational weight. 

* EBUSMPTE Time-code generator version available. 

* Universal option includes mono neo -pilot compatible, mono synchrotone and 
stereo synchrotone. 

* Optional plug -in 50:60 Hz synchronizer. 

* Very low power consumption (90 -110 mA). 

* 6 Simultaneous inputs: 2 x mike; 2 x variable line; 2 x fixed line. 

* Passive big réel adaptor allows up to 12 "spools to be used, including NAB. 

SWITZERLAND o 2068 Hauterive -Ne, 

S-I-- 
\ J/Switzerland.Te1:038 33 42 33. / \/ Telex:35 380. 

I UK Distributors: FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS, 114 Wardour Street, London W1V 3LP, England. 

Tel 01-4343344 & 01-4371892.Telex:21624ALOFFDG Cables.Allotrope- LondonW1 
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hrinkey mix yVlawl`t 

The Turnkey Mix has 
appeared in various forms 
over the past six years. It's 
the most effective way we 
know to keep our friends 
and clients in touch with 
what we are doing. 

For the next few months, 
we'll be binding monthly 
issues in with each copy of 
Studio Sound. 

We also publish regular 
price lists, and you should 
be getting your copy 
through the mail. If not, 
call and let us put you on 
our mailing list. 

Hope you enjoy this 
new format! 

M @JIM a. 
Q..vlO.dWeaere 

11111111YM#f111OiM<114114 

AKAI announces 12 track at Frankfurt 
At Europe's biggest Music Fair 
another major Japanese audio 
manufacturer bravely joined the 
ranks of creative recording. 

AKAI introduced a system of 
synthesisers, computers, and 
interfaces. They call it the 'Micro 
Studio System'. It includes all a 
musician needs for creating and 
recording music. But our main 
interest is in their cassette based 
12 track all -in -one studio. 

Using a custom cassette (looks 
like Beta video format) their 
lambda' loading feeds half inch 
tape past a conventional open 
reel head/capstan arrangement. 
We counted fourteen tracks, the 
extra two being used for control. 
Very clever transport controls, 
including locate and auto mute 
functions add up to a well though 
out new concept. Use of dBx 
suggests that specs will be good, 
though none are yet published. 

The other half of this portable 

studio is a fairly conventional 
twelve way mixer. Construction 
is good with XLR's, individual 
modules, etc. It all reflects in a 
projected price of around £6000. 

The total concept of a music 
system for the musician is a new 
approach that has yet to be 
proven. Not yet in the country, 
but we'll keep you in touch. 

The other news from Frankfurt 
low cost mixers for recording 

from new British companies 
RAM and Promark. Everyone 
after a slice of the action ... . 

Midi madness. The interface 
from music to computers is 
becoming an essential feature on 
many of the latest synchronisers 

. Digisound introduce a 
pedal that can be custom made 
with any digitised sound . 

MXR introduce a digital reverb 
for around £ 1500 (in soon) . . . 

Fostex show the squash. 

Trident Studios decide on 
Otani from Turnkey. Twice 
Trident studios are expanding. 
Not long ago they took over the 
old Strawberry disc cutting rooms 
in Victoria, London, to estab- 
lishTrident Two. A state of the art 
recording suite built to carry on 
the tradition of quality recording 
that they have become famous for. 

An SSL console was first choice 
to achieve the most advanced and 
comprehensive control of audio. 
To satisfy the needs of their most 
demanding clients, they had to 
match the consoles performance 
and versatility with a multitrack 
recorder of equal standing. 

The final choice was a 24 track 
Otani MTR 90, from Turnkey. 

That was in October last year. 
As the engineers settled in with 
the new equipment, the potential 
of the MTR 90 was very quickly 
realised. All the many features 
that identify the machine as a fast, 
reliable production tool were 
studio proven. 

Just a month later, manager 
Stephen Stewart Short decided to 
upgrade the original St Anne's 
Court Studio. To cater for the ever 
tougher demands of this famous 
studio's clientele, their Studer A80 
twenty hour track, was replaced 
by a further, second Otani MTR 90 

We congratulate Trident on 
their growth and on choosing 
Otari from Turnkey. 

More studios are now turning to 
Otani to upgrade their facilities. 
The reputation for reliability and 
performance grows steadily. 

Our extensive experience in 
major studio projects, through 
design, installation and backup, 
adds up to the comprehensive 
service that uniquely backs every 
Otani which we supply. 

Whether you are considering 
an upgrade or your first purchase 
of a major multitrack call us and 
find out more about Otani from 
Turnkey. We are the experts. 

PZM Price Crash 
Frankly speaking, we took a bit 
of a gamble when we first 
offered our matt black PZM alter- 
native for just £ 19.95. But they 
have been selling like hot cakes. 

It's sold under an unusual 
brand name, yet licensed by 
Crown International who hold 
the registered trademark to the 
PZM name. Tests show that this 
lookalike is very much A sound - 
alike too. The differences? Dry 
battery not phantom powering 
and jack instead of XLR out. 

Limited stocks at the moment, 
so please place your order soon. 

CALL TURNKEY FOR FOR FULL INFORMATION AND PRICES ON ALL PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS. COMPLETE 44 PAGE CATALOGUE IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 
WE CAN HELP YOU TO FIND AND ARRANGE FINANCE. INSTANT CREDIT OF UP TO £1000 IS AVAILABLE TO PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY IF YOU HAVE A VALID CREDIT CARD. 
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Turnkey Two builds a no- compromise 
studio in the Bavarian mountains 
Horst Hartmann's ambition was 
to build the best quality sound 
studio in the world. 

As a result of a meeting with 
Andy Munro, our acoustic expert 
during an AES show, Turnkey 
Two was awarded the contract 
for design and the full product 
specification. 

The project rapidly gained 
momentum with the choice of a 
suitable site - a disused electric 
pumping station in a peaceful 
mountain setting, that offered a 
basic shell and room to expand. 

Andy Munro produced a 
LEDE design to provide the 
ideal acoustic environment to 
benefit from state of the art 
recording techniques. 

To achieve no - compromise 
audio quality, a digital audio 

system was recommended. 
A forty input SSL Series 6000 

console was comissioned and 
the SONY 24 track PCM Digital 
multitrack with 1610 stereo mas- 
tering recorder were chosen. 

Just over a year of work later 
the Hartmann Digital facility was 
completed. Today it is first 
choice for many of the artists in 
the local Berlin Music scene. 

Turnkey Two is involved in 
other major studio projects at the 
moment, such as Big M and 
Sound Developments. There is 
also a considerable track record 
of previous achievements. 

To find out more about all our 
successful projects and how our 
studio design services can help 
with your project, call and speak 
to Andy Munro at Turnkey Two. 

EXR Projector. For disbelieving ears 
Sceptics still abound. We know 
that not everbody is convinced 
about psychoacoustic enhance- 
ment. Yet our sales results show 
that it is working for those willing 
to give it a chance. 

The latest product from EXR is 
a little less mysterious. Called 
the 'Projector', it breaks up the 
total processing into four switch - 
able sections. 

The first three functions create 
an interference signal, which 
when added back to the original 
signal, reverse the fundamental 
build ups and losses caused by 
multiplier effects and distortion 

in the audio chain. Notching out 
these build -ups, the ears limiters 
are relaxed, causing apparent 
(to the ear) but not measurable 
increase in SPL. 

The fourth function is a 
patented EXR process that 
appears to fill the holes left by 
the notching. Information from 
one part of the spectrum is pro- 
cessed, then used to sonically 
replace another part. 

If it all sounds a little far 
fetched but we've caught your 
interest, then please call us and 
arrange for SOR trial to discover 
success of EXR for yourself. 

The fully loaded, big time sale 
How much delay do you need ? 
Whilst many processors are now 
offering more time for your 
money, take a close look before 
you decide. There's a fixed 
relationship between time and 
frequency response, and many 
brands seem to offer long delays 
only to customers with burnt out 
ears. MXR System II offers a full, 
16kHz bandwidth right up to 
800mS. This results in very clean 
signal and presence during 
flanging, chorus and doubling. 

Beyond these effects there are 
further possibilities with longer 
delays up to 3.2 Seconds. Repeat 
hold is a front panel feature 
allowing entire musical choruses 
to be captured and replayed 

indefinitely - eliminating trouble- 
some tape loops. When corn- 
bined with regeneration, this 
allows the construction of quite 
complex melodic structures with 
several delay parts. 

In true MXR style, the delay is 
robustly made for the rack, with 
balanced connections and an 
accurate, larger LED display of 
time. 

As a result of a confidential 
purchase, we are offering MXR 
delay system II at less than half 
price. Only £599 plus VAT etc. 
We only have five units left and 
the offer is strictly on a first come, 
first served basis. 

Call Garry Robson or John 
Ridell for full specifications. 

iéwxaj °-- 

Soundcraft knuckle under 
When it comes to the design of 
mixers, there has always been a 
conflict of opinion between the 
UK and the US. 

Originally the question was - 

where was the first multitrack 
console built ?. More recently, 
British preference has been for 
logically laid out, split mixing 
and monitoring sections, whilst 
our neighbours have preferred 
the in -line approach to mixing 
and monitoring. 

Soundcraft have always been 
a major supporter of this British 
institution. But no longer. Their 
latest TS24 console takes an 
innovative step beyond the usual 
in -line approach. 

Normally, an in -line channel 
contains two signal paths - one 
sends to the multitrack, the other 
is used for monitoring. When you 
mix, the monitoring is usually 
unused and you re -use the signal 
paths that went to the multitrack - 

We also supply the 
the full range of 
Soundcraft 
Magnetic 
products. 

they connect to the mix buss. You 
reconfigure the console when 
you change from record to mix. 

The TS24 dispels all of this 
confusion. The signal path which 
is designated 'channel' . always 
goes to the multitrack, and the 
'mix' path is always connected to 
the mix buss. So your monitor 
becomes your mix, and you can 
mix as you go. 

Thus the British tradition to 
maintain order is upheld. 

Soundcraft's new TS24 is a 
departure from their usual split 
console approach, yet it offers 
very logical, fast operation in a 
compact way. 

The many innovative features 
and facilities are described in a 
new, eight page brochure. Call 
us for a copy. Nobody knows 
Soundcraft better. 

Full details of all Soundcraft 
products are available on 

request. We also offer a 
complete installation and 

customisation srvice for 
special applications. 

Also ask how we can 
help with finance. 

CALL TURNKEY FOR FOR FULL INFORMATION AND PRICES ON ALL PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS. COMPLETE 44 PAGE CATALOGUE IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

WE CAN HELP YOU TO FIND AND ARRANGE FINANCE. INSTANT CREDIT OF UP TO £1000 IS AVAILABLE TO PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY IF YOU HAVE A VALID CREDIT CARD. 
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Plates, Springs and Chips 
our reverberation review 
Whilst digital is slowly creeping 
in the classic electromechanical 
sytems still hold their own in both 
quality and price. At Turnkey, 
we offer the widest range of 
reverberation devices in the 
country. 
AMS RMX16 - Its controlled by 
computer and you can deter- 
mine the parameters of nine 
reverb programmes. 

A hand held remote offers full 
control and includes memory. 

Altogether, this must be the 
most advanced reverberation 
system available in the world 
today. We are the exclusive, 
South of England distributors. 
Ecoplate III - Plate reverb is the 
industry standard. It has a crisp, 
bright appeal, all of its own. 
Since the patent expired, sev- 
eral manufacturers have tried to 
come up with a good sounding 
plate at a competitive price - 

Ecoplate have had success for 
some time now. Their latest is 
more compact than ever. Fully 
compatible, excellent specs and 
affordable. 
Yamaha RV 1000 - The price 
breakthrough had to come. Not 
in the league of the AMS, but 
providing a basic mono reverb 
with none of the quirks 

associated with mechanical 
devices. Four preset delay 
times, with mixing and three 
band sweep EQ. 
G.B.S Mk III - This is the latest 
version of Britain's classic stereo 
reverb. Frills free operation 
using custom transducers and 
high speed op -amps. A fully 
balanced version, approved for 
broadcast is also available. 
Warm, bright sound with strong 
stereo imaging. Use as a main, or 
secondary reverb system, or for 
live applications. Unbeatable in 
the value it offers. 

There's more to come. MXR 
are about to launch their own 
digital reverb system and 
Yamaha has some advanced 
devices on the horizon. 

For more information or to 
arrange a demonstration, call 
Turnkey, the Reverb experts. 

Now, rapid line -up and audio checks 
The Imagine the ideal hand held 
test set. It has the minimum of 
controls. Starting with an audio 
oscillator that covers the entire 
spectrum in a single sweep. 
Then a digital reading level 
meter that measures directly in 
dB's over a range of 74dB's. And 
finally a frequency counter that 
displays the oscillator or meter 
input in large LED digits. 

A test set that's small enough to 
operate anywhere, yet precise 

enough for any professional 
application. 

The Loft TS1 is manufactured 
by the Phoenix Audio Labs and 
distributed exclusively by 
Turnkey. Now only £216.52. 

Call for full specifications. 

trrnkey 

How a computer is the 
future of music 
Synclavier is causing a storm. 
Composing, arranging, editing 
and laying rhythms and even the 
art of multitrack are all changing 
as a result. 

Imagine a familiar scenario. 
The musician sits at a piano 
arranging a composition. A pen- 
cil clamped in his teeth, playing 
chords and scribbling the dots. 
Building a mental picture of how 
they will sound together as brass 
or strings in the final perfor- 
mance: He may even make a 
basic demo recording. 

Enter Synclavier. An idea can 
be played on the keyboard in 
any conceivable voice, 
recorded digitally and edited or 
retimed. And each development 
or orchestration can be added 
and manipulated and recorded 
separately on the sixteen track 
recorder. There's final mixdown, 
playback and music printing. 

That's just a fraction of what 
can be done. Whole verses of 
real sounds can be captured and 
minutely manipulated. 

Users such as Martin Rushent 
and Daniel Miller are discover- 
ing the potential of Synclavier as 
a production tool. Songwriter 

Sting and film music writer Alan 
Parker are developing their 
ideas in a way which was not 
possible before. We have also 
supplied institutions here and 
abroad that not only use 
Synclavier for music but varied 
applications like phonetic 
analysis too. 

There's a great deal of excit- 
ing progress being made with 
this computerised music system. 
All pointing to the future of music 
-and recording. 

For full details on Synclavier, 
and the latest software and 
hardware updates, call David 
Whittaker at Turnkey. 

Behind the success of System Sixteen 

1,...ewi"fi:ï:.mm MAU 
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If your first multitrack was TEAC 
or Tascam then you know of all 
that this manufacturer has done 
to provide affordable recording 
technology. You should also 
know that since their first multi- 
track product, more than ten 
years ago, they have continued 
to provide music and production 
people with more and more 
advanced technology. Their 
philosophy has always been to 
provide easy to use technology, 
that's also easy to own. 

The System Sixteen is no 
exception. The 85 -16B recorder 
is built to work hard. The way it's 
built challenges the likes of Otari 
and Studer. And the quality 
achieved using the economic 

one inch format with dBx, is both 
proven and approved for music 
mastering and broadcasting. 

The mating mixer, Model 15 is 
built in the same tradition. It's 
balanced, metered, modular, 
and ergonomic. Independant 
monitoring sections and a range 
of access points to the auxiliary 
busses offer the flexibility to 
repatch to any requirement. And 
again, performance challenges 
familiar high priced products. 

System Sixteen from TASCAM 
offers remarkable versatility and 
carries an equally surprising 
price tag for such wide range of 
facilities and features. 

If you know TEAC then you we 
urge you to find out more about 
System Sixteen for your studio 
upgrade. The system is quick to 
install and you can begin work- 
ing with confidence in a matter of 
hours. Call Garry Robson. 

Dynamix Special 
We have one only, frustrated 
order in our stock room. 

It's a twenty four input, 
Dynamix 3000 Series, sixteen 
track mixer. It was ordered with 
high quality P &G faders, but the 
buyer had a sudden change of 
heart. Brand new, but it's our 
policy to sell -off specials. Hence 
the unrepeatable price of only 
£2995. Details on application. 

WE CAN HELP YOU TO FIND AND ARRANGE FINANCE. INSTANT CREDIT OF UP TO 
£1000 IS AVAILABLE TO PERSONAL CALLERS IF YOU HAVE A VALID CREDIT CARD. 
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Welcome to Spring AES, Paris 1984 
This years European AES looks 
like being full of surprises from 
several major manufacturers. 

Our overseas interests will be 
represented as follows. 

Stand T63 - Turnkey Two 
Andy Munro will be pleased to 

discuss all aspects of acoustics 
and studio design. His innovative 
approach, incorporating LEDE 
theory has resulted in many 
major contracts over the past 
year. This is a chance to take a 
closer look at some of these large 
installations, both home and 
abroad, that have been recently 
completed. 

Andrew Stirling, Turnkey 

.111116, 

41. 
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Fostex plus RSD system now on demo 
A couple of months ago we Our fourth variation, is the new 
offered the choice of Soundtracs, sixteen - sixteen - two mixer from 
SECK or Allen & Heath, budget RSD. Wide facilities at low cost. 
sixteen track mixers to work with At Turnkey you get the widest 
the new Fostex B16 recorder. range of choice in multitrack. 

Do you have a 
copy of our 
Fact File yet? 
Based on our wide experience of 
private and commercial studio 
projects, we have prepared a 
unique file of information. 

It contains facts, figures and 
comment, covering all aspects of 
establishing a successful 16/24 
track operation. 

In short, it is essential reading 
for anyone considering a major 
multitrack venture. 

For your free copy, apply 
directly to Garry Robson. 

Sales Director, will also attend to 
discuss major studio packages. 
Stand T64 - Synclavier 

Following our quite recent 
appointment as the European 
representatives for this remarka- 
ble product, our resident expert, 
David Whittaker will attend. 

A complete, working 
S:ynclavier II system will be 
demonstrated. Full information 
on the latest software and 
hardware updates, plus news on 
applications will be available. 

The Paris AES is at the Palais 
de Congres, March 27th to 30th. 
We look forward to meeting you 
there. 

SECK announces 
two new mixers 
These brand new consoles from 
SECK include many recording 
features, packaged in the most 
compact, portable console we 
have seen. 

Construction technology is 
very advanced. An extruded 
aluminium shell holds a double 
sided printed circuit board. 

The inputs feature balanced 
mike and liné connections, long 
faders, four auxiliaries, and a 
very good sounding three band 
(centre sweep) equaliser. 

There's auto solo on all outputs 
and peak/average switchable 
LED bargraph metering. Plus 
performance that challenges 
consoles costing twice the price. 
And not just on paper. 

Remarkably, these consoles 

are just 48 milimeters thick, and 
the twelve in version weihs just 8 
kilogram. The built in handle 
makes them truly portable, and 
folds back to provide convenient 
angled operation. An external 
power supply ensures that there 
are no hum or hear problems. 

Feature by feature these new 
SECKS offer more value in basic 
stereo mixing facilities than any 
other product we know in the 
marketplace. Call or write for 
further details and full technical 
specifications. 

Marilyn Studio 
in operation 
Another design - success for the 
LEDE approach taken by Andy 
Munro of Turnkey Two. The 
Marilyn studio in Munich is 3M 
and API equipped, providing full 
twenty four track facilities. 

Illsonic panels are used for 
precise, local control of sound 
reflections. Note that signal pro- 
cessing is mounted above the 
mixing console, cockpit style. 

The studio has full video lock 
facility to meet the exacting 
needs of many post production 
clients. 

chimkey 
Prices shown are exclusive of VAT and delivery charges. Please call us for a firm and final price. 
Prices on any pro -audio product or a copy of our 44 page catalogue are available on your request 
Turnkey. Brent View ROad, LONDON NV/9 TEL Telephone;01 202 4366 Telex 25769, TKBANG 
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TheADO6 
Tried and tested 
by some of the bestJudges 
inthe world. 
Ideal for Broadcasting -Post Production- OBvans etc. 
- and manyother incidents to betaken into consideration. 

Avdio 
DEVE_DPMENTS 
SOUNDS PERFECT EVERY TIME 

For personal attention contact Antony Levesley on 0543 375351 or write to 
Audio Developments Hall La Walsall Wood, Walsall, West Mid. WS9 9AU 

Telex No. kidev G 338224 Code: Timing 
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Sonny Acoustics Studio Li 
Studio Mixing -Console S 500 

BFE announces new studio 
concept: Sonny Acoustics Studio Line! 
Finally, after a long silence, 
a domestic audio mixing console 
designer came up with a professional 
quality product with the seal 

"Made in Germany" which is cost 
effective with detail finish and state 
of art design. Sonny Acoustics 
Studio Line : Naturally available 
exclusively through BFE. For further 
information please contact: 

Studio Rack: Expander /Gate -, 
Compressor /Limiter -, De -Esser and 
Parametric -Equaliser. 

BFE KG An der Ochsenwiese 6 

D -6500 Mainz -Gonsenheim 
West Germany . Telefon: 06131/4 63-0 
Telex: 4 187 300 bfe d 

lAD. 'lady produce high dynamic radio equipment for handheld 
SYSTEMS 

c microphones, instrument pick -ups and communications. 

UDistr' . 'on 
R 'ce 

)71146 
::11n:: :: ( 

Hardware House 
New Address: West Works, Chalgrove Road, London E9 6PB. 01 -986 6111 
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MAJOR 
BREAKTHROUGHS 

DON'T HAPPEN OVERNIGHT. 

The new Delta three triple -deck cartridge 
machine from ITC gives you even more 
rugged reliability than its well -proven 
predecessors in the Premium Series, it 
provides improved performance, is more 
compact and includes a host of new 
operating features. 

All this has been made possible by 
major technological advances in the ITC 
research and development lab. 
Advances which have created an 
electronically and mechanically superior 
unit. A machine that will take all the 
inevitable day -to-day knocks yet keep on 
functioning at the high standard you - 
and your listeners- expect. 

The Delta Three has three 
independently -romovable decks and 
modular construction makes alignment 
and servicing simple and convenient. It is 
clean and smooth in operation, with 
minimal flutter and optimum frequency 
response, in mono or stereo. Insertion 
and removal of cartridges is positive, and 
there's a microprocessor- controlled 
digital cue tone detector. A newly 
designed capstan motor with its own 
integral "gallows " greatly reduces 
bearing noise and ensures stability of 
shaft along its entire length. Record 
facility on lower deck is made possible by 
the addition of Delta Four. 

Rigorously tried -and -tested in the 
field, the Delta Three represents a 
significant breakthrough in practical 
technology for the studio. 

ITC. Sound quality. 

isms 

FVIWO. Bauch Limited 
49 T ecbald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ 

Telephone 01- 953 0091, Te ex 27502 

International Tapetronics Corp., 
2425 South Main Street, 
Bloomington, 
Illinois 61701, USA 
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FREQUENCY 

DIVIDING... 
p 

CROSSOVERS 
The FDS300 and MCS200 series 
frequency diti:ing systems have 
created new standards in sound onntrol. 
Between theme they meet every 
requirement _r_ the sound. reinforcement 
field, with each unit offering four 
outstanding features to set them apart 
from other crossovers.M.d filter limiters 
for each section; subsonic hnd ultrasonic 
input filters; output level indicators; and 
a choice of pi grammable°frequetieies 

« " on 12, 18, or 24dB per oc'ave slopes. 
AGENTS: 
France: Regiscene, Pais 3745886. Belgium: T. E. M., Brustele 5691823. 
Holland: Ampco BV Urec 43 131. Germany: Audio.Vertrieb, GmbH Hamburg 524 51 51 

Spain: Leson Distribu_ienee Barcelona 203 4804. 
Italy: 1ta1 Cida, Parma 198 44. Australia: Audio Tel, Sydney, 32 264 6817. 
South Africa: Colosse., Amtuá_s, Johannesburg 23 4:41. 
Austria: Bourke & Dusa to GmbH Weis 072427147. 
Canada: Gerr Ekctro A:oceres Toronto 86805 28. 
America: Klark Teknio çVl.'. 249 3660. Japan: Matsuda Trading Co, Tellyo 295 4731. 
Denmark: CSR Coperhager 01_043366. 
UK AGENTS: 
HHB Hire and Saks, Lend 0 A6: 3295. Scenic Soucis, 01.834 2812. 
Music Laboratory, 01.388 0 '2. Turnkey 01 -202 4366. 
Wigwam Acoustics, Me 63'36. Autograph Saks, 2671677. 

Brooke Siren Systems, 213 Sydney Road, 
Muswell Hill,london N10. Tel: 01 -444 
7892. Telex: 912881 BSSAUDIO 

C)(Ieor-(om. Intercom systems 

BROADCAST INTERCOM SYSTEMS 
FOR STUDIO AND PORTABLE USE 
A full range of modular studio and 
portable production talkbacks fron TBA Lighting 
Clear -Corn, world leaders in intercom 

31 Corsica Street systems. London N5 1 JT 
Please call TBA Lighting for more information. TeJ 01 359 6298 Telex 25960 Eurotl G 
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0 
É NEUMANN 

Á CONDENSER. 

N MICROPHONES 
N 

1 

It is essential that microphones used for digital recording be capable of covering a 

dynamic range of at least 96dB, since this is the range between the quantizing noise 

of a 16 -bit system and its clipping le7el. Neumann condenser microphones have 

always provided 110dB - some as high as 129dB (r .e. IEC 179) - but this is only one 

of their many advantages. There is no doubt that your digital recordings kill continue 

to have their best chance at success if they are made us!ng Neumann microphones. 

We'll be glad to send you our catalog 120. 

AUDIO EXPORT GEORG NEUMANN &CO GMBH 
B dstraße 14 Post act- 1180 D -7100 Heilbronn Tel. (0 71 31( 8 22'5 

Telex 7 -28358 a.ldex d : ables Audioexport 

F.W.O. Bauch Limited 

4.OT1-I4113ki.fM01 
AUDIO CORPORATION 

49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ 
Telephone 01- 9530091, Te ex 2:502 

741 Washington St-New York, NY 10314 

1x12) 741 -8411 

We Coasi Sales Office 
2131841-1111 
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OH TECHIMLOGY 

FOR YOUR XLR CONNECTORS 

.._..r------ - 

This new range of XLR connectors, 
manufactured in the U.K. by Key 
Technology Ltd., fill a demand in the audio 
industry for a high quality, inexpensive 
range of British made XLRs. 
The chasis sockets are rear and front 
mounting, with a PCB mounting socket 
also available. Made from glass filled 
nylon for a durable and attractive finish. 
Silver plated pins give low contact 
resistance and excellent solderability. 

The line connectors have been carefully 
designed with ease of assembly in mind, 
and good cable retention. 

KEY TECHNOLOGY LTD. 
Unit 9, Rosshill Industrial Park, 

Sutton Road, Southend -on -Sea, Essex 
Tel. No: 0702 614108 Telex: 995239 

DISTRIBUTORS: 

U.K. 

Adam Hall Supplies Ltd. 
Tel: 0702 613292 
Telex: 995029 

Connectronics Ltd. 
Tel: 01 -449 3663/4044 
Telex: 8955127 

Cliff Electronic Components 
Tel: 0883 47713/6 
Telex: 8813346 

U.S.A. 

Connectronics Ltd. 
Tel (203)324 2889 
Telex: 643678 

NETHERLANDS 

Fane Holland 
Tel: 02968 -7777 or 7500 

BELGIUM 
Jean Jaques Prevot 
Tel: 10 614725 
Telex: 59494 

AUSTRIA 
Spectron Tontectuúk 
Tel: 
Telex: 111010 

WEST GERMANY 
Adam Hall G.m.B.H. 
Tel: 
Telex: 418061 

INVEST IN A SOUND FUTURE 
YOUR CAREER IN THE 

MUSIC INDUSTRY 
TREBAS I ISTITUTE OF RECORDIfIG ARTS 

WILL PUT YOU ON THE RIGHT TRACK 

In a 2 year professional training program in the 

RECORDING ARTS AND SCIENCES 
80 courses in 

RECORD PRODUCING MANAGEMENT 
SOUND ENGINEERING 

limited mlernsh,ps available 80% of graduates placed 
For Day or Evening courses starting January and October. APPLY NOW! 

For application and FREE brochure describing 
courses. contact. Admissions Director. 

TREBAS INSTITUTE 
225 Mutual Street 
Toronto, Ontario. Canada M5B 2B4 
Phone: (416) 977 -9797 

developing people and the music industry since 1979. 
member: Music Industry Educators Association. U.S.A. 
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STUDIO & BROADCAST 
ANCILLARIES 

1144Mml 
011111M11=1 E SYSTEMS 

M 
SINGLE AND DUAL D.I. BOXES 

VERSATILE CABLE TESTER 

2 WAY AND 3 WAY MIC SPLITTERS 

STEREO DISC PREAMPLIFIER 

DUAL AND QUAD LINE AMPLIFIERS 

13 AMP MAINS DISTRIBUTION UNITS 

19" RACK MOUNT IN VARIOUS FORMATS 

E.M.O. SYSTEMS LTD. 
Durham Rd., Ushaw Moor, Durham City, DH7 7LF. 

Tel Durham (0385) 730787 
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NO FRILLS. 
NO FUSS. 

The EMT 938 professional 
broadcast turntable combines 
traditions of excellence with a 

highly competitive price. Design 
has been based on the proven 
EMT 948, which ensures high 
reliability, complete practicality and 
optimum performance. 

Essential features include the 
direct -drive platter and motor - 
driven tone -arm lift for quick starts, 
three fixed speeds and a variable 

speed controller, and exceptional 
shock absorption. The built -in EQ 

amplifiers have balanced studio 
outputs as well as integral muting 
for run -up. 

Almost all international 
standard 47 k -ohm magnetic 
cartridges are compatible with the 
EMT 938. Compact and light in 

weight, the unit can be surface 
mounted or recessed in a 

table -top. 

For full details, contact 
F.WO. Bauch Limited. 

The EMT 938- no frills, 
no fuss. 

1 %1I FR \NZGmhH 
Postfach 1520, D -7630 Lahr, 
Tel. 07825 -512, Telex. 754319. Franz D 

FW.O. Bauch Limited 
49 TheobaktStreet. Bcrer> ,l n 'Ncud. Hertfordshire WW6 4RZ 

Telephone 01 -953 0091 Telex 27502 
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ROOS 

Ballrooms 
Concert 

Hall 
# Plates SC óbs 

# Cellars lS° rne lovely 
decay), 

Single 
& Double R pO m s 

Expandable 
bathrooms 

plannrn9 
perm ission 

Resident 
chorus 

allows easy extensions 
ns 

MANY 
FACILITIES 

to vie 
W tand hear) contact: 

Poott Glottolts 

3tlnrquee 
Iectronicz 

01-439 8421 
SHOWROOM AT 10 RICHMOND MEWS 

90 Wardour Street, London W1 
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SIERRA AUDIO CORPORATION 

announces the completion of 

ATLANTIC RECORDS STUDIO A, MANHATTAN 

Designed by Tom Hidley Built by Kent Duncan 

Many thanks to: 

AHMET ERTEGUN SHELDON VOGEL MEL LEWINTER 

PAUL SLOMAN RON SARNER MIKE YAMMA 

JIM FALCONER J.B. RIVERA 
and the entire ATLANTIC STUDIOS staff .. 

rsiema 
auDio 

SIERRA HIDLEY DESIGN 
721 South Glenwood Place 

Burbank, California 91506 USA 
Telephone (213) 843 -8200 

Telex 662745 (K DUNCAN BUBK) 

Worldwide exclusive agents of Tom Hidley and Kent Duncan Design 
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Mosses and Mitchell are recognised as being the largest 
manufacturer of Jacks and Jackfields in the U.K. 
We are approved suppliers to the B.B.C., British Telecom, 
the Post Office, Pye T.V.T., Pye Telecommunications, 
Mercia Sound and many other major users. 

We have a policy of continued design and technological 
innovation and are now able to offer miniature type 
Jacks and Jackfields which can be supplied with 
wire wrap terminals as an alternative to the 
traditional solder terminals. 

At our modern factory in Farnham, Surrey we 
are equipped to offer a flexible manufacturing 
service geared to meet your individual 
specification and delivery requirements. 

MM 

+11 - l+ttk-lT.alb tt:[ O. 

j." 

ilifterertneerretramwr 
TrernmerermiTremerms 

'T,...... 

Mosses & Mitchell Limited, Weydon Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 8QL 
Telephone: Farnham 721236 (STD 0252) Telex: 858820 
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The N °1 System 

Get the full facts on the most creative modular system in the world. 

Rebis Audio Ltd., Kinver Street, Stourbridge, West Midlands, DY8 5AB, England. 

Tel: 0384 71865. Telex: 335494. 

Australia; Audio Mix Systems, Sydney 371 -9009. Belgium; S E.D., Bruxelles X22 -7064 Canada; Heinl Electronics Inc., Ontario 495 -0688 Denmark; Kinovox APS, Lynge 18 7617. 

Finland; Studiotee, Helsinki 90 556 252. France; Lazare Electronics, Paris 8786210 Germany; Thum & Mahr Audio, Leverkusen 2173- 41(X)3. Hausmann Concert Electronic, Berlin 

4336097. Studiotechnik Jurgen Klever, Hamburg 6901044. Greece; RD (Recording Services) O.E., Athens 6820689. Hong Kong & China; Audio Consultants Co. Ltd., Kowloon 

3-7125251 India; Kapco Sound, New Delhi 43718. Israel; More Productions B.P. Ltd., Tel -Aviv 62009. Italy; Startek, Bologna 23 30 34 Jamaica; Audiofon Systems Ltd., Kingston 

926 -2569. Japan; Hibino Electro Sound Inc., Tokyo864 -4961. Netherlands; Special Audio Products B.V., Amsterdam 797055 South Africa; Tru -Fi Electronics, Johannesburg 838 4938. 

Spain; Mike Llewellyn Jones, Madrid 445 -1301. Sweden; Tal & Ton, Gothenberg 803620. U.S.A.; Klark -Teknik Electronics Inc., Farmingdale, N.Y. 249 -3660. 
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J1.J.I,fS 

* Faster wiring - no braiding to prepare 
* Iì High -visibility Colours 

Tough, flexible P.V.C. jacket 
* Conductive thermo -plastic shielded 
* For: Microphones, Data Transmission, etc. 

1\. 11)1! tí-Y 

AVAILABLE IN THE 
FOLLOWING COUNTRIES:- 

J-1 J JIA_L? 

HOLLAND 
WEST GERMANY 

FRANCE 
SOUTH AFRICA 

JAPAN 
AUSTRALIA 

NEW ZEALAND 

CANADA 

* Available in 1 and 8 pairs, other configurations 
to order 

* Conductive Thermo- plastic Shield 
Fast Preparation Time 

* Fully colour coded - high visibility colours 
For: Studios, Audio, TV, Control etc. 

.....,...:....... .::.:::.::ï::: 

High flexibility 
a Low Capacitance - 

Musical Instrument Cable 
* Conductive Thermo- plastic Shield 
* High Speed Assembly 
* Many bright colours 

Hit: Guitars, keyboards, 
effects, patching etc. 

'PM 9.,::!,_1,1( 
9r Extra -low capacitance audio cable, 

(4 x Phonoflex) 
Conductive Thermo -plastic Shield 

* High -speed preparation 
For Audio sends and returns, Hi -Fi, 
effects rack feeds, etc. 

.I)JUJ Jfitg.:? 
* Extra -low capacitance audio cable 
* Conductive Thermo- plastie Shield 
* High -speed preparation 
* For: Audio, Hi -Fi, HiZ Mies, effects 

racks patching etc. 

.;) :3 !;-J 
.... 

a Conductive Thermo -plastic shielded 
multicore 

a Sends and returns separately shielded 
(36 sends and 7 returns) 

* For: P.A. Cable Systems ('Snakes') 

Aluminium foil- shielded mylar wrapped, melinex taped 
High-flexibilty soft PVC jacket 

a Fully colour -coded jacket to determine number of pairs 
Available in many configurations 1,6,11,15,19,27,31 and 
others on request. 
For Audio, Data, Control, Switching, Light control, P.A., 
Snakes, Installation etc. 

Conncfronics 
UNITED KINGDOM & WORLD EXPORTS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

CONNECTRONICS LIMITED 
20 Victoria Road 
New Barnet Hertfordshire 
EN9 9PF England 
Telephone 01. 449 3663 
Telex 8955127 SCAL G 

CONNECTRONICS CORPORATION 
652 Glcnbrook Road 

Stamford CT 06906 U.s.A. 
Telephone 12031324 2889 

Telex 643678 

0 

INTERNATIONAL PROFESSIONAL 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

WED, THURS, FRI 
JUNE 1314 Et 15 

11 
v D 

L J 

10 to 1800 
hours 

l l 

KENSINGTON EXHIBITION CENTRE, KENSINGTON, LONDON 
Audio Et Design Canare Cables (Allotrope) "International Musician" Roland (UK) 
Audo Developments C -Tape Developments James Yorke Raindirk 
Allen Et Heath (Brennelf) Calrec Audio John Hornby Skewes Rebis Audio 
Advance Music Systems Connectronics Klark -Teknik RE Instruments 
Auditronics Cunnings Recording Keith Monks Scenic Sounds 
Audio Techniques Clyde Electronics Kelsey Acoustic Surrey Electronics 
Audio -Music Marketing Cadac Key Technology Shuttlesound 
Audio Systems Components Cetec International Lennard Developments Swisstone 
ACES (UK) Ltd Crow of Reading Mosses Et Mitchell Sony Broadcast 
Atlantex Music Drawmer Marketing Marquee Electronics Sonifex 
Amek Systems Dolby Laboratories Modutec Division of Record Sifam 
Audio Kinetics EDC Elkom Design Electrical Solid State Logic 
Agfa- Gevaert EMO Systems 3M Soundtracs 
Audix Eardley Electronics Midas Audio Soundcraft 
Alice (Stancoil) Elliott Bros Mike Fraser (Film Services) "Studio Sound" 
Ampex Feldon Audio Music Laboratories TRAD 
Audio Services Formula Sound Michael Stevens Er Partners Trident Audio Developments 
AKG Equipment Fraser -Peacock Neve Electronics Thorn EMI 
Applied Microsystems Film -Tech Electronics NEAL Tweed Audio 
Audio Media Future Film Developments NFS Reverb Tandberg 
Audio Video Marketing Harman (Audio) Otari Technical Projects 
F.W.O. Bauch Hayden Laboratories Professional Recording Tape Automation 
Branch Er Appleby HHB Hire and Sales Penny 8 Giles Tam /England 
BASF United Kingdom Hill Audio Philip Drake Electronics Turnkey 
Bel Marketing HW International Playback Studio Uher Sales 8 Service 
Beyer Dynamic ITA Pangbourne Musical Distributors Zonal 
Bruel Et Kjaer Industrial Acoustics Pye TVT 

Tickets: APRS, 23 CHESTNUT AVENUE, CHORLEYWOOD WD3 4HA, ENGLAND 
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The Dolby SP Series 
Multi -track noise 
reduction unit 

Dolby noise reduction is an integral 
part of professional multi -track 
recording practice in music, radio and 
TV broadcasting, and film studios 
throughout the world. A new noise re- 
duction unit, the Dolby SP Series, 
has been developed for these and other 
applications, and provides up to 24 
tracks of Dolby A -type noise reduction 
in only 121/4" of rack space. The SP 
Series' combination of compact size, 
ease of operation, and new features 
makes it ideal for equipping new 
recording facilities and upgrading 
existing ones. 

For further information on the SP 
Series and other professional noise re- 
duction equipment, contact Dolby 
Laboratories. 

Highlights of the Dolby SP Series: 

Up to 24 tracks in only 121/4" of rack 
space, including power supply. 

Dolby A -type noise reduction 
characteristics utilizing standard 
Dolby Cat. No. 22 modules. 

Separate regulated power supply 
unit with electronically -controlled 
output protection. 

Low -noise fan cooling. 
LED display for each track permits 

accurate Dolby level calibration 
(within ±0.1 dB if desired) by matching 
intensity of LED pairs; further LEDs 

indicate the presence of signals and 
clipping, and assist alignment with 
high -level reference tapes. 

Front -panel "UNCAL" control for 
each track permits rapid resetting of 
Dolby level for playback and punch - 
in on nonstandard -level tapes, 
then instant restoration of preferred 
preset studio Dolby level without 
recalibration. 

User -selectable option of "hard" or 
electronically- buffered bypass of 
individual tracks and of all tracks 
simultaneously. 

Snap -fit connectors on rear panel for 
rapid disconnection and reconnection. 

Balanced and floating input stages. 

Output stages drive either single - 
ended or balanced 600 -ohm loads at 
levels up to +28 dB (19.5 V) before 
clipping. 

Ultra -low- distortion input and out- 
put amplifiers. 

Remote ground- sensing output con- 
figuration minimizes hum pickup 
when driving single -ended loads. 

Discrete FET switching for reliable, 
noise -free routing of audio signals. 

Dolby Laboratories, 731 Sansome Street, 
San Francisco, California 94111, Telephone 
415- 392 -0300, Telex 34409.346 Clapham Road, 
London SW9, Telephone 01- 720 -1111, Telex 

919109. "Dolby" and the double -D symbol are 
trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing 
Corporation. S81/3621 
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HARMONIC HALL TAPE DUPLICATION 

`, We may not be the best, but!!! 
0 °0 io'-4-simply better with consistancy in quality. 

Air-7 ± 2dB 50-15KHz frequency response 

less than 2dB noise on master copy (with Dolby) 

* Runs of 50 to 1,000,000 cassettes. 

* Rapid Service available 

* Complete mastering facilities 
* Most advance equipment, e.g. Gauss 2400 tape Duplicator. 
* Paper labeland inlay card printing 
* Full artwork facilities 
* Wide choice of coloured cassettes always in stock 
* Blank cassettes wound to any length 
* Shrink wrap and cellophane overwrap 
* Special packaging and export undertaking 
* World wide delivery 
* Very competitive price 
* Demo tape can be sent on request 

Special production line for computer program cassette 

irj HARMONIC HALL CO. 
Flat AB, 11th floor, Block 2, Golden Dragon Ind. Centre, 162 -170 Tai Lin Pai Road., 

Kwai Chung, N.T., Hong Kong Tel:O- 277681 Cable: "HARMONICO" Telex: 36600 HHCR HX 

RADIOWYVERNBEACONRADIOMERCIASOUNDRADIOVICTORYDOWNTOWNRADIOBRMBRADIOHEREWARDRADIORADIOTAYICELANDICSTATEBROAD 
ó c 

1 
I I I I I en 

m 'F THE SONIFEX MICRO HS SERIES----I - - 
- - - ` CARTRIDGE TAPE SYSTEM, AT THE CENTRE cn T. ó 

C 
OF BROADCAST STUDIOS WORLDWIDE 

o ilJly' 
HS 

r {... The quality of the micro HS meets the most exacting demands and is not --1 n 
only the result of a careful production process but the philosophy behind the c 
design. Do n 

I I O 
11 

SONIFEX Limited 
m 

15 College Street, lrthlingborough, Northamptonshire NN9 5TU, rn 
Telephone: 0933 650 700 Telex: 8954667VBSTLX G SFX cm, 

m 
ONCOUNTYSOUNDSWEDISHRADIOCHILTERNRADIOSUNSHINEGENEVACAPITALRADIDYORKSHIRETELEVISIONIRADIOMUNOTPLYMOUTHSOUNDT 

E 
N 

m 

FAMOUS FIVE IÑSTRUMENT CASES 
. MURAL - wall mounted cases 

. 
. 

.. PRATICK - general purpose - all steel 
SYNTHESE - structural foam - up market appearance 

â 

HARMONIE - aluminium - full '/p and ifs widths 
VISION - v.d.u. / keyboards 

I re..-1 1 ; - 
ENCLOSURE i TECHNOLOGY LTD 

Unit G, Southampton Airport, Southampton SO2 2HG. Tel: (0703) 614533 Telex: 477045 ENTEL G. 

F iú. iií Çw .. .. 
. 

-.- -Y 
U 
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"Our artists demand the best,so do 

- Apollo Master Discs:' 
=i 

Malcolm Davies 
Chief Mastering Engineer 
PRT Studios, London 

"There's no doubt -Apollo Mzst -.r Discs 
give the quietest cut availa3le 
through conventional techliques." 

"The Apollo has all the pluses 
mastering engineers look for." 
We designed into the Apollo lacquer all the features 
the mastering engineers have been asking for: better 
flatness, less noise, clean cutting, longer stylus life, 
better uniformity and consistency. Ultimately, the 
Apollo results in better records. 

"Absolutely flat." 
All aluminium blanks used for the Apollo are 
micropolished using a process originally developed 
for magnetic computer disks. This multi -step process 
resurfaces the aluminium blanks and creates a fine 
finish, free from defects and with an improved 
flatness. 

"Free of ticks and pops." 
Our elaborate lacquer manufacturing process 
insures that all particles and gels which could cause 
cutting problems are removed. Moreover, the new 
formulation resists lacquer buildup on the stylus, 
thus reducing groove wall scoring and loose debris in 
the groove, which contribute to ticks and pops. 

"Least abrasion." 
The unique Apollo formulation reduces the cutting 
friction when contacted by the heated stylus. This 
results in lower abrasion, thus extending the stylus 
life. And, of course, the formulation does not use 
any abrasive ingredients in the first place. 

"Very consistent from batch to batch." 
The excellent consistency of the Apollo 
lacquer masters is the result of complete 
control we have over the critical raw 
materials and the blending of the 
formulation. In addition, the 
extensive process and quality 
control methods assure the 
maintenance of tight 
manufacturing toler- 
ances. 

We've Mastered the Master. 

APOLU3= 
Master Audiodisc. 
Capitol Magnetic Products 

European and Middle East Sales Office 
Alma Road, Windsor, Berkshire SIA 3JA, England. 

Telephone: Wir dsor 59171. Telex 847241 

TA 
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DIARY 
DIARY 

Exhibitions; conventions; developments; contracts; agencies 

De Lane Lea 
change of 
ownership 
De Lane Lea Studios has been 
acquired by a consortium of 
freelance film people. The deal 
was completed on January 5, 1984 
and involves a total capital 
injection of nearly £1 million. By 
June 1984, two of the Sound 
Centre's studios will be completely 
re- equipped. Hugh Strain will be 
running Studio 3 with a new 40 
channel desk, Dolby Stereo and 
6 -track recording. Peter Maxwell 
will be moving to Studio 2 with a 
new 24 channel stereo desk. Both 
theatres will run 16 or 35 mm at 
high speed. Studio 1 will continue 
to provide dual gauge film 
facilities while the recently re- 
equipped Studio 4 has added video 
dubbing with a Q -Lock. Additional 
transfer capabilities will be 
available following the 
transformation of the Dean Street 
premises over the next five 
months. Also planned is the re- 
furbishment of the complex's 15 
cutting rooms which will be 
available for hire to all aspects of 
the film and TV industries. 

Contracts 
Advanced Music Systems 

(AMS) has announced the 
following contracts -10 DMX 
15 -80S stereo digital delay pitch 
changers to ORF, the Austrian 
Broadcast Corporation; 10 
DMX -80S and RMX 16 digital 
reverbs to Showco, the US tour 
company following road trials; 2 
reverb systems and 2 stereo delay 
line pitch changers to Limehouse 
Studios, London and one of each 
to Complete Video, London. Steve 
Levine, producer of Culture Club, 
has taken delivery of an RMX 16 
reverb system and a 16 second 
stereo DDL pitch changer which 
was upgraded to 25 s maximum 
delay; and producer Peter Collins 
(Musical Youth, Tracy Ullman) 
now has a stereo pitch change unit 
with 16 s maximum delay. 

Allen & Heath Brenell Ltd have 
announced that in conjunction 
with their Spanish distributor 
Fading SA, they have won a 
contract to supply the Spanish 
Broadcasting Corporation with 10 
Syncon B24 mixing consoles. 

Elliott Brothers have supplied a 
DDA D Series console to Metro 
Radio for their commercial 
production studio; Tannoy Super 

Red monitors to Harlech 
Television; Tannoy Little Red 
monitors to Central Television for 
on -air studios; the stage 
management desk for the RSC 
production of Poppy; and have 
been awarded the contract to 
install the new SSVC studio 
complex in London. SSVC has 
replaced the old BFBS network. 

Agencies 
PAWS Sound Service has been 

appointed the distributor for Sunn 
in The Netherlands. PAWS Sound 
Service, Weteringstraat 46, 1017 
SP Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
Tel: 020 -239501. 

Trident USA and Wilson Audio 
Sales have appointed Trackside 
Engineering of Atlanta as their 
exclusive dealer for the Georgia 
area. Trackside are currently 
installing a Trident console in 
their own mixdown room and will 
continue providing full service and 
sales support in the South East 
area. Trackside Engineering, 2670 
South Cobs Drive, Smyrna, GA 
30080. Tel: (404) 436 -3024. 

Kapla have announced that they 
are the exclusive Austrian agents 
for Amber, Amek, Bogen, Fabec, 

Gotham products, Keith Monks, 
Lexicon, MRL, Stellavox, 
Switchcraft, TAC, UREI and 
Valley People. Kapla, Sooss, 
Vöslauerstrasse 38 -40, Postfach 
49, A -2540 Bad Vösau, Austria. 
Tel: 02252 -7459. 

The professional audio products 
division of the Sony Corporation 
has appointed Audiotechniques, 
the New York and Stamford, 
Connecticut dealer, under a sales 
representation agreement for the 
full line of Sony digital equipment 
including the PCM -3324 digital 
multitrack. 

Forthcoming 
events 

March 27 to 30 
AES 75th Convention, Paris, 
France 

April 29 to May 2 
NAB Convention, Las Vegas, 
USA 

May 12 to 15 
AES 76th Convention, Anaheim, 
USA 

June 13 to 15 
APRS Exhibition, London, UK 
September 21 to 25 
International Broadcasting 
Convention, Brighton, UK 

Electronic mail links the industry 
What is likely to be the next step 
in communications technology- 
electronic mail (simply 'E -MAIL' 
for short) is beginning to link 
together all sections of the music 
and recording industry. 

Dialcom is an international 
electronic mail and information 
system based on Prime mainframe 
computers in a number of the 
world's major cities. The software 
was written in the seventies for 
the US Government, and was 
released for commercial 
applications through ITT Dialcom, 
who own the system in the States 
and have set up joint companies 
with the major telecommunications 
organisations in several countries: 
so, for example, the British 
Dialcom system, Telecom Gold 
(which has three separate but 
interlinked systems) is a company 
jointly owned by British Telecom 
and ITT Dialcom. 

The system was originally 
designed for the major national 
and multinational corporations, to 
allow them to send inter- 
departmental memos and the like 
anywhere in the world, but more 
recently groups have been set up 
to serve smaller organisations. 
Each 'closed user group' is 
independent of other groups, 

having its own directory of users 
and a wide range of facilities 
which can be developed 
exclusively for the group. 

One such group is administered 
by International Management 
Communications, and exists to 
serve the entertainment industry 
with communications and 'office 
automation' facilities, be they 
recording, music business, video, 
TV or broadcasting companies. 
IMC has exclusive deals with 
Dialcom to serve this industry 
internationally; there are now well 
over 300 users of the system in 
places as far apart as Los Angeles, 
Tokyo, Sydney and London. 
Besides communications facilities, 
IMC offers an exclusive electronic 
publishing service, Music Industry 
News Services (MINS), which 
supplies up -to- the -minute 
information on international record 
charts, industry news, and a wide 
variety of other topics; a custom 
database- management program 
design and installation service, 
which enables, for example, a 
touring band to handle all the 
administration required for a 
major tour (Elton John is using the 
system for all data and message 
handling on his current tour) or a 
studio equipment manufacturer to 

keep track of spares and stock 
levels on an international basis; a 
comprehensive text processing 
system which includes automatic 
generation and mailing of forms, 
say for enquiries about studio time 
or exhibition enquiries; and a 
growing set of specialised 
international information 
databases, which will cover such 
subjects as music venue 
information, studios, pro -audio 
manufacturers, and hire 
companies. 

The system is accessed from 
virtually any computer or terminal 
which has serial communications 
facilities, via a modem on to 
telephone company lines. In each 
major centre there are direct lines 
into the computers; for longer 
distance calls the system may be 
accessed via almost any of the 
national and international data 
networks -this means that the 
system is a local phone call away 
from most major centres in the 
'civilised world'. 

To allow your computer to 
access the system is very simple: 
almost any computer system with 
a serial RS232 port will do, and 
the system can be accessed at 
300/300, 75/1200 or 1200/1200 
baud, CCITT or Bell tones 

depending on the access location. 
Asynchronous communications 
software is available for, or sold 
with, the majority of serious 
computers, and after that all you 
need is a modem to link your 
computer to the system. 

Electronic Mail is the 
centrepiece of the system, and this 
is simply imagined as each user 
having a secure, password - 
protected 'Mailbox' ID which 
allows access to all the facilities 
on the system. The ID can be set 
up to scan incoming mail 
automatically on sign -on, check 
telexes (telex and telegrams can 
be sent and received)or perform 
many other functions available. 
For the mail service, the main 
charge is for the time connected to 
the computer (plus the local call) 
although there are reasonable 
rates for storing files on the 
system or sending mail 
internationally between systems. 
In addition, IMC charges a 
subscription to enable it to give 
instant technical and operational 
support almost anywhere in the 
world, and to provide the wide 
range of 'value- added' services 
which are exclusive to IMC, like 
the databases. 
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(MXR) 

An amazingly ver 
fully programmable 
Digital Drum Computer. 
The MXR Drum Computer. With a full complement 
of features and functions, it rivals the performance 
of a high -cost system -at an affordable price. And 
it's simple to use. 

12 real drum sounds, digitally recorded in memory: Kick, snare, rim 
shot, toms 1, 2 & 3, hi -hat open and closed, crash cymbal, claps, block, 
and bell Individual level controls and outputs for all voices Capacity: 
100 patterns of up to 99 beats each, 100 songs 2000 drum beat 
memory Seven accuracy levels from1 /8 notes to 1/32 triplets 

Infinitely variable time signatures Tempo adjustable from 40 to 
250 beats per minute Built -in click track (metronome) Four shift 
levels for human feel Pre -panned stereo outputs External trigger 
for all voices plus accent Tape /sync interface Memory -tape 
interface External tempo capability External voice expansion 

Exclusive MXR one -year 
full warranty 

...the musician /engineers 
MXR Innovations. (Europe) 
1 Wallace Way, Hitchin, Herts. 
England SG4 OSE 
Phone 0462 31513 

Copyright 1983 MXR Innovations. Inc. 

MXR Innovations, 1 Wallace Way, 
Hitchin, Herts. England SG4 OSE 

n Please send me information on the MXR 
Drum Computer. 

SS 4/84 
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In perspective 
Introducing an occasional column from Martin Polon 

the United States in intimate 
relationship with Europe and the 
rest of the technology- consuming 
world with new products, 
consumer reactions and the 
demand for professional audio 
services. The outcome of the 
marketing effort for the Compact 
Disc will be a success or failure 
because of its impact on 
numerous world market places, 
and the interactions of these 
markets. The recent rejection of 
the Beta format in Europe may 
not have influenced the several 
AitiEr an and Japanese 
manufacturers.who rejerted_Beta f firtur US distribution, h u i 

seem ik )y hat +t d1 . The 
result of this marketing 
migration to the VHS format in 
video will influence the 
emergence of a suitable stereo - 
video system for release 
worldwide in much the same 
way that the announcement of a 
stereo-video standard from 
Dolby Laboratories will impact 
the hundreds of films produced 
in Dolby stereo and now 
available for release in some 
enhanced audio format on video- 

What the world doesn't need is 
another column about audio. 
There may not be as many audio 
magazines as there are computer 
magazines, but it certainly seems 
like it (especially to this writer 
who has birthed several). That 
there is need for intelligent 
commentary on the state of the 
world of audio seems to be a fact 
(but that too may be a vanity 
from having commented on 
audio in the pages of other 
publications for the last ten years. 

The purpose of this column 
will be to cut across lines; to 
measure the differences between 
professional audio as it is 
practised in the UK and Europe 
with the USA, to show the 
future direction of audio as a 
synthesis that merges audio, 
video and computing, to see the 
impact of electronic home 
entertainment as the creator of 
the marketplace for professional 
audio equipment and services, 
and to view technology and the 
politics of marketing wherever 
they come into conflict. The dual 
linkages of technology and 
culture bind Japan, England and 

cassette. In short, the future of 
audio is intimately involved with 
the direction of such diverse 
entities as the split -up American 
Telephone and Telegraph 
(AT &T), the failure of professional 
organisations to come together 
and enhance the educational 
process in audio and the 
activities of direct broadcast 
satellite (DBS) in the United 
States and the United Kingdom. 

These and other activities of 
interest will be chronicled in 
these pages from time to time. I 
say time to time because the 
idea is not to make this column a 
repetitive or boring thing, but 
rather an exercise in stimulating 
the magazine audience to the 
same things that excite me. 

Who is this Martin Polon? Is 
he of value or is he just another 
self- impressed observer of the 
audio scene (there seem to be 
more than a few)? He has spent 
the last 10 years working at the 
business of the Audio 
Engineering Society. From the 
perspective of the Education 
Committee, presenting papers, 
running sessions, chairing 

conventions and working as a 
Governor of the Society, he has 
learned to listen to the needs of 
those who inhabit the world of 
audio. As a consultant in 
developing a broad range of 
audio, video and computing 
products, he has helped to give 
direction to features that make 
the user want to buy something. 
He has sold his fair share of 
high -technology refrigerators to 
Eskimos, but has at least learned 
there is a price to that. As an 
academic, he has taught the 
emergence of the needs of 
people as a basis for establishing 
high technology marketplaces. 
He believes in facts; in the 
research that produces those 
facts and most of all in the 
people /consumers who are the 
ultimate arbiters of the success 
or failure of any new technology 
or the continued success of what 
is established. 

This column will be hopefully 
enjoyed as much by the reader 
as it is by the writer. It will be a 
vehicle for both to communicate 
their views with the rest of the 
audio world. Martin Polon 

Electronic mail links the industry cont'd 
Sending an E -Mail is very easy; 

you just dial the local data 
network node, key a set of 
characters to access the system, 
and enter your personal ID and 
password. Then a simple set of 
commands enables you to 
'address' a letter to another 
subscriber and upload a word - 
processor file or type the message 
on -line. You can easily set up a 
personal file which contains 'short- 
form' names linked to the 
destination ID number of people 
you often mail. So, for example, to 
mail Studio Sound, you could type: 
'MAIL SEND TO SSOUND 
SUBJECT EDITORIAL 
LETTER' instead of having to 
remember that our ID is 
81:DGS1071. With suitable 
software on your computer, it is a 
simple matter to sign on, 
download your unread mail, exit, 
prepare replies as WP files off - 
line, sign -on again and send them, 
in the space of a few minutes, if 
you want to save money. There 
are also commands which enable 
you to see who else is on the 
system, and 'chat' to them, 
terminal- to-terminal, live. An 
additional facility enables you to 
send 'Express' E -MAIL messages, 
which always appear as the first 
item when your recipient reads his 

or her mailbox. The system 'flags' 
you if an Express E -MAIL arrives 
while you are on -line, and it can 
even call your radiopaging 
'bleeper' to warn you that an 
Express message has arrived, if 
you wish! 

One benefit of the system is that 
you can send full upper- and 
lower -case characters in an 
E -MAIL (although you can't send 
graphics unless both sender and 
recipient have similar character 
sets) which is impossible with a 
telex. Plus you can send E -MAIL 
or telex messages yourself -useful 
if you use a bureau currently, or 
have highly technical messages to 
send -without having to transcribe 
them and hand them to the 
appropriate person in your 
company, or dictate them slowly 
and laboriously over the phone. In 
addition, there is no machine to 
leave on overnight to catch 
messages from other time -zones; 
you simply sign on when you wish 
and your messages will be there 
waiting for you. And as the ID 
relates to you, and not your 
location, you can send and receive 
messages and information from 
anywhere in the world: from 
home, from a hotel room, or from 
the office. The system is perfectly 
compatible with portables like the 

Osborne or the NEC or TRS- 
80 briefcase portables- indeed the 
latter is one of the commonest 
machines used by bands and 
technical staff on the road. 
Studio Sound has been on 'The 
System' since last September, and 
as the number of pro-audio users 
in the IMC group grows, we are 
receiving more and more letters, 
articles, press releases and 
comments via the system. A fair 
proportion of the contents of each 
issue is being received by this 
means, and the proportion is 
growing all the time. Several of 
our international contributors are 
on the system, and we are thus 
able to receive an article, correct 
it and check it with the author in a 
day or so, or even an afternoon, 
where before we had to wait for a 
week or so each way to get an 
article together via normal airmail, 
for example from the USA. 

A growing number of pro-audio 
companies, such as Eventide, 
Sound Workshop, Marshall 
Electronics, Soundcraft, and Alice 
are on the system, and more are 
joining all the time, especially 
where there are international 
distributors or offices which need 
to be in touch with each other a 
great deal. The British APRS is 
also considering the system with a 

view to linking member studios 
and international studio 
organisations. Indeed, it would be 
perfectly possible to arrange 
studio bookings on the system, 
and many existing users are 
bands, management, and record 
companies with whom a studio 
will normally deal. 

With UK connect time running 
at 10.5p /min during the day, and 
3.5p /min outside office hours, it 
makes a lot of sense for both 
E -MAIL and Telex, apart from 
the other facilities, and compares 
very favourably with international 
phone calls. 

If you're interested in joining 
the IMC group, contact the 
following people in the first 
instance: Don Singleton, IMC, 96a 
Portland Road, London Wll. Tel: 
01 -221 2749 or Chris Coffin, 
Technigroup, 16 Green Acre 
Lane, Northport, NY11768. Tel: 
(516) 261 -5541, and you will be 
introduced to the system and 
placed in contact with your local 
IMC representative. (By all means 
mention Studio Sound when you 
get in touch!) Training on the 
system is free and IMC can also 
offer assistance in advising on 
suitable communications software 
and hardware for your computer 
system. 
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Satisfying, pure 
digital reverb at 
an affordable price. 

If you think that's impossible, you haven't 
heard the Model 200- Lexicon's latest. 

The 200 is the first economical general- 
purpose digital reverberator designed for 
recording studios, musicians, Pike /video 
production houses, and broadcasters. Its 
versatility and high quality are matched 
only by its low price. 

The 200's advanced technology brings you: 

Selectable diffusion, 
reverb time contour, 
rolloff, and early echoes 

t:, jt<: nonvolatd- 
memory for storing un 
to 10 user setups vv 
instant recall Affordable, natural- sounding dig;tal reverb 

is not impossible -call your Lexicon dealer 
today. 

Remote control functior 
for stage performances 

Human engineered 
panel controls for our 

intuitive 

nput Irncl ,wrtt. 
;rccornrnoddte a wii 
rutyrt of ii st ri irr ent,. 
tr'rprtt so unes 

Bal;rnr.ed rrKlut anr 
outlxrt connaction°. ... 
a rnaxnnurr sulnr,l 
of 24 dBrn 

UK Distribution by: 
Scenic Sounds Equipment 
97 -99 Dean St, London W1 
Tel: 01 -734 2812/3/4 

60 Turner Street 
Waltham, MA 02154 USA 

1617) 8916790 
Telex 923468 

Export: 
Gotham Export 
Corporation, 

New York, NY 10014 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
NEW PRODUCTS 

Ursa Major StarGate 
Following on from the 8X32 and 
the Space Station, Ursa Major 
have announced their third 
product, the StarGate 323 which is 
available from mid February. The 
StarGate is a stereo digital reverb 
at what Ursa Major refer to as 'an 
attractive price'. It has eight room 
simulations including tiny 
chambers, fast diffusing plates, 
concert halls and huge echoing 
spaces. The rooms can be 
modified by front panel controls to 
adjust decay time, pre- delay, and 
separate high and low frequency 
decay curves. 

The unit has a 15 kHz 
bandwidth for all rooms and delay 
times and has a dynamic range of 
80 dB. Operation is 
straightforward, claim Ursa 

Major, with digital readouts of 
decay time, pre -delay and room. 
Pre -delay is available in 16 
settings from 0 to 320 ms with 
eight choices of decay time from 0 
to 10 s. Signal level is displayed 
by an 8 -LED peak indicator. 

Input mute, dry only and reverb 
clear may be remotely operated 
and the StarGate is fitted with 
balanced inputs and outputs. It is 
standard 19 in rack mounting and 
31/2 in high. 
Ursa Major Inc, Box 18, 
Belmont, MA 02178, USA. 
Tel: (617) 489 -0303. Telex: 
921405. 
UK: Feldon Audio Ltd, 126 Great 
Portland Street, London W1N 
5PH. Tel: 01 -580 4314. Telex: 
28668. 

Oberheim DMX updates 
Oberheim Electronics have 
updated some of the features of 
the DMX Programmable Digital 
Drum Machine. This includes a 
new software release that allows 
for over 45 new features including 
5000+ event internal 
programming capacity, 200 
sequence patterns, 100 songs, 
programmable tempo displayed in 
frames per beat, song and 
sequence length displayed in real 
time, and a selective cassette 
interface for loading single 
sequences or songs from tape. 
There is also available a memory 
expansion update that is 
retrofittable. 

All the voice cards in the DMX 
are changeable with any of the 
other DMX cards available. New 
optional percussion recordings 
include congas, timbales, 
cowbel lclaves, a complete set of 
electronic drums as well as special 
sound effects. 

The price of the DMX remains 
currently unchanged with the 
addition of the new software 
although the memory expansion is 
extra when retrofitted. 

Oberheim Electronics Inc, 
2250 S Barrington Avenue, 
Los Angeles, CA 90064, 
USA. Tel: (213) 473 -6574. 

Spectrum DELTA -G 
Spectrum Audio have announced 
details of a multichannel, radio 
controlled, software driven 
attenuator for use in live sound 
systems. Operation of the system 
can be either from a local 
keyboard or a remote controller 
enabling the sound engineer to 
balance a system from the 
optimum position and save the 
setting in the central processor's 
memory. The software allows the 
operator to select a variety of 
operational modes and make 
stored adjustments to the system 
settings. 

A VDU displays current 
system status and operational 

prompt information. 
Included in the modes of 

operation are control of single 
channel; selected groups; total 
system; gain to preset level; 
minimum and maximum 
attenuation, etc. Suitable for 
permanent and temporary 
installation, DELTA -G is available 
in modules of eight channels to a 
maximum of 128 channels and 
there is a high degree of 
operational security with system 
access by code. 
Spectrum Audio Ltd, Leeside 
Industrial Estate, Garman 
Road, London N17 OQP, UK. 
Tel: 01 -801 7461/2. 

Furman Sound 
MM- Series mixers 
Furman have introduced the MM- 
Series of compact rack mount 
mixers, of which there are four 
versions currently available. These 
are the MM4 4- input, mono 
output, high impedance inputs; 
MM-4B as the MM-4 but with 
high and low balanced inputs; 
MM-8 stereo version of the MM-4; 
and the MM-8B stereo version of 
MM-4B. 

All models are single U high and 
19 in rack width. Level controls 
are rotary and the input is capable 
of handling a wide range of input 
levels. Each channel also has an 
effects send and return loop which 
could also be used for deriving a 
secondary mix. Switchable low cut 
filters are fitted on each channel 

giving 6 dB /octave below 100 Hz. 
All the models are equipped with 
headphone monitoring with a level 
control, a master output level 
control with overload LED, and an 
aux input with front panel level 
control. Other features include 
balanced and unbalanced outputs 
as standard, stereo models with 
pan pots on each input, phantom 
power option, and ground lift 
switch. 

Furman have also recently 
added the TX -5 stereo 4 -way 
crossover system to their product 
range. 

Furman Sound Inc, 30 Rich 
Street, Greenbae, CA 94904, 
USA. Tel: (415) 927 -1225. 
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Gauss stand's alone. 
Among all the available high speed tape 
duplicating systems, one towers above 
the rest: the Gauss 2400. No other system 
in the world integrates the technological 
advancements, reliability and crafts- 
manship epitomized by the name Gauss. 

The Series 2400 is quite simply the best 
Gauss ever built. Two on board micro- 
processors perform vital control func- 
tions and diagnostic capabilities. Three 
independently selectable equalizations 
allow duplication onto ferric, chromium, 
and metal particle tapes. Advanced 
state -of- the -art Dolby* HX Pro is avail- 
able for further high -end enhancement. 

Being a Gauss, the Series 2400 incor- 
porates all the advanced features that set 
Gauss apart from the others. Our low 
noise electronics and extended frequency 
response are industry legend. The ultra - 
stable 10MHz bias that Gauss pioneered 
is still unmatched for improving high 
frequency quality. Three speed phase 
locked dual capstan servo system, true 
position sensing reel servo system, 
automatic tape packer arm -all are 
undeniably Gauss. 

The Series 2400 is ruggedly constructed 
for years of dependable operation. Relia- 
bility is integral to Gauss design. That is 

why many Gauss systems have over 
fifteen years of service to their credit, 
and are still in daily use, quietly dupli- 
cating miles of recorded programs. 

Innovation. Reliability. Performance. 
This is Gauss. And this is why when the 
only choice is t,.e best, the choice is the 
Series 2400. Built by Gauss. 

9130 GLIENOAKS BOULEVARD 
SUN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 91352 
PHONE: (213) 875 -1900 
TELEX: 194989 CETECGAUS SNVY 

'Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
NEW PRODUCTS 

Capitol Apollo lacquer masters 
Capitol Magnetic Products have 
recently introduced the Apollo 
lacquer master which they claim 
to be one of the most significant 
breakthroughs in the manufacture 
of masters. This has been 
achieved by research into the two 
most important components of the 
lacquer disc -the substrate and 
the lacquer formulation. 
Aluminium substrates of a 
sufficiently high quality to be used 
for lacquer masters have 
apparently been in short supply in 
recent years. Aluminium blanks, 
although available from several 
sources, are usually not suitable 
for masters due to imperfections, 
rough surfaces and lack of 
flatness. Capitol decided to try to 
improve these less than perfect 
blanks. They used a micro - 
polishing process initially 
developed for computer hard discs 
which totally removes the top 
surfaces of the disc on both sides, 
eliminating all imperfections and 
apparently producing a substrate 
superior to those previously 
available. 

Capitol R & D department also 
developed proprietary 
nitrocellulose lacquer formulations 
and set tight tolerances for the 
ingredients and the lacquer 
preparation. A great deal of care 

and attention is then taken over 
cleaning of the substrate, coating, 
drying and visual inspection of 
every master. Samples from 
batches are tested in three 
separate laboratories using several 
different types of cutting 
equipment and when proved 
satisfactory, that batch is then 
released to inventory. 

The benefits of the Apollo are 
claimed to be a reduction in the 
basic noise level of an 
unmodulated groove by up to 
6 dB; virtual elimination of 
impulse noise; heavily modulated 
grooves are clean and well 
burnished with the lacquer being 
more resistant to groove greying, 
scoring or streaking; lacquer 
production control makes 
adjustment of stylus heating 
current unnecessary from lacquer 
to lacquer; lacquer formulation 
leads to improved silvering, 
smoother stampers with longer life 
and better pressings. 

Capitol Magnetic Products, A 
Division of Capitol Records 
Inc, 6902 Sunset Boulevard, 
Los Angeles, CA 90028, 
USA. Tel: (213) 461 -2701. 
Telex: 4720854. 
UK: Thorn EMI Tape Ltd, Alma 
Road, Windsor, Berks SIA 3JA. 

New version of 
Orban Stereo Synthesizer 
Orban Associates have announced 
the availability of a new version of 
their established 245E Stereo 
Synthesizer. 

Designated the 245F, the major 
areas of change are the addition of 
a balanced input, an output 
transformer option, RF filtering on 
audio inputs and outputs, and AC 
line filtering. 

The price of the new model will 
remain the same. 
Orban Associates Inc, 645 
Bryant Street, San Francisco, 
CA 94107, USA. Tel: (415) 
957 -1067. Telex: 171480. 
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment 
Ltd, 97 -99 Dean Street, London 
W1V 5RA. Tel: 01 -734 2812. 
Telex: 27939. 

Options for BGW 
power amplifiers 
The BGW Model 150 broadcast 
power amplifier is now available 
with electronic balanced inputs. 
This is a factory installed option 
incorporating an active electronic 
input assembly with XLR input 
connectors, RFI filter and active 
low noise differential input 
circuitry. The CMRR is > 75 dB 
at 100 Hz and > 65 dB at 20 kHz. 
The 150 with this option is known 
as the 150 -01. 

The broadcast Model 75 is also 
now available with built -in 
bridging transformers and is 
referred to as the Model 75 -01. 

BGW Systems Inc, 13130 
South Yukon Avenue, 
Hawthorne, CA 90250, USA. 
Tel: (213) 973 -8090. 
UK: Court Acoustics (Sales) Ltd, 
10 -16 Mercer Street, London 
WC2. Tel: 01 -240 3648. 

G;I 6;;;;I 

0000 

New Otan high 
speed duplication 
Otani have introduced a new high 
speed audio duplication system, 
the Model DP80. The major 
advance is that the system can 
accept 71 in/s masters and 
operate at a duplication ratio of 
64:1. This involves running at a 
staggering 480 in/s. Otan claim 
that this will be a major step 
forward in upgrading the quality 
of mass produced, pre- recorded 
music cassettes. The DP80 system 
consists of a master reproducer 
and up to 20 slave recorders and 
features normal and chrome 
capability, dual capstan servo 
drive for reduced tape skew and 
wear, sendust ferrite heads and 
status monitoring. The systems 
were scheduled to be available 
from January 1984. 

Also in the duplication line, 

Otari have introduced the 
MTR -10-4 LX, a version of the 
MTR -10 series designed for the 
low speed mastering of duplication 
masters. The LX uses a 1/2 in 
transport with speeds of 33/4, 71h, 
15 in/s (a 30 in/s model to be 
available in the future) and three 
optional remote controls. It can 
also be equipped with Dolby HX 
Pro cards. 
Otani Electric Co, Otani 
Building, 4 -29 -18 Minami, 
Ogikubo, Suginamiku, 
Tokyo. 
UK: Otari Electric (UK) Ltd, 
Herschel Industrial Centre, 22 
Church Street, Slough SL1 1TP. 
Tel: 0753 38261. 
USA: Otari Corporation, 2 Davis 
Drive, Belmont, CA 94002. Tel: 
(415) 592 -4890. 
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DVANCES 
IN DIGITAL 

MICROPHONE 
TECHNOLOGY 

The basic theory concerning 
the sensing of modulated 
space was conceived over a 
short period during studies 
in Paris on existentialism 
and effects of music on 
missing audiences. 

Existing types of 
microphones, besides being analogue 
devices, all suffer from the 
insurmountable problem of requiring a 
medium transfer -a conversion of either 
pressure or velocity into physical 
movement of a finite substance. However 
light or small this diaphragm or ribbon 
may be, it still presents an impedance to 
the air movement, and therefore distorts 
the resultant electrical output. 
Existentialism, besides being a philsophy 
dedicated to the non -meaning of life 
itself, offers insight into this type of 
infinitesimal thinking: if a basic problem 
exists that is caused by a specific 
physical requirement, then consider the 
total removal of that requirement. 

When applied to microphones (as they 
used to be called), the subsequent 
development direction becomes obvious 
and, because of the advanced techniques 
necessary for the realisation of the 
project, the application of digital 
technology was a formality, and obvious. 

The D -REC 
The archaic term `microphone' infers the 
aforementioned medium conversion and 
has about as much relevance to this 
device as the `Phonograph' to the laser 
disc. The term 'D -REC' is an 
abbreviated form of Digital Receptor 
which is a more accurate description of 
the system. 

The operation of the D -REC is based 
upon a little known property of the high 
intensity hologram; the property being 
that when a hologram is created in 

Dr Stuart Arrowsmith 
describes an approach 
to digital microphone 
design using digitally 

sensed space 
modulation techniques 

space, given certain rules concerning the 
spectra of the colours used, the visual 
density is proportional to velocity of 
sound passing through it. 

This property, not surprisingly, has 
been overlooked as a useful function in 
the past, partly because of the velocity 
aspect (as opposed to pressure), and 
partly because of the extreme difficulty 
involved in making use of it at all. 

The technology required to produce 
the necessary holograms has been with 
us for some years, as has the ability to 
create stable lasers of low dispersion. 
The realisation of the project demanded 
the combination of the two disciplines, 
together with the design of an ultra high 
speed analogue to digital converter 
operated directly by light. 

The practical result is equipment 
capable of producing a multicoloured 
holographic sphere of 5 cm diameter, in 
free air in front of the sound source. 
Some distance from the hologram (the 
distance is not critical) a low power laser 
is fired at the hologram and penetrates 
through it and on to the digital receptor. 
A novel design of photo- receptor 
produces a voltage proportional to the 
laser intensity (which, in turn, is 
proportional to sound velocity), and this 
is digitised directly into a conventional 
16 bit (24 bit overflow) code. 

Highpass filtering takes place in the 

receptor to avoid distortions created by 
low velocity air movement. Lowpass 
filters are conventional within the 
encoding process. 

Performance 
The system provides the first ever direct 
conversion of wide dynamic range sound 
into a digital form and as such, its 
performance is limited only by physical 
restraints of the medium (air), so the 
lower noise limit is a summation of 
Brownian movement within the laser 
path. 

The dynamic performance is limited by 
the digital code which, practically, is 
approx 190 dB range (allowing for loss in 
the encoder). 

Limitations 
Although the sound source (performer) is 
no longer encumbered by any physical 
presence in the form of a microphone, 
practical problems can arise when an 
artist moves into the space occupied by 
the hologram. As well as a total loss of 
signal, there is some physical danger to 
the performer. 

The control equipment necessary to 
maintain the stability of the system is 
somewhat cumbersome and requires a 
separate stabilised power supply of some 
12.6 kW. 

Developments 
Research has been continuing into an 
integrated stereo and surround sound 
version of the system, however, the 
Government department from whom the 
development was being funded, are 
somewhat reticent to continue with it 
due to a recent reappraisal when it was 
realised that the system showed little 
promise as a practical defence system 
against ballistic missiles. 
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EXH I BITION PREVIEW 

AES 75th 
CONVENTION 

PARIS 
A 

AEG -Telefunken: the full range of 
products including the Telefunken analogue 
tape machines and the Mitsubishi digital 
systems marketed under the Telefunken name. 

Agfa- Gevaert: tape from their audio and 
video ranges. Featured will be the new PEM 
469 professional studio tape intended to meet 
multitrack requirements having high output at 
high and low frequencies and a low 
background noise level. AKG: full range 
of products including The Tube valve 
microphone. New items will include the Ultra 
Linear Series of microphones and a new 
shotgun microphone. Allen & Heath 
Brenell: wide range of consoles from 
compact transportable to full Syncon 
automatable systems. Also details of their 
multitrack tape machines. Altec Lansing: 
wide range of entertainment and studio 
speaker systems in addition to individual 
drivers and a range of other components. 

Amcron /Crown: full Amcron product 
line with featured item being the new Delta 
Omega 2000 power amplifier that has been 
designed to help overcome problems caused 
by the interaction between the voice coil and 
power amplifier; and new additions to the 
PZM line together with accessories. Amek 
Systems: full range of Amek/TAC products 
including M2500 console with DC 
subgrouping, VCA faders and Amek Multimix 
computer; Amek Angela console now available 
with add on automation; and the TAC 1682 
system of PA and recording consoles. 
Featured will be the new TAC Matchless, a 
multi -purpose console with 24 buses and an 
in -line monitor section. The dual sub -group 
module also features a monitor enabling the 
console to also be configured in a split console 
format. Ampex: the full range of Ampex 
mastering tapes for audio and video 
applications. ANT Nachrichtentechnik: 
tekom c4 systems, multiplex systems, 
telecommunications and radio link systems. 

Advanced Music Systems (AMS): full 
range including DMX 15-805 stereo digital 
delay line /pitch changer with de- glitch module 
and triggerable loop editing software, the 
BMX 16 digital reverb with bar code reader 
and details of new reverb programs and A/V 
SYNC 3- channel digital delay for use with 
video synchronisers. There will also be 

The 75th AES Convention will be held 
March 27 to 30 at the Palais des 

Congres (CIP), Place de la Porte de 
Maillot, Paris. As usual we present our 

preview of the exhibition and 
exhibitors with emphasis on the new 

products to be shown. This preview is 
based on information received at the 
time of going to press and so may be 

subject to change. 
As usual, Studio Sound (and Broadcast 
Sound) will be exhibiting and our stand 
will be dedicated to celebrating the 25th 
Anniversary of Studio Sound. Editorial 

and advertising staff will be in 
attendance on the stand and around the 

convention. 

information of latest software releases 
including the new long delays for the delay 
lines. Appel: no information received. 

Applied Microsystems: Spin Time real 
time tape timer, CM50 autolocator and a new 
development in basic synchronisers. APS: 
no information received. Asbel: no 
information received. Audio & Design: 
full range of signal processing products 
including new additions to Scamp rack, 
ProPak and AmPak units, and the full 
Ambisonic Mastering System for Ambisonic 
mixing. Audio Developments: full range 
of products including the AD049, AD160, 
AD145 and AD062 small mixers. Audio 
Kinetics: the first operational showing of 
MasterMix console automation system and an 
automated post -production demonstration of 
the Q -Lock 3.10C time code synchroniser. The 
system will incorporate recent software 
additions including Q.SOFT ADR automatic 
dialogue replacement, Q.SOFT SFX sound 
effects assembly programs, a new control 
software option and the Q.SOFT CONFORM 
package. Audiomatic /Electrosound: 
the full Electrosound range of cassette 
duplication systems including the Series 8000 
and the Series 2400. Particular emphasis will 
be on the application of Dolby HX -Pro to the 

duplication systems. Auditronics: a 
selection from their range of consoles and the 
programmable equaliser. Auvis Asona: 
wide range of cassette duplication equipment 
including master machines, loop bins, slaves, 
loaders and labellers. 

B 
BASF: full range of professional audio and 

video tapes, cassettes, magnetic film including 
calibration and test tapes. Also celebration of 
their 50th anniversary. Bel Marketing: 
complete range of Bel products including 
mixing console, noise reduction, flanger /decay 
lines and new BD60 digital delay. BES: no 
information received. Beyer: full range of 
dynamic and condenser mics, headphones and 
large selection of accessories. Bose: full 
range of Bose products including the 
monitors, active equalisers, power amplifiers 
and accessories. WH Brady: range of 
splicing and sensing tapes for audio and video 
applications. Brooke Siren Systems: full 
range of crossover systems, DI boxes, hand 
held cable/phase checking equipment. 

Bruel & Kjaer: comprehensive range of 
audio test equipment and the more recent 
recording range of microphones. Bryston: 
range of power amplifiers including the 
addition of the 70 Series -versions of the 
standard range being mono and 70 V line 
output. BTX: new Softouch synchronising 
system. 

C 
Cabasse: no information received. 
Calrec: full range of microphones 

including the new Soundfield IV, broadcast 
production console and the new M Series mini 
mixer for rack mounting. Cetec- Gauss: 
range of studio monitors, individual drive 
units and tape duplication systems. Clear- 
corn: intercom systems. Collins (CAT): 
automatic tape editing products in the form of 
the CAT and showing models with the most 
recent refinements to cutting angle/edge etc. 

Comel: disco /sound reinforcement 
equipment. C -Tape Developments: full 
range of flexible C -ducer strip contact 
transducers. Featured will be new CX system 
electronics and a wide range of specialist 
models. 
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EXH I BITION PREVIEW 
FM 300A SE Thermo- module power amp 

D 
dbx: full product line including noise 

reduction systems. Series 700 digital 
processor, signal processor rack systems, 
compressor/limiters and details of a CPDM 
transcoder system allowing the 700 Series to 
be standards converted to 16 -bit PCM. 

Dolby: full range of noise reduction 
products for mastering, duplication use, 
multitrack applications, portable 2 channel 
system, cards for installation in VT machines. 

D &R Elektronic: range of consoles from 
small portable to large consoles including very 
wide range of signal processors, reverb units, 
noise reduction, rack effects system. 

E 
Eela: full range of mixing consoles 

including S300 broadcast console, S50 
portable 4- channel stereo mixer, S20 
Reportophone and the S3000 recording 
console. Electro- Voice: full range of 
microphones, studio and broadcast monitors 
and sound reinforcement products. 

Elektroimpex: FIT -1C modular 
automation ready console, STM -610 tape 
machine, SL -101 direct drive turntable and 
PCP -101 commentator's desk. EMT 
Franz: full range of products including test 
equipment, signal processors, turntables, 
digital reverb units, reverb plates, and the 
Digiphon EMT 450 digital disc recorder. 

Enertec: will be presenting full details on 
their current R &D work, namely digital 
consoles. On display will be certain elements 
of the system developed so far together with 
information about the basic design concepts 
such as the maximum flexibility for the user. 

SSE HB3 
enclosure 

Also on show will be the ranges of F462 and 
F500 tape machines; UPS 5000 and UPS 
6000 consoles; Euro Standard amplifiers; and 
5000 Series intercommunications system. 

E2A: no information received. 
Eventide: wide range of signal processing 

equipment including SP2016 programmable 
effects processor, H949 Harmonizer and a 
range of delay lines including two broadcast 
models. EXR: range of psychoacoustic 
signal processors. Latest addition is the Model 
IV which has additional processing capability. 

., 1. . 

Studio effects hire 
01 -708 0483 

24 hour service 
www.americanradiohistory.com
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EXHIBITION PREVIEW 
F 

Fairlight: the CM/ synthesiser system 
with latest software in demonstration room. 

Ferrotronics: no information received. 
FM Acoustics: the full range of power 

amplifiers for professional use. Including the 
new FM 1000 amplifier capable of delivering 
a power output in excess of 1,000 W RMS, 
working into 1 Sl, discrete class A operation 
and full protection systems. Also on show will 
be the FM 236 linear-phase electronic 
crossover. Fostex: full range of products 
from the personal multitrack systems, the B16 
'12 in 16 -track and a selection from the sound 
reinforcement and microphone products 
together with the ranges on ancilliary signal 
processors. Freevox: no information 
received. Future Film Developments: 
comprehensive variety of cables, cords, 
connectors, jackfields, wiring aids and 
associated components plus a wide range of 
audio accessories. 

G 
Genelec: studio monitoring systems from 

compact units to large high powered studio 
monitors. On demonstration. Giese: no 
information received. Girardin: no 
information received. Gotham Export: 
wide range of products from Amber, Fabec, 
Lexicon, Switchcraft, Valley People, MRL 
and Quantum Audio. All equipment on display 
in a demonstration room. 

Tandberg TD50 

H 
Harrison: selection from their range of 

mixing consoles for recording, TV production, 
broadcast and live sound applications. 

Heino Ilsemann: KZM3 automatic 
cassette loader, ETK -1 and ETK -1S cassette 
labelling machines. Heyna: no information 
received. 

I 
ICM: range of C -0 cassettes, DO -2000 

dropout checker, ICM 7804 automatic wind 
tester and cassette packaging and storage 
systems. Illbruck: acoustic foam tiles for 
sound absorption control. ITC: range of 
broadcast cartridge machines. 

J 
JBL: selection from wide range of sound 

reinforcement products and studio monitor 
systems. JVC: the Series 90 digital 
mastering and editing system with a selection 
of video equipment on demonstration. 

K 
King Instruments: self -feed cassette 

loaders and various video tape loaders. 
Klark Teknik: the full range of DN 300 

series graphic equalisers, the DN 700 low cost 
digital delays for sound reinforcement and 
broadcasting applications, the DN50 dual 
spring reverb, DN60 spectrum analyser, with 
RT60 reverb analyser. This will also be the 
first showing of the Digital Reverberation 
Room Simulator with remote control, the 
DN780. Klein + Hummel: compact 
monitor systems. 

L 
Linn Products: demonstrations of Linn 

products from disc mastering to turntables. 
LPS: no information received. LTM: no 

information received. Lyrec: TR55 1/4 in 
tape machine, TR532 multitrack with ATC 
control and high speed cassette duplication 
systems. 

M 
Martin Audio: speaker systems for stage 

use. Meyer Sound Labs: full range of 
sound reinforcement systems and the 833 
studio monitor. Midas: PR System of 
consoles for sound reinforcement applications, 
TR Systems modular theatre consoles, 
Auditorium console system. Milab: wide 
range of microphones from boundary types to 
multi pattern condensers. Mondial 
Electronics: range of broadcasting 
equipment for local radio applications. 

Mosses & Mitchell: range of high quality 
audio jacks and jackfields meeting BBC 
specifications. Audio products are now 
supplemented by video jackfields and to suit 
specific requirements, combined audio /video 
jackfields can be provided. Musicbox: no 
information received. 
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YOU DON'T 
HAVE TO CALL 

AMERICA 
TO ORDER 

THESE 
PRODUCTS 

amber 
1 1 A 
FABEC 

lexicon 
INOVONICS 

I N C C R P D R A T E 

MAGNETIC 
REFERENCE 
LABORATORY 

SWITCNCRAFT 

Nunn um 
AUDIO LABS; INC 

A GOTHAM CCWANY 

VALLEY PEOPLE 

Just call the Gotham Export 
representative in your country. 

For your convenience they in- 
ventory a line of audio equipment 
manufactured by some of the 
world's leading companies. 

Don't wait weeks or months for 
equipment -Gotham Export and 
its worldwide representative or- 
ganization is standing by to serve 
you with quick delivery and ser- 
vice, too. For the name of our 
representative in your country 
write to us. 

GO-1-HAM 
EXPORT CORPORATION 
741 Washington Street 
New York, NY 10014 GA-23 

Télex 236779 GOTHM UR 
See us at AES PARIS, Demo Room No D335 
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The Future 
of sixteen track 
More than ever before, there is demand for tightly produced and specialised music 
for the film, video, broadcast, advertising and music industries. 

The Fostex B 16 is engineered to bring all the potential of sixteen track within 
reach of both working musicians and studios. 

It is the most compact, most affordable, sixteen channel multitrack ever made. 
Precision heads, developed for the unique half inch tape format achieve astonishing 
fidelity and minimal crosstalk. And Dolby C noise reduction results in remarkable 
signal to noise performance without side effects. 

Every aspect of the machine is carefully thought out and built for fast operation. 
All motion and status modes can be entered from an optional paperback sized 
remote. It has advanced facilities that professionals need, yet it is simple to operate. 

If you are producing music for the needs of today, then take a closer look at the 
Fostex B1 6. Call or write for the brochure and the name of your specialist dealer. 

Sixteen track puts no limits on your creativity, and presents every opportunity to 
achieve more with your music. 

Bandive Ltd. Brent View Road, London NW9 7EL. Telephone 01 -202 4155 FOStEX 
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EXHIBITION PREVIEW 

Soundcraft Series 20 

N 
Nagra: range of portable tape machines in 

a variety of configurations including the 
T -Audio twin capstan multi -format recorder. 

Neumann: selections from the very wide 
range of Neumann products including 
microphones, signal processors, disc cutting 
equipment, mixing consoles etc. Featured will 
be the automated EQ system. Neve /3M: 
Neve will be working with 3M France in a 
joint presentation featuring a working studio 
dedicated to recording and post production. 
The featured console will be the 8128 with 
Formant Spectrum EQ and Necam. In addition 
there will also be a 5322 broadcast console. 

New England Digital: the Synclavier 
digital synthesiser system with the most 
recent software releases and accessories. 

Nexo: no information received. NTP: 
comprehensive range of PPMs, equalisers 
phase meters, limiters and a compressor 
expander. 

o 
Optimix: console automation system. 
Ortiplas -Gema: no information received. 
Otani: full range of products including 

MTR -10, MTR12 and MTR -90 ranges of tape 
machines, MX5050 series of two, four and 
eight track recorders, new cassette mastering 
machines and new bulk high speed cassette 
duplication system DP8000 using Dolby HX 
and 64:1 duplication ratio but with 71 in/s 
master. 

P 
Penny & Giles: wide range of faders and 

pots for audio applications. Philips: 
demonstration room display based around 
professional versions of the Compact Disc 
player together with related professional 
units. Professional Recording 
Equipment: the Leevers -Rich range of tape 
machines. Publison: range of signal 
processing equipment including the new 

Infernal Machine 90 with it's wide range of 
possible functions and a potential maximum 
delay time of five minutes. Pyral: range of 
audio tape products and disc lacquers. 

Quad /Eight: range of modular mixing 
consoles, automation systems, digital reverbs 
and following their acquisition of Westrex, 
details of that company's products. 

Quantec: the Quantec QRS digital 
reverberation and sound processing system on 
demonstration. 

R 
Raindirk: models from the large range of 

Raindirk consoles including ancillary units. 
Also details of the custom building services 
available. Rebis: full range of signal 
processing units, racking systems and details 
on the Omega console system. 

Reditec/Neutrik: wide range of audio 
products and the Neutrik range of audio 
connectors. Regiscene: no information 
received. RTS: full range of products 
including intercom systems, preamplifiers, 
IFB systems, phono pre -amps, monitor 
amplifiers, distribution amplifiers and mini 
mixers. RTW: wide range of bargraph 
meters and interface unit to allow interface of 
PCM-F1 digital processor with full 16 -bit 
PCM -1610 Sony digital equipment. 

S 
SAJE: range of recording consoles with a 

wide variety of application. Saki 
Magnetics: range of hot pressed glass 
bonded ferrite tape heads. Sanyo: no 
information received. SATT: SAM82 8/2 
portable mixer and SAM42 4/2 compact 
mixer. Schoeps: the full range of Schoeps 
microphones and accessories. SCV Audio: 
wide range of signal processing products 
including noise gates, compressors and 
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Otani Corporation, Belmont, California 
Phone: (415) 592 -8311 
lèlex: 910 -376 -4890. 
Otani Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan 
Phone (03) 333 -9631 
Telex: OTRDENKI J26604. 
Otani Singapore Pte., Ltd., 
Phone: 294 -5370 
Telex: R5 36935. 
Otani Electric Deutschland GmbH, 
Neuss, F.R. Germany 
Phone: 02101 -274011 
Telex: 41 8517691 OTEL D. 

AUTHORISED DISTRIBUTORS: 

Australia: Klarion Enterprises Pty. Ltd. 
Regent House, 63 Kingsway 
South Melbourne, Victoria 3205 
Phone: 813801 
Telex: 34732 KLARI AA 

Austria: Acousta Electronik 
Berchtesgadeneretrasse 36 
A -5020 Salzburg 
Phone: 06222 -46184 
lblex: 633008 ACOUS A 

Benelux: 
Trans European Music N.V. 
Koeivijverstraat 105 
1710 Dilbeek, Belgium 
Phone: 02 -569 -1823 
Telex: 26409 TEMBEL B 

Canada: E.S. Gould Mktg. Co., Ltd. 
6445 Cote de Liesse 
Montreal, Quebec H4T TES 
Phone: (514) 342 -4441 
Telex: 5824822 GOULDMKTG MTL 
Denmark: Studie & Lydteknik APS 
Helgesvej 9 -11 DK -2000 Copenhagbn F 
Phone: 01- 341284 
Telex: 22924 SIa' DK 

!inland: Stutiotec KY 
Eljaksentie 9 
00370 Helsinki 37 
Phone: 0- 556252 
Telex: 125284 STUTE SF 
!rance: REDITEC 
Zone Industrielle des Chanoux 
62 86 Rue Louis Ampere 
93330 Neuilly sur /Marne 
Phone: 300 -9630 
Telex: 240779 REDI F 
Indonesia: 
P.T. Kirana Yudha Tèknik 
Artamas Bldg., G -2, 4F1. 
No. 2, JI, Jen. A. Yani, Pulo Mas 
Jakarta 
Phone: 487235- 485308 
Telex: 48120 HASKO IA 

Italy: Scientel Audio SRL 
Via Pietri 52 
41100 Modena 
Phone: 059- 225608 
Telex: 213687 SCIENT I 
New Zealand: Magnetic Products Ltd. 
48 Ellice Road 
Glenfield, Auckland 10 
Phone: 444 -6085 
Telex: 60835 AVDCOMM NZ 
Norway: Siv. Ing. Benum A/S 
Box 2493, Solli, Oslo -2 
Phone: (02) 442255 
Telex: 17881 BENUM N 
Spain: Fading 
Servando Batanero 8 
Madrid 17 
Phone: 408 -6700, 408 -6808 
Telex: 44330 FADI E 
Sweden: Intersonic AB 
Vretenborgsvägen 9 
Vastberga, Hagersten 
P.O. Box 42133, 5 -12612 Stockholm 
Phone: 08- 7445850 
Telex: 11138 INSONIC S 

Switzerland: Audio Bauer AG 
CH -8064 Zurich 
Berneratrasse -Nord 182 
Haus Atlant 
Phone: 01. 843230 
Telex: 54806 GPEL CH 
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FOR LIMEHOUSE STUDIOS, 
IT'S THE OTARI EDGE. 

Limehouse Studios are one of 
Britain's newest, largest and most 
sophisticated teleproduction faci- 
lities. Their sound capabilities are 
among the finest available to 
programme producers. 

The Limehouse choice for 
multitrack recorders: two Otani 
MTR -90 Series II twenty -four 
channel machines. 

Limehouse selected the MTR -90 
for many of the same reasons you 
would: superb sound quality, easy 
interface with video editing 
systems and synchronisers, an 
advanced microprocessor -based 
tape transport, and, a reputation 
for reliable performance. 

The compact MTR -90 even fits 
easily into the small machine or 
sound control room. While gently 
handling your Masters in the most 
reliable manner, it delivers the 
fastest transport operational modes 
of any 2" professional recorder 
made. A compact Remote Session 
Controller comes standard, and an 
optional, full- function autolocator 
can be easily fitted. 

Whether your work is in music, 
radio, multi- media, film or television 
audio production, there are many 
advantages to owning an Otani. 

Critically evaluate the recorders 
that will put you where you want to 

be: at Technology's leading -edge. 
To receive full technical 

information and a demonstration 
please contact one of our author- 
ised professional Dealers or ring 
us at 0753- 822381. Otani Electric 
(U.K.) Ltd, 22 Church Street, 
Slough, Berks, SL1 1PT, U.K. 
Telex 849453 OTARI G. 

Authorised Dealers: 
ITA, 1 Felgate Mews, Studland 

Street, London W6 9JT 01 748 9009 
TURNKEY, Brent View Road, 

London NW9 TEL 01 202 4366 

Technology You can Trust 

Appj ation: 

The MTR -g0 Multi 

channel Master 
Recorder for 
Mu 31c produ ction 

pest- Production 
® 

r 

o 1984, 
Otari 1lactrtc 
(U.K.) Limitad 
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THE INIMITABLE SYNCHRONISER 

If you're thinking of setting up an audio post 
production suite, you should be putting Q.LOCK as 
the heart of the system. Q.LOCK's control of 
video, audio or film machines allows the 
engineer to concentrate on the performance, 
not on the equipment. Easy to operate, 
with interfaces to a wide range of tape 
transports, Q.LOCK can handle all t ' e 
routine tasks of machine control, 
and offer precise 
synchronisation. 

1 
The experience of 

Hundreds of Q.LOCK users has 
led to specialist software control 

packages for applications such as 
Video Audio Post Production (VAPP), 

Sound Effects Assembly (SFX) and Automatic 
Dialogue Replacement (ADR), whilst the new 

Options control software permits the operator to 
configure operational routines to his own require- 

ments through the Q.LOCK control keyboard. Containing 
its own multistandard timecode generator, readers, auto - 

locator functions, automatic record functions, and supplied 
complete with the necessary interfaces, interconnecting 
cables and connectors, Q.LOCK is the complete control 

synchronising system. 
We want to discuss your requirements. 

Conta#t us for further details of how Q.LOCK can help you. 

U K.: AUDIO KINETICS (U.K.) LI ITER, Kinetic Centre, T obald Street, Borehamwood, 
Hertfordshire WD6 4PJ England. el. 01 -953 8118 Telex 2 951 (Kintek G) 

U.S .A : AUDIO KINETICS INC., Suite 209, 4721 Laurel CanyOn Boulevard, North Hollywcod, 
California 91607, U.S.A. TRI. 980 

/J. 
AUDIO KINETICS 

WORLDWIDE AGENTS AUSTRALIA: Magna- Techtro cs Ltd., Anarmon, Tel. 438 3377. AUSTRIA: Studer Revox Wien, Wien, Tel. (0222) 47 33 09 CANADA: Gen Electro Acoustics Ltd . Toronto, Tel 868 0528. DENMA : SL.T. Copenhagen. Tel. 34 1284 FINLAND. Studiotec Recording Equip. Espoc 60, Tel 514133. FRANCE: 
3M FRANCE, Paris TeL 6161 GERMANY. 3M GERMA Neuss, Tel. 2101141 ITALY: Audio International. Milan, Tel 738e751 JAPAN: General Traders Ltd., Tokyo, 
Tel. 291 2761. NETHE NDS Heynen BV, Gennep, Te 3851 1956. NORWAY: Siv. ing. Benum. Oslo, Tel. 442255. SINGAPORE: Studer Revox Audio Pte Ltd., Singapore. Tel. 250 7 SOUTH AFRICA: Eltron Ltd., hamesburg, TeL 29 3066. SPAIN TELCO. Madrid, Tel. 231 7840. SWEDEN: Ercotron AB, Stockholm, Tel. 756 
7355. SWITZERLAN i MT. Wettingen, Tel. 26 05 50 
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EXHIBITION PREVIEW 

Tore Seem SEECON broadcast orientated console 

crossover units. S Seidel: no information 
received. Sennheiser: the full range of 
dynamic and condenser mics, radio mic 
systems, headphones and a wide range of 
accessories. Shure: the range of dynamic 
and condenser mics, phono cartridges, sound 
reinforcement products and accessories. 

Sierra Hidley Design: acoustic 
consultancy service. Sigma Sound: 
exhibiting for the first time at an AES. Offers 
turnkey service for design and construction of 
sound reinforcement systems. On 
demonstration will be latest enclosure system 
the compact HB3, bi- amplified full range 
enclosure. Designed to allow suspension 
simply use in multiples. Comes with a phase 
tracking crossover and response filter to 
correct system response. Solid State 
Logic: examples from the SL4000E and SL- 
6000E console ranges with Total Recall, Real 
Time and Events Controller. Sonosax: the 
SX -S modular portable mixer will be 
demonstrated in its final version after its 
introduction last year. Also on show will be 
the SX -B small broadcast A/V type with VCA 
circuitry, and the SX -A light compact VCA 
mixer for fixed or mobile studio use, VPP, 
live sound etc. Shown for the first time will be 
a communications system developed for Swiss 
TV for internal control and 
intercommunication between studios. 

Sony /MCI: the MCI range of analogue 
consoles and tape machines, the Sony digital 
mastering system -1610 and DAE1100 editor, 
PCM -3324 digital multitrack with new remote 
control unit, professional compact disc 
products and the full range of Sony mics, 
radio mics and accessory products. 

Soundcraft: an exhibition booth and a 
shared demonstration room. The full range of 
console and tape machine products will be on 
display with featured items being the new 
stereo mastering recorder Series 20 with 
microprocessor control and preset adjustments 
possible in seconds; a new high speed cassette 
duplication system based on a modular 
expandable format; the new range of power 
amplifiers comprising four models from 450 
W /channel to 75 W /channel, the new TS 24 
in -line console designed for easy in -line 
operation; the Producer packages of Series 
1600 console and Series 760 multitrack and 
the full range of other consoles including the 
Series 4, 2400, 800B, 400B and 200. 

Soundtracs: full range of mixing consoles 
for multitrack, theatre, broadcast and video 
production use. Featured will be the CM4400 
capable of being expanded to 32/24/2 with 24 
track monitoring. Uses digital routing system 
with system allowing the storage of up to 30 
patches. An RS232 port provides an interface 
with an external computer enabling 
information such as track sheets etc to be 
displayed. Stanton Magnetics: wide 
range of phono cartridges. Stellavox: 
range of portable tape machines and the 
multi- standard TD88 tape machine. 

Studer: full range of tape machines, 
consoles and ancillary equipment including 
the A810 range of mastering machines, the 
900 Series broadcast consoles, the new TLS 
4000 synchroniser etc. Synton: Syntovox 
222 vocoder, Syntovox 221 effects vocoder, 
the 202 vocoder, Syntovox 232 16- channel 
vocoder with voltage controlled filter bank, 
and flexible compact synthesiser. 

T 
Tandberg: featured will be the new TD 

50 1/4 in 2- channel mastering recorders 
available in 3 main models -the Studiomaster, 
Broadcast machine and Editing machine. They 
feature microprocessor controlled transport, 3 
speed, faderstart, RTZ and RTS and an 
RS232 interface. Also on show will be a new 
series of professional cassette decks TCD 900 
series based on two versions -record and 
playback. Tannoy: full range of 
professional monitors for studio and broadcast 
applications. Tannoy are based in a 
demonstration room. Additionally there will 
be amplification from the Tresham division. 

Tape Automation: cassette duplication 
products. Tapematic: TMD470/630 
automatic cassette winder, TMD 470 semi 
automatic winder; TMD 530 cassette labelling 
machine and TMD 670 cassette boxing 
machine. TEAC /Tascam: full range of 
Teac products including the 58 and 52 series 
of multitrack and stereo tape machines, the 
range of signal processor units, the M50 
console etc. Technical Projects: 
redesigned MJS401D test set, Series 5000 
stereo production console, Multi -Pan 
programmable multichannel memory panner, 
ancillary broadcast items. Tekpa: no 
information received. Tektronics: range 
of test equipment. Thorn -EMI: range of 
audio tape products and the new Appollo 
master lacquers. TOA: wide range of 
equipment largely intended for the live sound 
market including consoles, speaker systems, 
power amplifiers, microphones etc. 
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EXHIBITION PREVIEW 

Electronic analogue VU mrti r< in)m Ernest Turner Instruments t O O'ser fies 
power amplifiers 

*3000 watts in 51/4 inches 
HIGH EFFICIENCY dual power supplies 
from TOROIDAL transformer and 
computer grade capacitors. 
FULLY PROTECTED against damage to 
either load or amplifier. 
SPACE SAVING occupies only 3 units 
(514 ") of 19" rack space. 
RELIABLE output devices can handle 
6 times rated power. 
UNIQUE ultra linear transformer 

rs coupled drive 

dx1N0) 
1(0SW into$, mono 
fOOW into 4, per channel 
SOW into S. per channel 

dx 1000A 
1500W into 8, mono 
fOOW into 4, per channel 
GSOw into 8, per channel 

dx2t00 
2100W into 4, mono 
1í00W into e, mono 
1(WW into 2, per channel 
f«OW into 4, per channel 
«iW into 8, per chancel 

dx3sOn 
3400W Into 4. mono 
1000W into I, mono 
1410W into 2, per channel 
)OOW into 4, per channel 

SOW Into 8, per channel 

ds30.0 bridged mono 

Hill Audio, Inc., 231 Marquis Court, lilburn. GA 30247 USA (404) 923 -3193 TLX 293827 HLAD 
Headwater Industries, 635 Caron Axe., Windsor, Ontario h9F 588. Canada (519) 256 -2154 
Hill Audio, Ltd., Hollingbourne House. Hollingbotrne, Kent ME17 1QI, England (062 780) 555 TLX 966611 HILL 
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Tonographie AB: no information 
received. Tore Seem: featured will be the 
SEEMIX computer controlled console with 
system sizes up to 48 channels with digital 
faders. DC subgrouping is available and the 
console is prepared for automated mixdown. 
Also on show will be the SEECON for general 
broad cast applications based on the larger 
SEEMIX but without the automation. Finally 
the 3- channel Pluto mixer will also be shown. 

Trident: in addition to the established 
Series 80, Series 70 and Trimix consoles, a 
completely new range is being shown. This 
is a range of simple to operate in -line 
consoles providing a wide range of facilities 
and the flexibility for 24 -track operation. 
Features will include 8 aux sends, 4 -band EQ 
with swept high pass filter, fader reverse and 
EQ assignable to monitor. TTL: no 
information received. Turbo Sound: full 
range of sound reinforcement products. 

Ernest Turner: examples from the wide 
range of VU and PPM meters and standard 
panel mounting electrical indication meters. 
Featured will be the recently launched range 
of twin PPM and single VU meters using 
CMOS circuitry and based on a gas plasma 
display to give clear flicker -free operation 
particularly under low lighting conditions. 

Turnkey Two: details of the company's 
consultancy, studio design and construction 
services. 

U 
UREI: wide range of signal processing 

units, sound reinforcement products, 
broadcast consoles, power amplifiers, studio 
monitor systems. Ursa Major: established 
products, the Space Station and the 8X32 
digital reverb and featuring the new low cost 
Star Gate digital reverb. 

v 
VCL- Audio: no information received. 
Vitavox: sound reinforcement systems 

and drive units with accessories. 

W 
Wandel & Goltermann: no information 

received. Woelke Magnetics: range of 
multitrack record, play and erase heads, and 
cue track heads for 1 /4in use. Also a range of 
test equipment. 

X 
Xedit: range of tape editing blocks and 

test equipment. 

Y 
Yamaha: full range of Yamaha 

professional sound products. 

Z 
Zonal: range of analogue tapes for 

analogue applications including 610 standard 
play and 611 long play, a new tape to add to 
the existing 675 and 676. Tapes, cassette tape 
and magnetic film stock. 0 
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IMüAUU1 KNOW CONRAC 

MASI 
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` 
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SVNC INPUT 

The new 300 Series Audio Production Console has been specifically de- 
signed to complement the latest audio and video technology. It's the only 
console in its class, offering mono or stereo inputs each available with or 
without equalization, output submastering, audio -follow -video capability, 
a comprehensive user -programmable logic system, and a wide range of 
accessories for custom tailoring to your specific requirements. Available 
now. Call us collect for further information. 

and i tronics. inc. 
O3750 Old Get ell Rd. 
Memphis,TN 38118 USA 
Tel: (901) 362 -1350 
Telex: 533356 
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"IR ON 
SOUND AND VISION 

Trilion Sound Studios? Surely 
there's a contradiction in terms. 
We all know that Trilion was 
originally developed as the video 
leg of the Trident empire. So 
what's all the talk about sound 
studios? 

Television sound is, and 
always has been, diabolical, to 
quote Trilion's studio manager 
Sheila Cane. The audio side of 
television broadcasting has 
always been sadly neglected, and 
indeed to this day, the only 
programmes which go out in 
stereo are music ones. Channel 4 
managed a temporary breakout 
when they showed Nicholas 
Nickleby -the very first drama to 
be broadcast (simulcast) in 
stereo. Trilion was the company 
chosen to 'do the sound' and 
thus, having spent many months 
on location recording, they are 
now probably the UK's most 
'stereo- experienced' television 
sound studio. 

It is astonishing that the 
medium which reaches the 
largest capacity audience on the 
most regular basis can have been 
acting as if stereo was only 
invented yesterday. High quality 
sound should be important on 
television and it is with little 
surprise that you'll learn what is 
causing a great deal of the 
recent pressure for improvement 
in this area -bands and artists 
becoming increasingly involved 
in video production finding that 
the audio aspect is not taken 
seriously enough. Poor sound 
quality is all too obvious with 

Janet Angus 
musical material. Because of the 
video industry's bad sound 
reputation, bands have tended 
in recent years to take their 
video track back into the studio 
where they recorded their 
album, hire in the necessary 
equipment to mix audio to video 
and to do this as though they 
were mixing for their album. 
What is often overlooked, 
however, is that mixing to video, 
especially for broadcast is 
sometimes quite a different 
matter. And so what usually 
happens next is that the tapes 
then have to go into a video 
studio to be mixed again. 

Having woken up to this fact 
there is now a new generation of 
video people coming round to 
the idea of putting a lot more 
time and effort into the sound 
themselves, thus cutting out the 
need for the sound mix to go 
elsewhere. This is what Trilion 
had in mind when they opened 
their 48 -track capable studio last 
summer. It is very unusual for 
the video industry in many 
ways -its size, its facilities, its 
capabilities and most important, 
its attitude. 

The studio to all intents and 
purposes is a fully professional 
audio studio with the added 
benefit of camera facilities, 
direct links to the Post Office 
Tower (enabling satellite 
transmissions to anywhere in the 
world) as well as tie lines to 

Trilion's editing suites and video 
studios. Built by Eastlake, with 
modifications stipulated by 
studio engineer David Woolley, 
it is equally capable of recording 
an album as remixing a live 
video. The studio personnel can 
also offer a very wide 
understanding of the whole 
audio /video industry-with David 
having previously been an 
engineer at Air London (and a 
Tonmeister graduate) and Sheila 
having been with Trilion for 
many years. Between them they 
have seen everything from both 
sides. 

The three main criteria when 
making a live concert video are 
(a) is it exciting? (b) is it a true 
representation of what 
happened? and (c) is it fun to 
watch? These are the ultimate 
goals but getting there is not 
necessarily that simple. The 
most obvious thing to take into 
consideration is that when for 
example a person watches a 
band on stage, as his eyes come 
to rest on a particular player, his 
ears will automatically 'bring 
that particular instrument out in 
the mix' of sounds that he can 
hear. In this way a video must 
be mixed to match what the 
viewer's eyes are telling his ears 
to expect. Another very 
important aspect of live concert 
video is the reproduction of the 
atmosphere. It is all very well to 
get down some excellent tracks, 

but the audience's excitement 
has also to be captured. This is 
usually done simply by adding 
applause and screams, etc, to the 
mix. 

Where broadcast quality tapes 
are required there are more 
basic parameters to be observed. 
The sound has to be kept within 
strictly defined limits with no 
high peaks and conversely no too 
low dips in level, maintaining a 
more or less dynamically flat 
sound and yet still retaining the 
excitement of the live 
performance. These 
requirements are much tighter 
than those for disc cutting and 
only experience can teach you 
where exactly they lie. This is 
another reason why tapes out of 
a music studio usually need a bit 
of reworking. 

Everybody knows that there is 
seldom a true live recording of 
anything. For a start, most live 
concerts will be edited simply to 
leave out the odd song which 
didn't happen to work that night, 
and an edited concert by 
definition cannot be a straight 
live recording. But the idea that 
most bands will go into the 
studio to mix the audio to a live 
performance recording, overdub 
practically everything apart from 
the audience, Trilion seems to 
put down to popular myth. 
There are naturally going to be 
bits and pieces where the 
musicians will say 'Oh I must do 
that again, that's terrible' but it 
apparently doesn't happen that 
much. The only other thing that 
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]BL's unique titanium diaphragm and "Diamond Surround" bring 
new purity and consistency to high frequency response. 

IT TOOK JBL SCIENCE, 
A NITROGEN EXPLOSION, 
AND PURE TnNIuM TO GIVE YOU 
PERFECTED HIGH FREQUENCY SOUND. 

High frequency sound has always fought with the technology that brings it to the ear. The driver 
diaphragm has been most vulnerable, pushed to the breaking point, unable to hold uniform 
frequency response. 

JBL scientists decided to fight back. They exploded nitrogen into a remarkable metal, pure 
titanium, encircling their unique diaphragm with a vibration- absorbing 
"Diamond Surround;' so revolutionary it warranted its own patent. 

The result? A diaphragm that delivers and sustains a power 
and purity to high frequency response never before approached in 
the industry. 

Perfecting titanium technology is just one of innumerable ways in 

which JBL science is re- shaping the quality of sound. From ultimate 
accuracy in laying down your initial tracks, to capturing the full 
power and subtlety of your final mix, JBL audio systems are focused 
on the most exacting demands of the recording studio professional. 
To find out which system is designed to meet your specific 
requirements, contact your authorized JBL professional products 
dealer today. 

JBL Incorporated, 
8500 Balboa Boulevard 

P.O. Box 2200. 
Northridge, CA 91329 U.S.A. 

TELEX: 6749931 W U 1472042411TTI 

BBL' harman International s'JBL INCORPORATED. 1984 

JBL 
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TRILION 

tends to happen to these tapes is 
simply a balancing of the 
tracks -if the vocals were 
drowned out at one point by the 
audience there is no need for 
this to happen on the final mixed 
track -there is no need to 
replicate live 'excitement' that 
closely. 

The fact that the UK's 
broadcasting companies have 
been so unprogressive in their 
attitude to broadcast TV sound 
has meant that the video 
companies with their broadcast - 
trained staff have also become 
very complacent in their own 
attitudes and years have 
continued to roll by without 
anybody really bothering to do 
anything about it. So what has 
brought about this new 
awareness? 

Apart from the fact that bands 
and artists themselves are 
naturally very particular about 
their sound output, the imminent 
rebirth of cable television in this 
country and the birth of MTV in 
the United States has 
revolutionised (or is beginning 
to) the attitude of the video 
industry. The fact that some of 
the cable television channels in 
the US broadcast in stereo, as 
will some of our own, has made 
the BBC and the independents 
suddenly sit up and actually 
discuss the idea that maybe even 
they could consider it. Amazing. 
To this end, at the time of 
writing there are great debates 

going on as to 'should we or 
shouldn't we ?'. But how can they 
avoid it? It has to happen, and 
this is the time that companies 
like Trilion are preparing for. As 
it is, the vast majority of their 
work goes out to MTV and cable 
programmes abroad. 

There is another aspect of 
video sound that is currently 
being examined. Whereas film 
soundtracks are nearly always 
recorded on separate machines, 
video soundtracks are often 
recorded with the picture and so 
the sound quality is often not 
that brilliant even by the time it 
arrives at the studio to be 
worked on. It would be much 
better if it was an original 
recording and now at long last 
the industry is moving towards 
the idea of recording a separate 
soundtrack. 

What Trilion do is utilise a 
Studer A810 1/4 in, with the 
centre track for the time -code. 
This means that you can take 
the sound off and work with it 
and then put it back on again. It 
also means that although by the 
time the film has been edited it 
may well be fifth or sixth 
generation tape, the soundtrack 
will still be first or second. 

There can be no doubt that 
Trilion are taking this very 
seriously. The studio is a fair 
size and is equipped with what, 
even in the recording industry is 
considered to be fully 
professional gear. The desk is, 

perhaps inevitably, a Trident 
Series 80 32/24/24 with a 
producer's table built on the end. 
They have two Studer A80VU 
MkII 24 track machines, 1 

Studer A810 1/4 in already 
mentioned and 2 Studer B67 
2 -track 1/4 in machines all 
connected to a Q -Lock 3.10 
synchroniser. 

The only obvious concession to 
video in the room are the three 
television monitors mounted 
above the separating studio glass 
doors. The monitor speakers 
were installed by Eastlake but 
received almost immediate 
treatment in that the White 
grapics were extracted and 
replaced with UREI crossovers, 
and JBL 15 in drivers and bullet 
tweeters were installed. David's 
reasons were that he found the 
Eastlake sound to be "very 
tunnelled and it sort of came out 
and nearly knocked you over. 
What I think we've got now is a 
much sweeter, more open sound. 
We're very pleased with it." 
And if that doesn't indicate 
where his heart is nothing will! 

The control room itself is 
pretty standard Eastlake fare 
except that there was a good 
deal of discussion about the 
amount of space to be sacrificed 
to sound treatment and in fact a 
lot of it was snatched back, as it 
were. To the left of the desk 
was originally intended to be an 
alcove for the A810 and B67s 
and they managed to extend this 

to create a small isolation room 
for overdubs. They also 
managed to claim several 
sections of the metre thick back 
wall as rack space and cupboard 
space. "We've even got a sort of 
cloakroom there, not many 
studios have got that, have 
they ?" Too true. There is a 
wooden plinth behind the desk 
and the area in front of it is 
wooden also, and so the room is 
quite a bit liver than a 'typical' 
Eastlake control room. 

The ancillary equipment is 
quite extensive and provides 
them with the full capability of 
executing top quality original 
masters, be it for record or film. 
It consists of an AMS RMX 16 
digital reverb and DMX stereo 
digital delay line with loop 
editing and two pitch changers, a 
Dyna -mite stereo limiter/ 
expander, two Kepex II noise 
gates, two UREI 1176LN 
limiters, an Audio Developments 
AD055 compressor/limiter, a Bel 
BF20 stereo flanger, an 
Eventide H949 Harmonizer, two 
Trident stereo compressor/ 
limiters and a Survival Projects 
stereo panner. There is a full 
complement of Dolbies -the first 
24 being SP rack and the second 
24 TTM. There is additionally a 
Revox B791 record deck for 
utilising Trilion's extensive 
sound effects library, three ITC 
cartridge machines and a JVC 
low band U -matic machine. 

The recording area is L 
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for the Digital Age 
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system 
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shaped -a fact that could not be 
avoided because the stairwell 
causing this shape could not 
very well be moved! Another 
enormous problem was the fact 
that the studio is directly below 
Trilion's car park, and before 
the rebuild, it was not unknown 
for the beautiful sounds of an 
articulated lorry revving up to 
come wafting through on to the 
tape! This meant that the ceiling 
had to come down considerably 
to accommodate the sound 
insulating treatment. 

This room has two features 
which indicate its video 
potential: as well as the mic 
lines, there are also camera 
lines; and the concrete floor is 
covered in a linoleum paint 
which makes it absolutely 
smooth for cameras to roll about 
on in-comfort. The room is thus 
inevitably quite live but there 
are pieces of carpeting which 
may be laid down to create the 
required ambience, or lack of it. 
Now the fact that cameras are 
very likely going to be shooting 
around the place means that 
ideally you don't really want 
people strewn all over the room 
trailing microphone leads in their 
wake. To this end the mic line 
wall boxes have been placed so 
that wherever you are standing 
you shouldn't be more than 6 ft 
away from one of them. 

At the moment Trilion's work 
is fairly restricted, simply 
because there are not that many 

outlets for it. On the other hand, 
nobody could deny that it is 
varied. On the day of my visit an 
Omani prince was doing a 
voiceover on a film being 
prepared for the Omani 
government! They have covered 
nearly all the recent major rock 
concerts; they have sent live 
interviews all over the 
world; they send Marquee Club 
gigs out live every Friday night 
to Swindon( ?) cable; they cover 
the American Football for 
Channel 4 every week, not to 
mention all the commercials 
which come and go. 

Just as a measure of the 
revolution's progress it is 
perhaps worth mentioning that 
the Big Country gig in 
Edinburgh on New Year's Eve 
was covered and two days were 
spent working on the film and 
three on the sound. 

There is a more obvious, 
though just as important, 
consideration to be looked at 
when comparing this facility 
with the more usual video /audio 
studio. Since in a normal 
situation not a lot of time or 
trouble is taken over the sound, 
(a) the facilities need not be too 
extravagant, (b) you don't need a 
lot of room because you haven't 
got much gear and you won't be 
staying there more than a few 
hours anyway, and (c) because of 
the brevity of your stay it 
doesn't matter if you're not too 
comfortable and the atmosphere 

isn't that great! 
Atmosphere is a difficult thing, 

although being comfortable is a 
lot of it, but Sheila said 
something about the fact that the 
rest of the company "tends to 
indicate suits and ties, whereas 
down here in the basement 
we've tried to make it feel that 
you can do what you want and 
it's alright. It's much more 
relaxed and friendly down here." 

"We wanted to make the 
studio feel just like a normal 
music studio so that bands 
coming here would actually turn 
round and say 'hey, we like it 
here, can we come back and do 
our album ?'." 

Anticipating an even greater 
workload than that already 
achieved, a second studio is 
under construction and by the 
time you read this it could well 
be in operation. Although 
Eastlake have again had a lot to 
do with it, this second studio will 
not be on quite such a grand 
scale. It is intended to offload 
the smaller bits and pieces of 
work that principally don't 
require so much room, into this 
16 -track facility. It will have a 
smaller control room and a 
slightly smaller overdubbing 
studio with facilities comparable 
to those in the main studio, 
although final decisions on the 
equipment had not been made. 

Trilion are anticipating an 
enormous boom in the video and 
TV industries when cable 

television proper comes to 
Britain later this year. There is 
great excitement at the prospect 
of feeding material into our own 
version of MTV. Not only will it 
have a great impact on video, 
but I suspect it will be a 
tremendous shock to the music 
industry as a whole. MTV in 
America has been breaking 
British bands like there is no 
tomorrow -giving them the kind 
of exposure they would never 
have dreamed possible. Says 
Sheila Cane "The Tube of course 
has been a great help here, but 
until our own version of MTV 
starts things won't really get 
moving." The BBC and ITV 
companies are rethinking their 
whole attitude towards their 
medium. It's a great time and 
one that will eventually affect 
every television owner in the 
country. And I suppose it is fair 
to say that we are going to need 
all the expertise we can get from 
companies like Tri lion who have 
already gained valuable 
experience in high quality video 
audio. 

The question now is really 
whether there are going to be 
more and more video /TV 
companies hurriedly upgrading 
their sound knowledge and 
equipment, or is it going to be 
the music recording industry 
which leaps in to approach it 
from their side. We won't have 
to wait long to see. 0 
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Some studios have the knack of 
being the image of their name and 
Toy Box Recording Studio, due to 
be renamed Chelsea, falls right 
into that category. Toy Box just 
seems to conjure up the image of 
something small and cosy and that 
is just what the studio is, 
However, for those familiar with 
London, and Chelsea flats, the 
new name carries on the studio's 
image to a 'T'. 

Toy Box was first put together 
by country artist, Tom T Hall, 
with David Hieronymus and 
Chuck Haines in charge of 
engineering and running the place. 
Having less time for an active 
interest in the studio, Mr Hall has 
now leased the studio to Messrs 
Hieronymus and Haines, who are 
now fully responsible for its 
running. In order to clarify the 
change in direction, it was felt 
that a change of name was in 
order, hence Toy Box has now 
become Chelsea Recording Studio. 
Why Chelsea? "It just sounded 
like a nice name!" commented 
David. 

The studio is situated in 
Brentwood, a quiet suburb of 
Nashville, on the first floor of a 
house with the imposing name of 
the Hallnote Music Building. 
Parking is the least of anyone's 
worries and access is by a straight 
flight of stairs up to a wide 
corridor. Not too bad for bringing 
equipment in though humping a 
B3 will cause you to sweat a little! 
The lounge has the usual drinks 
machine, coffee machine and 
cooking facilities should you wish 
to drum up a meal in situ. 

No doubt certain readers will 
cringe when I say that the control 
room is nice and cosy, but it if is, 
how else do you want me to 
describe it? The layout is such 
that even though the room is fairly 
small, there is room to move about 
without falling over people or 
equipment and feeling cramped. 
Acoustic treatment is a mixture of 
rough wood panelling, moquette 
and hessian (fabric) covered 
absorption materials, with the 
surfaces arranged so that they 
oppose each other, ie: moquette 
opposite wood, cutting down on 
the risk of having the sound 
bounce around too much. The 
monitor bridge has also been 'fine - 
tuned' with a large piece of 
Fibreglass fixed over the wood 
between the speakers! A bit 'belt - 
and- braces', but if it works it can 
always be refined when time 
permits. 

Work revolves around a 
Harrison MR3 console, 36 frame 
with 30 I/O channels, and a Studer 
A80 24 -track machine. Two -track 
recorders are in no shortage, 
either, with the room possessing a 
Studer A80 /RC master recorder, 

Toy Box /Chelsea Recording 
Studio, Tennessee 

David Hieronymus at Console (top) and studio (below) 

Revox PR99, 3M master recorder 
and a Scully. Tape echo is no 
problem here! Cassette copies are 
available from a Sony deck. 

Monitoring is provided by bi- 
amplified JBL 4331s installed in a 
monitor bridge with near -field 
monitors in the form of JBL 4411s 
and a pair of Auratones. Power 
amplifiers for studio and control 
room are Crown (Amcron) with 
the exception of McIntosh's for 
the bass end. Room equalisation is 
by White. 

Whereas the amount of outboard 
equipment is not impressive at the 
moment (a shopping list is in the 
process of being prepared) there is 
enough to get most sounds that 
are required without racks 
cluttering the place up. Processors 
currently available are UREI 1176 
and LA -3A compressors, Eventide 
Instant Flanger, Orban parametric 
EQ and a Rebis module rack with 
compressors, ADT and de -esser 
units. Reverberation and echo 
effects are taken care of with a 
Lexicon 224, Lawson plate and 
AKG BX20.The latter really has 

that genuine 'bathroom 
sound'- that's where it is installed! 

The song that was being worked 
on at the time of my visit was for 
one of the local colleges, with rock 
rhythm section, reeds and brass. 
The sound was very clear and 
punchy- 
enough wallop in it to make it 
come over but retaining some air 
so that no one was fighting to get 
through. 

Access to the studio is just a 
couple of paces down the corridor 
and there again we find the same 
basic acoustic as in the control 
room, viz: wood panelling and 
hessian -covered absorbent areas. 
Apart from a rectangle of parquet 
in front of the control room 
windows, the floor is carpeted. 
The feel of the studio is quite 
subdued, rather like a drawing 
room or salon, making for good 
separation without everyone being 
'boxed in'. However, mobile 
screens are around for those 
occasions when leakage is a 
problem. 

Instruments in the studio include 

a Yamaha grand piano, which is 
pushed against a wall and 
surrounded on two sides by waist 
high screens, Hammond M3 organ 
with Leslie, Wurlitzer electric 
piano, Clavinet and vibes. 
Amplifiers include that old 
favourite for bass, the Ampeg 
B15, with Fender Twins for 
guitars, etc. 

In addition to the main studio 
there are two isolation booths, one 
mainly for vocal or single 
instrument use and fairly dead, 
and a drum booth that houses a 
Premier kit with a Rogers metal 
snare drum. The drum booth has a 
lively response which can be 
damped down if necessary with 
carpets and drapes. For those 
times when a more lively sound is 
required in the studio, no need to 
tweak the EQ, or echo send; just 
place the source (human or 
otherwise) on the parquet floor in 
front of the windows. There is a 
definite presence rise there that 
gives just that bit of extra 
'sparkle'. 

Monitoring in the studio is by 
headphones fed through cue - 
boxes, giving the musicians a 
degree of control over their mix 
and level -after all, if your 
neighbour wants to deafen himself 
that's his problem, it shouldn't be 
yours! Additional cueing can be 
given by inset JBL 4331s over the 
control room windows. 
Incidentally, visual contact 
between the two rooms is very 
good, always a bonus to keep 
things running smoothly. 

Lighting in the studio consists of 
spots mounted on rails so that 
they can be positioned to suit. The 
appropriate atmosphere can be 
created by means of a dimmer 
panel that is also in the room. 
This way there is no need to 
bother the engineer and you can 
regulate it just how you like it. 

Microphones available are 
mainly from Neumann, Shure and 
Sennheiser, though David did say 
that they are planning to widen 
the selection. 

As well as Tom T Hall, the 
studio also records Tom Gribbin 
and the Saltwater band plus a 
whole host of local bands and 
groups. In order to get a good 
professional recording it is not 
always necessary to go to 
megabuck studios- Chelsea will 
give you just that without it 
costing an arm and a leg. 

Thanks are due to David 
Hieronymus -and his clients -for 
having me in during his session 
and still finding time to have a 
chat! Terry Nelson 
Chelsea Recording Studio, 
Hallnote Music Building, 
Peach Ct and Wilson Pike Cr, 
Brentwood, TN 37027, USA. 
Phone: (615) 373 5221. 
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The clear, natural sound from he Aphex Aural Exciter 
has to be heard to be believed. 

This, and the entire range of Aphex produc's is now brought to you by our new 
UK distributors, Atlantex. 

As one of the UK's leaders in this field, their Technical Sales Staff will be pleased 
to give you a demonstration, as well as operating he /p and advice. 

Their expertise will ensure that you get the best `rom the Aphex system, backed up by 
prompt delivery, and of course their long -established after -sales service 

Compeller Compressor /Leveler/ 
Peak Limiter 
Revolutionary intelligent audio processor. 

Aphex II -S 
The studio aural exciter. 
Aphex Aural Exciter Type B 

Popular psychoacoustic exciter. 

Aphex II -B 
The broadcast aural exciter. 
EQF -2 
Combined equalizer and filter. 
CX -1 
Comp /limiter with expander /gate. 
2521 -Operational Module 
Fast short circuit proof buffer. 

MTA 401 Supermatched Quad Array 
High quality NPN transistor array. 
1537A VCA IC 
Class A voltage -controlled attenuator. 
VCA 505 
Expanded version of 1537A VCA. 

APHEX Atlantex 
Atlantex Music Ltd., 
1 Wallace Way, Hitchin, Hertfordshire, SG4 OSE. England. 
Telephone: 0462 31511 Telex: 826967 
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There's a unique combination of 
factors that make Vancouver, 
British Columbia, a very special 
city-and that help to promote a 
thriving audio and video scene 
there. First, it is snuggled 
precariously between breathtaking 
mountains and the sea, giving it 
an uncommon beauty, and some 
mighty nice weather. Second, it is 
Canadian, and reflects that 
country's predilection for 
cleanliness and order, and its 
concern for its urban citizenry. 
And it is an important city to 
Canadians -the next largest city in 
the country, Toronto, is 2,900 
miles away. It is a major Pacific 
seaport, and so its population and 
economy show a diversity only 
equalled in the Western 
hemisphere, perhaps, by New 
York. Finally, it is most decidedly 
West Coast -and reflects many of 
the attitudes that characterize the 
neighbouring states to the south. 

In a way, all of this contributes 
to the success of the Little 
Mountain Sound Studios, a four - 
room audio complex located five 
minutes from downtown 
Vancouver. The name itself is a 
bit ironic: the Mountain referred 
to, at the base of which the studio 
stands, is but a minor lump on the 
landscape -even if it is the highest 
point within Vancouver proper. 

But there's nothing puny about 
the studio. In a city whose music, 
film and video scenes have been 
growing rapidly for the past seven 
years or so, Little Mountain is one 
of the premier audio facilities, 
with two world -class 24 -track 
music rooms, an 8 -track 
production studio, and a dubbing 
suite, all of which turn out records 
for major labels (CBS, A &M, Solid 
Gold, and Warner Bros, to name a 
few) and tracks for audio /visual 
shows, industrial and feature 
films, and advertising work. 

The studio's activities are 
international in scope. Many 
clients are attracted from Toronto 
and Los Angeles (only a two-hour 
plane ride away), and they come 
to enjoy the scenery, or to take 
advantage of the 20% premium on 
US dollars, but most of all, 
according to chief engineer and 
operations manager Roger Monk, 
"Because we do good work." 

Monk came to Little Mountain 
from Buckinghamshire, England, 
by way of Toronto, in 1976. "The 
studio's been here about 10 
years," he says. "It was originally 
built by Griffths Gibson, a jingle 
house. They started with just half 
of the building, what is now 
Studio A, as a 16- track, and the 
rest was a warehouse. After a 
time, they started getting very 
busy, and built Studio B, another 
16 -track room, and Studio C, and 
8 -track production facility." 

With all the money this 

Little Mountain Sound 
Studios, Vancouver 

8 -track Production Studio and (below) Control Room A 

expansion required, the agency 
found it necessary to bring in a 
partner, and so a half interest was 
sold to Western Broadcasting, one 
of the province's largest media 
conglomerates. In 1979, Western 
took over the rest of the shares, 
and then in March, 1983, general 
manager Bob Brooks, who came 
on staff at the same time as 
Monk, bought the place himself. 

"Griffths Gibson is still in the 
offices upstairs, and they are still 
our biggest client on a ongoing 
basis," says Monk. "They won't 
use any other studio in town -I 
can think of only two occasions 
where they went somewhere else, 
and those were when you couldn't 
get time here for begging. We 
give them a lot of work too -they 
have arrangers and composers on 
staff, and when we have a project 
that needs orchestration or 
whatever, we get them in. 
Although we are distinct 
companies, there's a lot of holding 
hands. Some of the people who 
were involved in Little Mountain 

at the beginning are still there." 
Today the two music studios 

sport Studer A80 Mk III 24 -track 
tape decks and Neve 24 -input 
mixing consoles -although this is 
about to change, as I'll explain in 
a moment. There are Scully 280 
and Studer A80 stereo decks, 
including a half -inch Studer. In the 
production studio is an MCI 
8 -track hooked into a 16 -input 
Neve, and in the dubbing room are 
Scully and Revox tape decks and 
Hitachi and Pioneer cassette 
machines. 

The two main studios have 
individual lobby entrances as well 
as their own lounge areas, which 
are situated between the control 
rooms for added isolation. The 
two control rooms are virtually 
identical. "A client might come in 
and record basics in B and do 
horn overdubs in A, but control 
room -wise he feels comfortable in 
both," says Monk. 

Monitors are UREI 813s, 
changed a few years back from 
JBL 4350s, powered by Studer 

amps. Except for the equipment 
updates, the rooms are essentially 
the same as when they were first 
built. "There's no mysterious 
magic behind the concept," says 
Monk. 

The studios themselves, 
however, do differ. Monk 
explains, "We didn't want to build 
two studios with the same 
feeling." Although both boast 
22 -foot ceilings, Studio A is larger: 
it measures 55 x 38 ft and Monk 
claims that sessions have used as 
many as 88 musicians. The front 
of the room is carpeted, while the 
rear has harder surfaces, and a 
curtain can be drawn to divide the 
space in half. Studio B, 37 x 
38 ft, is more live - "It's designed 
for the contemporary rock sound," 
says Monk. Both rooms have 
separate 11 x 17 ft isolation 
rooms with 12 ft ceilings, which 
have different acoustics -the B iso 
room is all rock and mirrors. 

An extensive network of tie 
lines connects the rooms, which 
are used on those rare occasions 
when two 24 -track tape decks are 
hooked together. "We don't 
advertise that we can do that," 
says Monk, "but we can as a last 
resort if a client really wants it." 

There is a large collection of 
outboard equipment, gathered 
over the years, which floats 
between rooms. And that can 
sometimes be a problem -a point 
brought home as Monk takes a 
phone call during our visit, and 
discusses where to find a second 
pair of Trident equalisers, because 
it seems two clients want to use 
the single in -house set at the same 
time. "If we want to buy an 
$8,000 digital delay, we have to 
buy two," he says. 

Fortunately, there are two EMT 
140 plates and two 240 gold -foil 
reverbs in house, as well as an 
AKG BX -20 and a Lexicon 224X. 
There are 44 channels of Dolby 
altogether, as well as dynamic 
processors by UREI, Altec, RCA, 
Orban, and Valley People; delays 
and phasers by Marshall, Loft, 
UREI, Countryman, and Eventide; 
both the H910 and 1745M/3 
Harmonizers from Eventide; and 
equalisers by Trident and Orban, 
as well as some new models from 
GML that Monk is particularly 
enthusiastic about. No room EQ is 
used. 

Instruments include Baldwin 9 ft 
and Howard 6 ft grand pianos; 
Rhodes, Hammond, Hohner, Moog 
and Solina electric keyboards; and 
a large assortment of guitars, 
basses, amplifiers and drums. 

"Being a relatively new studio, 
old tube mics are basically 
unavailable to us," says Monk, 
and yet the microphone closet 
boasts a vintage Neumann U47, as 
well as U87s, KM86s and KM84s. 

There is a strong commitment to 
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And now for the good ̀ U's... 
Our exciting product range now extends into the 
fieldofstudìo rack -mount equipment. 

The QuantecRoom Simulator (2U). 
Revolutionary German theory and desi 
translated into reality . A combination oosimple 
operation and staggering sonic realism. The ability 
to recreate the acoustical behaviour ofany room 
size and character at the touch ofa button. Now 
widely accepted in film, studio and broadcast 
environments. 

Our popular AMS range includes the digital 
reverb RMX-16 (2U) with updateable programmes 
and optional bar code information retrieval. Also 
the DMX 15-80S (2U): modular design ofthis 
digital delay line enables delay times of up to 33 
seconds to be specified. Optional pitch changers 
and de glitch card also available. 

The new Friend Chip SRC(3U) has already 
caused a sensation. A modular design SMPTE 
Generator/Readercapable ofsolving all problems 
related to the synchronizing and triggering of 
microprocessor based musical instruments. Now 
SMPTE is the only code track needed for their 
control. 

Forstyle, the Polyfusion Pro -graph PE Q 1 

(4U) is outstanding A programmable 16 band 
equaliser, variable intensity display screen and 
instant recall EQcurves. 

Syco.We are today. 
Syco Systems Ltd. 20 Conduit Place London W2 
telephone 01 -724 2451 telex 22278 SYCO G 
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Little Mountain, cont'd 
video at Little Mountain, one 
which started a bit unexpectedly. 
"Video came along to us a little 
earlier than we had planned to put 
it in," says Monk. "It was a client 
request -we got a big gig in and 
had to put the necessary 
equipment together. Since then 
we've learned a lot from it, and 
modified its usage quite a lot." 
Already on hand is a JVC 8300 
U -Matic deck, with Sony 
monitors, a SMPTE 
reader /generator and a BTX 
Shadow controller. 

But things are about to change 
at the studio. The biggest changes 
will involve the Neve consoles, 
which have been in place since the 
16 -track days -although, as Monk 
says, "they have such an 
incredible sound, we have to think 
twice before throwing them out." 
As I write, the board in Studio A 

is being chopped up and several of 
its input modules attached to the 
board in Studio B. Studio A is 
getting a brand -new Solid State 
Logic system. Only the second 
SSL in Canada -and the first on 
the west coast -it should be 
installed by the time you read this. 
Says Monk, "Until relatively 
recently, we didn't feel that 
automation had got up to the point 
where we wanted to put those sort 
of dollars in. But the SSL is the 
state of the art. Some of our 
engineers have worked on them, 
and we feel that's the way to go." 

At the same time, the video 
equipment is being dramatically 
upgraded. After the SSL is 
installed, the 3/4 in video gear will 
go into production Studio C, while 
Studio A will get a new Q -Lock 
interlock system and a 1 in video 
deck, as well as multitrack 35 mm 
mag dubbers. "We'll be able to do 

a lot of pre -laying and pre - 
organisation in Studio C, with our 
'off -line' system," says Monk. 
"The rate in studio A is going up 
to $200 an hour for the whole kit 
and kaboodle, and that's a fairly 
expensive way of doing it. So we'll 
only use the big room for master 
assembling and mixing. 

"We're interested strictly in 
audio sweetening -we're not 
getting into video production per 
se -but we want to be able to go 
direct -to -1 in layback. We'll be 
able to take sync sound that the 
client provides, lay it on to 
multitrack for sweetening, and lay 
it back onto 35 mm. We're 
planning to get more versatile and 
flexible. We're going after the 
total post -audio process. As far as 
I know we're the only people in 
Vancouver doing audio for video 
at this level." 

Fancy new equipment isn't all 

that keeps Little Mountain Sound 
running at a high level. There's a 
full kitchen on the premises, and 
"meals are thrown in the deals," 
There are video games, pinball 
machines, and few VCRs with a 
well stocked film library. Most 
importantly, amidst the chaos that 
is inevitable in a four -room 
complex that divides its time 
about equally between record and 
advertising work, there's a sense 
of professionalism that comes from 
Monk and the rest of the 16 staff 
members -which promises to help 
Little Mountain Sound, and all of 
Vancouver, become an even more 
important force in the world of 
audio recording. Paul D Lehrman 
The Little Mountain Sound 
Studios, 201 West 7th 
Avenue, Vancouver, BC, 
Canada. Tel: (604) 
873 -4711. 

OK rock'n'roll fans, what three 
things do Buddy Holly, Ritchie 
Valens and the Big Bopper have 
in common? All three were rock 
stars in the '50s? Correct. They 
were all killed in the same plane 
crash on February 3rd, 1959? 
Right! Uuuummm? The same year 
a 'tribute' record was released 
called The Three Stars by Tommy 
Donaldson, which was also quite a 
success. "So what ?" I hear you 
ask. Well, Tommy Donaldson is 
alive and well in Nashville and is 
also the boss of Roxy Recording 
Theatre and Studio. Formerly 
used for in -house productions, the 
studios are now officially open to 
the musical fraternity at large and 
if you are looking for something 
slightly different, this may be the 
place to come to. 

Roxy is situated in a quiet 
residential area just out of down- 
town Nashville in a building 
complex that once housed a 
cinema (or movie theatre), shops 
and stores and warehouse space. 
In fact, space is the one thing that 
Roxy is not short of and a long- 
term development programme is 
in hand to build an integrated 
audio -visual facility. For the 
present, Roxy consists of control 
room A with the old theatre being 
used as studio A and studio AA, 
which is the more conventional 
control room/studio layout. 

For many engineers, walking 
into control room A would 
probably cause an instant, heavy 
whiff of nostalgia as they see a 
whole collection of Ampex 350 
series tape machines. In fact there 
are seven of them, two mono, two 
2- track, one 3 -track and one 
8- track. As if this is not enough, 
there are two large Neumann 
consoles, a selection of fairly early 
JBL 4331 monitors and a whole 
rack of McIntosh valve (tube) 

Roxy Recording Theatre 
and Studio, Nashville 

Studio AA and (below) Control Room AA 

power amps. And what is more, it 
all works perfectly! 

Once you have dried your eyes, 
the other side of the glass reveals 
the theatre where one can really 
record in a 'live' situation. Even 
the seats are in place and waiting 
for an audience of about 160 
people. The stage, with a lower 
front stage and main stage, has 
enough room for about four or five 

musicians, depending on the 
amount of equipment being used. 
There is quite a sizeable floor area 
each side of the stage which is at 
present occupied by two rostrums 
carrying an upright piano and 
Wurlitzer (what else in a theatre ?) 

organ and no doubt these could be 
moved if the need arose. The 
sound is as one might expect, that 
of a small hall but nice and bright 

and, more importantly, free from 
slap or flutter echoes. The high 
ceiling adds to the airy feel of the 
theatre and it does mean that one 
can go for a good 'onstage' sound 
with lots of ambience without 
acoustic nasties messing things 
up. Because of this, the theatre 
has already become a favourite 
among some rock bands because 
of the sound they can get here. 

Moving back into the control 
room, the two Neumann 24/8 
consoles are basically identical 
except for the fact that one has 
been modified to be also 24 -out so 
that it can be patched through to 
studio AA for 24 -track recording. 
The two desks feature built -in 
compressor limiters and extra 
equaliser modules that can be 
patched in for further flexibility 
and the overall sound quality is 
first class, more than making up 
for the slight inconvience of their 
size. Tommy Donaldson gives us 
the reason behind working with 
rather elderly equipment. 

"It works fine and sounds good: 
customers like it. Also, we are one 
of the few studios here that can 
play back the old tapes properly, 
especially the mono and 3 -track 
tapes. This is important for the 
constitution of archives and 
transfers, especially with the long 
established artists." 

He also told me that they had a 
lot of vintage recording equipment 
locked away in the basement and 
that a future plan is to make a 
recording museum, much along 
the lines of the Country Music 
Hall of Fame, that will outline the 
recording history of country 
music. To this end, the equipment 
is very carefully maintained to be 
always in peak operating 
condition. 

Control room A is scheduled to 
be upgraded to 24 -track in the 
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Neve DAY 
Hi Tech - Today 's issues "ring 

1984 

For high technology the honeymoon is 

over. No longer does the equipment 
user automatically assume that a 
microprocessor controlled widget must 
automatically be a better and more 
useful widget simply because of its 
technology. Technical innovation is our 
servant and cannot call the tune itself, 
though the wrong product design can 
leave the user wondering just whether it 

is man or machine who is in charge. 
It is when technical invention is 

combined with full awareness of user 
needs that the very best products are 
created. In this "High Technology" 
edition of Neve Today we have included 
key examples of Neve Technology 
specifically designed to make the user's 
job quicker, easier and more effective. 

The Audio Balance Engineer has a 
highly demanding task. Whether in 
recording, radio or television, he is in 
charge of the main information flow. 
One mistake on a live broadcast can 
frustrate millions of listeners, whilst a 
blunder in recording means an 
exasperated producer and angry 
superstars. 

Today, Digital Control Technology is 

available to remove many of the routine 
stresses from the sound operator's job. 
A key note is perfect memory, looking 
after those parts which the operator has 
already perfected, leaving freedom to 
concentrate only on the most difficult 
bits. Creativity thus thrives better. 

The applications of Neve technology 
shown here range from the time -saving 

assignable memorised signal routing in 
the 8128 console through to the world - 
beating all- digital DSP. 

Did you know that in the 3000 system, 
Neve offers the most advanced 
programmable intercom talkback 
system? 

Of all demanding studio tasks, post - 
production and multitrack mixdown 
must rate as the one immediately 
benefitting most from microcomputer 
assistance. Following in the established 
reputation of Necam Il, Necam 96 now 
employs all- microprocessor technology 
with a totally new advanced software 
program to provide a host of brand -new 
features in a system easier and faster to 
use than ever. 

NEW 
Necam 96: 
Future Technology 
for Today's Post 
Production 

Necam has long been recognised as 
the industry standard in computer 

assisted mix -down and post -production 
systems. System software and hardware 
performance has proved itself in 
thousands of hours of operation in 
leading studios throughout the world 
and today many hundreds of users will 
readily testify that Necam is the most 
cost -effective investment for audio post - 
production, music, television and film 
studios worldwide. 

1984 sees the completion of major 
development work to produce:- 

Necam 96 
This totally new mix -down and post - 

production system provides the operator 
with an unparalleled level of control, 
freedom of operation and flexibility, 
whilst retaining the much acclaimed 
features of Necam I and Necam II. 
Necam 96, with its all- microprocessor 
technology, together with its advanced 
real -time software operating system, 
offers a host of new enhancements and 
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facilities geared to the mix -down and 
post -production requirements of today 
and tomorrow. 

Incorporating new high -speed "feather 
touch" precision motor driven faders, 
this is the fastest post -production system 
for music, film and video ever produced. 
The intelligent roll -back feature with 
super instinctive update brings computer 
assistance right to the very heart of the 
post -production process with an ease 
and speed which were previously just 
operator's dreams. 

The full colour VDU display keeps 
the operator fully informed throughout 
the mix. The working display includes 

last and next Label in addition to the 
usual complete status information, whilst 
lists of mixes, labels, mutes, stores and 
events are available at the touch of a 
button. Text pages provide for track 
lists, title lists, special memoranda, etc. 
Necam 96 does not expect the operator 
to be a computer programmer; 
commands and screen prompts in clear 
friendly English reassure the operator, 
whilst special security functions and a 
new high integrity disc handling system 
ensure smooth progress throughout the 
mix or dub. 

Continued page 3 
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Digital The Dream Console 
* Direct interface to digital tape 
eliminates degradation of multiple 
analogue /digital and digital /analogue 
conversions. 

* Full memory of all control settings 
with instant reset and recall of multiple 
"snapshots" saves valuable time. 

* Laboratory instrument precision and 
repeatability of all controls. 

* Full flexibility of processing and 
routing gives every operator his 
preferred system configuration. 

* Variable signal time delay on every 
channel brings phase coherence to multi - 
MIC mixes. 

* Time code synchronized mix -down 
and dubbing automation of all controls. 

* Assignable controls give powerful 
ergonomic advantages and smaller 
control console. 

* Optical fibre signal transmission 
simplifies installation and avoids signal 
degradation in studio system. 

* High signal handling capacity 
eliminates internal overload and 
improves transient handling. 

* Self- diagnostic software simplifies 
maintenance. 

controls, faders, equalisers and 
compressors work by operating on the 
actual digital audio signals. The DSP 
console connects directly to digital tape 
machines and PCM links without 
intervening D/A and A/D conversions, 
thereby preserving every detail of signal 
quality. 

The Neve DSP combines digital audio 
techniques with computer -controlled 
signal routing, enabling the entire 
console to be configured for individual 
applications. `Assignability' means that 
many control functions need not be 
duplicated for every channel as in the 
conventional console - for example, a 
single EQ control 'set can be `assigned' 
to desired channels in turn, adjusted and 
stored before moving to the next. The 
result is a compact and totally flexible 
console, offering far more sophisticated 
facilities in the same space as the 
conventional console. 

Digital audio, established for more 
than a decade as the top -quality 

transmission technique for broadcast 
links, has now become the standard 
medium for high -grade recording. 

The advent of Compact Disc (CD) has 
created new standards of awareness of 
audio quality in the critical home 
listener, and this has resulted in new 
challenges to existing technical 
production techniques in the recording, 
broadcasting, film and video industries. 

These new pressures on audio facilities 
have created an atmosphere of exciting 
technical change, and it is these 
conditions that have spurred the 
development of the Neve DSP. 

The DSP (Digital Signal Processor) is 
the last link in the digital audio chain 
from microphone to master -tape, and in 
the case of CD, to the listener's home. 
Yet, in order that digital audio may 
fulfil its real potential, it must be 
handled appropriately in the studio. 

Once audio has been encoded into 
digital form, the signal is very robust, 
but only as long as it remains digital. 

However, most processes in the sound 
studio involve transfers from one tape to 
another, whether for track -bouncing, 
mixdown, post -production editing or 
changes of level, equalisation, echo or 
dynamics. Without a digital mixing 
console, the signal must be reconverted 
to analogue form for such processes, 
and, since they occur many times in the 
production of the average recording, 
there will inevitably be a loss of audio 
information. 

To avoid degradation of the signal in 
the audio chain, the extra stages of 
analogue -digital and digital -analogue 
conversion must be cut out. Once the 
signal is in digital form, the ideal 
solution is to process all aspects of the 
recording chain in digital form. This 
digital signal processing (DSP) involves 
level control, mixing, equalisation, 
compression and panning, which is 
carried out by arithmetic on the 
sequence of numbers which constitutes 
the digital signal. 

The DSP mixing console carries out 
all its operation in digital form. All 

Rapid access to programmable controls 

Yet the DSP console is distinguished 
not only by its technical virtuosity, but 
also by the new creative horizons it 
opens up to sound engineer and producer 
alike. The console is not only easy to 
understand and operate, but allows for 
the rearrangement of the whole system 
at will, offering total memory and 
instant restoration on all controls, as 
well as a number of special effects based 
on time delay. 

The future of broadcast is also digital, 
with established digital terrestrial links 
expanding to DBS satellite systems 
bringing digital stereo direct to the home 
listener. The DSP completes the digital 
audio chain. 
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Yesterday - Today - Tomorrow 
Nseve's high technology brings not 
only the advanced digital mixer but 

is already bringing benefits to the range 
of analogue consoles. 

The 8128 multi -track music and post - 
production range of consoles uses 
microprocessor assignable routing with 
memory and operator interrogation for 
rapid session set -ups. This unique 
centralised microprocessor controlled 
routing system replaces up to 2688 
assignment push buttons providing 
exceptional reliability. The system also 
provides output assignment memories 
which can produce four different 
assignment configurations at the touch 
of a button. The sophisticated FET 
switcher driven by the micro uses a 

specially developed ribbon cable 
technology to interconnect with the 
input channels. These are just a few of 
the high tech systems that support the 
advanced 8128 range of consoles. 

A rapidly accessed interrogation 
system provides the engineer with an 
instant overview of the routing 
configuration and instantly accesses the 
central assignment switcher for re- 
configuration. 

The proven design and pure sound 
quality make this range the choice of 
such superstars as Stevie Wonder and 
Kenny Rogers. The easy to operate and 
easily understood layout will always 
make it a favourite with the balance 
engineer. 

Featuring the formant spectrum 
equaliser and sweep high pass, low pass 

filters, tracks and mix downs are 
produced with the highest possible 
performance. The EQ and filters are 
independently switched into the track or 
mix -down section with clear LED status 
indicators. 

Master and individual control of 
MIC /line, overdub /sync. and mix 
provides rapid control for those complex 
sessions. The comprehensive auxiliary 
sends can be supplemented by up to 48 
additional effects mix sends (for a 56 
input console) again at the push of a 

button if required. This makes those 
complex mix -down sessions so much 
easier. 

Very high resolution bargraph 
metering with both VU and PPM 
characteristics is provided on all multi- 
track reverberation and 4 track out, and 

Continued from 
page one 

Up to 999 snap -shot static stores of 
faders and mutes, auto /manual 
crossfading, real -time Necam fader and 
mute grouping and up to 128 separate 
event switches make this system the most 
powerful in real -time as well as in post - 
production operation. 

Seeing is believing - the outstanding 
features and enhancements of Necam 96 
arc too many to fit into this issue. 
However, some Necam 96 buzz words 
will instantly identify their advantages 
and benefits to those involved with mix - 
down in the multitrack recording studio 

and effects mixing and dubbing in film 
and video post -production or 
sweetening. SMPTE or feet /frames 
operation, fast locate using tacho pulses, 
adjustable pre -roll on master machine 
and events, programmable soft keys for 
multiple operations from single 
keystroke, drop -in merge, moveable 
mutes, latched or momentary events, 
offline mix creation. 

Designed for expansion to cater for 
future special requirements, Necam 96 is 

also of course compatible with Necam I 
and Necam I1: Necam 96 is Neve's 
commitment to provide a future -proof 
installation for today's and tomorrow's 
post -production studio. 

can be switched between either VU, 
PPM or both. 

External devices can be easily patched 
into any portion of the console system 
and be inserted when required by insert 
switches with associated LED indicators. 

All features on the 8128 system are 
designed to provide maximum operator 
convenience and the highest reliability. 
In summary, high technology brings not 
only the world -acknowledged best sound 
but super operational benefits. 

International 
Show Guide 1984 
In 1984, Neve's strong presence will 
again be felt at the major International 
events: 

March 27 30: 
March 29 April 2: 
May 1 I 14: 

June 13 15: 

September 21 25: 
October 7 11: 

October 23 25: 

AES Paris 
NAB Las Vegas 
AES Los Angeles 
APRS London 
IBC Brighton 
AES New York 
Interbee Tokyo 

Neve and its international agents look 
forward to welcoming you to the Neve 
stand. 

yt Newsflash tit 
At the time of going to press, Neve booked its 

fourth digital order. At this stage, the customer's 
name cannot be disclosed. However, the 

professional and national press will soon be 
announcing full details and the next Neve Today 
issue will be reporting on the latest status of DSP 

installations and applications. 
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Neve 
Backtalk 

Neve is not just the leading 
manufacturer of audio consoles, it 

is also one of the leading suppliers of a 
sophisticated and comprehensive 
professional communications systems, 
the Neve 3000 Series Intercom and 
Talkback System. 

Used by recent big names in broadcast 
studios, the 3000 Series is an expandable 
and programmable communications 
network which meets those applications 
where top -quality professional intercom 
or talkback is needed. 

The system configuration can be 
programmed when installed or 
afterwards by the user, by means of the 
keyboard and VDU display held in the 
central rack units. The user can store up 
to 10 different system configurations in 
a floppy disk unit. 

The Central Switching Matrix is the 
heart of the system; a rack houses the 
electronics for systems ranging from 8 to 
32 stations. The intercoms themselves 
vary from simple panels with pre- 
programmed keys and LED displays, to 
sophisticated assignable panels with 
alphanumeric displays and keypads for 
programming. Calls are identified by an 
alphanumeric readout which can be 
customised for individual terminology. 

Series 3000 uses micro -processor 
control and solid -state audio switching 

techniques to achieve a flexibility which 
is unrivalled by other conventional 
systems. 

It was this flexibility which 
recommended the Series 3000 to the 
newest of Britain's television networks, 
Channel 4. Equipping a new station 
from scratch meant an opportunity to 
select the very best in available 
technology. Mike Sage, Engineering 
Projects Manager for Channel 4, takes 
up the story. 

"In equipping the station, we were in 
a position to choose the latest and most 
sophisticated equipment on the market. 
The emphasis was on maximum 
automation in our studio equipment, 

CAN WE HELP? 

DAY 
since our energies are mainly devoted to 
the commissioning and transmission of 
programmes rather than the production 
of them. With Neve's Series 3000 
Intercom and Talkback System, the 
micro -processor control enabled us to 
reconfigure the system almost instantly, 
according to requirement. For instance, 
configurations for standard operation 
and for transmission of sports 
programmes can be stored on a floppy 
disk and called up as required. 

"With the previous generation of hard 
wired systems, this was not possible, and 
this particularly influenced our choice of 
Neve. The conventional systems required 
a precise foreknowledge of what you 
would be doing with them. As a 
completely new station, we didn't have 
this knowledge, but the Series 3000 was 
able to offer us such a high degree of 
flexibility in reconfiguration that we 
were confident that it would meet our 
requirements as they developed. 

"Really, Neve was the safest bet we 
could find; the modern technology and 
digital control promised us complete 
adaptability and there was no other 
system that was so highly modifiable." 

Channel 4 is fitted with a 32- station 
system which is used for 
intercommunication in the studios, 
control rooms and remote locations. The 
system was installed in the summer of 
1982 to take up its place alongside the 
console and other equipment from Neve. 

Neve and their international agents would be pleased to deal with any enquiries directly. Please contact: 
Neve Electronics International Ltd. 
Melbourn, Royston, Herts SG8 6AU, England. Tel. Royston (0763) 60776. Telex: 81381. Cables: Neve Cambridge. 

Rupert Neve Inc. 
Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel, Connecticut 06801. USA. Tel: (203) 744 6230. Telex: 969638. 

Rupert Neve Inc. 
7533 Sunset Bouelvard, Hollywood. California 90046. USA. Tel: (213) 874 -8124. Telex: 194942. N Neve 

_Ec>,< 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE RETURN THIS COUPON TO NEVE ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL LTD, 
Melbourn, Royston, Herts SG8 6AU. 
OR CONTACT YOUR NEAREST NEVE AGENT: 

Please tick relevant boxes: 
Name Type of application: 

Position TV Broadcasting Radio Broadcasting 

Company Music Recording Film Theatre 

Address Other 

Tel No 

I am interested in further information about: 

DSP Necam 96 Music Recording Consoles 

Broadcast Mixing Consoles Neve Intercom Systems 

Please send me the relevant brochures Please arrange for a call /visit 

Produced by BIPR Ltd., 138/140 Wardour Street, London W I V 3AQ. 
Printed by Jenner (City Print) Ltd. 
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Roxy Recording 
Theatre, cont'd 
fairly near future though the 
career of the consoles will be a 
subject of discussion. Their 
performance is such that they will 
probably be modernised rather 
than replaced by something 
newer. After all, when it sounds 
right, why tamper with it? 

On the other side of the spacious 
entrance hall, which also serves as 
a lounge, is studio AA. Here I met 
engineer Clark Smith who was 
going to show me around a bit 
more fully and who explained that 
the studio was called AA as they 
did not want any B studios in the 
place! Reason enough. Clark is 
also one of those, shall we say, 
younger generation engineers who 
does not believe that studios have 
to be equipped with the very latest 
technology in order to make good 
records -certainly as far as rock 
and country are concerned. In 
fact, he feels that the technology 
can often come between the music 
and the recording and that at 
times people tend to lose sight of 
the fact that studios mainly exist 
to record music and not to indulge 
in hi -tech exercises. 

The actual studio is large and 
features a fairly dead area for 
guitars, etc or for where 
separation is an important factor; 
and a live area for strings and 
brass. There is enough room for 
20 musicians or more without 
anyone feeling crowded and visual 
contact is very good. There is also 
a drum booth built on to a rostrum 
in order to give a clear view of the 
studio, with the added bonus of 
cutting down on spillage. Should 
the need arise, the booth can be 
totally enclosed with soundproof 
panels that fold down over the 
upper Perspex windows. 

A novelty in the studio is the 
vocal booth. What could be loosely 
described as being like a 
telephone box on wheels, this is a 
self- contained booth, complete 
with patch panel for microphones 
and foldback, that can be rolled to 
anywhere in the studio to suit 
space requirements or vocalists' 
whims and plugged in without 
further ado. 

The basic walls being thick and 
solid, the acoustic treatment of the 
studio is fairly simple but 
effective, consisting of moquette, 
acoustic tiles and panel absorbers 
spaced away from the walls. The 
frequency response is even over a 
wide range with a short 
reverberation time so that while 
the area is reasonably dead, it is 
not muffled. There is also a 
selection of acoustic screens 
should further separation be 
necessary. The live area is just 
that! This is due to a combination 

of polished wood floor and painted 
walls. A small partition in the 
ceiling along the live /dead dividing 
line helps to keep the ceiling 
reflections in and due to the 
irregular shape of the live area, 
there is a lack of any sharp 
resonances or flutter echoes. 
However, should problems arise, 
or groups of instruments need to 
be separated, there are some high 
acoustic screens. 

There is a 5 -way cue or foldback 
mix to the studio and as well as 
headphones, Altec Voice of the 
Theatre monitors, Electro -Voice 
Sentry 500 AND Patrician 
cabinets and there are also some 
JBL speakers hiding somewhere! 

Instruments in the studio include 
Yamaha baby grand piano, CP 30 
electric and SK 30 polyphonic 
synthesiser, Hammond M3 organ 

100As and Auratones, with power 
being provided by custom -made 
amplifiers that have been built by 
one of the local electronics 
wizards. Clark told me that they 
have a very fast response time 
with a lot of reserve power. In 
short, he likes them! 

Reverberation is provided by 
two EMT 140 plates and the rest 
of the outboard equipment is a 
mixture of the old and the new, 
with Klein and Hummel UE -100 
universal equalisers, two Universal 
Audio 175 compressors, Altec 
436C compressor and 67 -A filter, 
two Fairchild 675 de- essers and 
two 663 limiters, a Langevin 
7 -band graphic, and a Neptune 
2710 1/3-octave graphic, four dbx 
160 compressors and a Deltalab 
ADM 1024 delay line and DL -4 
Acousticomputer with memory 

Control Room A 

with Leslie, Rhodes suitcase 73 
piano, and Traynor and Fender 
amplifiers (all valve, of course!) 

The control room is in an 
irregularly shaped booth situated 
in the far left corner of the studio 
from the entrance door -access 
being only via the studio. 
However, Clark told me that this 
was a temporary measure as the 
room is scheduled to be a 
keyboard isolation room with a 
proper control room to be built in 
an area adjoining the live area of 
the studio. Vision into the studio is 
very good and the room has a 
bright, airy feel to it. Equipment 
consists of an MCI 428 console 
with 28 channels and 24 -track 
routing going to an MCI JH -114 
24 -track recorder. A 16 -track 
headblock is also available. Other 
recorders are Ampex 2- and 
4 -track machines plus a Scully 
2- track. A Technics M222 double 
cassette recorder is available for 
copies. 

Monitoring is a selection of 
speakers, these being UREI 811s, 
JBL 4311s, Electro -Voice Sentry 

module. Custom -made equipment 
includes three filter modules that 
are variously 3- or 4 -band sweep 
and parametric equalisers. Clark 
was very enthusiastic about the 
filter modules and would be 
interested in getting them on to 
the market, so, any takers out 
there? However, he did also have 
some harsh words to say about the 
after -sales service on new 
equipment from certain 
manufacturers, which I found 
rather surprising. Bad reputations 
are easily come by in a tightly knit 
world such as studios so it looks 
as if a bit more attention to quality 
control and PR would not come 
amiss with some people. 

The gripes out of the way I was 
able to listen to a couple of tapes 
that had been recorded recently. 
The sound was clear and driving, 
with just that touch of rawness 
that always benefits rock'n'roll 
bringing it to life. It also showed 
that no matter the age of the 
equipment, if the music and the 
band are good, a good engineer 
can get first class results. 

Roxy are very proud of their 
selection of microphones, this 
being in the order of over 150 and 
from makes such as Neumann, 
Telefunken, Sennheiser, Electro- 
Voice, AKG, Shure, Sony 
(including some valve /tube 
models), Beyer and RCA. The 
latter including 77 -DX and 44 
models. The selection includes a 
fair number of valve /tube 
microphones as well as ribbons. 
Widely used by Pink Floyd as a 
vocal microphone for some time, 
Clark uses a Sennheiser 409 with 
considerable success on bass 
drum; he says he finds it has lots 
of 'snap'. By the way, he has also 
found a good use for spare wheel 
covers - as a bass drum 'muffler' 
to cut down on leakage. It works 
and it's cheap! 

Before going public, the main 
work at Roxy was with its in- 
house artists, in particular country 
star, Bobby Helms. As may be 
surmised, the studio is fairly 
heavily country orientated though 
rock and rock -a -billy have their 
places as well. Tommy told me 
that their policy has always been 
one of finding new artists and 
developing them up to the point of 
having minor successes, from 
where they can move on to the 
bigger companies who can do 
more in the way of national 
promotion. This is a good way of 
bringing new talent into the music 
industry and it is encouraging to 
find there there are still some 
people who want to go out and 
find the talent of tomorrow and 
not just stay with established 
successes. 

Although some of Roxy's 
equipment by be of a certain 
vintage, this does not imply in any 
way that they are living in the 
past. Far from it and their 
development programme shows an 
awareness of future trends. There 
are plans to start work on a large 
video studio that will be next to 
the theatre and this will also 
coincide with the updates in the 
rest of the complex. The idea is to 
move towards a fully integrated 
audio -visual complex and thus 
offer a complete service. The 
theatre will also be equipped for 
promo video filming and small live 
shows. 

Thanks are in order to Tommy 
Donaldson and Clark Smith for 
showing me around, as well as 
taking time for some very 
interesting conversations. Slow 
but sure seem to be the keywords 
at Roxy and they plan to be up 
there with the best of them. It will 
be a story to follow up on. 

Terry Nelson 
Roxy Recording Theatre, 
827 Meridian Street, 
Nashville, TN 37207, USA. 
Tel: (615) 227 -0920. 
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Timecode originated from the need to 
edit video tape recordings precisely and 
repeatably. On the introduction of video 
tape in 1956 it was soon discovered that 
the time -honoured cut and splice 
methods used by film- editors were 
inaccurate, cumbersome, time consuming 
and sometimes disastrous when applied 
to the video medium. Film images were 
visible, video images were not, making 
the splice point difficult to locate. 

Despite the introduction of a 
standardised frame pulse on a separate 
track indicating each frame start, and 
electronic splicing systems, video tape 
editing remained a slow, tedious job. 
What was really needed was an 
electronic equivalent to the edge 
numbers used on film so that each video 
frame could be located quickly and 
accurately. 

Several manufacturers developed time - 
based electronic code systems, all 
incompatible with each other. In 1969 
therefore, the Society of Motion Picture 
and Television Engineers (SMPTE) 
established a committee which proposed 
a standard code that would offer 
interchangeability. This standard was 
also adopted by the European 
Broadcasting Union (EBU), and the 
International SMPTE /EBU standard 
timecode is the basis for all of today's 
sophisticated video and audio tape 
editing and synchronisation systems. 

Advantages of timecode 
Timecode is normally recorded on a 
separate track to audio or video, and is 
coincident with it. Each frame or section 
of programme is uniquely identified by a 
time value in hours, minutes, seconds 

With the pure audio 
and video worlds 
merging more and 

more, the audio 
engineer has had to 

become more aware of 
the uses of timecode. 
This article, by David 

Neal of Audio 
Kinetics, sets out to 
explain its reasons, 
uses and problems 

and frames. USA standard is 30 frames 
per second, whilst Europe uses 25. 
Standard film rate is 24 frames per 
second, for 35 mm film. The advantages 
of such a system are accuracy, 
repeatability, and interchangeability. 
Accuracy- because each frame can be 
precisely located electronically; 
Repeatability because unlike mechanically 
linked systems the code reference always 
stays with its particular part of the 
tape -there is no slippage inaccuracy, 
which is normally introduced on 'tape 
counters'; and 
Interchangeability -because tapes can be 
moved between different editing or 
synchronisation systems. In addition, 
durations of programmes or programme 

segments can be defined precisely, and 
machines can be synchronised easily. 

Construction of timecode 
We stated earlier that timecode is 
normally recorded on a separate audio 
track of the video or audio tape -this is 
termed Longitudinal timecode. Another, 
but very similar construction of code, 
may be recorded on video tape in the 
video tracks, interlaced with the video 
signals, and is called Vertical Interval 
Timecode or VITC. As the make -up of 
the two types is so similar, we will 
describe only the longitudinal variety, 
additionally because it is the only code 
which may be recorded on audio tape fo: 
synchronisation or editing purposes. 

Each second of timecode is split into 
frames (30 for the USA, 25 for Europe) 
and each frame, or timecode Word, is 
made up of 80 bits of information ('bit' 
being a binary digit). The total timecode 
value makes up a 24 -hour clock, so 
values from 0 to 23 hours 59 minutes 59 
seconds 23/24/29 frames can be used. 
Obviously the next step will take the 
clock through zero again, and onwards. 

Each frame is constituted in binary 
sections to identify the segment: units 
and tens of Frames, units and tens of 
Seconds, and so on in Minutes and 
Hours. Together with other information, 
User Bits and Housekeeping Information 
(which will be covered later), they make 
up the 80 bit timecode word. These bits 
have the value one or zero. 

Electronically, bits are created by 
fluctuations or shifts in the voltage of the 
timecode signal using a technique named 
Bi -Phase Modulation. 

In Bi -Phase Modulation, a new bit, 
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480 IPS DUPLICATION FROM 7.5 IPS MASTERS 

From Otari, a significant advancement 
in tape duplication quality. 

The new DP80 high -speed (64:1) duplication system 
from Otani is the most significant advancement in the 
quality of prerecorded music duplication in over a decade. 

The Master Reproducer (which reliably handles master 
tapes at an amazing 480 IPS) is designed to utilise 7.5 IPS 
masters to achieve exceptionally fine sound quality. This 
quality is further enhanced and assured by the latest 
electronic design, which contributes to wider dynamic 
range and lower noise performance. 

Long -life ferrite heads are standard, as are selectable 
equalisations for both Normal and Chrome tape. The 
Master loop bin features variable traction feed and 
adjustable capacity for optimised, safe tape handling. 

System options include a fail -safe automatic shut -off 

C l983 Otari Electric (LAO Ltd., 1983 

for both Master and Slaves. Either cassette or eight -track 
formats are available, and the system may be expanded 
to 20 Slave recorders. 

To complement the DP80, Otani has developed a new 
four -channel slow -speed (7.5 IPS) Mastering Recorder. 
This machine, based upon the acclaimed MTR -10, fea- 
tures optional electronics modules which accommodate 
the new Dolby PRO -HX* headroom extension process. 

A significant advancement. And, only from Otani. 
Please ring 0753- 822381 for more detailed information. 
Otani Electric (UK) Ltd., 
Herschel Industrial Centre, 
22 Church Street, Slough SL1 1TP, Berkshire 
Tel: 0753 -822381 Telex: 849453 OTARI G. 

&ily'î1ff 
Technology You Can Trust *TM Dolby Labs, Inc. 

Otani Corporation, Belmont, California (415) 592-8311 Telex: 910.376.4890. Otari Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan (03) 333.9631 Telex: OTRDENKI J26604. 
Otani Singapore Pte., Ltd., 294.5370 Telex: R5 36935. Otani Electric Deutschland GmbH, Neuss, F.R. Germany 02101.274011 Telex: 41 8517691 OTEL D. 
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PRODUCTION 
BY NUMBERS 
equal to a zero is created whenever the 
signal shifts from one state to the other. 
Fig 1 shows a strng of zeros. 

To create a one, there is a second 
voltage shift half way through the bit 
period. Fig 2 then, shows a pattern of 
0's and l's. 

This method of encoding data allows 
the code to be read in forward or 
reverse, at fast or slow speeds. However, 
there are inherent problems in reading 
code at fast or slow speeds. 

If the example of a timecode word is 
studied, one can see the pattern of zeros 
and words all through the 80 bit word. 
Each '1' makes a portion of a binary 
number, which when all are added 
together gives the timecode value 
(Fig 3). 

The 'User Bits' are made available for 
any data the user may require (reel 
numbers, take numbers etc), and the 
'Synchronising Word' defines the end of 
each frame and allows detection of 
whether reverse or forward reading is in 
operation. 

Other information is found within the 
timecode word, such as the 'Drop Frame 
Flag'. Drop Frame Timecode is another 
frame standard which was introduced 
mainly to allow old monochrome TVs in 
the USA to receive the audio from colour 
broadcasts, because of the difference in 
the monochrome and colour TV signals 
in the USA. 

Simply described, the National 
Television Standards Committee (NTSC) 
set the colour frame rate to correspond 
to approximately 29.97 frames per 
second. So a colour programme clocked 
at 30 frames per second picks up an 
extra 0.03 frames per second -108 
timecode frames per hour (3.6 seconds 
worth). The problem is how to lose 108 
timecode frames per hour and still run 
the timecode at consistent speed. Thus 
the counting is altered so that whenever 
the timecode ends a minute, it drops the 
first two frames of the next minute. For 
example, 16:36:59:29 moves to 
16:37:00:02. However, if this happened 
every minute, 120 timecode frames 
would be lost, so it was agreed that no 
frames would be dropped at every tenth 
minute. Simple, isn't it? 

Fortunately, as long as numbers are 
logged during the session, the equipment 
used is now normally capable of handling 
drop -frame timecode. 

VITC vs longitudinal 
Each version has its advantages over the 
other, mainly; VITC can be read even 
when the programme tape is stationary, 
and frees an audio track. Longitudinal 
can be recorded on audio or video media, 
and tapes can be pre -striped with 
timecode, and is thus more commonly 
used for synchronising. 

The disadvantage of VITC is that the 
code must be recorded simultaneously 
with the video material as they are part 
of the same signal. Any editing of the 

video subsequently edits the timecode, so 
jam -sync timecode regeneration on the 
electronically edited master tape 
becomes mandatory. 

In a typical video-audio post production 
set -up both types of code may be 
present. Longitudinal on audio tapes, and 
longitudinal or VITC on the video tapes. 

Uses of timecode 
As we stated earlier, the main uses of 
timecode are: programme section 
identification, synchronisation and 
editing. 

In synchronisation, two or more 
machines are played 'in sync', with the 
synchronising system continually 
comparing the timecode values and 
adjusting the tape speed to keep all 
machines locked together as accurately 
as possible. Most synchronisers today 
offer a minimum sync accuracy of ±1/2 

frame, with some, such as the Audio 
Kinetics Q.Lock system, specifying a 
typical ±50 µs ( ±1/2 bit) synchronisation 
accuracy. 

Synchronisers have a multitude of 
uses, from simple linking of multitrack 
recorders to offer more tracks, to a 
complex arrangement of video, audio, 
and film machines for dubbing, audio 
editing and post -production work. The 
demand for better audio with video has 
led to such work. Indeed, specialist 
application programs to streamline 
routines such as sound effects assembly 
and looping (for dubbing) have been 
provided for the Q.Lock system to enable 
operators to handle these tasks more 
efficiently. 

Editing, of course, is the original 
reason for the development of timecode, 
and with the sophisticated computer 
technology available today, video editing 

systems are simple to use, quick, and 
accurate. 

Timecode is also used as the basis for 
data synchronisation on console 
automation systems. 

Hints on the use of 
timecode 
There are several guidelines to be 
observed when recording and using 
timecode. 

Record timecode from a timecode 
generator and avoid dubbing if possible. 
Drop -outs and wow and flutter are then 
not transferred. 

Stripe the whole tape with continuous 
timecode. Hence each point on the tape 
is unique and tape position cannot be 
misinterpreted. 

Avoid placing bass -heavy audio, drum 
or brass tracks adjacent to timecode. 
Inherent crosstalk from tracks on the 
replay head can modulate the code and 
impair synchronisation. 

It is good practice to avoid recording 
code and audio on adjacent tracks at the 
same time. Spillage from the timecode 
track is then wiped when programme is 
recorded. 

Watch the record levels -avoid 
crosstalk -timecode lies in the frequency 
range 1 to 2.5 kHz (depending on frame 
rate) and of course tends to get in 
everywhere if you encourage it. 

Keep the heads clean -the usual 
reasons. Timecode readers are very 
critical about missing information. 

We hope this short article has helped 
you to understand a little more about 
timecode. With due care, it's a good 
although not perfect medium, but it is a 
standard. Until somebody perfects a 
better, universally acceptable method, we 
must continue to use it. . 
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Anew case 
of the dB's... 

...revealed in the Sony room at AES 

Sony Prep -Audio 
CD Modular System 

48 Channel Digital Audio 

MX -P61 (12 channel 
portable mixer) 

JH -110 B -3 -LB 
(Layback machine) 

and the full range of 
professional digital 
and analogue equipment .. . 

.. and that's not all! 

SONY 
Broadcast 

Sony Broadcast Ltd. 
Pro -Audio Department 
City Wall House 
Basing View. Basingstoke 
Hampshire RG21 2LA 
United Kingdom 

Telephone (0256) 55 011 
International +44 256 55 0 11, 

Telex 85 84 24 
Fax G2 /G3 {0256) 794585 
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It's a situation that every studio manager recognises. 
A client has been in, done some work, and departed 
to return some time later. Expecting to find the desk as 
it was left. 

Of course, the engineer could always note down all 
the settings and then reset the desk. But that's extremely 
time consuming and not entirely reliable. 

So, usually, the studio has to stand idle between 
sessions. Keeping the customer happy, but not keeping 
the money coming in. 

At Solid State Logic, however, we've developed a 
rather more practical solution to this dilemma. We call it 
the Total Recall System. 

Total Recall is completely independent of all audio 
paths and allows the console 
settings to be permanently 
stored on floppy discs within 
a few seconds. 

So, at the next session it 
takes only minutes to reload 
this information, check it 
on the colour video monitor 
and return the console to its 
original settings. 

The same thing can be 
done at the end of each mix 
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to save time at a later re -mix. And engineers can even 
store their personal EQ and dynamics settings and create 
their own libraries on floppy disc. 

Total Recall is just one of the functions of the SL 
4000 E's on -board computer. The computer will record 
all the details of a session - title entries, track lists, cue 
points, dynamic mixes, synchroniser information and so 
on - and store them on a floppy disc. 

These unique facilities give the Solid State Logic 
Master Studio System several important advantages. 

It allows the manager to keep his studio working, 
and earning, for the full 24 hours a day. Because even the 
most complex set -up can be precisely reproduced in about 
20 minutes before the start of a session. 

It saves the engineer wasting precious time and lets 
him concentrate on the creative process, from track laying 
to over-dubbing through to mixing. Because the studio 
computer speeds up everyday tasks like autolocation, 
drop -ins, mixing and synchronisation. 

And it gives pro- 
ducers and musicians real 
flexibility and continuity. 
After recording in an SSL 
studio, they can return 
there (or to any other 
computerised SSL studio 
in the world) and continue 
work with absolute accuracy and the minimum of fuss. 

Yet the computer is simplicity itself to operate. Even 
inexperienced assistants and tape -operators will soon 
master its basic functions. While feed -back from studios 
with SSL systems shows that more advanced expertise is 

acquired quickly and naturally with use. 

The SL 4000 E Series Master Studio System could 
only have been developed through an understanding 
of the needs and problems of people who spend their 

lives in studios. 
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So it's not surprising that 
SSL's design team include not 
only computer and electronics 
experts, but engineers, producers 
and musicians. People who 
both improve studio technology 
and use it. 

What this group sets out 
to devise, and SSL sets out to 
produce, are real answers to 
real problems. Finding ways to 
improve quality and 
streamline audio production. 
But we also produce machines 
that are built to last. 

You will never outgrow an SL 4000 E System 
because you can start with the basic mainframe and then 
add extra modules and facilities as your needs and budget 
dictate. By designing systems with the future in mind we 
make sure that hardware and software developments can 
always be integrated into existing systems. 

We can build you an SL 4000 E Series Master 
Studio System in around three months. So if you would 
like to start cutting the amount of time and money your 
studio wastes, cut the coupon or call Antony David in 
the UK, Doug Dickey or Piers Plaskitt in the USA. 

Solid State Logic 
Please send me further information on the SL 4000 E 

Series Master Studio System. 

Name 

Position 

Company 

Address 

0 Solid State Logic, Churchfields, Stonesfield, Oxford OX7 2PQ, England. 

6 

Tel: (099) 389 8282. Telex 837400 SSL OX G. Facsimile (099) 389 8227. 

Solid State Logic Inc., P.O. Box 200 Milan, Michigan, 48160, USA. 
Tel: (313) 439 8866. Telex 230504. SSL MLAN. Facsimile (313) 439 8516. 
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i 
f a picture paints a thousand 
words...then why can I follow the 
plot of Coronation Street when my 
neighbour has his set turned up too 
loud? The debate about the relative 
importance of sound and vision in 
the communication of information 
can keep a conversation going for 

several beers. Let's just say they are 
different. You can angle a camera to 
keep a building site out of shot but you 
can't stop the noise getting into the 
microphone. On the other hand, audio 
post -production can transport the viewer 
from 'next to a building site' to 'a desert 
island'. 

There is one major difference between 
sound and television as Chris Blake 
discovered when he joined Limehouse 
television studios last year after three 
years at the Town House and two years 
running the Manor Mobile: "The first 
thing you have to get used to is the idea 
that you're part of a larger process. The 
scale of the operation and the amount of 
money involved is the thing that hits you 
as soon as you start working in 
television." Television involves more 
people, more technology, more money. 
You can find an audible crowd in any 
sound effects collection but a visible 
crowd requires extras, transport, 
catering, even wardrobe and make -up. 

The developments of the last ten years 
have brought sound and vision closer 
together. Improved technology has 
broadened the scope of sound recording 
and simplified television, making it more 
accessible. It is often the same 
technology, as in the case of the portable 
VCR which doubles as a digital sound 
recorder. All the latest television studios 
and video facilities are wired for two 
channel sound. The broadcast standard 
1 -inch C- format VT machine includes at 
least two sound tracks, frequently with 
Dolby A. Videograms with stereo sound 
have made an impact on the domestic 
scene. We can now have television sets 
with two horrible little elliptical speakers. 

Satellite Television began broadcasting 
from London to Europe on April 26, 1982 

Tim Leigh Smith covers 
aspects of the audio studio 

looking towards video 
with just two hours of programmes each 
evening. The beginning of 1984 has seen 
a massive expansion in coverage and 
hours of broadcasting. By April Sky 
Channel will be on the satellite for eight 
hours every evening and four hours of 
that will be Thorn-EMI's Music Box pop 
video show. Satellite Television is 
looking at the possibility of stereo sound 
by the end of this year. 

The market for high quality stereo 
sound is growing and for some reason it 
grows faster if you add pictures. 
Fortunately one of the developments in 
the last ten years was the timecode 
synchroniser which can lock audio and 
video recorders together to within 50 
micro seconds. Some studios are already 
doing quite a lot of work recording music 
for commercials, films and television. 

In the film industry there are three 
main areas of sound work. The sound 
recordist is responsible for lip -sync 
recording in the studio and on location. 
The music balancer probably records the 
music. The dubbing mixer brings 
dialogue, music and effects together for 
the completed soundtrack. In television 
there is less specialisation but it is true 
to say that a good music balancer is not 
necessarily a good dubbing mixer or 
sound recordist. 

Want to get involved? 
What should you do if you have a studio 
and you want to get involved in the video 
revolution? Basically get a video monitor, 
a VT machine and a synchroniser to link 
the VT to the rest of the studio. 
Assuming you are planning to work on 
British standard 625 line 25 frames per 
second PAL, the video monitor can be 
anything you fancy so long as it works 
with the VT. Film work copies are often 
tatty black- and -white prints but people 
seem to expect something more up 

market from video. Low -band U -matic 
VCR is the generally accepted standard 
for video work copies. The exact type of 
machine depends on the type of 
synchroniser used. Some synchronisers 
simply follow anything that is connected 
as a master machine and leave you to 
operate the master using its own 
controls. Others offer full remote control 
of the master from the synchroniser 
keyboard. We'll look at synchronisers in 
detail later in this article. Right now let's 
look at timecode. 

Twenty-five years ago video tape 
editing was done by the traditional audio 
method of cutting and joining the tape. It 
wasn't easy; the machines had no slow - 
motion or still frame /search ability and 
the sound was recorded nine inches 
ahead of the vision. Multi- generation 
electronic editing became possible with 
the first high -band quadruplex machines 
in 1964. Machines could be locked 
together while they were running but to 
rehearse an edit and roll back was to risk 
sync slip. There was no absolute lock. 

A committee of North American 
manufacturers in 1971 agreed on a 
standard video editing code. It was an 80 
bit binary code which could be generated 
and recorded as an audio signal. Each 80 
bit word related to one frame of picture 
and uniquely identified it within a 24 
hour period in terms of hours, minutes, 
seconds and frame number. 16 bits are 
used to indicate the start of each code 
'word' and the direction of reading. 32 
bits are used for the eight digit timecode 
and 32 'user' bits are available for 
another eight hexadecimal characters to 
indicate the date, shot number, 
whatever. The Society of Motion Picture 
and Television Engineers (SMPTE) of 
America adopted the timecode and so did 
the EBU (EBU Technical Document 
3097 -E). In its 25 f/s European form the 
audible timecode consists of a 
combination of 1 kHz and 2 kHz square 
wave. For that reason it is usually 
recorded at between -10 and - 20 dBm. 
On multi -track audio tapes it is usual to 
put the timecode on the bottom track 
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AMPEX 
GRAND MASTER 456 

Consistency is what you get with Ampex Grand Master' Consistency proven by testing. For example, every 
456. Consistency you can count on, reel after reel, reel o- 2" Grand Master 456 is tested end -to -end and 

case after case, year after year. edge --o -edge, to make certain you get virtually no 

Consistency that begins with manufacturing. Every tape- i]duced level variations from one reel to the 
reel of Grand Master 456 Studio Mastering Tape is made next. The strip chart in Every box of 2" 456 proves it. 
from the finest raw materials -base films, oxides, and But consistency is what you expect from the audio 
binders. And they're inspected for quality and quality leader. That's why more recording professionals 
consistency every step of the way. Consistency that is have more confidence in Ampex tape than in any other 
assured by over 118 stages of inspection. AM PEX studio mastering tape. 

Fe Division, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063, (415) 337 -3809 

Ampex Corporation Magnetic Tape, International Division, Acre Road, Reading, England. Tel. (0734) 875200 
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VIDEO 
and leave the next track blank as a guard 
band to prevent cross talk from or to the 
timecode. 

The other forms of SMPTE timecode 
include 24 f/s for film, 30 f/s and drop 
frame for NTSC. For some inscrutable 
reason the frame rate of NTSC pictures 
is not exactly 30 f/s but 29.97 f/s so that 
30 f/s timecode would have 18 frames 
left over at the end of ten minutes. To 
get rid of these surplus frames and allow 
the timecode to keep up with the 
pictures, two frame numbers are omitted 
from the first nine minutes out of every 
ten. The frame count is then correct at 
the end of the tenth minute because 18 
frames have been dropped. 

Once an international standard had 
been agreed, the electronics industry set 
about creating timecode generators, 
timecode readers, timecode displays and 
timecode inserters. Who needs 'em? If 
you are required to relate your recording 
to existing lip -sync sound, your client 
should bring a video copy and a multi- 
track tape with the lip -sync on one or 
two tracks. These two recordings should 
have been produced at the same time 
from the master Video tape and should 
have the same timecode recorded on the 
appropriate track. If you are creating a 
complete soundtrack from scratch, you 
will need a timecode generator to lay 
down your own timecode track which 
can be related to the timecode on the 
video copy. Another point is that 
timecode doesn't take kindly to being 
copied and often becomes unreadable by 
the third generation. A timecode 
generator can be used to re- generate 
timecode. They have an external 
reference input to enable them to 
synchronise with other video equipment 
(genlock) and a burst of timecode 
jammed into it will reset the timecode 
generator to produce identical timecode. 
This method of slaving a timecode 
generator is called 'jam sync'. Some 
synchronisers include an integral 
timecode generator. 

Synchronisers use timecode readers to 

do their job but you're not likely to need 
an external one. Synchronisers usually 
include a timecode display or two so that 
you know where you are. Timecode 
inserters read the timecode from the VT 
machine and 'burn in' a timecode display 
on the video monitor. You can usually 
arrange for timecode to be inserted in 
picture by the video house when the 
U -matic copy is made. 

Sync your teeth into this 
The basic purpose of a synchroniser is to 
keep one or more slave machines 
running at the correct speed relative to a 
master machine by overriding the slave 
capstan servos. If a VT machine is 
involved it will usually be designated as 
the master because speed variations tend 
to cause picture break up and, in a video 
environment, VT machines are usually 
slaved to house sync pulses. A 
synchroniser using a phase -locked loop 
can lock machines so tightly that any 
wow and flutter from the master is 
reproduced by the slave. This is not a 
good thing if the master is a U -matic 
VCR with claimed wow and flutter of 
about 0.25 %. Various ways have been 
found to avoid this problem, such as 
locking all transports to a crystal locked 
reference once sync has been achieved or 
using a microprocessor which can 
recognise unwanted minor speed 
variations. 

A timecode synchroniser can compare 
the relative position of the transports in 
terms of timecode address. Ideally the 
timecode will be the same on every 
transport but this rarely occurs. As the 
video master is assembled the various 
different timecodes on the insert tapes 
are replaced by a continuous Edited 
Master timecode. The difference 
between the original timecode on the 
audio tapes and the video master 
timecode is called the offset. A friendly 
synchroniser will calculate the offset for 
you if you tell it the start point timecode 
readings from the master and the slave. 
Otherwise it's pencil and paper or pocket 
calculator. Once the offset has been 
entered in the appropriate memory, the 
synchroniser will maintain that distance. 

The synchroniser can usually be set to 
update the offset if it suddenly 
encounters a change in the timecode 
because of an edit. If the offset is slightly 
incorrect for any reason it should be 
possible to nudge the slave back into 
sync without noticeable pitch variation. 
Most manufacturers offer fast and slow 
rates to re- synchronise. The fast rate is 
often ±50% of normal transport speed 
and is referred to as fast, smart, narrow 
or hard lock. The slow rate would be 
about 1% of normal speed and is called 
slow, wide or soft lock. 

There is usually a facility for the 
operator to capture cue points 'on the 
fly' by freezing the timecode on the 
display so that it can be transferred to a 
memory. Certain synchronisers will 
automatically subtract a predetermined 
preroll time from any given start point 
timecode so that the transports will park 
several seconds ahead of the required 
point. When they are started they will 
achieve sync before reaching the start 
point. This means that timecode must 
start well before the beginning of any 
programme material. Other common 
features are roll back for instant replay 
which causes the transports to repeat the 
previous few seconds and cycle or loop 
which defines a start point and a stop 
point for the transports to shuttle 
between. 

It is usually possible to program a 
slave to drop into and out of record at 
selected timecode points within a loop. 

What's on offer? 
Synchronisers come in a variety of 
shapes and prices. Several manufacturers 
offer modular systems which can be built 
up over the years as work expands to fill 
the facilities available. The cost of a 
complete modular system soon mounts 
up so there could be a long term saving 
on an integrated system if expansion is 
certain. The most basic form of 
synchroniser is a single slave controller 
which compares slave timecode with 
master timecode, allows for any offset 
and overrides the slave capstan servo to 
achieve sync. It could use just three 
connections: master timecode input, 
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THE dbx 700 DIGITAI, AUDIO PROCESSOR 
IS HEIZE! 

ale4'pato g/4111W0-4 SG J0/79 
Now there's a digital audio processor for people who'd rather listen to music. 

The dbx 700. 
The dbx 700 and a professional -quality VCR let you reproduce sound that's more 

musical than any other digital system. And you can buy it for a song. 
The secret? A new technology called Companded Predictive Delta-Modulation (CPDM)- 

a di ta: encoding technique thit solves the problems inherent in existing digi`z.I systems. 
Wi_ats more, the db( 700 has an incredib.e 110 1B dynamic range. 

Of caurse, the only hie test is how the 700 sourds to you. We invite you tc 
visit yo it nearest dbx digital dealti. And let your ears decidé. 

db<Inc., Pnfessional Products Division, 71 (lapel Street, Newton, N- assachuset:s 02.195. USE, Tel. (617 )64 -3210, Telex: 92 -2522 

Shown with optional Model 710 microphone preamps 
Austria: Kain Ges. m.b. h. & Co. KG, dba /Stereo Center Ken, Muenchner Bundesstrasse 42, A -502N Salzburg. Australia: Klarfon Pty, Regent House, 63 Kingsway South, Melbourne 3205. 
Belgium /Luxembourg: Trans European Music SA. Koeivyerstradt 105. B -1710 Dilbeek. Denmark: SLt, Helgesvej 9 -11 /DK -2000. Kopenhagen. England: Scenic Sound Equipment, 97 -99 Dean 
Street, London W IV 5RA. Finland: Studiotee Ky, Eljaksentie 9, 007370 Helsinki 37 France: Cineco, 72, des Champs- Elysees, 75008 Pans. Greece Bon Studio Sound Systems, 14 Zaimi Str. Athens48. 
Hong Kong: Philllpines, South Korea. Thailand, People's Republic of Chine: Studer Revox (Far East) Ltd, 5th Floor. Parkfinne Bldg, 233 -5 Queens Road, Central Hong Kong. Italy: Scientel Audio 
SRL, Via Pietri 52 (or) Via Venturi 70, Modena 41100. Japan: BSR (Japan) Lind, Tokyo 101. Netherlands.: Special Audio Products B.V. Scheldeplein 18, 1078 GR Amsterdam. New Zealand: Videx 
Systems Ltd, Ellice Industrial Estate, P.O. Box 31029, Auckland 10, 48 Ellice Road, Glenfield. Norway: Lsdrommet, St Olaysgate 27, Oslo 1. Spero: Commercial Laviila Lega)edad, 64066, Barcelona 
24. Sweden: Tal & Ton AB, Kungsgatan 5, 411 19 Goeteborg. Swrttzerland: Audio Bauer A, CH -8064 Zurich, Bemerstrasse -Nord 182. West Germany Audio Vertrieb, Bargweg 45b, 2000 Norderstedt. 
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VIDEO 
slave timecode input and slave capstan 
control. The master transport controls 
are used in the normal way. This type of 
synchroniser operates at play speed only 
and could not follow the master in fast 
wind. It requires the operator to locate 
both transports close to the start point. It 
is perfectly satisfactory for long 
uninterrupted runs but not suitable for 
roll back or loops (rock 'n' roll). It could 
handle the layback of a completed mixed 
track but would be useless laying tracks 
for a 30 second commercial. None of the 
synchronisers that I've looked at have 
really been that basic although a single 
unit from some of the modular sytems 
would come close to it. 

A more advanced synchroniser has full 
control of the slave transport and can 
follow the master anywhere so long as it 
can receive some form of direction and 
location information from the master. It 
may need a burst of timecode at normal 
play speed from the master at the cue 
point in order to locate the slave to the 
correct point. To read timecode from a 
fast winding transport requires that the 
tape is wound on the heads with special 
wide band timecode heads and 
amplifiers, and a high speed timecode 
reader. Video folk are quite used to their 
heads banging about at ridiculous speeds 
but from an audio point of view there is 
head wear and the risk of hearing 
damage to be considered. Maglink Audio 
Products of Forest Row, East Sussex, 
devised a form of timecode with a low 
frequency component that could be read 
with the tape just off the heads. It also 
reduced the risk of crosstalk as it was a 
sine wave. Unfortunately for this noble 
British enterprise SMPTE/EBU 
timecode has turned out to be 
surprisingly popular despite its 
drawbacks. 

Alternative methods exist to enable a 
slave to follow a rapidly moving master. 
Audible longitudinal timecode becomes 
inaudible at very low tape speeds so that 
video editors would lose track of their 
position if they were inching slowly to 

locate an edit point. The solution to this 
problem was Vertical Interval Time Code 
(VITC) which is a 90 -bit code similar to 
longitudinal timecode. It is recorded in 
vision in the vertical blanking interval 
between each video field, like teletext. 
Special VITC readers are claimed to 
recover this code at up to 100 times play 
speed as well as down to still frame. A 
more practical alternative is to use the 
low frequency control track pulses or 
tachometer pulses from the timer /footage 
counter on the master transport to 
update the timecode information if it 
becomes unreadable. Accurate sync can 
be regained when the machines play to 
park. 

Most of the available timecode 
synchronisers are in the broad category 
which can be called `chase and lock' 
because the slaves chase the master 
when it is spooling and lock with it when 
it plays. A few of the units go a bit 
further and offer full remote control of 
each transport or any combination of 
transports. 

Names and pack -drill 
The MCI JH-45 Autolock, Studer TLS 
2000 and Telefunken MTS 15A -1 were 
designed to synchronise two, or three in 
the case of the Telefunken unit, audio 
tape machines of the appropriate brand 
but they can also be used with certain 
VT machines as master. The Studer 
TLS 2000 offers four programmable 
timecode triggered events which can be 
used for starting and stopping additional 
machines, switching equalisation in and 
out, etc. The new TLS 4000 was 
designed for use with the Studer A810 
and is available as two modules. The 
basic synchroniser is a black box which 
hasn't even got an on/off switch. It uses 
high speed timecode readers to enable 
the slave to chase the master at speed 
and it accepts a variety of auxiliary 
references. Other synchroniser functions 
can be accessed by a separate Local 
Control unit or by an external system 
using an RS232C serial data port. The 
Local Control unit provides all the usual 
facilities including ten memories to store 
cue points, offsets and event triggers. 

Several slaves can be locked to one 
master using one synchroniser per slave. 

The Studer A810 is an interesting 
machine as it can offer standard 'two 
track' (2 mm guard band) audio with a 
0.38 mm timecode track down the 
middle. To avoid magnetic crosstalk the 
timecode is physically offset to be 
recorded by a fourth head ahead of the 
audio and a delay line is used to correct 
the offset. On replay the timecode is 
recovered at the erase head position and 
again delayed to correct the offset. The 
separation between audio and timecode 
is claimed to be better than 90 dB. 
Trilion, who opened their new multi- 
track video dubbing suite a few months 
ago, are considering the possibility of 
using several Studer A810 timecode 
machines in the way that film dubbing 
suites use several magnetic film 
transports with the possibility of altering 
sync on selected tracks. 

The EECO MQS -100A series 
synchroniser can be used to lock two or 
three transports. The unit uses high 
speed timecode readers to recover 
timecode from 1/16 to 60 times play 
speed. Three of the ten memories on the 
keyboard are available as scratchpad, 
two are dedicated to event triggers 
which can be used to drop into and out 
of record, two more allow event offsets 
to be stored to accommodate erase delay 
for `gapless' recording. The other three 
memories are used to store pre -roll, roll 
back and a third event trigger dedicated 
to starting the second slave machine 
from a timecode point. The keyboard 
will perform offset calculations. 
Interfaces are available for various 
Ampex, RCA and Sony video machines 
and for audio machines by Ampex, MCI, 
Scully and Studer. The MQS -100A series 
has an RS232C serial data port for 
interface to external systems. EECO also 
offer a PAL/SECAM/NTSC video 
character generator which can read and 
burn in timecode or VITC, a 
multistandard timecode generator and 
also a high speed timecode reader which 
can use tach pulses to update timecode. 

The Adams -Smith model 605 tape 
synchroniser is used by several of the 
ITV companies. One or two slaves will 

EECO MQS -100A Series multi -cue synchroniser 
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Advice, instruction, back -up support. 
These are the key words in HHB's digital 
service philosophy 

We feel that with technology this 
advanced and innovative, these factors 
are more important than ever before. 

We keep a full range of Sony digital 
audio products, from the low -cost 
PCMFI processor to the DAE1100 editor 
and PCM1610 processor needed to 
make your CD compatible masters, 
and of course the CDP101 Compact Disc 
player. 

Additionally, we can supply the video 
recorders you need, in both U -matic 
and Betamax formats, and advise you on 
which machines suit your needs best. 

Our comprehensive rental service 
now includes all these products, 
delivered and installed, and with full in- 
struction on their operation from trained, 
experienced personnel. 

We can also offer a fully- equipped 
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in -house editing and transfer facility 
So whether you need to buy or rent, 

or just find out what all the excitement 
is about, surely it makes sound sense to 
contact us -HHB the Number One Name 
in digital service. 

HHB Hire and Sales, Unit F New Crescent Works, 
Nicoll Road, London NW10 9AX. Tel: 01- 9613295. 
Telex: 923393. 
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VIDEO 
follow the master in any mode. Each 
transport is provided with a dedicated 
microprocessor which can be preset to 
suit the type of transport and will then 
learn the particular machine's 
characteristics. The model 605 is now 
being superceded by the Adams -Smith 
modular System 2600. The basic 
synchroniser module, 2600 SY, will lock 
two transports to timecode or various 
other references at play speed only. One 
control track/tach pulse reader is 
included in the basic module but a 2600 
LR high speed timecode reader is 
required to enable tach pulses from both 
machines to be read at up to 100 times 
play speed for full chase and lock 
operation. The control panel (operator 
data transfer interface ?) in more complex 
systems offers full remote control of the 
master transport. The roll back and 
replay facility is arranged for a standard 
roll back of five seconds but repeated 
operation of the replay button adds five 
second increments to the roll back time. 

Other modules in the Adams -Smith 
System 2600 include timecode restorer, 
timecode generator, VITC reader, VITC 
generator, character inserter, sync pulse 
generator, VITC to longitudinal timecode 
translater, RS232C /RS422A serial data 
interface, and parallel Binary Coded 
Decimal data interface. Each module is a 
microcomputer in itself and 
communicates with the rest of the 
system via a 34 conductor data bus. 
Adams -Smith suggest that with VITC 
recoverable from still frame up to 100 
times play speed there is no need for 
longitudinal timecode to occupy one 
sound track on the VT machine. 

The BTX Shadow can be used as a 
chase and lock synchroniser or with its 
own Command Console or with an 
external system via an RS232C serial 
data port. The universal interface can be 
preset for the type of transport and will 

learn the particular machine 
characteristics. The slave may be put 
into record manually or programmed to 
drop in and drop out at timecode points. 
Nine memories are available for storing 
offsets and cue points. The Shadow can 
recover timecode from 1/50 to 25 times 
play speed and uses tach pulses to 
update timecode when it becomes 
unreadable. A separate BTX Cypher 
timecode unit can read timecode up to 80 
times play speed and VITC up to 20 
times. The Cypher unit is also a 
multistandard timecode generator, VITC 
generator and PAL /SECAM/NTSC video 
character inserter. An extra Shadow 
synchroniser is required for each 
additional slave transport and several 
units can be paralleled by looping 
between master transport connectors. Up 
to four transports can be commanded by 
a BTX Softouch controller linked to three 
Shadow units and a Cypher timecode unit 
via RS232C serial data interface. 
Additional transports using Shadow units 
in chase and lock mode can be connected 
into the system. The Softouch keyboard 
includes 16 programmable keys for 
repetitive routines as well as timecode 
event triggers and the ability to store 
start point/rec in/rec out/stop point for 
up to 100 loops. 

The Audio Kinetics Q -Lock is in danger 
of becoming a generic term like `vacuum 
cleaner'. "Q -Lock is the best system in 
the world," according to John Page of 
TVA who used to work for a rival 
synchroniser company and has some 
experience of designing the beasties. 
Each of the two or three transports 
connected to the Q -Lock 3.10C can be 
designated as master, slave 1 or slave 2. 
In addition, slave 1 automatically 
becomes the master transport if the 
master is deselected. Q -Lock uses 
dedicated intelligent machine interfaces 
which are designed for specific types of 
transport and learn the characteristics of 
the individual machine. Audio Kinetics 
can provide interfaces for about 15 film 
transports, 20 VT machines and 30 audio 

Adams -Smith System 2600 

tape recorders. The timecode readers 
accept timecode from 1/50 to llh times 
play speed and update timecode from 
control track/tach pulses at higher 
speeds. A high speed timecode reader is 
available to recover timecode from 1/50 
to 70 times play speed. Q -Lock includes 
an integral multistandard timecode 
generator which is capable of producing 
timecode with a less than square wave 
(slew limited) thus reducing crosstalk. 
The co- ordinating microcomputer will 
calculate offsets and automatically 
update them if required. It will also store 
start and stop for points for loops; five 
timecode events including rec in and rec 
out points for loops with offset for 
`gapless' recording; ten cue points in 
scratchpad memory. An RS232C/ 
RS422A serial data port is available for 
linking Q -Lock to external systems or to 
another Q -Lock unit in order to control 
up to four slaves from one master using 
the Cascade facility. Special versions of 
the Q -Lock 3.10C for sound effects 
assembly and automatic dialogue 
replacement (looping) are also produced. 

Given the range of equipment 
available -and a desire to get in on the 
music video boom -what should you do? 
Some years ago Mike Connaris of 
Sounds Aquarian in Kingly Court, 
London, did some soundtrack recordings 
without any sort of picture monitor -just 
a stopwatch. The results were so 
successful that he invested in a Sony 
VO-2630 low-band U -matic and 
CVM -1850 18 in colour monitor and set 
about recording music for film, television 
and commercials to picture without a 
synchroniser. In the last few months he 
completed the recording of Mike 
Storey's music for the film Another 
Country. The 24 -track master tape 
included a 50 Hz film pilotone pulse on 
one track so that it could be taken to 
Olympic and run at the correct speed for 
mixdown and synchronisation. Mike did 
have one problem and that was finding 
someone who could transfer the film to 
video at 24 f /s. He succeeded. 
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AHB hpl11SE one Drum Computer 
Allen and Heath Brenell Ltd 
69 Ship Street, Brighton BN1 IAE 
Telephone: (0273) 24928 

Allen and Heath Brenell (USA) Ltd 
5 Connair Road, Orange 
Connecticut 06477 USA 

Drum machines have come a long 
way. You need no longer tolerate half - 
realised concepts and technological 
compromise. 

Allen and Heath Brenell have pro- 
duced the definitive unit. 

Inpulse One: Features 

Wide range dynamic response from the 
8 drum pads -pitch and decay 
individually adjustable. 

Individual outputs and trigger inputs for 
each drum pad, plus programmable 
stereo mix. 

16 digitally sampled sounds provided 
as standard. 8 in ROM, 8 re- loadable 
from the expanding cassette based 
software library. 

Programmable in real time or step time 
with powerful editing functions. 

Internal capacity of 15 songs, composed 
of up to 999 bars, derived from up to 99 
patterns. Cassette dump facility. 

Expansion port for computers and future 
products. 

Tape synchronization available via on- 
board SMPTE time code generator 
and reader. 
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`The Master's 
'Ib help you master your multitrack 

needs, the revolutionary Fostex 16 -track 
tape machine has arrived at HHB. 

The B16 offers full 16 -track recording 
on ' /2" tape and built -in Dolby C noise 
reduction, all for around £3,000. 

lb complement this breakthrough in 
recording technology, we recommend 
the Allen & Heath System 8 mixer, which 
provides all the facilities you'd expect 
on an expensive studio console, but at a 
fraction of the price. 

'lb make things easier for you, every 
system we sell comes complete with all 
necessary cabling included in the price, 
and what's more we'll throw in a couple 
of hours of instruction, 
if you need it. 

We also carry 
stock of all the 
other important 
recording tools to 

complete your system: 
mastering machines, 

DDL's, pitch transposers, 
reverb, drum machines, 
compressor/limiters, 

noise -gates, equalisers, amplifiers, monitors, 
headphones, microphones and tape. 

All from a large number of manufac- 
turers* to give you maximum flexibility 
within your budget. 

Our demonstration studio allows you 
to see and hear our entire range of quality 
audio products and our friendly team 
will give you the help and advice you need 
to master multitrack recording. 

HHB Hire and Sales, Unit F New Crescent Works, 
Nicoll Road, London NW10 9AX. Tel: 01- 9613295. 

Telex: 923393. 

it .;,,:,: 

*ALLEN & HEATH AKG AMCRON AMEK AMPEX BEYER BSS DBX DELTALAB DRAWMER 
ELECTROVOICE EVENTIDE FOSTEX GAUSS IBANEZ JBL KLARK TEKNIK LEXICON LINN MXR NEUMANN REVOX ROLAND 

SENNHEISER SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS SHURE SONY STAKRAK TAC TANNOY UREI - VALLEY PEOPLE YAMAHA 
Access, Barclaycard and American Express. Finance arranged. Dolby is the registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories. 
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APPROPRIATE 

TECH N O L O G Y 

When high technology meets the needs of the user, 
only then does it become appropriate. 

That's the philosophy Soundcraft applied to their 
new TS 24 in -line console. A philosophy that has 
revolutionised in -line console design to produce a 
console that is, quite simply, easier to use. And therefore 
harder working. 

One button reconfigures the whole console for 
each stage in recording, mixing, TV, or video post 
production. With no more laborious re- setting or having 
to work in fader reverse mode all the time. 

The Soundcraft TS 24 is an example of innovative 
technology combined with plain common sense. Which 
is, after all, the design philosophy on which Soundcraft 
have built their reputation. And their success. 

Soundcraft 
L O N D O N L O S A N G E L E S . M O N T R E A L 

3OUND + ++ HAPPY BIRTHDAY STUDIO SOUND + ++ HAPPY BIRTHDAY STUDIO SOUND + ++ HAPPY B 
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EARs 
5 

THANKS 
FOR 

25 YEARS 
Studio Sound has grown tremendously 
over the years, since it took its present 
name after having been started as a 
consumer magazine called The Tape 
Recorder in 1959. That growth has 
paralleled the growth and increasing 
sophistication of the industry that the 
magazine serves. During the past 25 
years the field of professional recording 
has expanded so much that we have had 
to start two new magazines as 'spinoffs' 
from this, the original: first there was 
Video and Audio - Visual Review (now 
known simply as Professional Video); and 
then in September 1982, we began 
Broadcast Sound, the first magazine 
devoted centrally to sound in the 
broadcast and related fields. Thus, Studio 
Sound has perhaps become more 
specialist over the years. We tend to 
concentrate on what is new, and what is 
interesting -not an unreasonable thing 
for a magazine to do -and we 
concentrate more today than ever before 
on the professional multitrack recording 
environment, a field which is still 
changing rapidly. But we have widened 
our coverage too, over the years, as the 
field with which we concern ourselves 
has changed and expanded. There are 
more techniques, pieces of equipment, 
and subjects to cover, as befits an art 
which has highly technological 
equipment as its tools of the trade. 

But the magazine has not merely 
expanded its coverage of the subject: it 
has also dramatically increased 
geographically in both coverage and 
readership. We cover activities all over 
the world of professional studios, and 
almost 16,000 copies go out, every 
month, to over 100 countries. And it is a 
magazine that is continually expanding in 
size (and weight!). The fact that we are 

by Richard Elen 
able to send the vast majority of these 
copies out free every month to those who 
need to read it is a tribute to our 
advertisers who effectively pay the 
subscriptions that you do not, by means 
of their advertising support. 

On this 25th anniversary of the launch 
of The Tape Recorder, it is therefore 
appropriate for us to thank all those 
manufacturers who have supported the 
magazine through its life to date, and 
have made it possible for the magazine 
to be sent out all over the world. In 
addition, those same manufacturers have 
given us the information and help we 
need to bring you a good deal of the 
magazine's editorial content: in the form 
of press releases, photographs, review 
equipment, and time to talk to each other 
to find out more. On many occasions 
their top research teams have somehow 
found the time to write us detailed 
articles on their latest projects, enabling 
us to bring you the information with a 
degree of detail and accuracy we believe 
is unparalleled in the industry. For 
despite the valuable support of the 
manufacturers, we draw a firm line 
between editorial and advertising in the 
magazine. We do not agree to write 
about something because a manufacturer 
is advertising, nor do we modify none - 
too- pleasant results to please an 
advertiser. This has sometimes made it 
more difficult for our advertising 
department to sell to companies that were 
used to a somewhat different approach, 
but in the end it has paid off: we have 
gained respect in the industry and among 
the manufacturers for our unbaised 
approach, and have proved that, after all 

honesty does indeed pay for itself! 
But we would also like to extend our 

thanks to you, the readers, for making 
the magazine what it is today. We have 
always tried to cover the subject in the 
best possible way, and you have been 
quick to prompt us when we have made 
mistakes. Your feedback and interest has 
helped to formulate our approach to the 
magazine, enabling us to do our best to 
try to give you the information you want, 
in the way you want it. With your help, 
and the continuing help of the 
manufacturers, we will continue to do 
our best! 

I am therefore very pleased to see the 
number of congratulatory advertisements 
and the letters from well -known industry 
figures which appear in this 25th 
anniversary edition of Studio Sound. All 
of you who are reading this have 
contributed to the magazine you are 
looking at now, whether you have been 
on our lists from the beginning, or 
merely a month or so. You, 
manufacturers and users alike, have by 
your support made Studio Sound the 
Number One international sound 
recording magazine. We on the magazine 
would like to respond by nominating you 
Number One -because it is the 
communication between the different 
parts of this industry which holds it 
together and maintains its direction and 
success. We are only one part of that 
essential dialogue -a link between both 
sides of the professional audio industry. 
We like to think we're an important 
part ...but, after all, without you we'd 
have nothing to do! 

Thanks again, therefore, for your help 
over the last quarter of a century. We 
hope we'll still be working together 
another 25 years from now. 
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When this magazine was started, 
25 years ago, it was not 
conceived as the magazine it is 
today. It was at the time when 
home tape- recording was at its 
height; and, being in the days 
before the Compact Cassette, the 
main subject of discussion was 
the reel -to-reel tape recorder and 
how to make the best use of it. 
Thus The Tape Recorder was, 
perhaps, a natural name for the 
magazine. 

What did people do with their 
tape recorders in those days? 
Probably not the same things as 
they do today. Today, the 
primary use of the home hi -fi 
cassette recorder (a development 
which was featured in an early 
issue) is to copy one's records on 
to cassette so as to play them on 
the car cassette player or the 
personal hi -fi. In those days 

there were hundreds of other 
things that 'tape recording 
enthusiasts' got up to. They 
recorded birdsong; they 
produced taped 'programmes' for 
their local tape recording club; 
they entered competitions with 
their own recordings of all 
manner of subjects. Thanks to 
organisations like the Federation 
of British Tape Recording Clubs, 
such activities still continue, but 
perhaps they have a lower 
profile than they did then. 
Seldom do we hear today of the 
taped magazines put together by 
clubs in many places and 
circulated around the world, 
although no doubt such activities 
continue. Were Studio Sound the 
same magazine it was 25 years 
ago, we would no doubt revel in 
such things today ...but today 
there is no magazine that covers 
the same ground, as such 
activities are just one small 
section of the vast and still fast - 
expanding field of 'Hi -Fi'. 

And as Hi -Fi as a hobby and 
leisure interest began to 
overshadow that area of 

activity-tape recording -that it 
had spawned, and the other tape 
recording magazines began to 
disappear, the magazine Tape 
Recorder began to change. It had 
always taken an interest in the 
'professional' side of recording, 
and as the art of recording 
original material on tape 
disappeared from the consumer 
market, so it became rapidly 
more important in the 
professional field where, of 
course, it had largely begun 
some 25 years previously when 
BASF developed the first 
magnetic paper- backed recording 
tape, and AEG came up with the 
Magnetophon. It is, of course, the 
fiftieth anniversary of tape 
recording this year as well as 
our 25th. 

As professional tape recording 
became more important and 
sophisticated, the magazine took 
a greater interest in professional 
audio, and it was a logical step, 
in the early 1970's, to rename 
the magazine Studio Sound. The 
original title remained for a time, 
eventually to fall away as so 

many titles absorbed by one 
publisher from another tend to 
do. For at the same time, the 
control of the magazine had 
passed from its founders to Link 
House (where, of course, it is 
today). Shortly after the change 
of name came a change of style, 
and the traditional Studio Sound 
logo, which remained there until 
this very issue, began to head 
the cover and the contents page. 

Since then we may not have 
seen much dramatic changes, 
but changes there have been 
nonetheless. The magazine has 
responded, perhaps gently and 
subtly, to the changing needs of 
its changing readership. The 
early issues concerned 
themselves with many things 
that we still consider: new 
products, for example, and 
reviews...but the style has 
changed to meet the new 
requirements. Seldom today do 
we discuss how to modify tape 
recorders, perhaps because 
today's machines are not that 
easy to modify -and hopefully 
less in need of such 
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i 
modifications, for the 
manufacturers above all have not 
stood still -but we will still allow 
ourselves to examine the inner 
workings and possible alterations 
to equipment when it is feasible 
to do so. Neither do we often 
produce articles of the `build -it- 
yourself' variety, although we 
will often offer technical articles 
to give an insight into the 
workings of some new machine 
or system. Today it is less 
feasible to make something 
economically at home, as the 
price of components to the 
hobbyist is so much higher than 
that to a manufacturer that it is 
often a false economy to build 
something if you can buy it for 
less. And our present reader is 
seldom a hobbyist- instead he or 
she is more likely to be the 
owner of a studio, where time, 
staff and money are precious. 
The role of serving the home 
constructor has passed to other 
magazines long since. These and 
other changes have marked the 
move from being a home 
recordist's magazine to 

becoming a regular information 
and reference work for the 
professional in the audio 
business. 

But even since we have been 
serving the recording engineer, 
producer and studio owner, we 
have seen a great deal of 
changes. The simple reason for 
this is that these people have 
changed in themselves. The 
studio of the late Fifties was a 
quite different place from the 
studio of today. Often it was 
owned by a record company, for 
although there had been 
independent studios in the mid - 
Thirties, their time was really 
yet to come in 1959. The 
recording engineer was still very 
much a technician, whose main 
job was to keep the needle from 
going into the red on the big 
machine in the back room. He 
was, perhaps, truly an `engineer' 
in those days, and the major 
studios were characterised by 
their white -coated technical staff, 
fluorescent lights and cold grey 
walls. The studio was a place in 
which a technical operation was 

carried out -that of transferring 
what was `out there' in the 
studio on to tape -and the 
majority of the `art' of recording 
was concentrated in the musical 
forces in the studio itself, for 
there was no multitrack 
recording in commercial studios. 
Indeed, there was hardly 
stereo -the first commercial 
stereo LP had emerged only the 
previous year. 

In 1959 the studio owner 
might have been a record 
company accountant, a business 
man, or perhaps an engineer of 
whatever persuasion who had 
turned to recording music in his 
own facility. If he was not a 
technical man, he had technical 
staff on whom he could rely to 
point out the technical 
requirements for the studio. 

But a change was already in 
the air. Some independent 
studios had been involved in 
broadcasting originally -IBC 
Studios in London had originally 
been set up to produce 
recordings for Radio Normandy 
(the first commercial radio 

station to serve the UK, set up 
in the Thirties) and had turned 
its hand in a number of 
directions, for example -and a 
number of other studios were 
waiting in the wings. Perhaps 
they concentrated on records, 
perhaps on broadcasts, perhaps 
on film music recording. But 
they were to play an increasing 
role in the development of 
professional sound recording in 
the Sixties. 

The first major innovation 
came with the introduction of 
3 -track recorders and then, 
rapidly, the 4 -track. The new 
techniques opened up new 
possibilities, and more 
sophisticated consoles came in 
along with the new recorders. 
The `engineers' came out from 
the back room into the same 
room as the producer, and began 
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Silence is our stock in trade, 
but not when it comes to saying: 

OD Dolby 
Dolby Laboratories Inc. 

Dolby and the double -D symbol are trade 
marks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp. 

346 Clapham Road, 
London SW9 9AP 
Telephone 01- 7201111 
Telex 919109 
Cable Dolbylabs. 

731 Sansome Street, 
San Francisco CA94111 
Telephone (415)392 -0300 
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Who's been going for 25 
years, is still just as 
dynamic, full of innovation 
and has probably the best 
product in its field ?... 

90 STUDIO SOUND, APRIL 1984 

Yes, it's Studio Sound. 

But you could have said 
the same about us. 
OK, so we lie about our 
age, it's actually 58 years. 

Congratulations from 

The Name for Loudspeakers 

Beadman Street 
West Norwood 
London SE27 OPW 
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January 20, 1984 

JBL Incorporated. 
P O. Box 2200.8500 Balboa Boulevard. Northridge. CA 91329 (213) 093-8411 
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a remarkably rapid transition 
which was to make them artists 
rather than technicians. The new 
ideas began to be exploited, and 
such well- remembered 
techniques as the 
synchronisation of two 4- tracks, 
controlled tape phasing or 
flanging, and ADT appeared on 
the scene. Old things began to 
take on new roles, and, like the 
'engineer', their names began to 
become inappropriate. The old 
'equaliser', for example, had 
been a device to 'equalise' the 
sound in the control room to 
become like that in the studio -it 
had been a correction device to 
allow for the various changes the 
signal had to go through to get 
to tape. Now it became a device 
for creative application -it 
became a sound changer rather 
than a sound corrector. 
Completely new operations came 
into the recording process: the 
recording of the basic rhythm 
section on its own became much 
more common, and with it came 
the overdub, and tracks were 
bounced across from one track 
to another, or, later, from one 
machine to another in addition. 
And then there was the mix. 
Now at last the entire recording 
team could be brought together 
to apply their respective 
talents -be they musicians, 
producers or engineers -in the 
same room to making those 
multitrack tapes into mono or 
stereo masters. 

A distinction began to arise 
between the 'recording engineer' 
and the 'maintenance engineer', 
and with that distinction of 
personnel came a distinction of 
concern with the technology. To 
the recordist, the equipment was 
the 'tools of the trade' -it was 
something that it was necessary 
to know how to use -while to 
the maintenance engineer the 
gear was something to know 
inside out, to install, repair, 
modify or even build in the 
workshop. 

Almost in a moment, it 
seemed, we had upgraded from 
4- track, to 8- track, to 16 -track 
and almost ultimately to 
24- track. At about the time that 
Tape Recorder became Studio 
Sound, the first 24 -track 
machines began to come into the 
studios. 4 -track consoles had 
been expanded, expanded again, 
and expanded still further, but 
now they often had to be 
replaced by new consoles more 
sophisticated still. I was a tape - 
op in a major London studio at 
the time: typical of the period in 
many ways, it had started in the 
late Sixties as a 16 -track facility. 
Now, just half a handful of years 
later, the 16 -track in the corner 
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AUDIO CORPORATION 

Mr. Richard Elen, Editor in Chief "STUDIO SOUND" Magazine 
Link House, Dingwall Avenue Croydon 

RE: Your Silver Anniversary (A "Letter to the Editor") 
Dear Richard: 

The Qeat STUDIO SOUND is only a year younger than GOTHAM AUDIO. Having just last year gone hrough the agony and the ecstasy 
of our 25th, 

1 can appreciate what you'll be of this year, if you do it right. 
I wish 

going through all the rest as little agony as possible. You only the the joys from it, and 
Our audio world is a better world for the existence of your fine ma- 
gazine. 

1 have searched both my bookshelves and my soul to find 
another in this field which addresses itself so eloquently to the main 
stream of our a podge industry. It would appear that the Journal 
of the AES has great difficulties 

serving its diverse membership. 
addresses itself to an audience of members which is wishes it had, but 
alas the number who would 

. 

shingly small and certainly 
qt 

able 
under 

support as 
s 

lavish 

would be vani- 
shingly 

a that. You accomplish, 
in my tv ewe what they 

as lavish a Journal as 
And so it falls on STUDIO SOUND'S 

r attemph. 

do it so well. Your no- nonsense approach 
to do the job; and You without trying to curry PPrwch to 

a 

Ford 
views: honest, well documented, 

consistent, 
reliable; 

Hugh Ford ant pictures 

all this 

which 

have 
happily featured our products 

excellent 
on 
excellent 

Now if pens numerous 

Nowt rather a 

could something 

those 
"messy" looking ad 

which 

more. Mercifully porn nags, you'd imp 
pages 

sec- 

tion, so Yo1 have relegated these into their own sec - 
one may redily skip them. 

Happy Birthday STUDIO SOUND! No other magazine can hold a can- 
dle to yours - except, perhaps, on your bi -- y? 

sir yours, 
e! HAM AUDIO CORPORATION 

20 January 1984 

KEF Electronics Limited 
Maidstone 

Toil. Madonne. Kent ME1560P 
Telephone 0322:672261 

Teter 98140 7ale6Sms 

Sery ce Dee, Teleenone (O872) 
577P 

27th January, 1984 

Our Ref: REC /MAM 

Mr. P. Guy, 

Studio Sound, 
Link House, 
Dingwall Avenue, 

Croydon, 
Surrey, CR9 2TA. 

Dear Mr. Guy, 

The development of 
sound recording and broadcasting 

has 

been marked by a few inventions 
of tremendous significance. 

In earlier times the most notable were 

of electrical recording 
processes i 

following World 

of magnetic tape 
recording immediately 

artists 
War II. Both developments 

revolutionised recording 
iggs 

technique and had 
the effect of liberating 

by perform methods. 

from the unaesthetic 
constraints 1 

But neither of these profound developments 
required any 

In equipment used by 
the consumer. 

changes 

At the time that Studio 
Sound was born in 1959 solid state 

amplifying devices were just 
beginning to influence the 

design of consumer electronics 
equipment and in the en 

n 

suing 

25 years their impact 
has again been 

rev lutionaryi. 

nature of the radical influence of w impact has 

is not di from a significant reduction 
enormous 

the amount of 

resulted from a significant power supplies. 
This 

very generated in 
rep ton has led 

very crease 
in 

reduction in heat dissipation electronic 

eo a menteree en nge itsmoren Ceadilyt acceptable in the home 

and 

rendering valuable side benefit 
thas sef which and guile ovetante. 

A 
the importance o 

a big improvement 
in rbennes qty, 

complex. 

increases e products become 
more varied d P 

The impact of miniaturization 
on the industry has 

spbeene 

immense. Since 1959 there 
reo 

has dbeen 
setee rmousru sulgenating 

in demand for portable ra 

n see quite recent 
innovation 

All these developments 

cassette and radio devices. 

weight and undreamed of in the valve era 
because they 

y t 

were 

were 
completely out of consideration for size 

weigh ranndoducing 

running cost. st. In specific high 
fidelity sound 

n of solid 

equipment miniaturization 
through the app 

state devices has provided 
the ordinary user with many 

useful features 
which otherwise would 

have been technically 

impossible or too expensive. 

Ste.' n emmer 
President 

ITt3) ]at-] iem léram GTMM NYK 

Like the two - 
referred, transistorizationu 

has nhad o 
wgich I have already effect on the quality of d generally beneficial convenience always leads dtoeincreasedn ndewhic ineturnpays 

for further development. d demand which, bounties have been intelligently 
applied, important 

these refinement have resulted. 
A good example 

oiofathisa 

gains 
is 

the application of digital computer techniques- another of 
product of tranaistorization 

- to the design and production akerselectronic equipment and transducers such as 
loudspe 

coverWithin the development span of sound recording, which now 
s t107 years since Edison invented the phonograph 

in x77. tg t last 25 yy 
have certainly been the most A great industry has evolved from what was in 1959. 

Y hobby 

With kind regards. 

Yours sincerely 
NEF ELTCTRONICS LIMITED 

4.4z/ -69fEC 

RAYMOND E. COOKE, 0.8.E. MANAGING DIRECTOR 

was joined by the gleaming new 
24 -track which, not so-long later, 
replaced it entirely. The well - 
loved black console was replaced 
by a new, brighter machine 
which somehow manged to take 
up little more space. And for the 
first time the new tape machine 
had a knob on it that varied the 
speed -no longer did one have to 
hook up a Levell oscillator to an 
old cutting amp to drive the 
capstan when such facilities 
were required. 

The technical facilities were to 
remain similar for some time. 
But movement was happening on 
other fronts. The greater number 
of tracks had opened up new and 
occasionally unwelcome 
possibilities -for example the 
ability to pop eight or ten lead 
vocals on the tape instead of just 
two to choose between on the 
mix. More tracks, more mics, 
meant more control was needed. 
More separation was wanted for 
the musicians and their 
instruments, now festooned with 
microphones. The day of the 
studio designed by common 
sense and rudimentary acoustics 
was drawing to a close, as 
specialist studio designers 
appeared with answers to such 
questions as separation, room 
EQ and the like. Their efforts 
often seemed to turn the 
problem in on itself, as 
separation to led to more 
microphones, closer still to the 
instruments. Some rooms 
seemed so dead that you could 
hardly hear someone speaking 
just a few feet away.. . 

Then the vinyl crisis of 1973 
seemed to combine with a 
number of other factors to 
produce a gentle stalling of this 
seemingly inevitable process. 
Budgets dropped; belts began to 
be drawn in, bit by bit. Studio 
rates stabilised at a level they 
have hardly exceeded today. 
And on top of that there was a 
new musical fashion in Britain 
on the horizon. Some say it was 
as inevitable as the change from 
the big band sound to rock'n' 
roll had been in the Fifties; that 
the recording scene of the mid - 
Seventies had stagnated, 
centring around high -technology 
facilities and superstar acts who 
spent several months in the 
studio per album; that music and 
the recording studios that 
produced it had lost touch with 
the requirements of the time, 
and of the young person in the 
street. 

Such an argument is easily 
countered, but whatever the 
reasons, the results were plain. 
Between the major studios and 
the cassette demo tape sprang 
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Elephants aren't the 
only ones who never forget. 

Thanks and congratulations 
for the last 25 years 

and sincere best wishes for the next 
from FWO Bauch Limited 

94 STUDIO SOUND, APRIL 1984 
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00 

Studio Sound 

Link House Magazines 

Link House 
Dingwall Avenue 
CROYDON 
Surrey CR9 2TA 

DOLBY 
LABORATORIES INC 

noise reduction 
systems 

346 Clapham Road London SW9 9AP 

ca72 
1111 telex 919109 

cable 

27th January 1984 

Dear Studio Sound 

Congratulations on your 25th anniversary 
years with great 

interest, 
Studio Laboratories we have followed your development over the y 

a few weeks 

interest, especially as the "new" Studio Sound was introduced in 1965, only 

before our company was founded in London. 

which have strongly influenced 

Since 
music 

our try. Mu has seen 
recording 

developments, and together 

the music industry. Multi -track recording led to compheyro 
Redd Electronic ç music 

they expanded due 
to the convenience 

and flexibility 
increased its share 

production and processing have introduced changes 
very substantially 

techniques and in the 

sound spectrum. The pre -recorded cassette has 
portability. 

of the market, because of its ease of use and its po 
ui meat improved 

of professional and consumer for many 

sta same time, the m tel vision p 
or en is proud been 

substantially. Even in mnucdhtmoresattenttion and interest. Dolby Laboratories A_type 
1966 first Dolby 

Stereo years is now attracting 1975 first Dolby 
re closely involved with the trend towards -e better 

cassettes; 

recording; 1970 first B -type 

film; 1980 Dolby C -type 
presentation, has achieved 

utud, I am sure that t technical 
Studio Sound, with its objective 

subjecti a industry. 
its o the 

future, 
as we approach the t 

the 
h choice 

magazine lsag oil h a f Y 
o ortunities top Y 

magazine again ecor many opportunities transmitting sound. It remains to 
be 

seen 

distributing ni up new outlets for the music produced 

of new formats for recording, 
new media, ape ng 

ensive UetS o exercises. 1 don't 

which will becomn swhcch Wng 

which of the nñwe 
Y o mats side co by side. 

in ourtnsurnalists who have toustate publicly which 
expensive to be 

envy years. For some time we shall see 

no for the next 
bad, 

y 
wadengineer iff e makes. 

This is not necessarily bad+ because it will show what difference the format makes to 

the final music product, and what difference a good 

iiorni. 
Eirsclor IUSAI'. M 

S.n Fnncieco t Sen Frenciew 09.111 
]31 SeneM2. telex 34.09 

4151 392-0300 
tabla po10y1eE. 

One lemon we have probably all learned over the last few years is that despite the tremen- dous speed at which component technology develops, new formats take a long time to be refined and optimized and to mature. New standards have to stand up to the critical tests of many good ears, and real everyday operating conditions. Finally, the consumer has to have, or find, a real use for them. 

An interesting time lies ahead of us, during which many engineers will be looking to Studid Sound to present well- founded information. Thanks again for the last 25 years and good luck for the next! 

Yo 

1 

E1, ! Iter 
International Marketing Director 

sincerely 

up whole new strata of recording 
facilities, reacting to a popular 
demand for 'basic', low -cost 
recording that catered for new 
bands to whom the whole 
structure of the major record 
company and the major studio 
was an anathema. Hit records 
were made in back rooms on 
4 -track recorders which offered, 
at a fraction of the costs of a 
4 -track of the late Sixties, 
comparable -if not better - 
quality. 

Small independent labels 
sprang up to distribute this new 
music to the punters, as it 
appeared that the majors had 
drawn their belts in so tightly 
that few, if any, new acts were 
being signed- instead the majors 
appeared to be happier to 
survive on established acts and 
Greatest Hits Vol 96 
compilations. Cheap studios 
offering 4, 8 or 16 -track facilities 
seemed to appear in a basement 
on every other street. 

For the major studios, the 
whole established structure 
disappeared overnight. Whole 
fields of music seemed to be 
wiped out as the college circuit 
became saturated with 
subsidised tours which a 
sophisticated band could not 
afford to match economically. All 
the established techniques, 
which had been developed 
around precision, care, and 
expertise -for musician, engineer 
and producer alike -were thrown 
out by what I called at the time 
the 'Blunderbuss principle' of 
music, in which raw energy, 
carelessly directed, appeared to 
be a sufficient replacement for 
expertise, talent and ability. 
Almost overnight, British music 
disappeared from the prime 
position in the international 
charts that it had held since the 
Beatles. And with it went much 
of the freelance recording work. 
The old progression through a 
studio from tea boy, to tape -op, 
to engineer, to freelance, 
vanished. Engineers and 
producers left for the States, 
went into advertising, film or 
other recording fields where 
their expertise was still 
recognised, or left the industry 
altogether, talking with them 
years of accumulated ability. 
Some engineers stayed with 
their studios to become studio 
managers instead of risking the 
harsh and nearly non -existent 
world of freelance recording. 
The country became flooded 
with new studios, but it took 
some several years to realise 
that all that expertise and 
operational knowledge did not 
come in the new tape machine's 
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Illustrated: 
Hill J Series 

-114 k 

Mixing with the best. - Congratulations on 25 years, - - *TIT; all at Hill Audio. 

AUDIO LTD 
LLINGBOURNE HOUSE 

HOLLINGBOURNE 
MAIDSTONE 
KENT 

062-780 555 

HILL AUDIO INC 
231 MARQUIS COUP 
LILBURN 
GA 30247 
USA 

404 923 3193 
Telex: 293 827 HLAC 
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Dear Editor, 

On the Occasion of the 25th Anniversary of Studio Sound 

May I congratulate you on the achievement of 25 of Studio Sound. As I 

amazed at the technical advances as well as the years 

quite 

Sound. 

As 
look back, I am constantly 

1 built the first Neve console q 

enormous growth in our industry. which must differentiate us 

in a garage and many others have done this since, 

from other industries. 
and the rapid 

Standards of performance, concepts of service o n f mm Studio Sound, 

evolution of technology have received encouragem 

Toned the small firm. 
and is 

increase in world 
vital 

and you have always champ 
is far and amies. 

factor 

has carried these 
many 

in the success of many small British professional audio comp 

and my appreciation 
aextes which 

especially 
business is never better than its people, 

especially to your staff and all who contribute to the many qualities 

Neve 
have put you ahead. 

I have been in the industry since before the birth of Studio Sound, and, for 

the last 12 years, have been with Neve,theckn ledged leaders in the field 

of Studio Sound mixers and associated equipment. 

For the last 20 years, Neve and Studio Sound have grown side by side to 

respective positions of prominence in the audio industry. 
and Studio 

other 
chieve their 

magazine is 
widening 

had such influence 
aton overseassto 

scene, 
of 

Sound is now widening 

audio engineering. 

Neve's own 
Neve 

set 
so many 

Studio Sound 
of 

consolidated over 
development, 

the world-beating 
itself set many 

from the world -beating Necam automation system to the new all digital 

Derek Tilsley 
mixer. 

UMW MOM= 
No í 

o da 1414447 c wp 

Studio Sound 
Link House 
Dingwall Avenue 
Croydon CR9 2TA 

The Sound People 
27 January 1984 

Dear Studio Sound, 

Can it really be 25 years ago that Studio Sound appeared? 
In those far off days when Richard Elen was still wearing short trousers, the 
record industry was also growing 

up. The rapid advances of the early post -war 
years started with the Decca FFRR system (78 mono) in 1947 - incidentally the 
same year that Tannoy introduced the Dual Concentric - improved cutters 
extended the range from 8 kHz to 14 kHz while improved pressing reduced surface 
noise. By 1950 -51 LP records (331 /3 mono) appeared, with further reduction in 
surface noise and extended playing time and by 1958 LP stereo was a commercially 
viable fact. All of these advances provided very real stimulation to the audio 
industry, because investment by the consumer in new equipment yielded genuine and 
easily perceived advantages in performance and convenience, almost regardless of 
equipment and cost. The record buyer of the early days of Studio Sound had the 
record and its playback equipment essentially as it still is today. 
Studio techniques however were still in their infancy, multitracking was almost 
unheard of - although considering the equipment they had to work with, those 
artists, engineers and producers who knew what they wanted could create some 
quite remarkable recordings. 

The past 25 years have seen many advances in both recording techniques and the 
development of equipment and effects to make those techniques possible, and more 
effective. It is in the area of refining the basic recording system that we 
have seen the most changes. Ne still record, for the most part, in the same way 
but the hardware has became more sophisticated to afford better control over the 
finished product. 

Studio Sound has contributed to that change by acting as a sounding board for 
the industry, easing the interchange of ideas between manufacturers and studios 
enabling us to develop the equipment the industry needed. 
Now we stand on the brink of a new era for the record industry. The development 
of digital recording and playback systems will provide the same quantum leap in 
consumer benefit as that provided by stereo LPs in the fifties. That can only 
be good for both the consumer and the industry. 

In another 25 years I know we will be congratulating Studio Sound again because 
you share with Tannoy all the qualities essential for the digital age - dynamic, 
efficient, powerful and wide ranging - .-sides you're all such nice people: Our Kindest Regards, 

%adman Some 
West Norwood 
London 5E27OPW, England 
Tpk,phw,e. 

01-670 
Innrommee .441670 1131 Telex 2910E6 ?ANNOY G 

David Bissett- Powell 
Sales and Mtrkaf rigau 

4) DN Besse Powell 1SC Ay Garner Ta Lnatmone P RusRussell P Mims 
Uonn 

Conamnca ó lnmrpnuuon Svseme - IndustrW 6 Coalesce Common tauon- k14-1 Loudspeakers - Manne F Ptoasonal Sound Mangoes,/ Weems- Punic Address systems 
w signals 

box along with the manual. 
As time went by, however, the 

scene began to settle out. All 
those independent studios 
developed their facilities, or 
went out of business; they 
developed their own expertise 
over time, often from scratch. 
Their techniques were new and 
original, and the increased 
recording activity in the UK 
which eventually resulted was 
perhaps the only good thing to 
come out of the shakeout which 
lasted from 1976 until around 
the end of 1981, when British 
music once again began to 
regain its lost ground 
internationally. Today we have, 
once again, a strong industry, 
but, once again, there are those 
who claim stagnation has set in 
and the time has come for a new 
fashion to be created and 
installed in the market place. 

With the exception of the 
hiccup of those few years, 
development in other countries 
in the Western world has 
paralleled the course in the 
UK- indeed, the last fifteen 
years of this account has been 
very much the result of personal 
experience, and opinion, and I 

present it as no more than that. 
Through the whole period, 
Studio Sound has attempted to 
serve the professional recording 
industry, matching its output 
slowly and surely to the 
industry's requirements. We 
have seen the change from 
technician to artist, and the 
change from the technically - 
knowledgeable or technically 
well- backed studio owner to the 
engineer, producer or musician 
owned recording facility. We 
have seen the introduction of 
new electronic musical 
instruments and have given them 
increasing coverage as they have 
required, just as we have seen 
the greater need for operational 
reports on new equipment for 
the artistically- minded studio 
engineer who wants to know 
about how you use it and what it 
sounds like, alongside the need 
for a full technical report to back 
up or contrast with the results 
you hear. At all times we have 
done our best to keep pace with 
your requirements, and hopefully 
we will be able to say exactly 
the same thing in another 25 
years from now. 

Relatively early in the life of 
the magazine, we saw the 
beginnings of the professional 
video field, and set up a 
magazine, now called 
Professional Video, to cover it. 
More recently we have taken 
account of the increasingly 
important role sound has to play 
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in broadcasting, and have set up 
Broadcast Sound to serve that 
need, both to enable us to cover 
that field to the depth it 
deserves, and to give us more 
room in Studio Sound to cover an 
increasingly widespread and 
sophisticated field, that of sound 
recording. 

We feel that over the past few 
years we have moved from a 
position of overseeing the 
industry from the outside to 
being a part of it, advising and 
giving ideas where we can, and 
that too is a process we intend to 
continue. We have seen an 
increasing degree of support 
from manufacturers, not only in 
the obvious areas of advertising 
support, but also in the 
important field of telling us what 
exactly they are up to, so we can 
tell you. Increasing 
sophistication, be it in console 
automation, digital recording or 
whatever, means that feedback 
between manufacturer and user 
is more important than ever, and 
here we feel that we have a 
steadily greater role to play in 
assisting that two -way traffic. 

We have, I hope, been 
outspoken at times sufficient to 
cause you to pause for a moment 
and think about what the 
industry is doing, and whether 
things are going the right 
way- again, something we have 
no intention of shying away from 
in the future. Because above all 
our talk about the hardware, and 
even the ways to use the 
hardware, we are trying, as you 
are, to remember that all that 
sophistication is not an end in 
itself but a tool -a tool which 
will hopefully help us to perform 
better as artists, whether our 
particular art is music or one of 
the many other fields in which 
sound recording and 
reproduction has a part to play. 

We are pleased to have served 
the industry for 25 years, and 
hope that with your help we will 
be able to continue to do so, 
even better and more usefully 
than we try to do today. We 
therefore extend our thanks to 
you all: whether you use the 
gear or make it. We especially 
thank all those who have sent 
letters of support to the 
magazine for this issue, many of 
which appear in this section; we 
hope to be even more worthy of 
that support in the years to 
come, as the industry moves into 
what may be the most exciting 
phase in its existence since 
Edison turned a handle on a 
machine over a hundred years 
ago and heard his voice reciting 
the words 'Mary had a little 
lamb . Richard Elen 

STUDIO SOUND 

Link House, 
Dingwall Avenue, 

Croydon CR9 2TA 

Esq., 

Editor Attention: 
Richard Elan, 

AK/PM 

Lansdowne Recording Studios Limited 
I 

11l 

3LP. 
Lansdowne Road, London 

3 
Lansdowne House. La 

0041/213. fahles: LanSfeC London. 

Telephone: 01 -727 041 

Reßnrrannn. 
1105871.1nndnn 

ReR+r,rad OrGcc ,P 

iansdow'ne Houu, lamdowne Road, London W I I 31,P 

31st January, 
1984 

five years 
age I thought it 

Dear Studio Sound, edrs of g es we 

der 
to 

are both 
and reflect 

the dramatic 
changes 

have 

this year commdu rnd uri gcthe 
past twenty 

five 

aPProPriate, 
during 

have seen 
in our industry 

Electronics, 
from all acoustic 

Organ through 
to 

instruments 

nts 
and 

Solid State 
From Mono recording 

to 

well tried Hammond Fr9 

Four a 

instruments 
and 

thdrum machines, 
t track, to Twenty 

synthesizers 
and 

to Eight enhancing our 

Four and 

ability 

Forty 

ort 
licence 

Eight 

ro e track, of the way more bili 
y as 

but 

eighn track, 
each step 

freedom of sound and 

engineers 
to have more I also mention 

here a young 

for writers 
and performers. 

May 

pioneer Tape Recorder mint during 
informative P times of development 

were 

the most exciting tremendous 
as 

iimtscin 

For me personally, sixties and then 

period 
had on 

t early 
musicality of our 

tared this p 
never be recap 

that period 
had on the 

times will 
these turfing with 

the new 

but 

say the excitement enitoday 
we are still 

capturing 
get I believe instruments that same 

studios, 
generation 

of 
major record 

company 
studios. 

one 

days outside w of the 
independents, 

IBC 
B Laeingwon 

In those 
early 

dtó my knowledge, 

founded by Denis 
Preston 

other, 
to date studio 

there were 
only 

the most 
and Lansdowne 
gained a reputation 

for being 

in Europe at that time. 

Kcrridpe 10hnm Pear",n 
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iLAiNcrDOuNIr 
On checking our records and, each of us likes to feel we contribute 
towards the industry, Lansdowne has been no mean 
from Liverpool to London with the Dave Clark Five who created and 

recorded their highly 
contributor, recorded 

r 
g y individual answer to the Mersey 

Faith, 
Frederick, Tm 

Steele, The Animals, Spencer Davis, Eric Johnny Pearson, Millie Small, Acker Bilk, Roger Whittaker. 
Burdon, 

highly innovativeoartists 
withdwhomnwe 

werrenveer 
but a few be the associated with in these early years, creating forty four major 

hits in the UK charts alone 
y proud to be 

passed through our doors somethingrin excess 
for many artists 

hundred 
silver, gold and platinum discs, and do sales 

three worldwide. 
No mean feat. and sales exceeding 200 million 

I also like to feel we contributed technically by being 
in the sixties, to name but two examples, 

equipment and minimum y 9 a major 
equip the studio signal path electronics; 

to 
trar 
present day where to video technology orged 

ahead with acquiring 
her 

in 

nt day 
facilities with digital geffects. But dwesmustnneverhlosessight 

of 

the fact that we are here to 

audio recording 
to do the best for them for the rfinalr 

rodents and 

us 
and the digits we now find ourselves product. 

from taking processing Let us hope that 

Yours 
g 

the art of recording into a too clinical sphere. 
us 

sincerely, 

Ádrian Kerridge 

Managing Director 
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EVEN AFTER 37 YEARS 
THEY STILL CAN'T GET IT RIGHT 

Success breeds 
success 
Klark -Teknik congratulate 
Studio Sound on 
25 successful years. 
With many thanks for your 
help in our success. 

KRIM 
Klark -Teknik Research Limited 
Coppice Trading Estate, Kidderminster, DY11 7HJ, England. 
Telephone: 10562) 741515 Telex: 339821 

Klark- Teknik Electronics Inc. 
262a Eastern Parkway, Farmingdale, NY 11735, USA. 
Telephone: (516) 249 -3660 

COMPLETE SERVICE AUDIO HIRE 

,41:101-226 3377 
TELEX: 268279 BRITRO G 

BRITANNIA ROW PRODUCTIONS LTD 
35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON N1 8QH 

Alithis- 
from one call 

* We'll supply the precise sound 
equipment you want - from any of 
the major manufacturers listed 
below *. 

* We'll show you the wide range we 
hold in stock - and systems we 
design and manufacture on our 
own premises. 

* We'll design and install the 
complete system you need - in any 
location. 

* We'll give you personal attention 
and unbiased advice. 

* We'll ensure full after -sales service 
by our own personnel. 

* We'll guarantee sensible prices - 
and arrange delivery nationwide 
and overseas. 

Recording ... PA ... theatre .. 
broadcasting ... cable TV ... we 
can supply whatever equipment 
you need. 

and this is 
the number: 
01 -464 4157 

Seevead pet,. 
The Homesdale Centre, 216 -218 Homesdale Road, 

y 

Bromley, Kent BR1 2QZ 

A 
'We 
ces ADC A11 

equi.me IUD'O SOVND 
T 

iß_7 
ÿ(y 14r ogers Roland 

Ot l VOIR uder Studiomaster 
nic Teac/Tascam Technics Turner 

avid Yamaha And many more ... 

- 

I 

You need to see our full equipment list. Send this 
postage -free coupon today! 

To Michael Stevens and Partners, FREEPOST 
Bromley BR1 2UT (no stamp needed). 

Please send me your full equipment list and current prices. 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 
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MUSINGS ON 
PAST AND FUTURE 

25 
More than 20 years have passed 
since my first contribution to 
this magazine's forerunner The 
Tape Recorder, a piece about the 
1962 Audio Fair which detailed 
what seemed like a deluge of 
domestic tape equipment from 
over 20 firms, more than half of 
them British. But that report 
also included respectful mentions 
of studio machines from EMI, 
Leevers -Rich and Ampex, and 
semi -pro models from Brenell, 
Ferrograph and Vortexion, so 
that even in those days of 
optimistic amateurism there 
were pointers to a professional 
future for these pages. But more 
immediately to the point, just 
five months after that article 
appeared I found myself 
installed as Technical Editor of 
the same magazine, under the 
owner /editor /publisher regime of 
the Dalmatian -loving, tough, but 
ever -charming Miles Henslow, 
who foisted this additional (but 
unwanted) task upon me as a 
condition of my holding the same 
(and eagerly sought) position on 
Hi -Fi News. 

David Kirk's letter in this 
issue relays most of what needs 
to be said about those Henslow 
days, and also the subsequent 
transition to Link House, but 
there are just a few extra points 

In the beginning 
John Crabbe 

worth noting. They mainly 
concern the contrasts between 
who did what, and who was 
called what -as much for fun as 
anything, but possibly also of 
some interest to future historians 
of magazine journalism. 

Miles Henslow was named as 
Editor of both Tape Recorder and 
Hi -Fi News until March 1965, 
nearly a year after the Link 
takeover. But apart from writing 
the monthly Leader columns 
until June 1964, for which he 
always had to be badgered and 
bullied right up against the 
printer's deadline, Miles never 
did any real editing work on 
either magazine after I joined his 
staff at the end of 1962 -and I 

sometimes wondered how much 
he had done before. During that 
last 18 months of the Henslow 
epoch, day -to -day editorial 
management of both magazines 
fell to Alan Lovell (who now 
runs his own publishing 
business) and myself, with David 
Kirk increasingly involved 
towards the end. Then, when 
David and I were `sold' to Link 
House with the two magazines in 

1964 we had the curious 
situation that during our first 
nine months at Croydon Miles 
Henslow was listed as Editor of 
Tape Recorder, myself as 
Technical Editor, and David 
Kirk as News Editor, whereas in 
fact Miles played no part at all, I 

was treated as Editor by the 
management but devoted 90% of 
my energies to Hi -Fi News, 
David was Editor for most 
practical purposes, and there 
wasn't a separate News Editor. 

I wrote a few of the early 
Leader columns and kept a 
fatherly eye on the way things 
were going, giving the odd bit of 
technical advice, but by the time 
'Crabbe' had replaced `Henslow' 
as nominal Editor on the 
Contents page I had faded very 
much into the background, 
leaving the whole task except 
signing the monthly paysheets to 
the 18- year -old David Kirk, who 
on top of everything else was 
then commuting daily between 
Southend and Croydon. Thus it 
is very appropriate that David 
should have written more than I 

about those days before the 

emergence of Studio Sound, for 
he was the real driving force on 
Tape Recorder while I was a 
mere figurehead. 

A driving force which proved 
to be rather less effective was 
the chimera of 'creative tape 
recording', an amateur pastime 
to which we all paid lip- service 
in the 1960s. Indeed, in the 
Editorial I wrote in July 1964 for 
the issue which inagurated the 
Link House regime, Tape 
Recorder was pledged to 
campaign in favour of `the 
expansion of tape recording into 
the major national hobby it 
deserves to be'. Well, deserving 
or not, that sonic equivalent of 
domestic photography somehow 
never materialised, and in the 
event it was just as well that I 
stood to one side and let David 
steer the journal in an 
increasingly professional 
direction. After all, the two other 
magazines devoted to the 
`hobby' ethos in tape recording 
finally went down the 
commercial drain, whereas 
Studio Sound still goes from 
strength to strength. 

Now D.K. is concerned with 
video, I'm writing about art 
history, and Miles has joined his 
Dalmatians in heaven or hell. 
Where will Richard Elen end up? 

The Tape Recorder alias Tape 
Recorder alias Studio Sound was 
born above a violin shop in 
Mortimer Street, Wl, within 
shouting distance of 
Broadcasting House. The shop is 
still there if you need a 
new string. The Tape Recorder's 
father was a Bentley- driving 
gent named Miles Henslow. The 
Bentley doubled as a status 
symbol and office van, being 
used for local magazine 
deliveries. Henslow himself was 
a former hack on The Draper's 
Record or something of the kind 
and made himself a healthy 
income by creating Britain's first 
monthly magazine for audio 
enthusiasts -Hi -Fi News -in 
June 1956. 

Two renegades from the News 
Chronicle now enter the picture. 
One Robert Douglas Brown and 
a colleague set up elsewhere in 
London a monthly titled Tape 
Recording and Hi -Fi. Henslow 
was incensed at what he saw as 
invasion of his territory and 
reacted by launching The Tape 
Recorder. Hi -Fi News became 

From scissors to razor blades 
David Kirk 

gradually fatter as the years 
passed but neither of its semi - 
competitors enjoyed much 
advertising support. With 
hindsight, Brown must regret 
that he did not pitch in with a 
direct rival to Hi -Fi News as 
subsequent competitors (Hi -Fi 
Sound, Popular Hi -Fi etcetera) 
earnt considerable profits. 

Enter myself, the wonder 
ingredient. Leaving the South 
East Essex County Technical 
High School with a miserable 
three 0- levels in July 1963, I 

joined the editorial staff of The 
Tape Recorder as Reader of 
Proofs, Maker of Coffee and 
Carrier of Litho Plates to 
Waterloo Station. The coffee 
function was dropped almost 
immediately when my skills in 
that area were found to be less 
than ideal. One year later, the 
two titles were sold to Link 
House Publications. Henslow's 

ruling that Hi -Fi News should 
never carry more than 100 pages 
of advertisements in any one 
issue was abandoned and very 
soon the head -on competition he 
had feared began to appear. 
There seemed to be as many 
audio magazines then as there 
are computer titles now and both 
Tape Recording and Hi -Fi and 
Tape Recorder waxed 
decreasingly thick, I came back 
from holiday one day to find 
myself elevated from deputy 
editor to editor. What did I think 
I could do to increase the 
profitability of Tape Recorder? 
(We had snipped The off some 
years before.) Push it up- market, 
said I. We were already moving 
in that direction anyway, playing 
down Grundig and Philips 
rubber -banditry in favour of 
anything we could find running 
faster than 71/2 in/s. 

In my own mind, I always 

consider the true father of Studio 
Sound to be John Alcock (sales 
manager with Leevers -Rich and 
subsequently with the ill -fated 
Unitrack). I had gone to see him 
in Wandsworth to check the 
details of a feature describing 
the Leevers -Rich factory. The 
trouble is, said he, that there is 
nothing for a sound engineer to 
read beyond Melody Maker and 
the Daily Mirror. Why didn't we 
start a journal purely for studios? 
I agreed it was a good idea. My 
advertisement manager, the 
aggressive but highly capable 
Tony Newman (now selling 
fluorescent lighting in the States) 
agreed. The management of 
Link House agreed. A polite 
period of corporate inactivity 
was permitted to elapse and then 
a title was chosen and a cover 
format designed. We had been 
running a series titled The Sound 
Studio and this seemed 
appropriate to the magazine 
itself. John Mendes, then the 
company's managing editor, at 
some stage proposed Studio 
Sound. There was no snap 
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GETTING BETTER, 
NOT OLDER 

Congratulations on Your First 25. 

I II 

il 
Technology You Can Trust 

OTARI (U.K.) Limited. 2c Church Street, Slough, Berks, SL1 1PT, U.K. Telex: 849453 OTARI G. 
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'That's it!' It didn't mean 
anything... it was back -to- front. 
But Studio Sound it became, with 
a slow transition of title and 
cover design to avoid frightening 
Tape Recorder's readers and 
advertisers before the new 
format became established. 

I remained editor of Studio 
Sound for about 20 years; at 
least, it felt that long. Then a 
column entitled Video, 

contributed initially by Richard 
Golding and later by Roderick 
Snell, blossomed into a magazine 
in its own right. Ten years on, it 
too has changed name and 
moved up- market as Professional 
Video ... essential reading for 
any audio or television studio 
engineer who can see further 
than the Compact Disc. 

Why did I leave Studio Sound? 
(a) Because digital audio was 

scarcely yet on the horizon and 
we seemed to be writing round 
in circles; (b) I never warmed 
much to the multi -miking, multi- 
channel, multitrack end of the 
business from a final -product 
viewpoint even if it led to 
impressive and expensive 
equipment; and (c) £300 extra 
salary to edit two monthly titles 
rather than one was not 
encouraging. Studio Sound 

survived the loss of yours truly 
and sustained its climb into 
increasing respectability and 
profitability. 

Happy birthday fatty. 

I think every editor of Studio 
Sound has, at some time or 
another, commented on the 
financial situation and related 
studio survival within the 
recording industry. True enough, 
at times it's not a pretty sight, 
and particularly over the last few 
years the 'general depression' 
must have taken quite a lot of 
studios close to breaking point. 
But thankfully, most seem to 
survive in some way, even 
though the added complication of 
competition is probably fiercer 
than in most industries. 

My years with Studio Sound 
gave me the definite impression 
that it's the people in recording 
studios that make them, not only 
survive against the odds, but 
keep them moving towards that 
'better sound'. Vocational 

Middle man 
Ray Carter 

dedication appears to be assisted 
by the competitive aspect of the 
industry to provide an attitude 
that cannot help but make things 
work. 

Technological advances have 
obviously added fuel to the fire 
of competition, but the 
equipment that these advances 
create is only of any use in the 
hands of skilled people. Like 
computers, you can only get out 
what you put in, but in the 
ultimately analogue world of 
sound reproduction you hope it 
will come out a bit better than 
before. It will be a great pity if 
the level of investment in 

expensive machinery finally 
becomes the major factor on 
which the success of a recording 
studio depends. Of course it 
plays an important role, because 
in the light of a good producer, 
greater horizons are offered to 
recording skill, technique and 
hence experience; and the 
improved results will hopefully 
show in the finished product (but 
we'll leave record pressing out of 
this). 

Provided the commitment and 
dedication, together with the 
skills and techniques in a 
recording studio are fully 
maintained and suitably 

developed, along with the 
equipment of course, then the 
recipe at least is right for 
success. I suppose, not being the 
owner of a recording studio bank 
account, it's all very easy for me 
to sit and write philosophical - 
sounding letters. However, I feel 
that my position with Studio 
Sound allowed me to be 
sufficiently involved in the 
business to experience and 
interpret situations that justify 
my comments -I hope I'm right. 

Anyway, during my time with 
Studio Sound I thoroughly 
enjoyed being part of an 
exceptionally friendly industry. 
To those of you that I met, 
"Hello again" and to those I 

didn't, "Hello ". 
Best wishes for a prosperous 

and rewarding future. 

The most significant 
development since I joined the 
magazine in September 1980 
must be the introduction of 
digital recording. I remember 
hearing some early digital 
recordings on vinyl at the time; I 

had no problems with the 
theory- Studio Sound had kindly 
run a series of introductory 
articles on the subject a 
remarkably long time before. It 
all made sense... it was just 
unfortunate that it sounded so 
nasty! I was forced to conclude 
that as the theory looked right, 
there must be something wrong 
with the practice. How could the 
top end sound so harsh, and the 
echo drop away so unnaturally at 
the end? I remember writing at 
the time that perhaps we needed 
to look at higher sampling rates 
and longer digital word lengths, 
as forty- something kilohertz was 
obviously too low (hence the top 
end), while there must be more 
than 14 or 16 bits because the 
least- significant bit still seemed 
to represent something a little 
too significant. 

As time went by, I discovered 
why those effects were 
occurring, and how they were 
avoided: that the echo died away 
curiously because it needed 
dithering- something which 
sounded like an audio equivalent 
of Heisenberg's Uncertainty 
Principle, and was certainly 
something someone called 
'unnecessary, but it doesn't half 
sound awful without it!' -and 
that the top end, while partially 
due to phase shifts in the anti- 

Yesterday and today 
Richard Elen 

imaging filter (or was it the anti - 
aliasing one ... ?) was largely due 
to cutter -head resonances, to 
which the real answer was 
obvious, and with which came 
the sudden realisation that 
another vinyl crises might not 
matter quite so much as before. 

There were digital systems in 
studios in those days, once in a 
while: Sony stereo units with 
their attendant weak -link video 
recorders, and perhaps the odd 
3M digital system, about which, 
no doubt, a great many legends 
tell. 

One thing I noticed, though, 
was that there were signs that 
the industry might start moving 
again. I had spent the previous 
two years editing the now- sadly- 
defunct magazine Sound 
International, having been the 
first and penultimate editor of 
the title, and had watched the 
British musical instrument 
industry largely collapse as 
Government weirdness strove for 
an unusual kind of efficiency in 
which large companies were 
made smaller and small 
companies ceased to exist. We 
got the efficiency at the end, of 
course: the British MI industry 
is now dominated by highly 
efficient Japanese companies. I 

would like to think that perhaps 
this was accidental, and that no- 
one could really be that loony 
deliberately, but, alas, they could 

be. 
I had come on to SI by 

answering an ad in Studio Sound, 
of course, as we had received it 
at the cosy, intimate little 
16 -track studio I ran for EMI 
Music Publishing in a Denmark 
Street basement following my 
return from the USA in 1976. 
We had not really heard more 
than a murmur about digital 
then, as we were in a rather 
unusual world recording library 
music and commercials, a haven 
of excellence compared with the 
pop world of the time, but not 
one noted for large capital 
expenditure budgets. It seemed 
in those days that the studio 
scene had ground to a halt, and 
that nothing very new was 
happening. Everyone who had a 
good excuse had had 24 -track 
for several years, and there 
really wasn't much more than 
that to aim for. Maybe some 
curious little company in 
Oxfordshire was thinking about 
an automated console in those 
days? 

But digital techniques really 
existed by the time I came to 
Studio Sound. Not just digital 
audio, but digital almost 
everything. Rumours of an EMI 
digital console ... a new 
synthesiser from Fairlight was 
the subject of an article I wrote 
before I joined the magazine, 
and it was published in the 

February 1981 issue. Modern 
Times were on their way, 
although they hadn't quite 
arrived. Funnily enough, they 
still haven't, quite. And even 
more funnily, some people still 
don't quite believe the stuff 
works, although it seems to 
work to me. Maybe I'm not 
listening properly (to what I hear 
or to what I'm told I hear ?) or 
carefully enough. Perhaps it is 
carelessness and imagination 
that makes this CD of the 
Equale Brass sound so good as I 

listen to it while tapping gently 
at the keyboard and gazing at 
the screen on which these words 
appear... 

Enough of this stream of 
(un)consciousness...from where 
I'm sitting, the industry looks 
pretty good, if there is enough 
money coming into the studios to 
help them stay at the sharp end; 
if producers learn again to 
choose studios and consoles 
because they sound good and are 
right for the project and not 
because they're fashionable 
(even if the favourite console is 
excellent); if studios can find a 
way of continuing to employ 
maintenance staff and assistant 
engineers, so gear can be fixed 
fast and new engineers can be 
trained the only way that 
works... There will no doubt be 
a recording industry around in 
25 years' time, and no doubt it 
will be as much fun, and as 
satisfying to be in, as it is today. 
And no doubt Studio Sound will 
be around too. Happy birthday, 
Studio Sound! 
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 SYNCS ANY " DRUM COMPUTER 
OR SEQUENZER TO SMPTE 
REMEMBERS START AND CUES SRC 

SMPTE READING CLOCK 

Congratulations on 25 years 
See us on stand P.31 at AES Paris 

UNIVERSAL MODULAR SYSTEM 
SOLVES ANY SYNC PROBLEM 
NOW AND IN THE FUTURE 
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SO 
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CLOCK 

SMOTE 
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ENA 
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SEATS 
PEE 

MINUTE 

SMTE CODE 

0:111 IL=111 IIEM NMI 

060 03 1641024 

CUE 1---1 43 T2- - CODE T 

.1 SET I/DATEHF 
STd' IiIEZ 13= 

INI11111111 
[1:311EMIMEI 

CUE 0 DISPLAY. DATA 

* AMDEK, DRUMULATOR, FAIRLIGHT, 
KORG, LINN, MICROCOMPOSER, MOOG, 
OBERHEIM, PPG WAVE 2.2, ROLAND, 
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS, SIMOWS, 
SYNCLAVIER II - - - AND ALL OTHERS 

FRIEND -CHIP 

ALBRECHTSTR. 37A 
1000 BERLIN 41 

030/792 84 02 

HOLLAND: ITALIA UNITED KINGDOM: 

SYNTON MIM SYCO SYSTEMS 

P. O. B. 83 VIA SAVOIA 78 20. CONDUIT PLACE 

3620 AB BREUKELEN 00198 ROMA LONDON W2 

TEL 03462 - 34 99 TEL 06 - 845 01 86 TEL. 01 - 724 24 51 

CONGRA TULA TONS Congratulations 
ON YOUR to Studio Sound 

25th ANNIVERSARY on their 
25th Anniversary 

from CO 

- Don and Tony Larking 

Don Larking A udio Sales 
29 Guildford Street 

Luton, Beds. 
Association of Sound and 

Communications Engineers Limited Tel: Luton (0582) 450066 
4B High Street, Burnham, Slough, SL1 7JH 

Tel: 06286 67633 Telex: 825488 DONLAR 
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The 8X32 Digital Reverberation 
Unit from Ursa Major. 

Already recognised by many leading studio and 
broadcast organisations as one of the most comprehensive 
e nd most natural sounding digital reverberation devices 

n the market today. 

Specifications and Features: 
* Four programmes: Plate I Plate II Hall and Space. 
* Separate control of up to 96ms for both early reflections 

and initial delay times. 
* Early reflections and initial delay levels variable: 8 steps. 
* Reverb time ranging from 0.2 -19.9 seconds depending 

on programme selected. 

* L.F. and H.F. decay: 3 values of L.F. decay -4 values of H.F. decay. 

* 64 non -volatile storage registers. 
* Microprocessor -based control and display of all programmable 

reverberation parameters. 
* Optional versions available with remote control. 
* Size 3.5" high 19" rack mount 10" deep. 

U.K. Distributors 

t Feldon Audio Ltd., 
126 Great Portland Street, London W1N 5PH Tel: 01 -580 4314. Telex: London 28668. 

MUSIC 
LAB HIRE 

24 HOUR STUDIO EQUIPMENT RENTAL 

01 -387 9356 
76 Eversholt Street, London NW1 1BY 

Congratulations 
on your 

25th Anniversary 
Cit 

Cable 
Technology 

CABLE & CABLE SYSTEMS 

72 -74 EVERSHOLT STREET, LONDON NW1 1BY TELEPHONE 01 -388 5392 

Congratulations 

To 

Studio Sound 

"Dynamic Progress" 

DRAWMER 

MARKETING & SALES 

01 -943 1368 
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Solid State Logic congratulates 
Studio Sound on 25 years of 

distinguished publication. 
The recording industry owes you a great deal. 

(We for example now owe you £305.00) 

Solid State Logic 
Solid State Logic Ltd., Churchfields, Stonesfield, Oxford, England OX7 2PQ. Tel: (099) 389 8282. Telex: 837400 SSL OX. 

Turning Silver.. 
Going for Gold 

Well we did win our Gold five 
years ago, so being around that little 
longer gives us great pleasure in 
congratulating Studio Sound on 
reaching their 25th Anniversary. 

Good luck over the next 25 years! 

beyerdynamic 1110 

Excellence in sound 
BeyerDynamic (G.B.) Ltd., 1 Clair Road, 

Haywards Heath, Sussex RH16 3DP 
Tel: (0444) 451003. 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
ON 25 YEARS 

OF STUDIO SOUND 

Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd. 
97 -99 Dean Street, London W1V SRA. 
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HEARTIEST 
CONGRATULATIONS 

from 

and best wishes 
for the future 

23 Chestnut Avenue 
Chorleywood, Herts 
England WD3 4HA 
phone 0923 772907 

,,,.. 
,,.- ,,. 

Hilton Sound Ltd 

The No. 1 Studio Effects Hire Company 

would like to congratulate 
The No. 1 Professional Recording Magazine 

on their 25th Anniversary. 

01 -708 0483 

In the cellar of Marquee Castled LA a celebration is in progress... 

FUNNY 
cos IT'S 25 YEARS S /MCE 
7HE MARQUEE r', st Gol 
IT'S AcT 7o ETHER AND 
25 WEEKS S /NcE 
MARQUEE E .EcrRoNicS 
BURST °Afro THE SCENE! 

/ 

LI_ `, 
,, " i I ,-;;, . \ ." .iWmwil_'- . .1 . ¡. iT,. ` ;..,a11_Is'i 

1a. ,. . -7_t+-\ _r. .. 
, \ -R1= i... k-.s.e-=-r - CL-1f 

ItlarqueF 61Fc 
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nlcs Sales,Servicing and Rentals till 11 pm 

90 Wardour Street, London W1 Tel:01 -439 8421 
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We'd like to congratulate Studio Sound on 
their twenty -fifth birthday. 

A quarter of a century at the top in 
a business like theirs is no mean achievement, 
especially considering the ever -increasing 
range of equipment to be tested, reviewed and 
discussed. 

Although we're somewhat younger than 
Studio Sound, we can still claim over 12 years 
experience in the recording industry. 

We've supplied major recording studios 
and broadcasting organisations all over the 
world with a wide range of sound equipment. 

For further details about ITA, check 
out our ads in this edition of Studio Sound or 
contact Mick Boggis at ITA, 1, Felgate Mews, 
Studland Street, London W6 9JT. Telephone: 
01 -748 9009. 
INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS - - - -- 
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION ilia 

ALL THE BEST FROM ITA. 

ACCESSIT AHB AKG ALICE 
AMPEX A.M.S. AURATONE 
BEL BEYER CALREC CUTEC 

D&R DBX DEDICATED MICRO 
PROCESSORS DELTALAB 

DRAWMER EVENTIDE FOSTEX 
GREAT BRITISH SPRING C I H H O 

IBANEZ ITAM JBL KLARK- 
TEKNIK KORG LINN M.P.C. 

MXR NEUMANN N.S.F. 
OTARI P.E.P. PENTAGON 

QUAD REBIS REVOX ROLAND 
R.S.D. SECK SHURE 

SOUNDCRAFT SPENDOR 
STATRAK TANNOY TASCAM 

T.C. ELECTRONICS TDK 
TRIDENT URSA MAJOR 

VALLEY PEOPLE VESTA -FIRE 
WEBBER YAMAHA 3M 

STUDIO SOUND'S TWENTY FIFTH. 
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Audio + Design 
The Hit Sound in Audio Science 

RAPER & 
WAYMAN 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

t 
0 
A 

0 
0 
0 

25 

o 

D 
D 
R 

D 
0 

0 

25 

o 

R 

0 

L 
Congratulations on +25 

May you continue to maintain 
this high level 

34 Danbury Street, London N1 Telephone 01-359 9342/3030 
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J 

Advanced Music Systems 
congratulate Studio Sound 

on their first 25 years 
now that 

n 
Advanced Music Systems 

Wallstreams Lane 
Worsthome Village, Burnley, Lancashire 

Tel: (0282) 36943 
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25 years of 
studio sound 

Many 
Congratulations. 

U.K.: AUDIO KINETICS (U.K.) LIMITED, Kinetic Centre, Theobald Street, Borehamwood, 
Hertfordshire WD6 4PJ England. Tel. 01 -953 8118 Telex 299951 (Kintek G) 

U.S.A.: AUDIO KINETICS INC., 4721 Laurel Canyon Boulevard, Suite 209, North Hollywood, 
California 91607, U.S.A. Tel. 980 5717 Telex 230 194 781 
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Many congratulations to Studio Sound, the 
best studio mag by far. The multicoloured 

responses to our advertisements bears 
witness to the many parts other don't reach. 

STEVE BROWN 
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Everyone at Studio Sound would 
like to take this opportunity of 

thanking all our readers and 
advertisers, past and present, for 

their support in enabling us to 
L.72 produce this special 25th anniversary 

edition and making it the largest 
8 issue ever. 
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5 
INTO 
THE 

FUTURE 
We have been waiting in the 
reception area for only a few 
minutes when our guide emerges 
from Studio 2 to show us 
around. We take with us our 
hand -held display pads on which 
we will take notes for the article 
we expect to write as a result of 
this visit. On the way to the 
studio I sign off from the 
information system I was using 
to check the appearance of the 
menu page for the April 2009 
issue of Studio -a regularly - 
updated on -line database on all 
aspects of recording. We are 
ushered into a spacious, 
comfortable room. There are a 
number of chairs around the 
room, which has a deep pile 
carpet and an obvious degree of 
acoustic treatment. 

The front of the room is 
dominated by a large screen 
which stretches across from one 
wall to the other. A frozen image 
is on the screen, showing a 
number of musicians, some 
seated in front of display screens 
and others standing, holding 
various forms of devices, some 
flat and touch -sensitive, others 
more like soprano saxophones, 
and still others with a number of 
long, touch -sensitive strips along 
them. To one side is a four -piece 
brass section. Not a microphone 
is to be seen. Inset into the main 
screen are a number of displays: 
on the left, two status displays 
indicate data on a selection of 
audio channels in a number of 
colours, while on the other side a 
display pair shows musical 
notation of a complex sort plus a 
number of multi -voice 
instrument displays. 

Eight planar loudspeakers are in 
the corners of the roughly 
rectangular room, but they are 
presently silent. Indeed, the 
silence in the room is only broken 
by a barely perceptible whirr of 
air -conditioning, and the sound of 
tapping on a keypad. 

To one side is a recording 

by Richard Elen 
booth, with a window looking into 
the room. It is a good deal smaller 
than the control room. 

Two of the chairs -placed 
seemingly at random in the 
room -are occupied, one by the 
producer, who has a flat, wide 
control surface across between 
the arms of his chair, and the 
other by a musician who is 
intently keying instructions into 
a similar control surface, this 
one handling the control of a 
synthesiser. A third chair, 
obviously previously occupied by 
our guide, has its own control 
surface which appears identical 
to the one the producer is using, 
but with the addition of a 
number of other controls 
including a track ball. It is 
presently hinged up to allow the 
engineer to sit down. There 
appears to be no other 
equipment in the room. 

As we enter, the producer and 
the musician turn round and 
welcome us. Our guide 
introduces us to them, and we 
learn that they are in the final 
stages of overdubs for an album 
by one of the top bands of the 
day. It is notable for the fact 
that although it will be released 
in the Lasercard and CD formats, 
the multi -channel data is being 
stored on a new device which 
uses a complex crystal lattice for 
storage -it is this that we are 
particularly interested in, as it is 
the first studio in the country to 
have a production model -not 
that we can see any evidence of 
the device! 

The engineer indicates a 
couple of chairs to us and we sit 
down, pulling the chairs forward 
so that I am next to the engineer 
and producer, and my 
colleague -our music system 
specialist -is next to the 
musician. 

"I doubt if you'll notice 

anything particularly unusual 
about the setup in here ", says 
our guide, "the DSC system is in 
the other room with all the rest 
of the stuff. We'll be having a 
break in a few minutes, then I'll 
show it to you. In the meantime, 
have a look at what we're 
doing ". He turns back to the 
screen and clips his keypad into 
position across the arms of the 
chairs. He moves a stylus in a 
swirling motion on the control 
surface and the image begins to 
move, at high speed, in rewind. 
It rapidly stops at a start cue 
point which is indicated in a 
timecode format on one of the 
status displays. He moves the 
stylus again and I notice a cursor 
on the status screen inset follow 
his movement as he calls up a 
cue point from the memory and 
its timecode value and title 
appear on the screen. He looks 
towards the musician. "We'll 
play from the top and drop in, 
OK ?" The musician nods and the 
engineer puts the cursor over the 
'play' label on- screen. The image 
begins to move, and a couple of 
coloured markers come up on 
the engineer's display indicating 
the selected track for the drop - 
in. Then the display dissolves, to 
be replaced by a set of level 
indicators. At the same moment, 
the room is filled with a virtually 
solid sound- image, in all three 
dimensions as the track begins 
with a pulsating bass line which 
is rapidly joined by drums, 
guitar -like sounds and some 
heavy synthesised chords. A 
horizontal bar along the base of 
the main screen begins to move 
along a scale representing the 
duration of the song, inching its 
way towards a red marker 
indicating the drop -in. What is 
obviously a guide vocal comes in 
briefly, rather too loud, and the 
engineer rapidly drops its level 

to a more suitable setting, and 
its bar -graph drops accordingly. 

Meanwhile the musician is 
awaiting the entry point. Since 
all the systems in the room are 
slaved to the same timecode, the 
data representing the synthesiser 
signal has already been 
activated, and his previously - 
stored data track is being read 
out, producing sounds we cannot 
presently hear. The drop -in itself 
will take place automatically at 
the solo section -a point which 
the musician labelled before we 
came in -so he is free to gear 
himself up for the entry. He 
makes some minor adjustments 
in a slightly nervous fashion as 
the solo approaches. A count -in 
display appears, the track 
display bar turns red, and he's 
in, both hands moving rapidly 
across the control surface and 
producing a wild solo of 
swooping portamento, note- 
bending and vibrato. He is 
rapidly switching the auto- 
correct sensing in and out so as 
to improvise on the stored line, 
which incorporates some of his 
previous attempts as well as pre- 
programmed straighter passages. 
With a descending swoop of 
sound, he drops out at the 
correct spot. The track plays on 
to the vocal entry and freezes. 
My colleague is most impressed 
by the capabilities of this 
particular synth -it too is a new 
model, from Fairlight 
Instruments. Using a standard 
control surface and hardware, 
the software was only received 
on -line from the factory the 
previous week. Everyone looks 
at each other, impressed. "That 
was it, I think ... wasn't it ?" 
queries the engineer, and we all 
nod our heads. "Very 
impressive ", says my colleague. 
"A suitable point for a break ?" 
suggests the engineer as we get 
up from our chairs. "I'll show 
you the DSC now, if you'd like 
to come through to the 
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equipment room..." My notes 
will have to wait until later. The 
screen goes dark except for the 
synth displays. My colleague is 
obviously going to get a 
demonstration of the machine 
over lunch, while I have a look 
at the DSC. 

I follow the engineer through 
the door and into another, small 
room. The walls are lined with 
various racks of equipment, and 
in the centre of the room is a 
terminal sitting next to a squat 
box on a table. The VDU shows 
a bar display identical to that we 
saw in the other room. "Well, 
here it is... our new toy ", says 
the engineer. "I think it's only 
the second in the country, and 
the first to be installed. We'll be 
putting it into the rack when 
we're sure that it's all behaving 
itself. And here ", he says, 
opening a door on the front of 
the box, "is the heart of the 
thing, the crystal storage 
module." He carefully slides out 
a clear block about 2 in square. 

Inside is a faintly blue 
multifaceted crystal, with a fine 
web of barely -visible wires 
leading from it to the edges of 
the cube where contacts are 
noticeable as small golden points 
in grooves along four sides of 
the block. "Not much to look at, 
really...but a good deal more 
expensive than it looks! I 

suppose it doesn't have the same 
obvious storage quality as a 
normal data disk!" He points 
towards the Sony/KDD Optidisk 
recorder and the rack of blank 
12 in laser -cut read /write silver 
disks beside it. "I mean, it is 
rather easier to relate to that sort 
of technology -it's just a clever 
CD, really. But things are 
moving very fast these 
days -that machine is only two 
or three years old, after all." We 
talk briefly about the impact that 
crystal storage is likely to have 
on the consumer market. "Well, 
the only thing I'd say about that 
is the price at the moment. I 
don t see it as a consumer 

format. And we've only just had 
a new format introduced. Who's 
going to want to go out and get 
a crystal system in the next few 
years, when they've got all those 
CDs and now Lasercards, at the 
price they'll have to be to cover 
the development cost? I mean, 
we're still wondering if this thing 
is really worth the money. It's 
obviously the way to go, but I 

was very tempted to let a few 
other people get them in first 
and see if the price comes down. 
But at least, as you can use 
exactly the same system for 
video, not to mention other data 
storage applications, the market 
should be big enough for the 
price to drop pretty sharpish. 
And you can still transfer from 
one system to the other; they're 
both AES standard, 32 -bit 
64 kHz, so there'll be no 
problems there, thank goodness. 
But as far as consumers are 
concerned, I still wonder if we 
won't be seeing on -line access to 
video music instead of another 

discrete system. It's been 
possible for years, it's just that 
the cable crash in the Eighties 
made everyone very wary of 
using that kind of system for 
access to entertainment 
channels. But even there, they 
could use normal broadcast 
dataplex for it- there's plenty of 
room. You only need to send the 
four audio channels and the 
pictures after all. Unless, of 
course, that Russian holographic 
projection system gets off the 
ground: that'll need much more 
bandwidth." 

CD, of course, has had a very 
good run. And it isn't going to 
disappear overnight. It could 
well co-exist with the new 
systems for some time, like vinyl 
records did. I suggest that it will 
take some time for on -line access 
to videomusic to take off, even 
though virtually everything 
interactive uses that kind of 
system.. He agrees. It will take 
time, but a lot will happen in the 
next 25 years... 
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EULOGY 
As a recording engineer of some 
years experience, the author Dan 
Andlast is dedicated to raising 
the status of the recording 
engineer. He feels that many 
aspects of his work are still taken 
for granted and all the skills that a 
good engineer possesses are 
seldom recognised. To bring this 
matter to a wider audience he has 
prepared a multi -point eulogy in 

To clients of the studio 
Famous (and infamous) producers should respect 
the tools of the engineer 

The Very Famous Producer with more hit records to his 
name than I've had hot dinners (actually at dinner time) 
should have known better. He arrived at the studio promptly, 
as he is known to do, for what was ostensibly a demo session 
with a girl singer and her then unknown band. Grateful that 
the Very Famous Producer should attend the session in 
person, the band gave him a very large can of beer which he 
stood on the producer's desk at one end of the console. The 
designers of the custom console had placed the power 
supplies under this section of the desk which used to keep 
desk top comfortably warm. About four hours into the session 
the producer, not exactly noted for excess within the studio, 
decided to open the can. The violent explosion of frothy beer 
soaked the acoustic treatment in the ceiling (which dripped 
for days), took out two thirds of the input channels and 
routed everything to everything. I stared open mouthed at the 
damage done by this single can of beer while the Very 
Famous Producer turned and said, 'Don't worry. I've done 
this sort of thing before and I find it gives the desk soul!' If 
that was the case why didn't he use the studio again until a 
new desk was installed? With most of the desk out of action, 
we finished the session by laying mixed stereo pairs on to the 
multitrack using a complex patching system using the 
monitor mixer. 

The monitor mixer was dealt a blow by another producer 
who dropped MY mug of hot sweet tea on the thirty adjacent 
faders. Surprisingly they continued to work fine for the rest 
of the session. The following morning however all the faders 
were stuck fast as the sweet tea had dried. The only remedy 
available was to pour hot water in the same way the tea had 
gone much to the angst of the waiting client. That mixer 
never worked that well again. 

Between the two of them, these producers had written off 
the finer points of this console. Producer Two had offered to 
pay for a 'new one' which was considered very generous until 
he added that he was referring to the hot tea. 

Respect the engineer's judgment -if he thinks the 
takes are getting worse, maybe they are 

Certainly not an unknown case for many engineers. The 

praise of the engineer's role in the 
form of pleas to those he has to 
mix with (no pun intended) every 
day of his working life. The author 
further claims that every case 
history quoted is completely true 
which is probably more than can 
be said for his own pen name. To 
protect the innocent, all studios, 
manufacturers and people men- 
tioned must remain anonymous. 

band were laying backing tracks for a single. Recent lack of 
chart success made them feel an increasing pressure to make 
this session count. Things were however far from happening. 
After managing to get one reasonable take of the first song 
down, the band began to acquire a little more enthusiasm. 
Unfortunately the producer disappeared into the studio with 
his 'herbal kit' and the room filled with distinctive aromas. 
Take two was about the same as take one so the producer 
disappeared again, more smoke, and reappeared. Take three 
was definitely not as good as two, and four was even worse. 
The producer disappeared again looking slightly worried into 
the studio. The band were however beginning to get VERY 
enthusiastic and this worried the producer even more. He 
gave his herbal kit a real hammering and emerged from the 
studio an apparently happier man. Take five was rather sad 
and by eight and nine it was quite appalling. The band and 
producer were convinced that the next take would be the 
one while the engineer and tape -op just patiently waited for 
the post -dope stupor to set in having already tried to 
communicate with the producer and band to suggest that 
their judgement might not, perhaps, be quite sound, no 
matter how laidback they felt. These suggestions were simply 
met with mystification and suspicion. The band never had a 
hit record with that producer. 

Use your engineer's diplomatic talents 
There are probably no other jobs where the client and 

representative of a service company etc work so closely for 
such long periods and often under pressure of work and 
excellence. Most engineers wish to do a good job no matter 
how difficult their relationship with the client might be. With 
so much of the talents of a good engineer being based on his 
PR abilities, it would be worthwhile if producers took more 
notice of the engineer's diplomatic suggestions. For example, 
if the session is running over the prescribed finishing time for 
unavoidable reasons and the next session is beginning to 
arrive, it would be worthwhile if the producer consults with 
the engineer about how to approach the incoming client about 
having that extra half an hour. Most incoming clients are 
quite happy to delay their start by 30 minutes if the need is 
real and they also don't have time problems or session 
musicians booked. A polite approach from the producer 
together with an offer to stand a round of drinks or a meal 
will win around most people. The fling open control room 
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EULOGY 
door, storm into reception, `Why don't you go home, I'm 
trying to do serious work here' approach most certainly will 
not. While working for a studio with a back to back session 
policy this used to happen occasionally despite advice from 
the engineers who often would know the incoming client. The 
producer should also listen to valuable advice on musicianship 
from the experienced engineer. This maybe from experience 
of similar situations occurring previously or simply keen 
observation -`You know that is almost certainly the best 
diction you will get today. When he arrived about an hour 
before you did, that bottle of whisky behind the screen was 
full.' 

Have enough respect not to use the studio for 
rehearsals 

The studio is not the place for composing or making 
arrangements as a general rule. The days of the band booking 
in six months to write, arrange and record their album have 
thankfully almost disappeared. The engineer is a 
conscientious beast and will quite placidly do a good job. 
Should you have the courage, then throw down a challenge 
and stand back while the real creative engineering instincts 
exercise. Sitting around for two weeks for something to 
happen is the exact opposite to the conditions required for 
creative engineering. In these cases money is the sole 
motivator; or a conscientious tape -op with your home phone 
number. 

Producers with bad vibes should stay away 
The general manager of the British branch of the big 

American record company used to like to produce a couple of 
acts on their roster. He would bring in this band that 
specialised in good simple blues -based rock that was a 
pleasure to record, some of the band having been around for 
many years. The general manager was a very amiable person 
and the sessions were always looked forward to. 
Unfortunately, every one was a disaster. The very moment he 
walked into the room equipment that had been functioning 
perfectly 10 minutes previously, simply refused to work 
properly. Equalisers would distort, mic amps would overload 
even on low level signals, signals would disappear from the 
foldback and random tracks on the multitrack would not 
record, eg the snare drum on the best take. The worst was 
when the switching logic arrangement between the noise 
reduction system (not in circuit), the tape machine monitor 
logic and desk auto line in/out select simply changed its mode 
of operation so that it was impossible to monitor tracks in 
sync play. 

This happened three times over a period of two months and 
each session was less successful. The members of the band 
came individually on other sessions with no problems at all 
but never again with that producer. After the second 
disastrous session, I decided to ask the general manager why 
after such a bad first session he came back to the studio. 'Oh, 
you've got the most amazing bass drum sound,' he replied. 

It must have been pretty good to have come back after 
what that unfortunate man went through. 

Protect us from producers who believe that it is not 
possible to record a signal on tape under `0 VU' 

This is one of those problems that doesn't seem to be so 
prevalent as it was till about 5 AD (After Dolby). The minute 
your back's turned the fingers creep across the faders 
pushing anything that doesn't frequently hammer the end 
stops. Explanations about why this is not the best of practices 
falls on deaf (literally ?) ears and so the answer used to be to 
recalibrate your meters for the session so that the desk 
meters read somewhere between 5 and 10 dB higher than the 
true VU reading. The only way to defeat this problem is to 
install PPM type meters and this will almost guarantee that 
they will try to find another topic to worry about. This is, I 
suppose, a quite understandable worry of those producers 
who were working before noise reduction and current high 

output tapes but using your ears should tell you that tape 
saturation is only useful to certain sounds and that high 
recording levels can have very nasty effects on the accuracy 
of noise reduction decoding and `gutsyness' of bass 
instruments. 

Never ask for a rough mix as refusal often offends 
Well not quite the truth but surely a sentiment felt. How 

many times have you spent hours trying to recreate the flat - 
balance 71/2 in/s tape run off at the end of the previous 
session. Something magic happens to rough mixes and they 
acquire characteristics just not present when the multitrack 
tape is pulled out for the remix sessions. I find that the 
answer is to make sure your rough mix really is rough so that 
no one would wish to replicate it. This also makes sound 
business sense as it then becomes difficult to make any 
commercial use of the mix without remixing and paying for 
the sessions in full. However even this is not a foolproof 
techinique. I once ran off flat mixes with a dab of echo on the 
voice for a major international record company following a 
phone request. 

The studio was paid for the sessions but nothing more was 
heard on the mixing of what were quite commercially 
promising tracks. About six months later the producer 
reappeared with a different project. When questioned why he 
hadn't returned to mix the tracks, pulled out a copy of a trade 
music paper and pointed to the top five places in half a dozen 
European countries with my unbelievably rough mix selling in 
vast quantities. It appeared that the mix had fallen into the 
hands of the top record company management who got so 
used to hearing it as it stood, vetoed any funds for remixing. 
Producers please just try and understand that there seems to 
be little reason why the rough mix should have anything in 
common with the contents of the multitrack once the rough 
mix has left the studio walls. 

Don't try to convert the engineer to your religion 
It must have been the insecurity of the studio manager or 

some dark secret that he was hiding from the staff but for 
some reason he decided to let this bizarre 'religious' sect have 
studio time to make a single. The movement in this country 
was led by a very smooth young Californian who had more in 
common with the 'ad execs' we normally saw. The followers 
were in general earnest, youngish and mostly acid casualities. 
Some of them had been pro musicians and they were quite a 
good band in their way. My instructions from the studio were 
to keep them happy; try and absolve the studio from any 
further commitment to them; and get them out within three 
hours. As one of the songs was 15 minutes long there was 
little hope of that last point so we prepared for a long night. 

Little did we realise quite how long. The session had been 
tacked on the end of a long day anyway. There was little 
problem with sounds from the band but the followers 
numbered about 30 and they were there to reinforce the 
collective consciousness. This meant that the area around the 
drum booth was turned into a sacred area, a sort of altar. The 
studio area was redecorated with posters of their improbably 
guru and these were known as prayer points. Due to prayer 
breaks, ritual chants and the total disregard to mic positions 
by the musicians, it was about six hours before we had 
anything to show for our work. With the first backing track 
down, the second title was not going so well. I think 
somewhere this was interpreted as being negative karma 
from my tape -op and I. In any case the attention was turned 
on us and there then followed what was the nearest I have 
ever come to brain washing. We were already very tired and 
the undivided attention of about 30 people forcefully 
explaining how in five years this sect would be the sole owner 
of all sources of material wealth and this was to be achieved 
by business means and solid door -to-door conversion 
groundwork. If I wanted to be saved I should commit my soul 
now, etc. Although it seems quite ridiculous now, they were 
very persuasive and their enthusiasm did put a slight query at 
the back of your mind that maybe they are right? It was 
about three in the morning. I panicked slightly and made an 
excuse to phone the chief engineer. We agreed that the 
session had to be finished that night and that if I could make 
sure that they never needed to come back, there was a large 
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EULOGY 
bonus for me. Armed with this financial courage I went down 
to reception (which looked more like a church with a further 
20 followers praying vigorously) and phoned the tape -op in 
the control room. I had decided it was best if he went home 
and there was just me to worry about. On entering the 
control room, my rehearsed lines were unnecessary as only 
the band were there and they were talking about the music. 
Could I make the guitar sound like Stephen Stills was playing 
(yeah -easy answer!), could the bass be a little fuller? I then 
had an apology from the smooth young American and I began 
to warm to them slightly. Was this just part of their 
technique? Actually no. They had appeared to have given up 
that side of their work and the followers had all bedded down 
leaving just me, the band and the smooth young American. 

We finished and mixed three slightly magical tracks at 
about 10 the following morning and they left happy. They left 
and were never seen again but I'm still waiting for that copy 
of the single they promised. 

Protect us from.. . 

Over zealous traffic wardens VS the mobile truck 
The gig was a single day event in a large open air stadium 

just outside central London. There were about eight bands on 
and each would have been capable of drawing crowds 
individually but the UK bands had nobly agreed to step down 
and allow the two US bands to headline, both of whom had 
had several hit records in the UK but never played here 
before. We were very excited to have been asked to record 
the two US bands sets as it would be only the second outing 
for the mobile. The mobile had to be parked in the road and 
so we took great care in applying for parking permits and 
following all the regulations. Details concerning the height, 
etc, of cables passing over walk ways, etc, were measured 
and kept generous to prevent any queries. All mics were 
rigged and all worked. The road managers of the bands came 
to the truck and gave us the song schedule with timings and 
we worked out where the reel changes would be (only one 
multitrack in the truck) -everything looked good. The 
producer looked confident and seemed well pleased that they 
had chosen the mobile for the recording. By chance, about 
half an hour before the recording was due to start, a visitor to 
the truck mentioned the hostility of the local residents and 
police to the event. This was the first we had heard of 
anything like this. Apparently a group of local citizens had 
tried to get the event cancelled and also had the backing of 
the police but they were not able to present any firm reasons 
and so the gig proceeded although with an 8pm finish time. 
The police however proceeded to be as unsubtle as they could 
in their approach to crowd control. The first band played and 
the recording was very successful. There was then a break of 
45 minutes before the final band went on and this left them 
only 25 minutes to play before the official end. In this break 
however, a certain element of the audience had become 
slightly bored and vocalised it. The police panicked a little 
and told thé organisers that they were moving men into the 
ground and 8pm was still the finish. 

The band came on and the place went wild. Immediately 
mics began to go down so the maintenance engineers and 
tape -ops were sent to find out what was going on leaving just 
the engineer and producer. They signalled back that there 
were so many people and big star guests back stage that 
there was going to be little they could do. We decided to live 
with the situation until the lead guitar just disappeared. While 
frantically searching for another mic picking up the guitar, 
there was a loud hammering on the mobile door. We did 
nothing -it was a crucial moment -where was that guitar? 
More hammering. The engineer rushed to the door and 
opened it. There stood a traffic warden -no time for 
them-We've got a permit and we've also got 
problems' -rushed back to the desk. The traffic warden 

stepped into the truck and homed in on the producer who 
looked physically less busy. The traffic warden shouted in his 
ear but due to the monitoring level he heard very little but 
indicated that it was the engineers problem not his. The 
engineer is still going through his mics trying to find one with 
more lead guitar and the traffic warden is ignored. 

Not sure what to do next, the traffic warden decides to take 
some action and moves towards the multitrack tape machine. 
As quick as a flash, the producer slides his chair between the 
warden and the tape machine but in so doing bruises the 
warden's leg. After shouting something inaudible over the 
monitors, the warden stormed off. This was the cue for the 
producer, who was now very worried over the loss of the 
guitar, to turn on the engineer who was still alone in the 
truck. As luck would have it, the main guitar mic came up 
again but when the mobile engineer breathed a sigh of relief, 
he realised that the mobile now contained two traffic wardens 
and three police who looked like trouble. Before turning down 
the monitors, the engineer called the stage and screamed at 
all the tape -ops, etc, to rush back and drag as many people as 
they could with them. He then turned off the monitors and 
turned to the police. They explained that as they were 
expecting trouble when the concert finished, they had 
cancelled all parking permits and we had to move! Now! 

Trying to explain was useless. The tape -ops had now 
arrived back at the truck with about 20 people who positioned 
themselves behind the engineer and in front of the console. 
While pleading for reason the engineer moved back into the 
gathered throng and someone else took up the argument. So 
the throng rotated all denying who was responsible, the police 
began to lose patience. As they were young police and looked 
fairly fresh, they were not quite sure what to do next. It was 
obvious that we had to string them along -short of physical 
violence -until the band finished. So for 10 minutes while the 
tapes turned unmonitored, every trick was used to prevent 
the mobile being moved -temporarily locking the doors, 
moving people in and out of the truck and blocking the 
entrances, asking to speak to their superiors, etc. Every 
minute counted -a quick prayer that there was to be no 
encore and the hope that the gig organisers were under as 
much pressure as we were to finish on time. With only five 
minutes to go, we said that we would do as they said now and 
figured that if we went through the motions of breaking down 
the gear and cables they would go away or keep a distance. 
For some reason they did but they were most likely called to 
the stadium exits. On the stroke of 8pm, the power was 
pulled and the band tried to play acoustically but eventually 
had to admit defeat. 

As you would expect after an effort like this, the tapes of 
the second band were not used as the performance was said 
to be not up to standard. Surprisingly there were no 
obstruction charges brought against us but the producer 
never used us again. 

Telephone mad producers 
The busy record producer surely is very dependent on the 

telephone but why do they often choose the most difficult 
moments in an overdub session to shout at the transatlantic 
branch of a certain record company from the control room. 
Many artists have become ultra disorientated as they wait for 
the producers approval of a skillfully executed overdub while 
everytime you push the talkback to speak, all the artists hears 
is a stream of abuse from the producer at the unfortunate on 
the other side of the world. The engineer is not really sure 
what is going on either as every time he attempts to turn up 
the monitors to hear the artist, the telephone -bound producer 
turns it down again. 

Time to go to the pub. 

Drummers who . . . 

And nervous producers who would beat out tempo on the 
top of our valve (tube) mic amped console. It's alright for 
some of the time BUT with that number of valves there 
always seems to be at least one that's microphonic or slightly 
dodgy in its contact. We have forgotten these problems today 
generally but I still feel uncomfortable at the desk being 
tapped hard. 
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ñ SANYO 
we deliver! 

Why? 

SANYO makes Compact Disc 
for many of the world's 

best -known record -companies. 

Because SANYO has one of 
the very few efficient 

facilities for mastering 
and manufacturing Compact Disc, 

SANYO is experienced, 
perfect, quick and cooperative. 

So, if you are looking 
for a reliable partner 

in the CD-field, 
you too should talk to SANYO. 

For full details contact 
0 AES Convention 

M. Spitzer- Mileger Sanyo Electric Trading Co. Ltd. Paris 
Sanyo General Agent Europe 33, Hiyoshi cho 2 -chome I March 27 30 

Steinengraben40 Moriguchi-shi i4 Booth Nr.T46 
CH 4001 Basel Os. Japan 6 

992.15.21 
1. 

Tel +41 -61 23.45.60 . +81 ( 
Telex 62737 perf ch Telex 63353 Sanyo i 

Tel 
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pounce 
Complex 

It's now open. The first of its kind. The largest and 
most exciting electronic musical instrument centre 
in Europe. l Z 500 set of products on display, 
demonstrations and technical facilities. 

We've called it the Simple Complex. 
It's the one place you won't have to ask your 

way around. We've kept it as simple as ABC Each 
floor coloured to enable you to go direct to the area 
ofinterest. 

On our new blue floor we have the bestfrom 
the world's major manufacturers The latest in 
keyboards, sequencers music peripherals, drum 
machines and computers. Without the confusion of 
the mediocre. All products that meet our 
demanding standards of innovation and design. 

On our red oorwecontinuetoshowan 
exclusive range of state -of- the -art computer 

musical instruments. Extended space, quieter calm 
and an atmosphere that youll find stimulating 

Our greenfloor is our new service centre. We 
have now set new standards in sevice with our 
professional concern. Standards controlled by our 
team of experienced and qualified technicians. All 
available to discuss your needs and give advice. 

Visit Syco. You won't have to spend afortune. 
But you will enjoy the experience. 

Syco.We are today. 
Syco Systems Ltd. 20 Conduit Place London W2 
telephone 01 -724 2451 telex 22278 SYCO G 
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Congratulations 
Dear Richard, On the occasion of your 
25th anniversary I, on behalf of the staff 
at Lexicon, would like to commend you for 
the continuing excellence of your magazine. 

Since the inception of Lexicon 13 years 
ago, our professional staff have come to rely 
on Studio Sound as the definitive 
publication for the high -end professional 
audio industry in Europe and the US. 

Studio Sound's journalistic standards 
and editorial content has uniquely met the 
needs of the technically sophisticated 
community in our industry. 

We also appreciate the fact that the 
objectivity and depth of your equipment 
reviews has been in keeping with the high 
level of standards set by your editorial 
policy. 

We wish you the best for your next 25. 
Yours sincerely, Ronald P. 
Noonan, President, Lexicon Inc, 
60 Turner Street, Waltham, MA 
02154, USA. 

Mic reviews 
Dear Sir, We were alarmed to read Hugh 
Ford's boundary microphone reviews 
(December issue) on two counts. Firstly, the 
microphones have been measured free field, 
when their only legitimate use (if flat, 
uncoloured response is desired) is on a 
large, rigid boundary, contrary to the 
suggestions made by some boundary 
microphone manufacturers themselves. 
Secondly, the reviews seem to imply that 
the frequency response and polar response 
measurements shown (forward hemisphere) 
are applicable when these microphones are 
used on a large boundary. This is 
absolutely not so. Both the frequency and 
polar responses of such a microphone are 
significantly altered (degraded) when it is 
taken off a large boundary. We have 
discussed some aspects of boundary 
microphone design and use in an available 
Audio Engineering Society preprint', to 
which we refer interested readers. 

If a flat pressure- responding microphone 
is flush- mounted in a large boundary two 
things happen: (a) the output doubles 
(+ 6 dB) at all frequencies due to the 
acoustic pressure doubling at the boundary, 
and (b) the response remains flat and does 
not show the on -axis rise which such a 
pressure -responding microphone would 
exhibit if used free field. If the diaphragm 
size is sufficiently small (of the order of 
8 mm diameter or less) this flat response 
will be maintained within 3 dB up to 
20 kHz even at angles up to 90° off axis. 
If an obstruction is placed between the 
diaphragm and the sound source (for 
example, by inverting the diaphragm 
mounting as is done in some commercially - 
available designs) or if the mounting is not 

adequately flush, the frequency and polar 
responses are more or less severely 
degraded, with no beneficial effects 
whatsoever' . And, most importantly, if the 
microphone is taken off the large boundary 
(if used, for example, on a small baffle, or 
on no baffle other than its mounting plate) 
two very significant degradations occur due 
to: 
(1) the loss of pressure doubling for 
frequencies below that at which the 
boundary size is comparable to the acoustic 
wavelength (change from 2 n to 4 n 
steradian loading). This causes a 
downward shelving of the response by 6 dB 
below this frequency (or, wired 
alternatively, a 6 dB upward shelving of 
the response above this frequency). 
(2) sound diffraction from the edge of the 
small baffle or mounting plate back to the 
diaphragm. This results in periodic peaks 
and dips in the response, and irregularities 
in the polar pattern. The smaller the baffle 
the worse the effect. In this regard, even a 
1> 1 m baffle introduces significant 
aberrations' . These effects occur in the 2n 
steradian frequency region. 

The measured curves in Hugh Ford's 
reviews display all these effects. It is not 
possible, on the basis of these 
measurements, to assess the relative merits 
of the different microphones when used in 
the proper manner. Indeed, the 
measurements serve mainly to demonstrate 
the poor performance of such microphones 
when used improperly, whereas some of 
these microphones actually perform well 
under the intended conditions. The 
measurements are not fair to the good 
boundary microphones in the bunch. In just 
the same way, it would clearly not be fair 
to assess free field microphones by 
measuring them when placed on a 
boundary. The measurements really must 
be repeated with proper boundary 
mounting. This will probably require either 
dual -channel FFT or TDS techniques to be 
used. 
Yours faithfully, Stanley P 
Lipshitz, John Vanderkooy, 
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, 
Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1. 
' S P Lipshitz and J Vanderkooy, The 
Acoustical Behavior of Pressure - 
Responding Microphones Positioned on 
Rigid Boundaries -A Review and Critique, 
presented at 69th Audio Engineering 
Society Convention, Los Angeles, May 
12 -15, 1981 (preprint No 1796). 

Hugh Ford replies: 
I entirely agree with Messrs Lipshitz & 
Vanderkooy and the sting of their 
comment is in the tail: `This will 
PROBABLY require either dual -channel 
FFT or TDS techniques to be used.' 
Whilst I now realise that I should have 
made more comment on the 
shortcomings of anechoic measurements 

on boundary microphones, I should 
welcome suggestions how to measure 
such microphones. 

Provided that free field conditions are 
met, measurements on conventional 
microphones are relatively 
straightforward but this is far from the 
case with boundary microphones. 

Firstly there is the problem of the size 
and shape of the baffle (boundary) that 
should be employed and its construction 
both of which affect the frequency 
response and polar response. 

Secondly there's the problem of 
producing a suitable reference sound 
field for frequency response 
measurement as the presence of the 
central boundary makes conventional 
techniques useless. Whilst TDS 
techniques can be used at a suitable 
distance (depending upon frequency) 
from the boundary, measurement at the 
boundary is another story. 

Soundfield mic 
Dear Sir, 'It's the quality that 
counts -don't get paranoid about the 
direction.' 

Above all one must try to be open minded 
in anything as subjective as recording 
music. So I stopped to ponder some points 
raised by John Whiting in his article about 
the Soundfield microphone. 

Yes, he has a logical argument, we do 
only have 2- channel digital recording 
available and most people listen in stereo. 
But then I walk in while one of my 
colleagues is listening in surround to the 
orchestral recording we have just completed 
with the Hanover Band in All Saints, 
Tooting, and my reaction is: to hell with 
stereo -this is better, a lot better than 
stereo, and even if only a few hundred 
people can hear it in surround that is 
important. More important than hearing 
exactly where the piccolo is, to the nearest 
six inches, because you can't at a live 
concert anyway. 

What is more I can't stand stereo, and 
ultimately we must all be guided by what 
we believe in, not what others tell us. 
Surround gives a better approximation to 
the live experience and is more satisfying. 
It is also far more involving. 

I have to stop and ask what the pure 
stereo soundfielders are after. Well, they 
are after clarity. Unfortunately they do not 
seem to realise that when listening to music 
live we are less concerned with clarity than 
with quality- mainly tonal quality and 
impact -and whilst the two are not 
mutually exclusive we do need to get our 
priorities right. 

Good concert halls have evolved to blend 
sounds together, not to separate them. If 
you want every instrument separated, 
arrange a concert in a large flat field. They 
do not build anechoic chambers big enough, 
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The Electro -Voice Sentry 100A Monitor Speaker 

System is the direct result of "human engineering;' 
with the broadcast /recording studio engineer in 

mind. 

High Efficiency Plus Extended Low Frequency 

Exceptional Power Handling 

The Sentry 100A employs a 

Super -Dome tweeter capable of 
handling 25 watts of input 
power (most tweeters operate in 

E -V's engineers have produced in this unit high ' the 5 watt range) while faithfully 

efficiency with extended low frequency response, I ` reproducing the programme 
high power capacity across material with response out 

the entire frequency range, T to 18 KHz and uniform 

uniform frequency dispersion (120° 

response and disper- O COMPROMISE at 5 KHz). No 
longer will 

accidental high- frequency blasts from tape head 

contact in rewind /fast forward mode result in a curl 

of smoke where a tweeter used to be. The optimally 
vented design is responsible for the unusual 
combination of small size, extended bass response, 

and high efficiency. Such performance is simply not 
available in other enclosures of similar size. 

sion, all in a compact 
rack mountable unit, 
with a steel rein- 
forced grille covered 
with grey cloth. 

Many oneialsatnocolp oduct 

SHUTINLEso,_.,\D arrange hands-on trials at no cost to you.Forfurther 
information please contact your E -V dealer or write to 
Shuttlesound Ltd, Unit 15, Osiers Estate, Osiers Road, London SW18 1 EJ. Tel : 01 -871 0966 Telex: 27670 Shutso G 

e 
GIESE LOCK SYSTEM 3 

No. 1 in Germany for Audio, Video and Film Synchronisation 

Exchange of master /slave interface cassettes allows the adaption to any manufacturer's equipment. 
Provides exact synchronisation of audio, video and film equipment using SMPTE /EBU timecode. 
High -speed timecode reader operates from one -tenth up to fifty times nominal speed, forward or reverse. 
Supporting equipment includes CPU -V24 interface, external keyboard with display and timecode reader with character function. 

OUR REPRESENTATIVES: 

FRANCE: ZENON, Paris, 3726892 
HONG KONG: AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Kowloon, 3- 025251 
ITALY: ROJE Telecom., Milan, 4696105, 4154141, Rome, 4743029, 4758850 
SOUTH AFRICA: TRU -Fi Electronics, Johannesburg, 011 -838 -4938 
SPAIN: SINGLETON Productions, Barcelona, 2377060 
SWEDEN: MSI- Video, Täby, 08- 768 -0975 
UNITED KINGDOM: ACMADE Internat., Uxbridge, 895 36313 

Don't miss the mark 
for synchronisation - 
contact us 

GIESE 
electronic 

Klaus -Groth- Strasse 84/86 
D -2000 Hamburg 26, West Germany 
Tel. 040/250 60 64 Telex 211 853 i 
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although some recent concert halls make a 
fair try. 

It can be shown (Michael Gerzon and 
others have done so) that to achieve an 
accurate re- creation of a live sound 
including its tonal qualities the response of 
the entire recording and reproducing chain 
needs to be uniform in all directions 
around the listener. So stereo via two 
loudspeakers will always be a compromise. 
The only way stereo really works is through 
headphones where the above requirement is 
more nearly met, but four loudspeakers 
using Ambisonic surround is better than 
stereo. 

We are not the only ones to find UHJ an 
excellent 2- channel medium. Listeners have 
not noticed anything horrible about music 
broadcast in UHJ when it was not labelled 
as such. They become more agitated about 
good or bad recordings than the system 
used. Even eminent 'golden eared' critics 
who proclaim that UHJ is phasey like 
many of our recordings whilst becoming 
enraged by others -in both cases UHJ. 
Their choice tells us more about their 
musical prejudices than about their 
technical judgement. 

An important practical point about 
recording in surround is that you must 
monitor in surround, otherwise it won't 
work properly. It is like hying to set up the 
microphone for a stereo recording by 
listening exclusively in mono. Setting up 
the microphone for surround using stereo 
monitoring will produce ill -defined stereo 
and compromised surround. So take 
courage and monitor in surround next time. 

I would reverse Mr Whiting's advice: 
next time you have an SFM available, 
borrow a UHJ encoder and decoder and try 
it in surround. You'll be surprised how 
much more like the real thing it sounds. 

Please, oh please remember that clarity is 
only one quality of a recording and a 
secondary one at that, tonal accuracy is far 
more important. 
Yours faithfully, Gerald Reynolds, 
technical director, Nimbus 
Records Ltd, Wyastone Leys, 
Monmouth NP5 3SR, UK. 

Digital 
misconceptions 
Dear Sir, I found Keith Armstrong's 
article in the January issue very interesting, 
it was welcome, too, for its pleasant tone. 
Obviously Mr Armstrong knows a lot about 
digits and after reading the article, I am 
not at all surprised that most digital 
processors sound so bad. 

My problem is that I have never heard 
one stand up to a direct comparison with 
microphone feed in a way that was even 
acceptable, let alone good, and I have gone 
to considerable trouble to hear a number of 

the commercial machines in a fair way. 
This has even extended to my organising a 
very careful double -blind listening test at 
California Institute of Technology, where I 
teach the 'Projects in Music & Science' 
course. 

For those who have not yet heard 
satisfactory digital sound, the crucial 
question is whether the problems are 
inherent in the 16 -bit 44 kHz format, or 
whether they are merely due to the sort of 
problems so well decribed by Mr 
Armstrong. The existence of even one 
satisfactory digital processor would be 
enough for me so the question I have for 
Mr Armstrong is: Can he tell me which 
one 1 should listen to? Or, if he knows of 
no commercially -available processors which 
go A/D and D/A successfully, can he name 
any existing unit at all which does so, even 
though it may not be an off -the -shelf item. 
Yours faithfully, James Boyk, 
President, Performance 
Recordings, 2135 Holmby Avenue, 
Los Angeles, CA 90025, USA. 
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Us and them 
Dear Sir, Thank you for a most sensible 
editorial `Us and Them' (November 1983). 
I have a pet theory about some of the more 
extreme Golden Ear expositions. Is it 
possible that listening too hard causes blood 
to mass in the auditory centres of the brain, 

resulting in temporary shortages elsewhere? 
This might explain diminished motor 
function (inability to whistle along or bench 
press your weight while bombarded with 
digital sound). Insufficient blood flow in 
the reasoning centres could explain some of 
the logical lapses noticed. 

I'm sorry that I can't cite any research on 
this but why muddy up the issues with 
science, nobody else is? 
Yours faithfully, John H Roberts, 
Phoenix Systems Inc, 91 Elm 
Street, Manchester, CT 06040, 
USA. 

Royalties 
Dear Sir, Thank you for the mention of 
PRS in the Business column of your 
October edition. However, the statement, 
'When a band or orchestra wants to 
perform music live it pays royalties to the 
composer through PRS' is incorrect. 

I am sorry that I failed, when your 
correspondent visited PRS, to impress the 
fact that PRS issues licences, in the 
majority of areas where copyright music is 
performed, not to the performers. 

I would be grateful if you could correct 
this point as it could cause unnecessary 
worry to performers. 
Yours faithfully, Miss Lesley Bray, 
PRS, 29/33 Berners Street, 
London W1P 4AA. 

STEREO DISC AMPLIFIER 4 
THE MOST THOROUGHLY RESEARCHED DISC AMPLIFIER THERE IS 

For Broadcasting, Disc Monitoring and Transfer 

Supercedes Stereo Disc Amplifier 2. Unique Response Variable Filter which provides, through a single 
control knob, a 3dB turnover frequency variable between 13 and 4kHz but always with an appropriate phase 
and amplitude characteristc for psychoacoustic considerations. Ring or write for full specifications: 

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh 
Surrey GU6 7BG Telephone: 0483 275997 

TWIN PPM BOX 
High quality Ernest Tumor TWIN 
movement in a mains- powered 
unit. The illuminated coaxiatly- 
mounted pointers of the TWIN 
offer an unrivalled method of 
monitoring stereo left and right oc 
sum and difference controlled by a 
front panel switch. Meets IEC65 -2, 
BS415 safety. Also single version, 
boards and kits for building into 
equipment. 

Ring or write for full specification 
of this or: 

* PPM2 and PPM3 drive circuits 
* PPM5 20-pin DIL hybrid 
*Ernest Turner movements 640, 
642, 643 and TWIN with flush - 
mounting adaptors and illumination 
kits * Peak Deviation Meter 
*Programme and Deviation Chan 
Recorders *Stereo Disc Amplifier 
3 and 4 *Moving Coil Preamplifier 
* 10 Outlet Distribution Amplifier 
* Stabilizer *Fixed Shift Circuit 
Boards *Broadcast Monitor 
Receiver 150kHz30MHz *Stereo 
Microphone Amplifier. 

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD. 
The Forge, Lucks Green, 

Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG. 
Tel. 0483 275997 
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Many options are avail- 

able with the MXT -1200 - they 
include pre or post fade bal- 

anced insertion points; a full 

cue /remote start switching 
system with two independent 
external drive circuits for all 

microphone channels to operate 
on air lamps and loudspeaker 
mute circuits; balanced indepen- 

dent channel outputs: PFL /AFL 

options on faders and push 

buttons. Auxiliary modules are 

options on the MXT -1200 too - 
they include compressor /limiter. 
oscillator,italkback and a select- 
ion of monitor modules, some 
with monitor mixdown for 4 and 

8 group systems. 

For OB and mobile appli- 

cations smaller venons of the 
MXT -1200 contain an integral 

mains power supply and an 

external 24 volt d.c. input 
facility. For permanent install- 

ations the MXT -1200 is designed 
for 'drop through' mounting into 

a working surface - the lower 

sections of the timber side 

cheeks and front buffer being 
detachable. 

To speed installation all 

programme inputs and outputs, 
which are balanced and floating, 
are via XLR and multiway 
connectors. 

The MXT -1200 
Designed to meet the 
exacting needs of 
the Broadcast industry 

Audix Limited, 
Wenden, Saffron Walden, 
Essex CB11 4LG, England 
Telephone: Saffron Walden 
(0799) 40888 
Telex: 817444 
Cables: ' Audix Walden' 
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As a professional you 
are more than anyone 
aware of the need for 
total comprehensive pro- 
duction facilities, a greater 
efficiency in studio usage 
with improved 'audio qual- 
ity'. You also need to 
specify equipment very 
accurately in order to meet 
your requirements. 

To achieve that 'edge', 
we at Audix have designed 
the MXT -1200 to contain 
most of the options and 
flexibility you will need - 
the result is a remarkable 
mixing system which can 
be quickly assembled to 
your design, from stock - 
at sensible manufacturing 
costs. 

In broadcasting it is 

virtually impossible to 
produce one typical mix- 
ing desk - thats why we 
designed the MXT -1200 in 
either 2, 4 or 8 group 
versions as well as radio 
studio 'self -op' operator 
annouce configurations. 

You can choose from 
a range of 7 frame sizes 
and 14 different modules 
so that mixers from 4 
inputs /2 outputs to 36 
inputs /8 outputs can be 
built up - to suit your 
applications and budgets. 

The MXT -1200 can be 
easily built up for announ- 
cer- operated studios com- 
bining stereo high level 
input modules and option- 
al wrap round free standing 
consoles. 

AUDIX 

MXT -1200 

FOR 

PROFESSIONALS 
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THE MANIPULATED MAN 
PART 2 

Graham paul Wayne 
In my previous article I expressed 
the opinion that industrial 
psychology cannot be applied to the 
study of industrial processes that 
never produce the same thing twice 
and in which the quality of the 
product is always an abstract, or 
subjective value. Further, that 

selection and training may not be 
formalised when criteria for such are 
based on the equally subjective values of 
creativity and motivation - requisites for 
people who would be good at their jobs 
in this volatile and unpredictable 
business. 

This article deals with the other aspect 
of Mr Hodgkinson's dissertation: 
ergonomics. Since I feel my previous 
comments dealt quite adequately with 
both GPH and industrial psychology in 
application, suffice it to say those 
methods are similarly inappropriate when 
considering the ergonomics of studio 
design and use. For these reasons I do 
not propose to dwell on GPH's article 
further but utilise instead my 
imagination, tempered by a dollop of 
common sense, to peer into a future and 
see what might, just might, be happening 
in the control -room of a typical state -of- 
the -art recording studio a few years 
hence and in doing so, map the route by 
which I get there. 

A writer must learn, if he wishes to 
write well, that the business of clear and 
powerful descriptions is his main aim; 
the business of naming things and 
naming them accurately enough to 
invoke the essence of the thing described 
to the reader. So when I came to 
consider this article I started, as is my 
preference, with the people rather than 
the equipment, and the name we give 
them -the job title. And I wondered, in 
light of the demands of this particular 
craft, why we call them engineers. Is 
that how they think of themselves? Does 
the name invoke the essence of the job? 

Like the way a middle class of 
managers emerged from the working 
classes in post -industrial revolution 
society, sound recording has produced a 
middle class of its own in the hierarchy 
of production. The pioneers who 
designed and built recording equipment 
also operated it -after all, who else knew 
how? These men were, quite literally, 
electrical engineers. Not very happy ones 
either when, as time passed by, they 
found themselves immersed in 
production problems rather than 
engineering. No doubt many of them 
longed for the solitude and quiet of the 
back room and the work- bench. Others, 

however, discovered a career in the 
offing. Engineering became of secondary 
interest in light of the ever evolving 
challenges of production and the new 
creative conquests demanding both 
mechanical and humanistic skills 
combined. Thus, a new breed of 
craftsman has risen from the ranks of the 
electrical engineers, unfortunately 
saddled with the anachronistic title of 
their forebears. Taking this title at face 
value, some engineers regard the word as 
a self -fulfilling prophesy; immersed in 
technology and technique, they seek to 
validate their existence by living up to 
the name. Others, the Glyn Johns of this 
world, fear the evident corruption of 
aesthetic judgement that seems to be a 
concomitant of such scientific 
orientation, and decry technical 
knowledge. Of the two groups, the latter 
is more likely to achieve creative results 
but it is sad to find so few people feel 
able to reconcile the two major elements 
of our culture: Art and Science. 

`We now turn to the 
other side of 

industrial psychology, 
namely that of fitting 
the job to the man' 

Gerard Paul Hodgkinson, Industrial 
Psychology, Studio Sound, 

September 1983 

Yet we must look to science for the 
materials with which to build a bridge 
across this yawning chasm. It is this 
august body that has dispatched a reborn 
Lone Ranger carrying the plans for our 
rescue. If we listen closely we can hear 
the thunder of distant hooves as he 
gallops towards us packing Winchesters 
slung low on each hip where they nestle 
in their disc drives, loaded with deadly 
silver bytes. (Avoids obvious pun!) In his 
hand, the reins of his trusty steed `Chip'; 
trailing behind, his trusty new side -kick, 
`Two -bit'. (Tonto was too busy writing 
diagnostic programs for his medicine 
man.) If you oppose him he'll rope you in 
with the fibre -optic lasso hung from his 
saddle horn and you'll get your just 
desserts: only the bad guys cross the 
Lone Ranger, ending up in jail -aka the 
assembly line of a Coventry car plant. 

Or not. Car manufacture is being 
increasingly automated, made possible by 
the fixed nature of the product and the 
task assigned the machine. New 
technology is the scientific contribution 
that enables these processes, giving 
instructions to semi -intelligent 

automatons and providing the means by 
which we can communicate with 
machines. Yes communication is a key 
area in new technology application and 
the growth of this technology will, I 
believe, be the predominant force 
guiding future recording studio design. 
Most interestingly, the self -same 
technology is also forcing another 
change, for people soon discover that 
you still don't get something for nothing, 
not even out of computers. Obvious 
examples are the young musicians forced 
by their drum boxes to play in time (a 
big relief, that) and the would -be 
sequencer programmers who discover 
that without some music theory ie note 
value, rest value and beats per bar, no 
sequencer will replay a given musical 
sequence. The benefits of new 
technology await us all but the price 
must be paid and frankly, the payment 
really consists of something we should all 
be glad to give -our resistance to 
learning and growth. The winds of 
change blow powerfully through the 
foundations of our society. No wonder so 
many people are shivering. 

How can the studio engineer escape 
the rigid definitions of his job and utilise 
new technology to bridge for himself the 
Art/Science paradox? I suggest it will be 
by embracing the concept of being a 
translator, a communications interface 
with the tools of his trade. No longer an 
operator, for the machines operate 
themselves, but a multi -lingual expert in 
converting the Abstract into the Defined. 
(A /D conversion ?) Future sound 
engineering will be incorporated with the 
inter -disciplines of production, the 
primary function that of bridging the gap 
for others between the idea and the 
technical realisation. 

So what environment and tools will 
such a role demand? Firstly, a nice place 
to sit and listen to music. Since that 
constitutes the main part of the job. No 
painter would seek to add colour to his 
landscape whilst working in a laboratory. 
Why then should we attempt to evaluate 
the quality of music in an environment 
like Mission Control, Houston? Lets put 
all that complex looking, almost 
deliberately confusing equipment in 
another room (incidentally protecting the 
gear from atmospheric damage to which 
the machines of today are becoming 
more and more susceptible), with glass 
doors and air conditioning at a 
temperature guaranteed to out -cool 
anybody except the Fonz. 

Hello, what's happened? We seem to 
be in an empty room, speakers on one 
wall, us facing. Have we removed more 
than a metaphoric barrier between the 
craftsman and his craft? 

Now we install a mainframe computer 
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THE WORLD'S FIRST AND ONLY 
AUTOMATIC MICROPHONE SYSTEM- 

FROM SHURE. 

Whenever someone 
as something to say in 
public, it's often the micro- 
phone system that makes 
c breaks their speech. 

Clicks. Pops. Crackles. 
Background noises and 
missed syllables. Just a hand- 
ful of the ha77ards that can 
turn a speaker's finest hour 
into a fiasco. 

Which is why we'd like 
to introduce you to some- 
thing completely new -the 
Shure AMS. Microphone, 
mixer and advanced logic 
technology, combined in a 
totally dedicated system. 

In short -a sound 
revolution. 

(Actual size) 

At the heart of the AMS are angle - 
sensitive microphones. Speak into any 
one of them within its own 120° 
'window of acceptance' and it turns on; 
change the surrounding audio conditions 

IT'S 
SMART 
IT CAN 

and it compensates. Quickly. 
Quietly. Automatically. 

The rear panel of every 
AMS mixer features logic 
terminals that not only give 
unprecedented flexibility 
but also eliminate many of 
the usual adjustments and 
controls. 

As a result no other unit 
sets up as quickly; handles as 

easily. And for larger gather- 
ings, AMS mixers combine 
simply to effectively control 
over 200 mics. 

The new Shure Auto- 
matic Microphone System. 
It makes speeches 
not mistakes. 

MAKE' SPEECHES 
. :r more information, write to: HW international, Dept SS, 3 -5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01 -607 2717 

SHUE 
You simply can't make it 

any clearer. 
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THE MANIPULATED MAN 

and interface everything to everything 
else. An A/D conversion of the mic and 
line inputs renders all signals down to 
digital information and from then on, all 
signal processing is controlled 
numerically. From the comfort of your 
executive chair you will be able to call up 
programs for the parametrics, 
companders, acoustic enhancers etc, not 
forgetting a whole new range of 
Meximegalon Multiflangers and the 
satellite link to a transducer /receiver 
installation in the Grand Canyon. ( "My 
Wem Copycat sounds better than that, 
mate! ") There will no doubt be some 
analogue -type controls, probably a couple 
of channels -worth of EQ and some 
assignable rotary pots, and I would 
expect to see a small fader panel that fits 
across the arms of your chair with say 16 
mini -faders selectable to your choice of 
function, such as monitor mixes or riding 
the numerous vocal takes. (Make that 30 
faders, will you.) And all this will come 
in a nice little unit mounted with the 
VDU, qwerty keyboard and numerical 
keypad on a freestanding trolley which 
will sit by your side, awaiting your 
command. 

Sounds far- fetched? I recently edited 
some video material at a £200 per hour 
facility in Soho which to all intents and 
purposes looked pretty much like the one 
I have described. Having few traditions 
to overcome, the designers of video 
systems incorporate the latest 
information- handling techniques, 
somewhat offsetting the fearsome 
complexity found elsewhere in the 
medium. The logic of digital signal 
control developed for video is gradually 
finding its way into the recording studio 
as digital systems replace the traditional 
analogue methodologies. Video engineers 
may be breaking ground for us all. 

Sound recording, as Keith 
Spencer -Allen wrote in his June, 
1983 editorial, is covering so 
much more technical ground 
these days that " ... advanced 
equipment will create extreme 
pressures to learn," and that the 
changes in recording practice 

" . . will undoubtedly increase the 
demands on the engineer." Almost 
contradicting him however, Richard Elen 
wrote in the following month's editorial 
that " ... the operational knowledge 
required for a piece of equipment -even 
very advanced gear, like a console 
automation system -is quite 
straightforward." (My italics.) 

But despite a difference in emphasis, 
both writers demonstrate an honourable 
concern over the virtual impasse which 
new entrants to the field and the industry 
itself find themselves in -that of training. 
Like the trainee, the `education resistant' 
industry despairs of an educational 

system that, caught as it is in the snares 
of its own traditions, fails almost 
completely to recognise the needs of a 
growth industry which paradoxically 
could benefit from a better choice of 
applicants and alleviate at least a small 
part of the unemployment pressures 
facing school -leavers. In the present 
climate, no training may be more 
advantageous than bundles of certificates 
demonstrating only an ability to win 
certificates. Perhaps this assertion may 
appear redundant in light of the 
diminishing number of jobs available at 
present with the encroachment of the 
ubiquitous autolocator units, etc, and yet 
new technology offers its own solutions 
to these problems. 

As Mr Elen stated in his 
editorial, complex function 
coupled with ease of operation 
is not enough. He calls for 
more creative applications of 
these new tools, and rightly 
so. The fiendish aspects of 
new gear lie in the sudden, 

exponential rise in possibilities for 
creative uses such devices offer. 
Certainly, the design and maintenance of 
these new technical wonders is a 
growing discipline, but not one with 
which the studio engineer need 
necessarily be concerned. We are 
becoming more specialised; others may 
well prefer the smell of solder. And 
within that creative specialisation we find 
new technology's answer to 
unemployment for the trend towards one 
man `self -op' configurations, I predict, 
will be reversed as a new breed of 
craftsman takes his place in the control 
room, part of a team pooling their 
knowledge of the rising number of 
creative possibilities that no one person 
can reasonably be expected to master. 

The time for warnings is past. The 
writing is on the wall. Pessimistic 
outbursts about complexity and 
demanding technology without a clear 
understanding of what the issues really 
are may open a flood -gate of Luddite 
hysteria in a crazy parody of the 
technical imbroglio that seems ready to 
overwhelm us. Claims that exacerbate 
the problem must be avoided, especially 
when couched in a doom -laden caveat. 
(Quote: "Overall, the future looks rather 
grim." RE's July editorial.) Not from 
where I'm writing, it doesn't. 

Those innocuous little dominoes that 
have changed their spots for tiny golden 
legs bring liberation to all that use them. 
They liberate time; time better spent on 
the constructive tasks of our daily lives, 
if we can grasp the opportunity. Studio 
engineers have this choice. I believe it is 
an opportunity that will eventually force 
itself on us for reasons beyond our 
control or even our comprehension. Who 

would wish to oppose these changes? If 
they bring new challenges and new 
descriptions of the jobs we do, let us 
welcome, not fear them. Perhaps we will 
see more people in the control room now 
we've made a bit of space by getting rid 
of all that un- ergonomic gear; how about 
an echo programmer or a harmonic 
mathematician (a bionic Meximegalon 
Multiflanger?), or an equalisation expert 
complete with flight -case full of floppies? 
Here again I draw on the labour - 
intensive world of TV and film 
production in which the team cover 
between them the myriad possibilities of 
their craft. Labour intensity should be 
shunned if man can be freed from the 
terrible demands of the assembly line. 
Labour intensity should be welcomed in 
those situations where man will never be 
replaced by machine; those capacities 
where creativity and subjective 
evaluation are of fundamental importance 
to the task at hand. More machines do 
not equal more creativity. Creativity is 
the exclusive domain of human beings. 
Only more people equal more creativity, 
if they can work together. 

It would seem our future, individually 
and perhaps even as a species, 
hangs on the historically tenuous 
thread of our ability to communicate. 
Not only with each other, but now 
with everything around us. 

Finally, a word on behalf of a chap 
who is, in fact, the most important 

person to, and beneficiary of, all our 
efforts. His name is Joe Public. He 
supports our businesses and our 
expenditure on the new technology, the 
R + D that develops it, our wages, rent, 
food and leisure. (At which point we 
become this Mr Public ourselves.) For 
him, then, it is that new technology 
should rightly offer the most benefit. He 
buys our products, not with any concern 
for the techniques involved but to avail 
himself of the material to which those 
techniques are applied. For all of the 
history of sound recording, engineers 
have struggled to overcome the 
interference with the material that 
analogue systems induce. New 
technology now offers the artist and his 
audience a most beautiful synthesis of art 
and science, both literal and 
philosophical: Music to Mathematics to 
Music. Untouched by human hand or 
device, the abstractions of art encoded in 
the abstract science of digital code, and 
back again. We are coming to the real 
nub of sound recording, which if I may 
allow myself a little scholarly erudition 
here may be stated in the Latin as Ars 
est celare artem -The art is to conceal the 
Art. Only now is it becoming possible for 
the musician to communicate Direct to 
his Audience. D/A conversion. 
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BUSINESS 
Barry Fox investigates the facts behind the industry news 

CD sampling 
standard 
When you next use a Compact Disc 
player, try listening in MONO. What you 
hear could help explain why some hi -fi 
purists don't like the sound of Compact 
Disc. 

First principles first. When the Sony 
1610 PCM processor converts an 
analogue stereo pair into digital code, it 
samples the left and right channels 
simultaneously. The left and right 
channel bits are then interleaved into a 
single serial stream for recording. On 
playback the serial stream is fed into a 
buffer which allows the left and right 
channels to be played back 
simultaneously. So the system is self - 
consistent. Signals come out coincident 
or coherent in time. 

The Sony F1 PCM processor is also 
self consistent but in a different way. It 
samples the channels alternately and 
plays them back alternately with self - 
compensating delays. This is fine, unless 
you mix systems, by taking a digital 
output from the F1 to the 1610. The 
digital stream from the F1 will be 
incorrectly reconstituted by the 1610, 
because the F1 digits have come from 
alternate channel sampling and the 1610 
plays them back as if they had come 
from simultaneous channel sampling. So 
the left and right channels end up - 

staggered by half the sampling 
frequency, ie 11.34 us. This creates a 
slight phase shift, mainly at high 
frequencies, which may pass unnoticed. 
But in mono there is HF cancellation. It 
is particularly noticeable if the process 
goes through two generations. Although 
few people listen to digital tapes in 
mono, the BBC soon found out about the 
problem because of the need for mono 
radio compatibility. Reading firm Audio 
& Design has come to the rescue with a 
matched pair of delay lines, one goes in 
one channel of the F1 record circuits and 
the other goes in the other channel on 
playback. So the F1 remains self - 
consistent but its output is also 
consistent with the 1610 standard. It's a 
clever idea, which A & D have patented. 

But there is a similar problem on some 
Compact Disc players now being sold. 
The Compact Disc recording standard, 
agreed by Philips and Sony, calls for 
simultaneous sampling of the left and 
right channels, as on the 1610. The 
player output should have a buffer to put 
the serial stream samples back into step. 
The Philips and Marantz players (which 
use Philips and Mullard chips) do this. 
But other players from Japan, don't. 
Some use a separate D/A converter for 
each channel but rapidly switch the 
output signal between converters. So 

there is an 11.34 is lag between left and 
right channels at the player output with 
consequent phase shift and mono roll off. 
Some players, for instance the Sony CDP 
101, use a single A/D converter that is 
rapidly switched between left and right 
operation. So it too has the same 
11.34 us lag between channels. 

You can hear the effect if you listen to 
the Sony, especially on headphones, and 
switch your amplifier to mono. Don't be 
fooled by the test disc, it has tones only 
on one channel at a' time! The BBC soon 
found out when using the player with 
music for Radio 1 on the medium wave. 
The BBC is now starting to use Audio & 
Design delay lines for Compact Disc as 
well as the F1. Sony UK are well 
informed and aware of the situation but 
believe the problem isn't audible. Most 
Japanese firms in Britain don't know 
what a buffer is, let alone whether their 
players have them. Another Sony player, 
the CDP 701 uses separate converter 
chips for each channel. Sony says there 
is still a lag between channels but it's 
inaudible. 

High speed tape 
I wrote some articles recently about how 
the Germans had used tape during the 
war. It wasn't just to pre- record Hitler's 
broadcasts so that he could appear to be 
in one place while actually in another. 
The German navy used them for 
transmitting coded signals at high speed, 
like a modern tape duplication plant. 
Radio pioneer Joel Tall of Washington 
(he invented the Editall block) came up 
with some lovely extra information. He 
was working with CBS Radio during 
WWII and in 1947, when Ed Murrow 
got back from England, CBS was 
switching from wire recorders to tape 
recorders. They used the Brush BK 402 
machine, invented by Dr Semi Begun, 
with paper tape that broke if you looked 
at it. 

"The Brush was far from a complete 
success," recalls Tall. "The AC power 
pack transformer was tightly coupled to 
the reproduce head, resulting in a hum 
level of around minus 40 dB. I rewired 
one machine with a 7 ft extension cable, 
reducing hum to about minus 55 dB. I 
used it to edit Fred Friendly's opus 
album I Can Hear It Now. Fred came in 
one day, couldn't find a chair and sat on 
the power pack. It gave him a burn that 
reduced him to tears. 

"At around that time a German 
inventor came in to see me, with an old 
Tonschreiber, the machine which the 
Germans used during the war to record 
sound at normal speed and play it back 
at any desired speed. The receiving point 
just had to know at what speed to play it 
back. A very high speed transmission 

could sound like a momentary, almost 
inaudible, squeak or not be audible at all. 
Anyway, the Tonschreiber unit was made 
with a four part rotating head. The 
rotation speed of this head could be 
increased or decreased at will. Also while 
the tape was going in one direction the 
rotating head could be turned in the 
opposite direction. This way you could 
compress speech but maintain the same 
pitch. The man called the thing an 
expander or contractor of sound and it 
could also change pitch on demand. I did 
once use the machine for a broadcast. Ed 
Murrow wrote his usual think piece 
exactly twice the normal length. I then 
played back that section on the 
Tonschreiber at double speed while 
retaining the same pitch." 

Time base errors 
and CD 
How long before the audio industry 
starts talking about time base errors in 
digital audio equipment? The video 
industry is already well familiar with the 
problem and professional equipment 
users correctors. But do all Compact 
Disc players use full buffering to ensure 
that the data stream off disc is never 
corrupted by time base errors caused by 
minor variations in speed of the low 
mass turntable? 

It is not generally known that the 
military has been working on the 
problem for at least 10 years. Although 
details are classified, the Navy uses 
digital recording and playback equipment 
to disguise its submarines which carry a 
disc or tape player to reproduce the 
sound of a quite different kind of ship, 
through loudspeakers strapped to the 
hull. The sub carries a library of digital 
recordings- trawlers and cruisers etc. 
When these recordings are replayed 
under water it fools the enemy's sonar 
equipment. Digital recordings are used 
because any wow and flutter from 
analogue playback and any analogue tape 
hiss, is an immediate give away. But 
rival navies found they could recognise 
recordings by analysing the signal 
received and spotting the characteristic 
phase distortion caused by time base 
errors. 

The military has spent millions of 
pounds and dollars on developing digital 
and audio equipment that is free from 
time base errors. Most, if not all, of the 
domestic players boast crystal- locked 
oscillators to control disc speed. This 
enables the makers to boast wow and 
flutter figures that are unmeasurably 
low. But what about the effect of time 
base errors in the digital bit stream that 
are unmeasurably low? Do they exist; are 
they audible? 
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Microphones: From the new C -48 

audio condenser to the ECM -50 

iiniature microphone, Sony's range 
avers every conceivable application. 
rcluded is the new 989 stereo 
iicrophone that employs three 
3psules and incorporates a facility 
w changing the directional axes both 

3motely and electronically. 

THE S O N Y, RANGE 

OF PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
BY FELDON AUDIO 

2 

Sony P.C.M.F -1 System: The 

)mplete 2 track 16 bit digital 
;cording package, Now with the 
.T.W. interface, recordings can be 

.ansferred digitaly to P.C.M. 1610 in 

eparation for digital editing and 

ibsequent transfer to either 
,andard or compact disc. 

-TC-D5 PRO Cassette Recorder: 
)ny's constant commitment to 
;chnological excellence is culminated 
this extraordinarily compact unit, 

ie TC-D5 PRO, with fully professional 
Jality and long term reliability. 

MIN -P42 Mixer: Sony makes the 
fficult easy in field production with 
re ALC (automatic level control) 
quipped 4 x 2 portable mixer. 

irect VTR interface. Ganging facility, 
an Pots, Phantom power facility for 
3ndenser mixes. 

.Sony MX -P21 Mixer: A new 
rolessional multi -purpose mixer for 
udio /Video recording and post 
-oduction. 8 input channels, 2 output 
iannels, plus 2 AUX outputs. 3 band 
/0, Pan Pots, P.F.L. 

Sony Audio Duplicators: The new 
ange of high fidelity, high speed, 

ound cassette duplication system at 
and 16 times normal speed. Depending 

n the system adopted, between 1 and 

0 cassettes may be made in one run. 
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CFELDON AUDIO 

The First Name in Sound Equipment Sales 
126 Great Portland Street London W1N 5PH Telephone: 01 -580 4314 Telex: London 28668 www.americanradiohistory.com
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NAS 
Terry Nelson investigates 

the current Nashville Scene. 

ashville- otherwise known as music is the way that it is now 'crossing 
Music City, USA -is alive and over' too much. The opinion of Tommy 
well and keeping up with its Donaldson of Roxy Studios, a country 
reputation. Though many N composer himself, is that a lot of music 
think that Nashville = country, being played as country is really 'MOR': 
this is not longer the case. "The fact that a pop or MOR artist does 
Sure, country music is a country influenced song does not make 

probably the backbone of Nashville but him a country singer! What Kenny 
there are a lot of bones on the skeleton. Rogers and Dolly Parton are doing now 

I was recently in Nashville for about a may be good, may be selling, but it ain't 
week and was able to get an idea of the country!" 
atmosphere there, hence this overview. A bit of fusion never really hurt 
As the town does seem to conjure up the anyone and fresh blood is often a good 
image of stetsons and high -heeled boots, thing but it does raise the point 'at what 
we might as well look at the country moment does one style cross over into 
scene first. another ?' 

That country music sells is without Another problem is that of airplay and 
discussion. However, there are certain the system of reporting stations. Here 
trends worth looking into. One of the the difficulties are twofold and can be 
aspects that worries people closely headed as 'playlists' and 'hit parade 
involved with the production of country charts'. As far as country music is 
Bennett House 
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Klotz. 
The best 
selling 

cable in 
Europe! 
1==c)- 

4 5mm INSTRUMENT CABLE 

f=cik= 
5 5mm INSTRUMENT CABLE 

=Wm 
80mm INSTRUMENT CABLE 

MIC CABLE 

2-5mm2 CO -AXIAL SPEAKER CABLE 

1 5mm2 SPEAKER CABLE 

MULTIPAIR CABLE 8 -32 PAIRS 

The superbly engineered range of Klotz 
cables, are now available in England. 

These cables combine excellent 
electrical performance with remarkable 

toughness, flexibility and ease of 
preparation. 

When quality and reliability are 
essential specify Klotz. 

For details and specification sheet call: 

01 -388 5392 
SOLE IMPORTERS AND MAIN DISTRIBUTORS 

C/t 
Cable 

Technology 
72 -74 Eversholt Street, London NW 1 1 BY 

KLOTZ CABLE DEALERS 
Kelsey Accoustics: 017271046 Turnkey: 01-2024366 

Don Larking Audio: 0582450066 
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MARCH MARS MARZ 
TUESDAY 
MARDI 
DIENSTAG 

WEDNESDAY 
MERCREDI 
MITTWOCH 

THURSDAY 
JEUDI 
DONNERSTAG 

FRIDAY 
VENDREDI 
FREITAG 

1 2 
6 7 8 9 

13 14 15 16 
20 21 22 23 
27 28 29 30 

Sony invite you 
to catch the dB's 

at AES... 
...nobody immune to sound experience! 

Sony Pip -Audio 
CD Modular System 

48 Channel Digital Audio 

MX -P61 (12 channel 
portable mixer) 

JH -110 B -3 -LB 
(Layback machine) 

and the full range of 
professional digital 
and analogue equipment . 

. and that's not all! 

v1 

SONY 
Broadcast 

Sony Broadcast Ltd. 
Pro -Audio Department 
City Wall House 
Basing View, Basingstoke 
Hampshire RG21 2LA 
United Kingdom 

Telephone (0256) 55 011 
International +44 256 55 0 11 

Telex 85 84 24 
Fax G2. G3 (0256) 794585 
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NASHVILLE 

Bullet Recording 'A' with SSL 

concerned, there are about 360 reporting 
stations and in many ways they rule the 
roost in airplay and record exposure. 
Basically, it is the reporting stations that 
make up the hit -parade by reporting in to 
the centres where the hit -parade is 
compiled. They are often on a very 
restricted playlist, say 40 at the most but 
often around 20, so this means that only 
well established artists will be played and 
that for the few remaining places it is an 
open market for all kinds of 'persuasion'. 

Recently there has been a trend 
for owners to take stations off 
the reporting circle -even some 
of the very important ones -in 
order to be free -er in their 
programming. This drop has 
been in the order of about 10 %, 
there being until quite recently 

roughly 400 stations reporting in. On the 
one hand it is a good sign to see stations 
being more independent but on the other 
it still does not solve the problem of the 
hit parades as published in the musical 
press, and the record buying public 
getting to hear about new releases or 
artists. 

Coming -back to the 'cross over' styles, 
there is the added fact that MOR country 
will find itself being played on both pop 
and MOR orientated stations as well as 
the country ones, nibbling away further 
at the restricted exposure available for 
lesser known performers. As far as 
Tommy Donaldson is concerned: "They 
have got to start making country records 
again and leave the MOR where it 
belongs." Why don't they leave it in the 
road, perhaps? 

Be that as it may, good country does 
still exist, as a listen to many of the 
country radio stations will confirm 
(though on several occasions I must 
admit that I was wondering what that 

record was doing there!) and even the 
'rebels' such as Waylon Jennings or 
Willie Nelson are firmly rooted in the 
country music tradition. And no one 
could accuse Nashville's own WSM of 
'going city'! 

Despite the problems, and they are 
real, a healthy recording scene does exist 
and an example of this was a session at 
LSI studios where country singer Gary 
Stewart was laying down a new album 
with a pick -of- the -crop session band. The 
refreshing change here was that 
everything was going down at once, 
vocals and all, and that very little 
retouching or over -dubbing would be 
needed. This, of course, is the way the 
traditional Nashville sound evolved. An 
already good sound was further 
enhanced by the togetherness you can 
only get with a group of musicians 
playing together at the same time as a 
band. 

However, as mentioned earlier, 
Nashville is not all country and there 
would appear to be an increase in rock 
and pop sessions. This trend is typified 
by new studios such as Treasure Isle. 
The first top class studio to be built from 
the ground up in Nashville for some 
time, Treasure Isle are definitely out for 
the national market and the first results 
have been very encouraging. The studio 
has been built and designed with an eye 
to the rock market and in fact the sound 
is often quite British sounding! 

nother studio aiming for a 
similar market is Bullet, part of 
Bullet Creative Group, Inc. As 
well as being music recording 
studios, Bullet are moving into 
the realm of video and audio- 
visual productions. Their large 
studio A can be used as a 

recording room or as a video soundstage 
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WHERE TO GET 
YOUR FREE 

BOSE SPEAKERS. 
Aberdeen Atmosphere Light &Sound 0224- 638955 

Aberdeen Thistle T.V. 0224 -52172 

Belfast Session Music 0232 -238502 

Bingley J.S. G. Musical Supplies 0274- 568843 

Birkenhead Hammersound 051 -652 -7474 

Birmingham 

Birmingham 

Hocken Sound 

Music Box 

Blackpool Stardream 

Bradford 

Bristol 

Bromley 

Shipley Dial 

Guitar Workshop 

Michael Stevens 

021 -459 -4242 

021 -373 -3701 

0253 -302602 

0274- 733828 

0272- 742675 

Bromley Prospersound 

Buckley Apple Sound 

Coventry Coventry Sound Services 

Doncaster Music Ground 

Dunfermline Sound Control 

Edinburgh Northern Light 

Enfield Christian Sound Services 

Epsom 

Exeter 

Glasgow 

Guildford 

Hadleigh 

Heywood 

Bootleg 

Stage Electrics 

C.C. Music 

Bodley Knose Audio 

Honky Tank Music 

Wigwam 

Inverness A.D.T 

01 -464 4157 

01 -290 0343 

0244 -542671 

0203- 453117 

0302 -20186 

0383 -733353 

031 -553 -2383 

01 -363 2337 

03727 -24528 

0392 -70498 

041 -339 -0566 

0483 -504868 

0702 -553647 

0706 -68766 

0463 -225523 

Leicester Carlsbro Sound 0533 -24183 

Leicester Roy Parker P. A. Company 0533 -833471 

Liverpool Hessys 051 -236 -1418 

London N7 The P.A. Company 01 -607 0087 

London N19 Gigant Music Ltd. 01 -263 6524 

London NW1 Myriad A/V Sales 01-380 0191 

London SE1 J.W. Parker 01- 237 7122 

LondonSE15 Robert Luff Hire 01- 6397705 

LondonSW16 Gigsound 01- 7696496 

London W1 Phonogenius 01- 4372676 

Maidstone CTL (Control Technology) 0622 -79151 

Malvern C & P Sounds 06845 -3607 

Manchester Drinkle &Mann 061 -789 -4209 

Manchester M.A.C. 061 -794 -1888 

Mansfield Carlsbro Sound 

Neath A.S. Music 

Newcastle Audio Visual Seen & Heard 

Newcastle Sound Electronics 

Newquay 

Northampton 

Nottingham 

Nottingham 

0623 -65163 

0639 -51337 

0632- 325736 

0632 -814248 

D.R.V. 06373-2804 

5.1.5. 0604-32965 

Carlsbro Sound 0602-581888 

N.J.D. 0602-414331 

Reading Orange Disco Centre 0734 -589453 

Scarborough Mustang Communications 0723- 582555 

Sheffield Carlsbro Sound 0742- 640000 

Shrewsbury 

Spalding 

Salop Music 

Owl Music 

0743 -64111 

0775 -69882 

Stanmore National Sound Reproducers 01- 9510222 

Stockport Power Technics 061 -431 -3508 

Stockton Bandland 0642- 605444 

Wembley Rossula Ltd. 01 -908 2525 

Wigan 

Wimbledon 

Windsor 

Worthing 
Yeovil 

M.A. Amplification 

R.G. Jones 

Windsor Music 

Broadway Music 

Light Systems 

0257 -426923 

01 -540 9881 

07535 -66989 

0903 -202458 

0935 -26743 
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AS YOU MIGHT EXPECT, 
FREE SPEAKERS FROM BOSE 
DON'T EXACTLY COME CHEAP. 

In fact, you will have to invest something in the region of 
£2,300 in the new Bose sound system. 

But so long as you buy the Bose equipment 
illustrated on the right (a pair of 802 speakers, a pair of 
302 bass bins and a System Controller) before 30th 
April, you'll be entitled to a further pair of 802 speakers 
for nothing. 

This second set of speakers allows you to corn- 
plete your Bose system. 

Stack a couple of speakers on each bass bin, 
hook it all up to the System Controller, and you'll be 
listening to a remarkable sound system. 

A system that comfortably handles up to 500 
watts of programme material. 

And still boasts a frequency response of 50Hz- 
16kHz at + a stringent 3dB. 

If you'd like to hear the new Bose sound system 
for yourself, just ask your nearest dealer (you'll find a 

list on the page opposite) for a demonstration. 
Listen to it, and you'll 

see why Bose equip- QME 
ment has never 
exactly come cheap. PROFESSIONAL 

BOSE (UK) Ltd, Trinity Trading Estate, Unit G2, Sittingbourne, Kent MElO 2PD. 
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NASHVILLE 

The theatre, Roxy Recording 

and they are in the process of installing 
the control rooms for full video 
production. Although full operation was 
not planned until the end of 1983, some 
TV specials had already been taped at 
Bullet and gone on air. 

For those who like to record in the 
peace and quiet and be out of town, 
there are studios such as the Bennett 
House or Castle Recording Studio. 

The former is in the little town of 
Franklin (also an historic site from the 
Civil War, by the way), just outside 
Nashville, while Castle are close by but 
in the open countryside.' 

The two studios are similar in that 
they offer top flight equipment and have 
both entered the digital era with the 
installation of 3M digital multitrack 
machines. 

The Bennett House is a classified 
building from the 1880's with the studios 
adjoining in what appears to be a barn 
and stables to the outside world. There 
is a large main studio that I was 
unfortunately unable to visit owing to a 
last minute closed session and a new 
remix/overdub studio in the 'stables' that 
were in the process of being installed. 
The new studio also features a 3M 
digital with a slightly 'hot -rodded' 
Trident Series 80 desk, and should, by 
now, be operational. The large house 
offers accommodation and rehearsal 
space with beautiful surroundings and 
has a very noticeable 'at home' 
atmosphere to get you away from the 
stress of the studio. 

Castle Recording Studio offers much 
the same atmosphere with the studio 
being part of the house itself. There are, 
of course, the added joys of the 
countryside. As with most of the studios 
mentioned in this overview, Castle will 
be reviewed fully in Studiofile. 

It would be strange for a town like 
Nashville not to have a lively music 
scene and there is always live music 
in a variety of places every night. 
The large percentage is country and 
rock but there are musicians in 
Nashville who are anxious to make 
the city known for other types of 

music besides and watering holes such as 
the Bluebird feature jazz and fusion 
groups to a large audience. In fact, I 
found it quite amusing the way some 
studio engineers went to great pains to 
explain that Nashville was `more than 
just country.' There's really no need to 
sound apologetic, guys! 

Nashville also means the audio 
industry, with firms such as Harrison 
Systems, Valley People and the main 
office of Studer /Revox, America being in 
residence. Most of the people in these 
and other firms have a close involvement 
with the local recording industry, making 
for a continual feedback of ideas and an 
awareness of what is going on -and what 
is needed -in the market place. 

Whereas the slump in the music 
industry has hit some places pretty hard, 
Nashville does appear to have been fairly 
unaffected by it all. 

Indeed, it would be truer to say that it 
is in expansion with studios turning to 
embrace video and the audio /visual 
media, together with a more aggressive 
marketing policy towards the national 
and international markets. Expansion in 
convention facilities, now in progress, is 
also going to put Nashville more firmly 
on the map and it must be only a matter 
of time before we see the AES 
convention coming to Tennessee. (Some 
people might be tempted to say, the 
sooner the better!) 

It looks like Music City is just going to 
keep on growing! 
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Audio +Design 
Worldwide Distribution. 

AUSTRIA 
Soundmtll Vienna 
Maurer Lange. Casse 113. A- 1 238 Wien. Austria 
Contact Peter Mueller 
Tel No 6222/8869 98 

AUSTRALIA 
Audio & Recording Pry 
5 Dargen Street.Narmbur. Sydney 2065 
Contact Ian Richardson 
Tel 02 439 7144 

BRAZIL 
SenonLtda 
Rua Antonio de Godoi 122 -12 °. Sao Paulo, Brasil 
Contact Sergio Petrescu 
Tel No two 55 1 1) 222 I I 

CANADA 
Gerr Electro- Acoustics 
363 Adelaide Street East. Toronto. Ontario, Canada 
Contact Bob Snelgrove 
Tel No 1010 416) 868 0528 Tlx No 065 -24385 

DENMARK 
SL T. Studie- &lydteknik ApS 
Helgesvej 9- I I. DK -2000. Copenhagen F. Denmark 
Contact Ole Lund Christensen 
TeINo (010 451 ) 34 1 284 Tlx No 22924 5LT DK 

EASTERN EUROPE 
Denis Tyler Ltd 
59 High Street. Great Missenden. Buckinghamshire 
Contact Denis Tyler 
Tel No (02406)6262. Tlx No 837088 TYLER G 

FINLAND 
Studiotec Ky 
Sininarhentie 5 SF -02600 ESPOO 60 Finland 
Contact Peter Strahlman 
Tel 358 0 514133 Tlx 125284 Tlx No 125284 

FRANCE 
3M France 
Boulevard de l'Oise. 95000 Cergy. France 
Contact Nicole Thuillier 
Tel No 1010 33 11 03 1 6436 Tlx No 695185 

WEST GERMANY 
Elmus GmbH 
Vertreibs.Kg. Berkaer Str 42. 1000 Berlin 33 
Contact Henry Kernen 
Tel 30826401 I 

GREECE 
Bon Studios S A 
14 Zaimi Str . Athens 148. Greece 
Contact Manolis N. Bofiliakis 
Tel No 3633 572 Tlx No 21 8725 BON GR 

HONGKONG 
Studer Revois (Far East) Ltd 
25th Floor Anon Commercial Centre. 2-12 Queen's Road West. 
Hong Kong 
Contact David Ling 
Tel No (010 852 5) 441310. Tlx No 60185 SRFEL HX 

HOLLAND 
Pieter Bollen Geluidsteckniek BV 
Hongsruglaan 83a. 5628 DB Eindhoven. Holland 
Contact Pieter Bollen 
Tel No (0 103921 424455 Tlx No 59281 

ITALY 
Professional Equipment 
20142 Milan. Vole Famagosta 37. Italy 
Contact Ermanno Parazzini 
Tel No 102) 817839 Tlx No. 312239 PROEQI 

JAPAN 
Nissho Electronics Corp. 
12 -22 Tsukija, Chome. Chuo -ku, Tokyo. Japan 
Contact Mr Takenaka 
Tel No 101 081 3) 544 8311 

NEW ZEALAND 
General Video Co 
P.O. Box 15-081 Miramar, Wellington. New Zealand 
Contact G Warwick Jenness 
Tel No X01064 41881 169. Tlx No. NZ 30129 

NORWAY 
Sry Ing Benum & Co 
Boks 2493. Solli, Oslo 2. Norway 
Contact Bjorn Benum 
Tel No (0104 72) 565753 Tlx No. 17681 

SOUTH AFRICA 
Eltron (Pry) Ltd 
PO Box 23656. Joubert Park. Johannesburg 2044 
Contact Paul Horber 
Tel No: (010 27 1 1) 29 3066. Tlx No 8 -9416 

SPAIN 
Fading 
C /Servando Batanero 8, Madrid 17, Spain 
Contact Felix Mayor 
Tel No: (010 34 11408 6808. Tlx No: 44330 FADIE 

SWEDEN 
Tal & Ton Ab 
Kampegatan 16, S-41104 Gothenburg. Sweden 
Contact Jan Setterberg 
Tel No: 1010 46 3 11 3 1 80 3620. Tlx No: 274982 Talo Ton S 

SWITZERLAND 
Wehrlr Audiovision 
Clarastrasse 49. CH -4021 Basel 
Contact- Hannes von Holt 
Tel No 061 33 2000 Telex 64531 
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Klark-Teknik DN60 : 
REACI'IME AUDIO SPECTRUM ANALYSERS 

Maximum accuracy 
across the audio 
spectrum 
Introducing the DN60 25Hz -20kHz 
microprocessor- controlled audio 
spectrum analyser - with its optional 
add-on RT60 Reverberation Analyser - and all the accuracy you'll ever 
need. 
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ANALYSER - 

Dedication is the soul of good design. 
KlarkTeknik are dedicated to making 
every product a classic. 
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Seeing is beliewing 
If you've ever spent too much money on a precision 

audio analyser - or too much time trying to figure out the 
results from a low cost model - you'll see why 
professionals prefer Klark- Teknik's DN60. It has all the 
accuracy you'll ever need - at a price that's equally 
realistic. 

The DN60 has controls that make instant sense to 
eye and finger, for easy use in a busy session, or just 
before a 'take'. Its clearly readable graphic display gives 
you precise information at a glance. 

Put it in a rack or any convenient position and you 
will have 30 frequencies displayed - to match the 30 
faders on the Klark- Teknik series 300 equalisers. Connect a 

Klark- Teknik ATl measurement microphone or the line 
output of any other equipment for the most accurate 
analysis. Or simply plug in the RT60 to make an accurate 
reverberation analysis. Together these options make a 
complete and fully integrated professional sound 
analysing system based on the DN60 Audio Analyser. 

Don't take our word for it. Take a searching look at 
the front panels of these superb instruments. You've seen 
other skilfully styled panels, but if your fingers have 
tripped over switches before, you'll soon recognise that 
this is more than a pretty interface. It's a practical solution 
to your need for information when you're in the dark - 
figuratively or literally. 

More than a pretty interface! The ACTUAL SIZE photograph shows the 0N60 in the peak hold displa 

DN60 Analyser 
A microchip breakthrough 
The new microchip technology has made it possible for 
Klark- Teknik to improve on their previously high design 
standards at lower cost. Skilful design techniques and the 
computing power of one of the new generation of 
microprocessors have both contributed to give the DN60 
Analyser unbelievable value - combining unequalled ease 
of use with the high levels of accuracy and reliability for 
which Klark- Teknik are known and respected in the 
industry. 

RT60 Reverberation analyser 
Add -on at little added cost 
Linking the add-on RT60 unit to the DN60 through our 
multipurpose interface circuit card creates a remarkably 
inexpensive microprocessor reverberation analyser. 
Special programming of the microprocessor in the DN60 
allows the reverberation decay levels to be shown on the 
DN60 display just as graphically as on a dedicated 
reverberation analyser costing very much more. The 'pink 
noise source built into the DN60 makes it easy to use the 
system noise method of reverberation measurement as 
well as the clapperboard. 

BUILT -IN RELIABILITY 
Both instruments are produced to proven Klark -Teknik 
quality control standards, consistent with their advanced 
technology. Only top quality components are used, and 
every unit is bench- tested and aligned before a burn -in 
period and final performance test. 
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RT60 memory is separate 
from the DN60 analyser 
memory, although 
controlled by the same front 
panel switches. Storage of 
reverberation curves will 
not erase previously stored 
analyser curves. 
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RT60 display 
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Specification DN60/11T60 Options 
Frequency response 15Hz to 22kHz 

Microphone input Differential .25mVÌNBar to I m\ /Bar 
Sensitivity 120dB spl - 50dB spl 
Powering 14 V dc. phantom power (nominal) 
Connector D3F -XLR 

Line input Differential - balanced or unbalanced 
Sensitivity +20dBm to -50dBm in 10dB steps 
Impedance 47k ohm 
Connector D3F -XLR on rear panel 

Attenuation accuracy ±0.2dB 
'A' weighting Selectable to IEC 651 type 1 requirement 

Pink noise output Digital pseudo random white noise 
generator with pink noise filter. 

Frequency distribution - 3dB /octave 20Hz - 20kHz + 1.0dB 
Level + 4dBm (adjustable) 
Impedance 1k ohm (unbalanced) 
Connector D3M -XLR on rear panel 

Data output Via interface' and multipin connector on 
rear panel. ('Interface optional.) 

Power requirements 
Voltage 
Watts 

110/120/220/240V 50 /60Hz 
Less than 30vA. 

Dimensions DN60 ¡1'60 
Width 482.6mm (19 inch) 482.6mm (19 inch) 

DI Height 89mm (3.5 inch) 44.4mm 11.75 inch) 
Depth 254mm (10 inch) 40mm (1.6 inch) 

Weight 
Nett 5kg 111.03 lb) 
Shipping 8kg (17.64 lb) 

Specification AT .1 MICROPHONE 

Frequency response Flat to 10kHz 
Sensitivity 0.5m ' per Naar nominal ® 1kHz 
Dynamic range 20 -130dB spl 
Capsule '/4 inch electret condenser 
Type Pressure 
Power required 14V phantom powered 

As part of a policy of continual improvement, Klark- Teknik reserve the right to 
alter specifications without notice. 

482.6mm 
466mm 
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

Klark -Teknik ATI Measurement Microphone has 
been specially designed as a precision transducer 
for measuring random directional sound with 
instruments such as the DN60. This makes it 
particularly suitable for reverberation 
measurement. It shows little difference in 
frequency response between sound directly along 
the axis and that arising 90 deg. off. 

The DNBO with incorporated interface card will 
interconnect the DN60 to the RT60 - or to other 
external equipment such as an X -Y plotter or your 
computer. (*Please contact the factory for 
interfacing information and feasibility.) 
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BEST FOR ANALYSING 
PERFORMANCE LEVELS 
AND ROOM RESPONSE 

Known for its roadability. 
Ask around, you'll find that 
Klark -Teknik equipment is 
known for its ability to take the 
hard knocks of the road while 
continuing with its smooth 
studio -quality performance. 

It's nice to know you're right. 
The consistently high accuracy 
of the DN60, and its versatility 
with the RT60 Reverberation 
Analyser add -on, can give 
added confidence to those 
responsible for the acoustic 
performance of public 
buildings and auditoriums. 
Specified as part of the final 
installation, the same 
instrument can provide proof at 
commissioning and continuous 
quality control for many years 
after. 

Visible excellence. 
Under the demanding 
conditions of production testing - of equipment or of 
recordings - the simplicity of 
the DN60 controls and the 
clarity of the display make it 
possible to maintain the highest 
standards of performance 
quality. 

Klark- Tleknik Research Limited, 
Coppice Trading Estate, Kidderminster, ^ 
Worcestershire DY11 7HJ, England. ` 
Telephone: (0562) 741515 Telex: 339821 IL 
Klark-Teknik Electronics Inc. ;rt` 
262a Eastern Parkway, Farmingdale, 
N.Y. 11735, USA. 
Telephone: (516) 249 -3660 

Your supplier is: 

'. klark.Teknik Research Limited. Design & Production by Nicholas J. Jones Graphics, Gloucestershire. England. 
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Eastlake Audio 
the standard of 

studio excellence 
in 19 countries 

EASTLAKE AUDIO (UK) LTD 
acoustical design, construction and monitoring systems... 

...WORLDWIDE 

EASTLAKE AUDIO (UK) LTD. 

97 -99 Dean Street, London W1V 5RA. 
Telephone.01 -262 3198 Telex:27939 SCENIC G 
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Microphones engineered to suit 
the most exacting professional standards 

Crafted in Japan 

Toa's RD series of professional 
microphones should prove fine enough 
to satisfy the most discriminating ear. 
Strict attention to quality and research 
into a wide range of varying acoustic 
needs and environments have allowed 
us to produce a line of microphones 
tailored to every kind or circumstance. 
The series offers a choice between 
unidirectional and omnidirectional 
microphones, and for outside use all 
are equipped with windscreens and 
offer a high resistance to shock, noise 

and fumes. To minimize unwanted 
noise, breath and pop filters are 
provided on all models, and the mics 
are all adaptable either for hand -held 
use or use on a mic stand. 
And behind ail this is Toa's assurance 
of quality - the guarantee of crystal 
clear sound, wherever you are. 

TQA 
TOA ELECTRONICS LTD., 
Castle Street, Ongar, Essex. 
Tel: (0277) 364333 
Telex: 995554 

r 
Please send me your 
Professional Microphone Catalogue 

Name 

Address 

SPEED, HIGH QUALITY RI EDGE 
FOR HIGH SP 

GATING. IT'S THE OTA 

IN-CASSETTE 
DUPLI uali with the Otari 

I high output and high quality? 

DP4050 Series you get both. The 8 times nor- 

mal speed duplication in a 4 track stereo for- 

mat 
oo 

gives you a C -30 in less than two 
and 

The copy wilbe of exceptional quality 
chits 

and 
you 

can start with a compact single 
to a dual 

ter system (Cl) and easily expand up 

master (cassette or open -reel) system with up 

to 9 add-on slave (mel D40 
Z3). This maximum 

recorders (model 

simultaneous 
es in one pass. That's over 

C-30's p er hour. 
ed for long, trouble- 

free 
DP series are design 20 ears 

free life. They come from 
more 

than 
ng They are 

experience in high-speed duplicating. e 

easy to operate. And, our modular approach 
can 

system expansion means that a DP system 

grow as fast as you do. perfor- 

mance 
see how you can get the "edge" in p 

mance and productivity, 
please contact one of 

our professional Dealers or ring us for full 

information at 0753 822381: Otari Electric 

(U.K.) Limited, 22 Church Street, Slough, 

Berks, SL1 1PT, U.K. Telex: 849453 OTARI G. 

[JUNOTechnology 
You Can Trust 

Authorised Dealers: 
ITA, 1 Felgate Mews, Studland Street, London W6 9JT 01 748 9009 Turnkey, Brent View Road, London NW9 TEL 01 202 4366. 
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See us at AES Paris, 
booth P.42 

Manufacturing and worldwide marketing: Creative Trade, CTAB AB 

S -265 00 Astorp - Sweden -+ 4642/515 21 Telex 72780 MILAB S 

AUSTRALIA HOLLAND BE LUIUM NORWAY USA 

Hagemeyer (Australasia) BV Selectronic BV Trans European Music Pro- Technic A S Camera Mart Inc 

02- 750 37 77 029775 -60600 025 -6918 23 02 -46 0554 212 -757 69 77 

ENGLAND FRANCE ITALY FINLAND 
Audio Video Marketing AVM MondailElectronique Professional Equipment Studfotec Ky 

091-48930 92 1 -873 37 77 02-81 78 39 090- 514133 
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The 
Ultimate Package 

Soundtracs 16/8/16 Mixer / Soundcraft 16/1" 
Tape Machine / Bel BC3 Noise Reduction System 

The combination of these three quality products 

represents the professional musician's ultimate 
package. 

Features on the Soundtracs include sixteen monitors 
which can be used on remix, eight of which have 

equalisation and fader reverse. Phase reverse is, of 

course, available on all inputs, plus 16 track monitor- 

ing. Phantom power is standard. 

Engineered and designed to the highest professional 

standards, the Soundcraft 16/1" tape machine comes 
with full remote control facilities and zero locator with 

cycle function. This machine runs at both 15 and 30 

ips, and has extra sync outputs fitted as standard. The 

SCM 761 comes complete with a cue light output and 

is supplied with a foot punching switch. 

The Bel BC3 noise reduction system was designed to 

be the ideal alternative to digital. A fully professional 

noise reduction unit for a fraction of the price. The 

modular BC3 is based around a slimline 16 channel, 

19" rack mounting unit. 

Come and try them out for yourself at Don Larking's 

demonstration studios, or phone us now and we'll give 

you all the details. 

Larking 
audio sales 

29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds. LU1 2NQ 

Tel: Luton (0582) 450066 Tlx: 825488 
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ASONA offers a complete program of 
tape duplication and winding systems. 

ASONA recording slaves are designed 
for cassette tape duplication with 
ASONA loop-bin master reproducers. 

The plug -in interconnection capability 
enables the number of slaves to be 
easily varied according to job size. 

Central bias generator in loop -bin, bias 
switch for chrome tape. 

Robust construction, with a minimum 
of moving parts. 

Low maintenance requirements, low 

ASONA Twin Slave 

The loop -bin /slave system employs neither 

We can tailor a cassette production system to your needs. 
Write or call for a proposal. 

ASONA is manufactured in West Germany by AUVIS ASONA KG, Stollbergstraße 7, D -8000 Munich 22 

Tel.: (0)89- 225057. Telex: 522084 AUVIS D 

RGflEX 
'BULK AUDIO CASSETTES... 

SPECIAL OXIDE FORMULATION FOR HIGH SPEED COPYING 

SUITABLE FOR ALL GENERAL PURPOSE AUDIO WORK 

Length 
C2 -C10 
C11 -C19 
C20 -C29 
C30 -C44 
C45 -059 
C60 -C74 
C75 -C89 
C90 -C94 
Library Cases (extra) 
Labels (each) (extra) 

TERMS. Nett, Cash with order 

50-249 pcs 
21p 
22p 
24p 
26p 
29p 
33p 
36p 
38p 

6p 
2p 

250 999 pus 1000 Et over 
19p lip 
20p 18p 

22p 20p 
24p 22p 
27p 25p 
30p 28p 
34p 33p 
37p 36p 

5p 4p 
2p 2p 

All cassettes feature 5 -screw 
high grade shells. Guaranteed 
for life against defects and 
breakdown in normal use. 

* The special Magnex high- 
speed cassette tape is also 
available on pancake - ask for 

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT prices! 

Magnex is distributed exclusively by Pangbourne Musical Distributors, Britain's largest specialist distributor of 
Audio Mastering Tape, Editing Sundries, Bulk Cassettes, Videotape. III Ltd., P.O. Box 19, STRATFORD- UPON -AVON, WARWICKSHIRE 

TEL: (0789) 68579 
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IÑTP 

See us at 
ASE -PARIS 

27. -30. March 
stand T81 

Stereo 
Peak Programme 
Meter type 277-400 

* Features 

* - Combined PPM and compatibility meter 

* - Selectable integration time 

* - Instantanious LED overload indication, adjust- 
able threshold 

* - High resolution (200 segment display) 

* - Controlled rise -time of display for improved 
viewing comfort 

* - Front selectable additional gain and peak 
memory 

* - Digital peak memory 

* - Intensified scale lines 

NTP ELEKTRONIK A/S 
Theklavej 44 Reg. no. 32426 
2400 Kobenhavn NV Telegram -adresse Electrolab 
Telefon 01- 10 12 22 Telex 16378 ntp dk 

COMPUTER MUSIC STUDIOS 
Sole importers and retailers of the Alpha Syntauri computer music system and 
the ever expanding Voyetra 8 - The Voyetra 8 IBM computer synthesiser 
system are pleased to announce two new dealerships to take them into the pro - 
audio market. Firstly with MXR, the full range of MXR pro rack mount, signal 
processors, along with the MXR drum computer and the incredible new MXR 
fully programmable digital reverb system at £1,500, and now in stock and on 
full demo, along with the new Series 16 recording desks from RSD. 

All our demos are by appointment only in our fully equipped 8 track demo 
studio, which has been built entirely around the equipment we retail. This gives 
customers the opportunity to hear and try equipment in a full working 
environment with no hassle or hurry at times to suit your own schedule. 

For more information contact Computer Music Studios on 221 0192 or write for 
details to 62 Blenheim Crescent, London, W11. 

Computer Music Studios 
Bringing you tomorrow's technology today 
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The entire audio industry is moving rapidly into 
the age of digital recording and signal 
transmission. That's why signal processors 
purchased today must have wide dynamic range, 
freedom from distortion, and the extended 
bandwidth necessary to perform in both the 
analog and digital domains. 

Audio & Design is the industry leader in audio 
processing techniques and technology. You'll find 
our equipment in such diverse applications as 
broadcast, satellite links, recording, film, video 
and even sound reinforcement. After all, Audio & 
Design offers the best and most complete line of 
processing equipment in the world with product 
reliability and customer support second to none. 

Be ready for tomorrow's challenges by 
making the right equipment decisions today. 
Contact Audio & Design for all the details. 

AUDIO 8 DESIGN (RECORDING) LTD. 
Unit 3 Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Reading RG8 7JW, Berkshire. Fngiand 

Phone 107 34J 861088 UK Telex 848722 

AUDIO & DESIGN CALREC, INC. 
PO Box 786, Bremerton. WA 98310 Phone 206-275-5009, 206- 275 -5010 Telex 15 -2426 

Manufacturer of Compex' and Vocal Stresser" compressor -limiters/SCAMP' modular productslTransdynamK to -band processorIPROPAK' EIAJ 

interfacelExpanderslGates/AGC amps/E0 and FilterslDe-EsserslPreampslD .A'sISMPTE 8 EBU time code products/Effects units and other accessories 

Audio +Design 
THE HIT SOUND IN AUDIO SCIENCE. 
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film or 
video 
sound 

NAGRA 
a passion for perfection 

KUDELSKI S.A. 
CH -1033 Cheseaux Switzer'and 
tel. (021) 91.21.21 telex 459 302 
U.K. Agents: 

HAYDEN Laboratories Ltd 
Hayden House Ch alfont St. Peter 
tel. (753) 888.447 telex 849 469 

The SIN SA 900B and SA 500B: 
with individual power supplies for a 
superb performance and unmatched reli4bility! 

x 
- . . 

. :.. . im 
SA 900B: 2 x 425W in 4 fi 
SA 500B: 2 x 225W in 4 II 
STUDIO QUALITY 
extreme low distortion 

HIGH SLEW -RATE 
exceLent transient response 

INDIVIDUAL POWER SUPPLIES 
very good channel separation 

SYMMETRIC INPUTS 
electronic balanced/unbalanced 

MODULAIR CONSTRUCTION 
fast servicing possible 

ROAD -PROOF 
very solid construction 

ROADY -PROOF 
5 -times protected 

INTERNAL COOLING FAN 
LED - INDICATION FOR: 
clipping, signal present, heavy overload/short circuit, overheating 

POWp EwLmeP 
900g 

PpWEP SUPPLIES 

STAGE ACCOMPANY Anodeweg 4, P.O. Box 426, 1627 LJ Hoorn, Holland, phone 2290 - 12542, telex 37989 Stage NL 

STAGE ACCOMPANY Vennweg 5, 446 Nordhorn, Germany, phone 5921 -16196. 
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tried, trusted, TRIDENT 

For the committed professional there is one word that represents 
the highest standards in studio hardware - Trident. 

The Series 70/Series 80B consoles and TSR machine are production 
engineered to the quality you associate with Trident. Off the shelf or 
customized you've never been able to ouy a Trident for less. 

Using the TSR multitrack machine as the foundation of the 
system, Trident pcckages cover advanced recording for the 
producer's studio up to full industry standard. 

The range consists of TSR 16 and 24 track machines, supplied 
with remote controls and full auto locator at a price that foreign 
imports can't match. 

TRIDENT 

The Series 80B is a 32 input, 24 group/monitor console, and the 
Series 70 is a 28 input, 16 group 24 monitor console. Both desks are 
fitted with a fully professional patchbay, 4 echo returns with EQ, 
and have the facility to use the monitor section as further inputs on 
rem ix. 

Your limit isn't 32 inputs, Trident's engineers will design you an 
individual 56 input console at a price which will impress your bank 
manager. 

So don't mince words - say Trident. 

Trident Audio Developments Ltd. 
Shepperton Studio Centre Shepperton Middx. TW17 OQD, U.K. 

Tel: Chertsey (09328) 60241. Telex: 88139282 (TRIMIX G) 
Trident (U.S.A.) ,nc. 652 Glenbrook Road, Stamford 

Connecticut U.S.A. Tel: 203-357 8337 TRIDENT 
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WITH 40 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF 

SEVERAL HUNDRED THOUSAND TRANSFORMERS WE CAN SUPPLY 

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF 

EVERY TYPE 

YOU NAME IT! WE MAKE IT! 
OUR RANGE INCLUDES 

Microphone transformers (all types), Microphore Splitter/Combiner transfor- 
me-s. Input and Output transformers, Direct Injection transformers for Guitars, 
Mu ti- Secondary output transformers, Bridging transformers, Line transformers. 
Line transformers to G.P.O. Isolating Test Specification, Tapped impedance 
matching transformers, Gramophone Pickup transformers, Audio Mixing Desk 
transformers (all types), Miniature transformers, Microminiature transformers 
for PCB mounting, Experimental transformers, Ultra low frequency transfor- 
mers, Ultra linear and other transformers for Valve Amplifiers up to 500 watts, 
Inductive Loop Transformers, Smoothing Chokes, Filter inductors, 
Amplifier to 100 volt line transformers (from a few watts up to 1000 watts), 100 

volt line transformers to speakers, Speaker matcning transformers (all powers), 
Column Loudspeaker transformers up to 300 watts or more. 

We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI -FI 

QUALITY OR P.A. QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND 
WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANS- 
FORMERS. Many standard types are in stock and normal dispatch times are 
short and sensible. 

OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHOR- 
ITIES, MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS, FECORDING STUDIOS, HI -FI 

ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS. Export is a 

speciality and we have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH, E.E.C., 

U.S.A., MIDDLE EAST. etc. 

Send for our questionnaire which, when completed enables us to post quo- 
tation by return. 

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS 
Manufacturers and Designers 

E. A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 1941), Reg. No. England 303990 

The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IP1 2EG, 
Suffolk. P.O. Box 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL, England. 

Phone: 0473 52794 & 0473 219290. Telex: 987703G 

LOCKWOOD 
the SMALLER monitors 

Studio Academy I Et II 

Miniature Monitor 

LOWLANDS ROAD, HARROW, HA1 3AW, UK 
Telephone 01 -422 3704 Et 01 -422 0768 
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AE Transformers 
5 fanges -90 standard types 

Used and specified throughout the world for the highest professional 
applications including broadcasting, public address systems, recording 
consoles, mixing and filtering. 

Other users will find that these ranges provide the answer where 
impedance matching is essential for data transmission, accurate 
measurement and instrumentation. 

Audio transformers in the high voltage proof range are approved 
by the Post Office (Technical Guide No. 26) as permitted attachments 
to Post Office lines. 

The high quality specifications of these comprehensive ranges are 
set out in our brochure - send for them now. 

Gardiers 
Gardners Transformers Limited APPROVALS 
Christchurch, Dorset 
BH23 3PN England. 
Tel: 0202- 482284 
Telex: 41276 

DEE STAN 05 -21 
BS 9000 (BS. 9720). 
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IF STUDIOSPARES CATALOGUE IT 
--°` STUDIOSPARES STOCK IT. 

! 

93'iHY1 04 
STUDIOSPARES MAINTAINS THE UK'S LARGEST 

COMBINED STOCKS OF TAPE & CASSETTES CABLES & 
TEST GEAR ACOUSTICS& ACCESSORIES LEADS 
THE INDUSTRY'S MOST COMPREHENSIVE 

AKG QUAD REVOX 
SENNHEISER 

dynamic 
condenser 
lavaliere 

DBX 

1 noise 
reduction 
compressors 

FR 

every model 

REBIS 
rack 
effects 
units 

SPENDOR 

every module 
BBC 
broadcast monitors 

TANNOY 

monitor 
speakers 

sign äl 
processors 
reverbs every model 

CABLES 

digita 
& audio 
cassette duplicators 

Connectronics 
multiway mic 
speaker power 

audio \ 
&video 
test 
tapes & 
cassettes 

LEADER 

oscillators 
chart rec 
scopes 
millivolt 
DVM etc 

7 models ___- 

FERROGRAPH 

G.W. INSTRUMENTS 

scopes 
oscillators 
DVM's 
UVM' 
etc 

PLUGS 

adaptors 
sockets 
audio 
video 

DE MAGNETISERS 

Ferrograph 
cassette 
Teac 

16 Stucley Place Hawley Crescent 
Camden Town London NW1 6NS 
Acounts /Admin 485 4908 Orders 4821692 

I.TD 

audio 
digital 
duplicating 

20,000 in stock t 4 

test sets 

PANTEC 

digital & 

analogue 
meters 

1.,1;- 

11- 
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TRAD 
FOR SALE 

STUDER A800 24 tr. with Autolocate and remote 
STUDER A80 24 tr. with Autolocate 
STUDER A80 8 tr. 
STUDER A80 Stereo 
3M M79 24 tr. with Sonaplan Autolocate 
3M M79 24 tr. 
3M M56 16 tr. 
3M M79 Stereo 
OTARI MTR 90 Mk.I with Autolocate 
LYREC 24 tr. with 16 memory Autolocate 
AMPEX AG440 Stereos, choice of 3 
M.C.I. JH110A Stereo 
ITAM 805 8 tr. on 1/2", mint 
NEVE 8068 32 -32 
NEVE 8078 36 in, Necam 
NEVE 24 in, Broadcast Desk 
HELIOS 16 -8 -16 P.S. Mixer 
RAINDIRK 12 -4 -8 Series II, mint 
AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS 007 8 -4, extras 
AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS 035 6 -2, p.s.u. and Battery 
JBL 4320 Loudspeakers, 4 pairs available, 
JBL 4350 Loudspeakers 
LOCKWOOD Majors 
JBL 4310 
KEPEX l's 
DBX 216 Noise Reduction, 26 channels 
URIE 1176 LN, Comp /Lim 
EVENTIDE Harmonizer 910, new 
EVENTIDE 1745A Digital Delay 
EVENTIDE 1745M Digital Delay 
EVENTIDE Omnipressor 
EVENTIDE Phaser 
URIE LA3A 
EMS Vocoder 
AKG BX20 
EMT 140TS Echo Plates, Stereo remote 
EMT 140 Valve Echo Plates, Mono remote 
KLARK TEKNIK DN22 Graphic Eq. Stereo 
Various Cassette Desks 
Various Scamp Raks and Modules 
RADFORD MA25 Valve Amps 
19" Jack Fiels, per row, 20 holes 
AUDIO & DESIGN E500RS Selective Proc: 
MARSHALL Time Modulator 
CROWN DC300 Amps 
ROLAND RE201 
BEL Noise Reduction, 16 tracks 
DOLBY M24 Noise Reduction 
DOLBY A361 Noise Reduction 
AMBER Test Set 
GRAMPIAN Spring Reverb 
BEYER DT100 Headphones, new 
DECCA 12 -4 Mixer, to clear 
CADAC 24 -16 -16 Mixer, to clear 
Replacement 3M M79 Rec and Play 24 tr. Heads 
Various other heads in stock, please enquire. 

TRAD 
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27000.00 
15500.00 
4750.00 
3200.00 

10000.00 
9500.00 
4750.00 
1500.00 

12000.00 
10500.00 

from 700.00 
2500.00 
1000.00 

P.O.A. 
P.O.A. 

12000.00 
3800.00 
3000.00 
1750.00 
1000.00 

per pair 400.00 
per pair 1200.00 
per pair 400.00 
per pair 250.00 

each 130.00 
2500.00 

each 290.00 
1000.00 

500.00 
1000.00 

200.00 
250.00 
290.00 
500.00 

1300.00 
2000.00 

900.00 
320.00 
P.O.A. 
P.O.A. 

each 60.00 
20.00 

500.00 
500.00 
300.00 
250.00 
600.00 

7500.00 
320.00 

1200.00 
60.00 
28.00 

1500.00 
2500.00 
550.00 

each 

each 

each 

ELECTRONICS SALES LTD 
149b. St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts, WD2 5BB, England 
Tel: Watford 47988/9 Telex: 262741 
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(CALREC 

THE FEATURES 
1 Totally steerable both vertically and 

horizontally in POST PRODUCTION, off tape. i Variable stereo capsule angle and polar 
pattern in POST PRODUCTION, off tape. 

Variable zoom, both forwards and backwards, 
in POST PRODUCTION, off tape. 

The only truly coincident stereo microphone 
in the world. 

THE FACTS 
The spherical three - 

dimensional pick -up of the 
Soundfield Microphone is such 
that the phase errors introduced 
by the capsule spacing in normal 
microphones are effectively 
eliminated and the resulting 
stereo output of the control unit 
has virtually perfect image 
placement at all frequencies. The differing 
frequency responses of the pressure and 
gradient components of the signal are alsc 
corrected, thus giving an equally flat respcnse to 
both on- and off -axis sounds. These two facts make it 
possible, for the first time ever, not only to generate 
exactly signals envisaged by A. D. Blumleir when he 
first proposed the M/S system, but to extend them 
into three dimensions. 

This spherical representation of the original sourdfield 
allows a stereo signal to be extracted pointing in arr 
direction and of any first order polar diagram. The Elgle 
between the two microphones may be varied between 0° 
(mono) and 1 80° and the apparent proximity to the oìginal 
sound sources may also be adjusted. 

The control unit also provides a four- cha -nel output signal, 
known as "B format': which exactly represents the first order 
characteristics of the soundfield. Recordings stored in "B 
format" allow the POST SESSION use of all the 
aforementioned controls. The advantage o= being atie to set 
such critical parameters as image width, direction of point and 
tilt, polar patterns and distance - all in the peace a-id quiet of 
the dubbing studio - cannot be over -emphasised. °B- ormat" is 
also the professional signal format for Ambisonic surround 
sound and may be encoded directly to domestic transmission 
and consumption formats. 
For further information, please contact your local dealer, nationatdistributor or:- 

ery low noise performance for the digital era. 

i Separate outputs for Ambisonic surround 
sound. 

Level frequency response both on- and off -axis. 

The most accurate polar patterns in the world. 

E Maximum input for less than 0.5 0/oTHD 
140 dB SPL. 

A 

Calrec Audio Ltd., Har'ingroyd Lane, 
Hebden Bridge, West .rkshire, England. 
Telephone:0422 842159. Telex: 51311 Relays G. 

U.S.A. & CANADA 
Audio and Design. Inc . P O Box 786. Bremerton, WA 98310 
Telephone. 206275 5009 Telex 152426 ADR USA. 
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The new Littlite® High Intensity Lamp is here! The 

perfect gooseneck lamp for your desk, stereo, 

headboard, van, keyboard ... wherever you need 

light. These slim, unobtrusive lamps, with their 
high -tech appearance look 
good anywhere! 

The Littlite High Intensity features: 
Quartz Halogen Bulbs Dimmer Controlled 12" 

and 18" Lengths Slot for Colour Filter 12 Volt 

Operation, AC or DC Mounting Accessory Options 
Gooseneck Lamps and Accessories are exclusively 

available from Shuttlesound, Canford Audio or 
Kelsey Acoustics. 

YOUR DARKNESS 

$ittíiíe® 
Kelsey Acoustics 
28 Powis Terrace 
London W11 11H 

Telephone: 
01 -727 1046/0780 

Lanford Audio 
Stargate Works, Ryton 
Tyne &Wear, NE40 3 E 
Telephone: 091 -413 7171 

Telex: 537792 COLTG 

Shuttlesound 
Unit 15, Osiers Estate, 
Osiers Road, 
London SW181 EJ 

SHUT1LESOE ND 
Telephone 01 8 /1 0966 Telex: 27670 SHUTSO G 

. . . The Drawmer DS 201 is easily the most useful gating system I have 

had the pleasure to use. Frequency- conscious keying and the 
attack /hold /delay characteristic make it easily the most flexible I've come 
across. The unit is also compact and offers two channels at a price that 
would give you about half a module from anyone else. There is also a 

single -channel module - the DS100 - which fits into an Audio Et Design 

Scamp rack system. I would happily recommend the Drawmer system to 
any studio, big or small, which requires flexible gating facilities. Indeed 

Drawmer didn't get their review unit back: I bought it! And it won't make 

much of a dent in the smallest of budgets. Heartily recommended." 
Richard Elen. Studio Sound, August 1983. 

FOR DETAILS CALL: 

DRAWMER MARKETING & SALES 
01-943 1368 
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SIE NEW TANDBERG 

STUDIO MONITOR... 

...is a cassette deck! 
The sheer convenience of the cassette medium 

has probably been the only reason that a cassette has 
ever found its way into a serious recording studio. 

Up until now. 
With the introduction of the Tandberg 

TCD 3014 professional recorder the audible 
limitations of the cassette are virtually eliminated 
to provide true `monitor' performance for studio 
reference and demonstration requirements. 

The use of direct coupling and discreet 
transistors throughout the signal path, together 
with high grade polypropylene and polyester 
capacitors and metal film resistors, characterize the 
most advanced electronic design. Combined with 
exclusive Tandberg `Dyneq' and Actilinear II 
circuitry the recording 
performance becomes 
astonishingly clean. TAND 

Servo controlled four motor dual capstan tape 
transport ensures maximum stability with 
minimum `wow and flutter'. Full microprocessor 
control allows almost any conceivable combination 
of scan, search and memory functions allowing 
instant start, cueing and editing facility. 

The 32k EPROM memory can be factory 
reprogrammed to provide special function control 
requirements. 

19" rack mountable, real time calibration, fast 

attack - slow decay peak metering, adjustable tape 
optimization, half speed cue and review...are just a 

few of the many important features. 
As with all Tandberg professional products 

the TCD 3014 can be adapted to suit your specific 
requirements. For further 
information contact GOB 
Chris Reynard. BERG 

Tandberg Ltd 
Elland Road, Leeds LS11 8JG 

Tel: (0532) 774844 Telex: 557611 

40\ 
Q40400; 
SPPP / 
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instruments 
Do you need accurate control and 
measurement of sound levels? Ernest 
Turner manufactures a comprehensive 
range of VU and PPM analogue and 
electronic analogue meters. Well known 
for performance and quality, meters are 
available to most international 
specifications. 
Remember 
competitive 
prices and 
deliveries 
keep us 
steps ahead. 

Send now for our 
new catalogue. 

f yJ HAWKER SIDDELEY 
VV 

ERNEST TURNER INSTRUMENTS 

Audio,Video 
and Data cords listed in our Catalogue. 

Weite or call 
for your 
free copy. 

rrD FUTURE FILMI DEVELOPMENTS 
114 Wardour Street, London W1V 3LP, E zgland. 

Telephone: 01 -434 3344 & 01-437 18E2. Telex: 21324 ALOFFD G. 

tu-tu tutlllrl I 1U lT .`''' llUlltLll =t1 llaltll : 
.. 

tti4(tA `I i)Il a))l))1., 
= ttl 1 _( 

! i IIIII_In_III_Án .ttr_i; (( - - 
2049 West Broad Street 

Richmond, V rglnla 23220 (804) 358 -3852 

Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry 
Sones Is manufactured by If bruckiUSA, 
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GENELEC 

Professional listeners! 

Genelec active 
monitoring speakers 
are made for you 

GENELEC 
ATAMAKATiJ 7 PL 36 74101 IISALMI 
!UH UN 97744942 TELEX 4452 audio sf 

BELGIUM 
Genelec 
Brussels 
2 3740683 

EDEN NORWAY 
Intersonlc AB Benum AIS 
Stockholm Oslo 
08-744 58 50 02-44 22 55 

ITALY 
Audio Equipment 
S.R.L. 
Monza 
03 -83 67 67 

ENGLAND 
Future Film 
Developments Ltd. 
London 
01-437 18 92 

a 

SPAIN 
Fading SA 
Madrid 
408 67 00 
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Sound sense The famous 4104 STC developed ribbon 
microphone, now distributed by Seasim 
Controls Ltd. This robust broadcast 
quality microphone is ideally suited for 
outside broadcasting where there is a 
high level of background noise, it has an 
excellent record for reliability and is 
used widely by broadcast networks. 

Other microphones in the range include 
the superb 4038 studio ribbon 
microphones with a BBC specification 
making it an outstanding choice for the 
orchestral hall as well as the broadcast 
and recording studio. 

Seasim Controls Limited 
The Paddocks, Frith Lane, 
Mill Hill, London NW7 1 PS 
Tel: 01 -346 9271. Telex 21189 24 hour export service worldwide. 

4038 

Also available 
4148 Public address microphone. 

Write for brochure for 
information on the complete range 
of microphones. 

A Sound Investment for 
Video and Broadcasting 

* General purpose stereo or 
monomixer. 

*Fully modular in construction. 
Range of modules for Broadcast 
Video or Film use. 

* Long throw plastic 
conductive faders 
standard. 

* Sweepable 
Mid EQ/ 
100Hz - 10KHz 
standard. 

* Two large illuminated VU's as standard 
(PPM's as option) on rear meter 

bridge, which houses the 
Cue Loudspeaker and 

6 digit stopwatch/ 
clock (hours -mins- 

secs). 

* Adjustable peak l.e.d. 
indicator on PPM and VU meters. 

* Three standard frame sizes 
12 -18 -24 module widths. 

*Note: stereo Line 
of Phono input 

modules are same 
width - 45mm - as 
Line /Mic module. 

* Transportable for mobile 
use, or drop through mounting 

for fixed installations. 

The Chilton CM2 and CM4 audio mixing console 

EVERYTHING WE DO IS JUST THAT LITTLE BIT BETTER 

Magnetic Tapes Ltd, Chilton Works, Garden Road, Richmond, Surrey. 
Tel: 01 -876 7957 Telex: 912881CW 
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A BETTER MIC, 
NO STRINGS ATTACHED 

Manufacturers and distributors of Audio and Acous- 
tic Measuring Equipment and products for the 
Broadcasting and Professional Entertainments 
Industries. 

How does a mic with a Shure 85 head and a 

dynamic range of 115dB sound? Perhaps there's a 

wire somewhere? Not on the HME System 85 wire- 
less microphone, it's a handheld just 8.95" long 
including integral antenna and operates for up to 10 
hours on a PP3 (6F22) battery, so you can hear 
there's no strings attached. 
Technical Projects distribute HME radio products 
including System 85 and the pocket version, 
System 82. 

7T Technical 
Projects Ltd. 

Unit 2 Samuel White's Industrial Estate 
Medina Road Cowes 
Isle of Wight P031 7LP 
Tel. 0983 291553 
TIX: 869 335 TECPROG 

MUSIC 
LAB HIRE 

= 1L1:.ß 

2 channels of Digital Delay with Stereo 
de- glitched pitch changers. 

Channel A: 4.8 seconds. Channel B:1.6 seconds. 
Audio Sampling and loop editing facility complete 

with audio trigger. 9 non -volatile memories. 
Full 18kHz bandwidth delay. 

DMX15 -80S 

4800 !i.e.. nano - moos aeon ,..,,. 
._ 

E= 
9 program Digital Reverb. Halls, plates and rooms 

plus nonlin, reverse and delay special effects. 
9 non -volatile memories. Full l8kHz bandwidth. 

RMX 16 

01-3879356 
76 EversholtStreet, London NW1 1 BY 

The Brabury 
Production Talkback System 

ON, 

4 -wire. 
Total flexibility. 
High quality speech. 
Compatible with most studio equipment. 
Multi- station talkback system can be designed 

and built to meet your specifications. 

Brabury 
Limited AUDIO VISUAL SYSTEMS, 

EQUIPMENT & COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 

5 Bone Lone, Newbury, Belles RG14 5PG, England. Tel: (0635) 33433 Telex: 848760 BRABRY 

MONITORS TALABACK SYSTEMS SOUND & VISION DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT OUTSIDE BROADCAST VEHICLES 
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TC invites you... 
Every studio needs at least one parametric equaliser to cope 
with problem signals and frequency- dependent effects. Of 
the choices available, the superbly crafted range from T.C. 
Electronic of Denmark must surely offer the best possible 
combination of design, features and performance - at an 
extraordinarily low cost. 

The 1140 (shown above) and 2240 models feature 116dB 
dynamic range, 106dB S/N (10dB headroom), 0.015% THD, 
±20dß lift and cut, 0.1 to 2 octaves, 4 bands from 20 -2K, 
50 -5K, 100 -10K and 200 -20K, bal. or unbal. XLR /Jack 
inputs, PPM Meter, 4 overload leds, EQ Match and Mosfet 
switching. 
Please contact sole distributors MTR Limited for full 
details and specifications - we're certain you'll be 
convinced. 

TC 1220 - 2 band stereo: £145 +VAT 
TC 1140 - 4 band mono: £164 +VAT 
TC 2240 - 4 band stereo: E265+ VAT 

:.. to compare 
MTR Limited, Ford House, 58 Cross Road, Bushey, Herts WD1 4DQ 

Tel: Watford 109231 34050, Telex: 925859 and 291861 Elwood G 

AMBISONIC 
SURROUND SOUND DECODERS 

Ambisonic surround sound gives a realism in the reproduction of music that is 

hard to describe without using hackneyed expressions like 'natural' and 'being 
there'. Positioning of the performer becomes obvious and the acoustic of the 
original environment comes through to the listening room. The Minim decoders 
also provide enhanced results from conventional stereo material. We can now 
supply UHJ encoded records, tapes and compact discs. 
And don't forget our other products: 

PROGRAMMABLE WEEKLY TIME SWITCHES 
TELEVISION SOUND TUNERS 
Please send me information on: Time switches/Television Tuners /Ambisonics 

Name 

Address 

Minim Electronics Limited, Lent Rise Road, Burnham, Slough 
SL1 7NY. Tel: Burnham 63724 ss4 

NEW 
A4 size STUDIO SOUND binders are now 
available (each holds 12 copies). 
Keeo your copies of STUDIO SOUND in 
smart black binders with the title in gold 
block letters on the spine. 

At only £3.50 each 
including inland and overseas postage 
and packing. Send your order with 
cheque or postal order to: Modern Book- 
binders Ltd., Chadwick Street, Blackburn, 
Lancs BB2 4AG (state clearly your name 
and address and the relevant magazine 
title). 

OVERSEAS READERS MUST SEND 
INTERNATIONAL MONEY ORDER f LINK HOUSE GROUP 

(Limited number of old 
size binders available). 
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Congratulate 
Studio Sound 
on 25years 
dedication 
to sound 

SOFT CASES 
FOR HARD 
GOING 

OpTex Soft Cases for 
U'matic, One Inch and 
NAGRA Recorders 
specially du -igue ,.I,. Lnglaud. the 

-w OpTer Sort 1. , 
c 

s i'' ,ide the ultimale in 

,trying comron ar:aptacncaldy when you aie 
corning video on me road 

News -industrial- education span -whatever 
the lob OpTer Soft Cases provide protection 
and take the labour oui of hefting awkward 
equipment for long periods 
The main case holds video recorder or Naga 
while detachable pockets hold batteries 
microphones cables lapes ein everything 
comes easily ID hand - oui of the way but there 
wren you need il so you can record in freedom 
A padded shoulder strap and accessory straps 
complete the kit 
One materials used in OpTe, Soil Cases ensure 
durability and your lasting satistaclion with a well -made. 
top quality product and are unbeatable value for money 
lori 

Yet another vital aid from /tiler lot the canera crew 
qna . 

OpTex (Optical & Textile Ltd.) 
22 -26 Victoria Road, New Barnet, 
Herts EN4 9PF. Englan 
Tel: 01 -441 2199. 
Telex: 8955869 
Colcin G. 
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4, RUE PIERRE SEMARD 
75009 PARIS TELEX : 290585 F HIFISER 285. 00. 40) 

PHASE 
THE 

MUSIC 
4 

AN EXCITING BRITISH INNOVATION 

by FOR THE WORLD OF RECORDING! 

for farther details telephone Milton Keynes (0908) 77710 

HIGH QUALITY 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

AND SPECIALISED LENGTH 
BLANK CASSETTES 

AQhoLne 19udio 
Leeholme Audio Services Ltd., 350 -4 Leabridge Road, Leyton, London, 

Telephone 01 -556 4748 
E10 

MUSIC 
LAB HIRE 

exicon 224X 
18 program Digital Reverb with 59 

variations. Halls, plates and room/ 
chamber algorithms plus chorus, \\ v resonant chords, multi -band 

) delays and unique split reverb/ 
effects programs. Cassette data 

storage,36 non -volatile memories and full 
15kHz bandwidth. Now available with 'LARC' 

(Lexicon Alphanumeric Remote Console). 

exicon 224 
9 program Digital Reverb, Halls, plates 

, and room algorithms plus chorus. 
36 non -volatile memories. 

10kHz bandwidth. 

lexicon 200 
3 program Digital Reverb with 30 

variations.10 non -volatile memories.10kHz bandwidth. 

01 -387 9356 
76 Eversholt Street, London NW1 1 BY 

L'ampli français ... 
Who said the French can't build amps ? 

The range of professional LPS amplifiers is of the 
highest standard in performance and reliability. 
Between them, the 4 models cover every aspect of 
sound amplification : 

LPS 5070, 2 X 70 W (8ohms, 20Hz- 20kHz). 
- LPS 5200, 2 X 125 W (8ohms, 20Hz- 20kHz). 
- LPS 5300, 2 X 175 W (8ohms, 20Hz- 20kHz). 
- LPS 5500, 2 X 275 W (8ohms, 20Hz- 20kHz). 
Every models have balanced inputs with double "4 

electronic protection. The three most powerfull 
have a double power input, and are mono bridgea- 
ble. 19" Rack Mountable. 
L.P.S. : The French Amps 

( Imi HIGH FIDELITY SERVICES 
LAZARE ELECTRONIC 
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One thing that always 
leads to another. 

PSIONICS- MISSING LINK 
The Missing Link could be described as very, very 

useful. 
It could also be described as a dualchannel 

switchable patching system with cable test facility and 
compatibility between XLR, Stereo Jack, 
Phono (RCA) and DIN connectors - in either one or 
two channel modes. 

The first description, however, is just as accurate. 
The very, very useful, Psionics Missing Link is now 

available from sole distributors KelseyAcoustics Ltd. 
For further details, please contact 

Richard Vickers on 01 -727 1046/01 -727 0780. 

CANNNE[ 

PSfONìCil 
SSMi LWC 

.#-SLEEVE 
^l-C t 

GSI+j ; ItlJI -ST we -"two 

XLR CONNECTORS 

Line Female A3F £1.76 Chassis Female D3F El.88 
Line Male A3M £1.48 Chassis Male D3M £1.34 

4, 5, 6 & 7 pin versions, audio adaptors, Jackplugs & Sockets, 
Tiny Telephone Jackfields and Patchcords in stock. 

NEUTRIK XLR CONNECTORS 

Line Female NC 3FC £1.52 Chassis Female NC 3FP E1.82 
Line Male NC 3MC £1.31 Chassis Male NC 3MP £0.96 

P.C.B., Latchless, 4 & 5 pin, Black versions & Adaptors in stock. 

NEUTRIK LNE SERIES 
LINE FEMALE NC NLE F.0 £2.46 LINE MALE NC LNE M.C. £2.29 
CHASSIS FEMALE NC LINE F.P £2.54 CHASSIS MALE NC LNE M.P £1.77 

BELCLERE AUDIO TRANSFORMERS 
EN6422 Ratio 1 + 1:2 + 2 freq. 40Hz -35KHz Pri 150/60052 sec 600/2.4K £4.55 
EN6423 Ratio 1 + 1:6.45 + 6.45 freq. 40Hz -25KHz Pri 150/60012 sec 6.25/25K £4.55 
SKT723 MuMetal Screening Can 39d13 reduction 50Hz ext. field £1.50 

EDAC MULTIPIN CONNECTORS (Varelco Equiv.) 
20, 38, 56, 90 & 120 pin versions, metal covers, crimp, solder or wirewrap pins. 

Electrol/oice MICROPHONES & SPEAKERS 

O YAMAHA PROFESSIONAL RANGE 
Multicore & mic cable. D I. Boxes, Mic Splatters. Multicore systems, 

mit stands. gaffa tape. cable glands. metalwork, tools etc. 

Trade enquiries welcome; quantity discounts available. All prices subject to V.A.T. Min. 
order value £10 + E2.00 p &p. Access, American Express, Barclaycard accepted. 

VISA 

KELSEY ACOUSTICS LTD 
28 POWIS TERRACE, LONDON W11 1JH 

01.727 1048/0780 

Subscribe w 
Please send me 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

STUDIO 
AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING 

JOIN THE AUDIO PROFESSIONALS 

You're obviously interested in professional audio. 

You want to know what's going on in the world of 
professional sound, be it in music recording, new 
equipment, techniques or live sound reinforcement. 

There's only one answer, subscribe to 

STUDIO SOUND. 

STUDIO SOUND gives you the hard facts, tech- 
niques and opinions which cannot be matched by 
any other publication in the field. 

Keep in touch 
Subscribe to Studio Sound Now 

The International Publication for the 
Professionals in Sound 

0 MN ME MI ME 
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magazine for 12 issues. ' 
I enclose a cheque /postal order /International Money Order 
payable to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES for £14.00 UK or 
£20.25 Overseas. US rates: $40 surface, $75 airmail. 

Or debit my credit card account visa 

(please tick box) 

CREDIT CARD NO 

SIGNATURE 

NAME 

017 Credit card holders can order V simply by ringing 01 -686 2599, 
ext 432, quoting your credit card number 

ADDRESS 

)please print in block capitals) 

Commencing with the issue I understand that I am 
committed to one year's subscription to the above magazine, and should I wish to 
cancel my subscription, no refund will be made. 
To: 

The Subscriptions Department, Link House Magazines (Croydon) 
Ltd., Link House :Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, Registered in 

England and Wales -No. 1341560 

I= MI I= EN NM I= MI 
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1 

1 

1 

1 

1 ' 
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NEW! 
studiosound 

stage 
sound 

is a revolutionary instrument 
for perfect reproduction of 

percussion sounds such as 
bass drums, snare drums, castanets, 

Simmons drums, conga drums, etc. 
Percussion sound is stored digitally 

in the DSSB -heart ® of the Digisound. 
The studio bass drum sound is recalled 
via an element attached to, say, 

the bass drum, sent to the PA system and 
reproduced. 

Digisound also enables you to make perfect 
recordings of percussion and drums in home- or 

professional studios. 

We will be pleased to send you our documentation folder containing 
detailed information about the many possibilities. 

You can also listen to the Digisound in your local specialist music shop. 

sound is a product of 

Exclusive U.K. Importers 
t.§.1and Distributors to the Trade: Tel. Leeds(0532) 865381 

John Hornby Skewes & Co. Ltd. 
Salem House, Garforth, Leeds LS25 1PX. 

SS/D84 
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SUCCESS IS GOOD TIMING 

C) \UM Cö?r 

7 8 9 
¡-^^- TIME NOW r.---- TARGE T 

4 5 6 
0. Li % A.? r O. LÌ . S 3. 

} 1 2 3 
CC il PLAY STOP REC FIND MC'.)OE CUE 

/^y 
3 + Q ! 

The CM50 auto locator will fit virtually any studio 
multitrack from a brand new A80 to an ageing M79 
and will transform smaller machines such as the 
Tascam 58 and Fostex 816. 

Call us now for details or see us at the AES -Stand T25. 

Applied 
Microsystems 
Town Mill, Bagshot Road, 
Chobham, Woking, Surrey 
GU24 8BZ 
Tel. Chobham (09905) 6267 
Telex 8952022 CTYTEL 

An Engineers Dream 
Measurement is the key to audio 

Audio Measuring System MJS401 D quality. In development, production 
line, or maintenance applications, 
Technical Projects MJS401D helps 
real quality to emerge. The 401 D frees 
engineers for the interesting and 
important work - solving problems. 
Happy engineers mean better results 
and more satisfied customers. 

MJS401 D, the definitive solution in 
audio measurement. 
Features 
Fast, automatic THD measurement 

(2 sec typical) 
Balanced in and out 
Quick responding, accurate 

frequency meter 
Linear volts, dB and expanded 

dB meter scales 
Quick overload recovery 
Wide measurement range 
Self- tuning crosstalk filter 
Easy to operate 

Technical 
Projects Ltd. 

Manufacturers and distributors of Audio & Acoustic Measuring Equipment and 
products for the Broadcasting and Professional Entertainments Industries 

AES -PARIS - Stand T85 

Tr 
For full details contact Sam Wise at 

Unit 2, Samuel White's Industrial Estate, 
Medina Road, COWES, 
Isle of Wight, P031 7LP, GB 
Tel: (0983) 291553 
Telex: 869335 TECPRO G 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 45p per word, minimum £11.25. Box Nos. £2.50 extra. Semi -display rates on 
application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in JUNE issue must reach these offices by 6th APRIL addressed to: The 
Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications 
(Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten. 
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the 
Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No ¡ob 
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting 
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (2) it is in a 

business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be 
made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply. 

The attention of advertisers is drawn to The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977 ", which requires that, from 1st January 
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date, 
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller. 

A REAL -TIME AUDIO and Data Duplication 
service. Plus blank cassettes and blank or printed 
labels. Simon Stable, 46 WestEnd, Launton, 
Oxon OX6 ODG. 0869 252831. (F) 

PROFESSIONAL BRAND custom cassettes 
wound to any length. Top quality tape in screwed 
c -zero at budget prices. Professional Magnetics 
Ltd., Cassette House, 329 Hunslet Road, Leeds, 
LS I O 1 NJ. (0532) 706066. (E) 

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting 
(masters and demos), pressings, sleeves, 
cassettes, labels. Fixed and mobile recording 
studios. Free brochure. TAM STUDIO, 
13a Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel. 01- 346 0033 

(F) 

SELL YOUR STUDIO and its facilities for 
£99.00 with a professionally produced broadcast 
quality VIDEO PROMOTION TAPE with 
STEREO Sound. PLANIT VIDEO for every- 
thing video. 01 -943 0991/2/3. (D) 

O'lea-npraT 
22 Hanway Street ['['/Jtt¡J(' London W1 

Tel: 01-637 7554 tJJL/LL(/J 
High speed cassette duplication. Open reel copying. 

Small quantities a speciality.48 hour service Of not sooner). 

100 C -60 cassettes beautifully copied in stereo 
Just £59.50 (plus VAT) 

We can copy from 100 to 5,000 high quality 
cassettes on our high speed loop -bin system, load 
them precisely into top-class shells. Price includes 
library case and all production work from your Y. in 

edited master. Any length C -5 to C -90. NOW ALSO 
cassettes in GOLD effect finish' Ring for price check. 

STUDIO REPUBLIC 
47 High Street, Pinner 01 -868 5555 

D DATABASE & I Tft1 FURiEflT 

Studio EPAIFS 
equipment, installation Et maintenance 

West Country prices! 
Call Database on Bath 10225) 316102 

DIRECT FROM 
OUR MODERN 
U.K. PRESSING 
PLANT 

CUTTING ° PRESSING 
TEST PRESSING 

LABELS °SLEEVES 
CASSETTES 
ARTWORK 
COMPETITIVE PRICES 
MARKET LEADERS 

01446 3218 

YOU NEED IT... WE HAVE IT! 
Precision -wound cassettes (Ampex); high speed 
duplication (R -C, C -C); reel -reel copying (NAB, 

CCIR); cassette labels and inlays (plain or printed); 
Ampex open reel tape. Leader, spools, boxes, 

pencils, razors, splicing tape and blocks etc. etc. 

RAINHILL TAPE SPECIALISTS 
31 ECCLESTON ST..PRESCOT, MERSEYSIDE 

TEL: 051 -430 9001 

/'opJjjP, TEST TAPES 
NOW AVAILABLE FROM: 

LONDON: Music Labs 01- 3885392 
Turnkey 01- 202 4366 

MIDLANDS: Protape 021- 6434016 
PM D Ltd 0789 68579 

NORTH: Audio Services 06632 4244 

'A ", 'h ", 1 ", 2" formats 
-The Test Tape of Reliability 
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SPEEDY R EVOX SERVICE 

plus TEAC, NAGRA, UHER. Large spores stock held 
Approved REVOX modifications undertaken 
A personal service by experienced engineers, 

plus collection and delivery 

34 Danbury Street, London NI 8JU 
Telephone 01-359 9 342 (24 hours) 

RAPER & WAYMAN 

MAIN 3M WOLLENSAK DEALERS 
Cassette Fast Copiers and Recorders 

Meticulous alignment of all machines before sale. 
Servicing to manufacturer's specification by 3M trained 
engineers. Bulk supplies of SCS Cassettes C2 -C100. 
Fast Copying Service. Prompt personal attention. 

SOUND CASSETTE SERVICES LTD. 
P.O. Box 2, South Chard, Somerset TA20 1LR .. 

Tel: 0460 20988 

CASSETTE PRODUCTION 
A complete in -house service for your next production. 

Duplicating, label and inlay card printing in three colours 
(also available as blanks). Cassettes wound to any length. 

AUDICORD RECORDS 
59 MAYFIELD WAY, BARWELL 

LEICESTER LES 8BL * TEL 0455 47298 

REVOX SERVICE 
SAME -DAY SERVICE A SPECIALITY 
We have an extensive stock of Revox spares; 
Revox -trained engineers and offer prompt and 
efficient service including delivery and collection. 

ELLIOTT BROS. LTD. 
9 WARREN STREET, LONDON W1 
Tel: 01 -380 0511 

Sound 
C.onvniuticafion 

1974 - 1984 
' CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

' OPEN REEL DUPLICATION 
' BLANK CASSETTES 

BLANK COMPUTER CASSETTES 
' PRINT SERVICE 
' VOICE OVERS 

Quotations on request 
FREEPOST: 

DEWSBURY. WEST YORKSHIRE 
WF13 1BR 

- CLASSIFIEDS 
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SPR 

SPEECH RECORDING 
(VOICE- OVERS;LANGUAGES;AUDIO- VISUALS) 

HIGH -SPEED CASSETTE COPYING 
OPEN -REEL COPYING 

(ANY SPEED -ALSO TO BROADCAST SPEC) 

HIGH QUALITY BLANK CASSETTES 
(C1 -C96) 

LABEL S. CARD PRINTING 
SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD 

UNIT32, NO19,PAGES WALK, LONDON, SEI 4SB. 01 -231 0961 

&$ ervice 
Revox &jmer Sales 

en reel and c cee 

16mm sound 
slide serviced and repaired. 

etrograph, 
Revox, Tandberg, 

Uher, 

recorders, amplifiers, 

Bell &Howell, 
Elf, 

Watford, 
approved service agents. 

255A St. Albans Road, 
.,Entrance in s Roa Street. 

PHOTO ACOUSTICS 
0923 

Tel: ortPanell.Tel:090861062 Ltd 58HighSueet,New! oustiC5 
Photo 

SELF ADHESIVE CASSETTE LABELS 
We are specialists in self adhesive cassette labels and can 
supply them in a wide range of formats. Send or phone for 

our price list and samples. 
(0795) 28425 -24 hour service. 

INDUSTRIAL PROCESS - Self Adhesive Labels SUPERFAST 

Unit A4, Smeed -Dean Centre, Sittingbourne. 
Kent ME10 3RN 

GATEWAY CASSETTE COPYING 
Real time cassette copying direct from '' /+' or cassette 

master tape. All work carried out on Nakamichi machines 
to the highest standard. 

GATEWAY STUDIO 
1 Gauden Road, London SW4 6LR 

Telephone: 01 -627 4758 

TANNOY SERVICE 
We have an extensive stock of Tannoy spares and exchange 

units and offer a prompt, efficient service including delivery 

and collection. We perform B Er K analysis on all units to 

factory set specifications. 

.For all repairs, contact the factory accredited service 

agents: Elliott Bros. Ltd. 

ELLIOTT BROS. (Audio Systems) Ltd., 9 Warren Street, 
London W1. Tel. 380 -0511 

REAL -TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
Reel to reel copying. 

Comprehensive facilities. 

The complete duplicating service from: 

NRA RECORDING 
37 West End, Launton, Oxon. 

Telephone 08692 53986 

jbs records 
MUSIC- SPEECH -COMPUTER 

REAL -TIME or (Slow) HIGH -SPEED Quality Cassette Dupli- 

cation and Blanks from 1 to £1,000 +. Computer printed 

Cassette Labels. Studio speech and solo recording /editing 
etc. 

jbs records -a division of FILTERBOND LTD, 

19 Sadlers Way, Hertford SG14 2DZ. 0992-551188. 

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE 
For super quality Master Discs. Demo Discs and 
Pressings. Scully lathe with our latest CR 82/01 

Stereo Cutting System. 
Also half speed cutting for that very special disc. 

Dolby 'A', Dolby 'B' and DBX noise reduction. 

London Rd., Binfield, Bracknell, Barks 
RG12 5BS 

Tel. BRACKNELL (0344) 54935 

(Y Ttlf PlflYBIKK STUDIO \, 
l: 

41, Windmill Street, London W1P 1HH 

Tel 01 -637 8392 (Off Tottenham Cr Rd ) 

,j AUDIO &'S 
M A X E L / F U J / T SONY PMQFy. 

(-.081118 
Law stocks Free del very u London 

wane for Quotation 

Want to Sell to the USA? 

The Proton Option avoids the problems of 
conventional distributor /agent relationships or the 
crippling expense involved in running a subsidiary. 

Interested? 

'Phone A. Walton on (0252) 319171 
for prospectus 

FOR SALE -TRADE 

MUSICI 
=EN áJ SERVICE 

Officially appointed 

RE VOX 
TEAC /TASCAM 

Service Agents 
A fast, efficient repair service 

with collection and 
delivery available 

Contact Nikki Antoniou on 

01 -388 5392 
72 Eversholt Street, London NW 1 1BY 

EMT STEREO ECHO PLATE with remote 
control. £1,800 plus VAT. Hollick & Taylor Ltd, 
Birmingham. 021 356 9636. 

16 TRACK STUDER A-80. One previous owner, 
EMI Abbey Road. Custom built deck /channel 
remotes and varispeed. Other extras also 

available. £7,000. Allan 01 -551 0717. (D) 

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing. 
Erricks Bradford 309266 (Julian). (X) 

USED MICS bought /sold. SAE lists Whitetower 
Records, 2 Roche Gardens, Milton Keynes, MK3 
6HR. (0908) 73969. (B /D) 

DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems 
bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under 
licence from ORTOFON). TAM /ENGLAND, 
13a Hamilton Way, London, N3 IAN. 
Telephone 01- 346 0033. (X) 

NAGRA TA RECORDER. Brand new, original 
packing cases all suitable offers considered. Tel: 
daytime 02/235.86.15 after 8pm 02/537.80.07. 
Address: Radio Bruxelles- Europe, 71 Rue des 
Atrebates, 1040 Bruxelles, Belgium. (D) 

YOU ARE NEVER FAR FROM A 

PARTRIDGE 

COMMUNITY 

BROADCAST MIXER 
56 Fleet Road, Benfleet, Essex SS7 5JN 

03745 3381 or 03745 3256 for full details. 
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AUDIO SERVICES 
BEST PRICES BEST AFTER SALES SERVICE 

24 HR. DELIVERY 
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME 

(Phone in your name & address for free comprehensive price list by mail) 
COMPLETE STUDIO PACKAGES (NEW) 
Tascam 85 -166 with Tascam M16 Mixer Includes 16 Chans DBX noise reduction ....._.. £10,995 
Tascam 85 -16B with Bel 24.16 .2 Mixer includes 16 Chans DBX noise reduction ._.. £9,950 
Tascam 85 -16B with Allen & Heath 1616 includes 16 Chans DBX noise reduction £7,995 
Foster B16 with Soundtracs 16816 _ 

£4,375 
Tascarn 58 with latest Tascam model 50 £4,250 
Tascam 58 with Allen & Heath 128 latest pro -spec 8 track £3,295 
Tascam 38 with Allen & Heath 128 £1395 
Tascam 38 + Model 30 _. _. _. _ £2,100 
Foster A8 with Allen 8 Heath System 8 Model 164 C1,895 

SECOND HAND PACKAGES 
Raindirk 28 in line, many extras with Lync 24 track autolocate t 30 rp s 

Soundcratt 24 hack, remotelocate. with Soundcraft 2476 24 inc patch bay. 
24 Chans. BEL N. R. and muhlcores 

Tascam 85.166 + A0856 with Tascam Model 15B patch bay, mint _._.._.. 
Tascam 85 -168 +A085B with Allen & Heath System 8 Model 1616 with EX8 extender. 

making 24 x 8 x 16 incl. patch bay and wrong loom. 5 months old, home use only _. 

Tascam 85 -16 + A085 with Tascam Model 15 Mixer (24 x 8 e 16) Inc. patch bay and wiring loom 
Tascam 58 o RC51 remote with M50 + patch bay and Tacam 52 all ex- showroom 
Tascam 80-8 with D8X and Allen & Heath 8 128 
Teac 80 -8, DX8, mint 
Tascam 34 with R.S.D. 16:4.2 
Foster AS with 350 Mixer and Meter Bridge 

TAPE MACHINES (Multitrack) 
Dan MTR 90. Mk II. with remote. new C24,980 
Lyric 24 Track autolocate. mint £13,950 
Tascam 85-168, new £7448 
Tascam 85 -16B. only 6 mnths old £6900 
Fostex Bib _. _. C2925 
Tascam 58 (pro '2- ST) SM 02295 
Brenell 8T. brand new heads .£1995 
Teak 80 -8, Vari, DX8, mint .. £1695 
Tascam 30 new 8 SM from £1295 
Fostex AS Live Recording, new C1237 
Foster A8. new 8 S/H from .... £895 
Tascam 34. new 8 S/H from £695 
Teac 3440, brand new, re- issued C695 
Tascam 22.4. one only, new ...... C649 

Teac 3440, SM from ............ C550 

TAPE MACHINES (Stereo) 
Otani MTR 12, lull range prices Korn £4460 
MCI JH110. BC 2 track, as new 02750 
Tascam 52 (Pro '-." Stereo) _.. £1395 
Tascam 52. only 6 months old £1250 
Revox PR99, new . ..... _ £920 
Reuno PR99, ex. showroom ... £895 
Sony PCM F1 £795 
Tascam s latest 2 track 32, new £690 
Revox B77, Mk It. new £599 
Teak X1000M (inc. DBX). new £550 
Revox 877 Mk II, 1 yr old. as new in box C495 

MIXERS 
Raindirk 28 in line, many extras 

inc. patch bay . £12,500 
Soondcraft 1600 series 24 8:16. patch bay, 

showroom model £6995 
Tascam Model 16. ex- showroom £3950 
BEL 2416.2 (Mon 24), new 03600 
Raindirk Concord 20 16, 2 years old good. 

good condition _. £2895 
Trident Fleximix 16:82 in flight case. immac £1995 
Tndent Fleximix. home use only, 1282. £1600 
Tascam Model 50 (new model in stock) __.. £1729 
Soundtracs 16:816 £1450 
Soundtracs 16:42 m F'C new C1200 
R.S.D. 16:162 (new product) £1395 
Soundtracs 16.4:2S. light case _... £1300 
R.S.D. Studio Master 16:8:2, brand new £1100 
Allen & Heath System 8 (all formats) from £1037 
Seck 16:8:2, flight case, mint _... £795 
R S. D. 1041 ex. demo £695 
Alice 828S. ex- showroom 0695 
Tascam M30, S/H £495 
R.S.D. 621, new .... £275 
Yamaha MO 802, 8 into 2, 1 year old C275 
Tascam Model 2a with MB20. 'mint £250 
Soundcrcl senes 200. 400, 800 POA 
Allen 8 Heath 21 senes (all formats) POA 

NOISE REDUCTION 
Dolby 360 _.. £425 
Dolby 361 £550 
BEL 16 Chans, new £850 
Teac DX8 £395 
Tear DX2B (NR for 32 -2Bl £250 
Tascam DX4D, 4 -Chan. new £195 

PORTASTUDIOS 8 CASSETTE MACHINES 
Teak Cl MKII pro machine, new 1550 
Tascam 122 (high speed) ex -demo £295 
Fostex X15___ _... £260 
Marantz cassette decks .... from £78 
Tascam 244 Ponastudio mint £495 
Fostex 250, as new .,..,.. C450 
Tascam 133 (Audio Visual) mint £350 
Tascam 234, 4 channel, rack'eassette C495 
Tascam 144 Ponastudro SM C350 

MONITORS 
JBL Full range in stock PHONE FOR 
Tannoy Full range in stock. new BEST PRICES 
Auratones pair, £63 
Visonik Davids', full range POA 
Visonik Alpha Pyramids. 3 way. 120W. 

special otter, patr 0199 

REVERBERATION 
Eventide SP 2016 £6995 
Ouantec, new (from stock) _. £6350 
AMS RMX 16, from stock £4500 
AKG 6020E, new condition ..... £1595 
MXR Digital Revert, new product _...... £1299 
Dynacord DRS 78, Digital Revert., 

brand new .......... 
Yahama 91000 Dgeal Reverb 
Klark- Teknik DN50, new 
Foster 3180 Revert 
Loads of 'GREAT BRITISH SPRINGS' 
Accessit Reverb Stereo . 

025.000 

£18,500 
£8.995 

£8,500 
[7.995 
£4995 
£2.500 
£1.595 
C1,450 
£1,295 

POWER AMPS 
Amcron, WH. Yamaha Full range from stock POA 

Tuner 8302, new _... £297 
Tumer 6502, new _. £467 
Fostex 600 ........... C495 

Quad 303 & 405 in stock ._.. BEST PRICES 
Revox A740, mint. only C695 

Fostex 300 _.._... 0345 
Studiomaster Mosfel 1000. new £499 

EQUALISATION 
Orban 622B. ex- showroom 
Roland SE0 331 31, band mono 
Audio & Design E900RS. new 
Klark -Teknik DN1 5 pre -amp graphic 
MXR, 2x 15 band. new _ . 

Ibanez 31 band. new product 
Ibanez 2 x 15 band, new product 

COMPRESSORS, LIMITERS, 
EXPANDERS & GATES 
MXR Dual Limiter 
Drawmer Dual -Gate. Fregcons 
Audio 8 Design Compee limiter. st 
Audio 8 Design Express limiter. ex -demo 
Drawmer Stereo Comp/Lim 
Drawmer Stereo Comp /Lim /ExpIGaie 
Foster Stereo Camp /brn/Exp /Gate 

SCAMP 
Rack 8 P S.0 (mint) 
SO1 Compressors 
S24 Timeshape 
5100 Dual Gate 
507 Octave SO 

TIME PROCESSORS AND EFFECTS 
AMS DMX 1580. 2 out with harm. card 
Aphex Aural Exciter Type B 

Kong SDD 3000, new 
Eventide H910 Harmoniser, NEW 
Delta -labs Effectron 1024. new 
Drawmer Multitraker, new 
Klark- Teknik DN34. as new 
Ibanez DDL Model 500 ._ 

Ibanez DDL Model 1000 
__. 

Ibanez DOL Model 2000 
Bel 0060 4 out digital delay 
Ibanez HD1000 Harmonizer 
Roland SDE 2000. new, ex -demo. one only 
Roland SDE 3004 new product 
MXR 175 Digital 1000M5, new 

HI -FI 
C.D. (Compact Disc) players from stock; 
Marantz C.D. 73 free delivery 
Marantz RC430, Remote Control, 

free delivery 
Quad. Teac, Tno. Revox. Marantz, Dual. 

Tannoy _... _... 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
Yamaha DX senes digitals 
Yamaha PF series digital pianos 
Roland Keyboards. full range 
Kong Keyboards. full range 
MXR Drum Computer, new 
Roland TR606 Drum Machine 
Roland JP8, as new 
Roland TB 303, bassline 
Fender Strat. Wht. Trem. MN 
Emu drumulator, new _.. 

Rhodes Croma, brand new 
Rlckenbacker 320, wht. FIC 
Roland TR 909 _.. 

£495 
£250 
£390 
£495 
£350 
£224 
£240 

C389 
£275 
£995 
£395 
£325 
£450 
£228 

£195 
f150 
£199 
fí80 

£99 

£2300 
C395 
£725 

£1100 
£399 
£495 
C395 
£210 
£245 
£345 
£595 
£286 
£350 
£595 
[349 

£320 

£87 

POA 

POA 
POA 
POA 
POA 

C1345 
£150 

£2200 
£165 
£215 
£850 

only £2200 
£345 
POA 

MICROPHONES 
Phone for free brochures 8 discount pnce list. 

Neumann, AKG, Sennheiser, Shure, C- Durer, 
PZM /Crown, EDC radio mikes 

Boom Mit Stands (Beyer type) e. ch from 
Session D I Boxes from ... 
Beyer DT100 Headphones new. from 

EX- SHOWROOM MIC SALE, 
£695 All new, demo use only 

0430 Shure SM81 
0395 Amcron 30GP (black) 
£294 AKG D224 
C199 AKG D202 _... 

0115 AKG D12 ._. 

Please allow for VAT and DELIVERY to all paces, 
Order by telephone - Quote your Credit Card Number for instant despatch. 

AUDIO SERVICES 
Phone: (06632) 4244 (9.30.630pm Mon -Sat) (Sunday by Appt.) 

Address: Studio House, High Lane Village, Near Stockport. SK6 8AA 

£18 
C21 

£27 

0150 
E195 
C125 
C50 
£95 
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FOR SALE-TRADE 

SME Limited offer the following used 
items in mint condition, subject to prior 
sale: 

Luxman Amplifier system comprising 
C5000A pre -amp and M6000 solid -state 
power amp 300w per channel £1,250.00 

Studer 862 Stereo tape deck £1,850.00 

Scotch Classic Professional recording tape 
on 1017" NAB reels, £3.00 each +50p each 
P&P. 

A number of quality stereo cartridges - 
details on request. 

SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex BN4 3GY 
Phone: 0903 814321 Telex: 877808 SME G 

STUDER A80 24 Track Narrow 
Version Mk 3. v.g. condition 

£16,500 

Phone 01 -482 3646 

MAGNETIC TAPE /FILM HEADS 
We manufacture to order, i /. ", h ", 1" and 2" tape heads 

and a wide variety of film heads at very competitive prices. 
Please specify machine type for an early quotation. 
'We also offer a prompt RELAPPING service at standard 
prices. 

BRANCH & APPLEBY I. 
Stonefield Way, Ruislip, Middx. HA4 OYL 

Tel.01- 8641577 

'RECORDING IN 
SUSSEX?... 
Contact us for REVOX, TASCAM, UHER, AHB, 
TEAC, QUAD, AKG, SOUNDTRACS, FOSTEX. 
Sales and hire. Huge range of discount tape, 
AMPEX, AGFA etc. 

tape i op BRIGHTON 672781 

N.S.F. REVERBERATION 
The N.S.F. Mk Ill stereo reverb plate. 
Size 3' x 3' x 5 ". Excellent transient response. Low noise. 
Adjustable delay to 4 secs. Mobile /static, vert /horozontal 
working mode. 
Price: £799. 

SOLE AGENTS: 748 9009 

K.G. MUSIC 
Northern Stockists and Distributors for 

RSD /STUD /OMASTER Audio Consoles and Amplifiers. 

16/16/2 mixing console £1,350 
16/6/2 mixing console- new and used from £895 
16/4/2 mixing console -new and used from £650 
Mosfet 1000 stereo power amps -new and used 

from £390 
A //prices plus VAT 

Large stocks of new and used Recording and Audio 
equipment - extensive range of connectors and accessories 
- Send large S.A.E. for lists. 
18/42 Charlotte Street, Wakefield, W. Yorks WF1 1UH 

Tel: 109241 371786 
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FOR SALE -TRADE 

RHODES CHROMA + EXPANDER 
32 oscillator computer synth with full sync - 
to -tape 16 track sequencer and large sound 
library. Available with very competent pro- 
grammer /performer. 

01- 263 3686 

ROGERS AND TANNOY 
MONITORS 

now available in powered versions. Telephone or 
write for details: 

MICHAEL STEVENS £r PARTNERS 
The Homesdale Centre. 2161218 Homesdale Road 

Bromley, Kent BR1 2QZ. * Tel: 01.464 4157 

OTARI CASSETTE COPY MACHINE DP -4050 
OCF stereo high speed 7//33/4 x Y4 tape to 6 
cassette copier, 8 x normal speed. 
R.T.W. CASSETTE LOADER. CL1 all electric, semi 
automatic -production rate 50 cassettes per hour. 
Quantity of C.O.s and Library cases. 

Tel: 01 -249 1027 

FOR SALE 
STUDER A80 VU MK1 8 Track 1" Headblock with 
2" Head Assembly For Sale. Complete with 1 Head 
Shield, 1 Guide Roller (Left), 1 Move Sensor, 2 Tape 
Tension Sensor Rollers, 2 Adaptor Supports. 
Excellent condition. £1600 +VAT. Tel: 01- 481 8615 

FOR SALE -PRIVATE 

STUDIO DESIGNERS 
AND CONSULTANTS 

STUDIO BUILDING AND ACOUSTIC INSULATION 
Undertaken. Brickwork, concreting, custom 
joinery and cabinet making. Electrical and 
electronic installation. Experienced 

craftsmen. Reasonable rates. 

Ring Recession Recordings, 01 -985 7573. 

STUDIO MONITORING 
We have solved monitoring problems with many studios such a CTS, 

Majestic, The Mill and Complete Video, if you are not happy with your 
present arrangement, perhaps we could solve yours with consultancy, 
design and/or package deal supply. 

S. J. Court & Associates Ltd 
Tel. 01 -435 0532 Telex 268279 

KENNETH SHEARER AND ASSOCIATES 
Consultants in acoustics 

30 years' experience in the custom design of all kinds of 
recording and TV studios, remix, dubbing and viewing suites - new and conversions. Down to 25 Hz, 

Tel: 0442 54821 

ACOUSTIC DESIGNERS DO IT GEOMETRICALLY 

You should try doing it geometrically. It sounds so much 
better!! 

Design packages to measurement to complete constructions 

STUDIO INNOVATIONS 740 6060 
661 9380 

BELDEN MULTICORE. 30 metres of 19 -way 
Belden with XLR stage box on one end and 
XLR's on mixer end. York 641396. (D) 

1 PAIR LOCKWOOD majors with Tannoy 
HPDS. £500. Buyer collects Tel: Kettering 
85636. (D) 

AMPEX MM1000 2 "/16 track tape machine. 
Varispeed and remote control. Heads v.g.c in 
full working order. Delivery can be arranged 
£4,000. 041-959 6251. (D) 

MOVEMENT II DRUM COMPUTER, flight - 
case, extenderboard, MC4 interface. 
Guaranteed, £2,000. MCI JH110B 3 -speed 
2 -track stereo master recorder £3,000. Eventide 
H910 Harmonizer £800. Juno 60, flightcase 
£700. Also Tannoy Ardens, Fostex 2050 
linemixer, Cutec DDL, Bassline. Offers? Tel: 
01 -286 0642. (D) 

MOBILE STUDIO. Converted caravan used by 
us as 8 -track mobile. Ideal for mobile /home 
studio /band etc. Newly decorated with all 
fittings, lighting, mains etc. York 641396. (D) 

1" 8 -TRACK BRENNEL, Richardson 
Electronics, 5 -6 years old £1,300 ono. Rebis rack 
with 4X parametrics, 2x compressors, 2x gates, 
Mic amp, MDA, Patch bay £600 ono. Tel: 
01 -743 3055. (D) 

RECORDING EQUIPMENT of all ages and 
varity. Old microphones, outboard gear, etc. 
Any condition. IMMEDIATE CASH AVAIL- 
ABLE. Respond to: Dan Alexander 965 Hilldale, 
Berkeley CA 94708 USA. Phone (415) 441 -8934. 

(D) 

TANNOY MONITOR SPEAKERS (Gold, 
Silver, Red). Old Western Electric equipment 
(tubes, amps, mixers, consoles, tweeters, drivers, 
horns, speakers). Tel: 213/576 -2642 David Yo 
P.O.B. 832 Monetery -pk, Ca.9I754 USA 
(friends picking up in UK). (F) 

16/24" TRACK RECORDER with vary 
speed. Preferably Lyrec. Must be good 

condition. Cash sale. 

Phone 01 -681 1745/681 1692 

STUDIO FACILITIES 

GUERILLA is a new Central London 24 -track 
(Otani) studio designed especially for the modern 
recording and electro -music artist. Intrinsic to 
the Control Room is a Roland system including a 

JP8, MC4B, TR909, interfaced with Linn, 
Movement and Simmons drum systems. We have 
a midi'd Prophet 5, a very extensive range of 
outboard including an AMS digital reverb and 
DDL with deglitch and L.E.S. and PCMF1 
digital mastering. Our rates are very competitive 
yet fully negotiable. For further details call 
Torchforce Limited on 01 -286 0642/289 9224. 

(X) 

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH 

BRITANNIA 
ROW 01 226 3377 

SOUND ADVICE 8 TRACK MOBILE 

High quality location recording unit from 
£88 per day. 

Telephone: Northampton (06041 403624 

PA-VS 011-540 264 
Video and audio equipment hire including Sony PCMF1 
digital processors, SLF1 video recorders, high and lo- 
band U -matic recorders, profeel video monitors and a 

range of cameras, AMS digital audio effects, digital 
drum machines plus 8-4 and 2 -track analogue recorders, 
mixers and monitors. 
Repairs, modifications and maintenance services also 
available. Design and prototype work carried out. 

Vlore stutllos Are discovering a 
Rental service that's 
Quick with the 
Ultimate in 
Equipment and 
Expertise 

O1 439 8421 

MUSIC 
LAB HIRE 

AMS DMX- 15 -80S Digital Delay 
AMS RMX -16 Digital Reverb 
Lexicon 224X Digital Reverb 
Lexicon 224 Digital Reverb 
Lexicon 200 Digital Reverb 

Linn Drum Computers 

We also have a comprehensive 
range of Tape Machines, Mics, 

Mixers, Amps, Speakers, EQ etc. 

Immediate delivery and collection service 

01 -387 9356 
76 Eversholt Street, London NW1 1 BY 
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PCMI610 DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS 

5850D /A U-MATIC RECORDERS 

DAEIISO DIGITAL AUDIO EDITOR 

PCMF1 DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS 

SLFI BETAMAX RECORDERS 

DIGITAL EDITING 
AND TRANSFER FACILITY 

And of course, Signal Processors, 
Microphones, Mondors and Amplifiers 

11111b 
HHB Hire & Sales, Unit F, 

New Crescent Works, Nicoll Road, 
London NWIO 9AX. 

Telephone: 01961 3295. Telex 923393. 

ADVANCED SOUNDS HIRE 

Top flight equipment /sensible 
rates. For example: 

Per day 
THE EMULATOR...Real sounds 
sampling at its simplest; full sound 
library available £65 
LINN DRUM Mk 2...alternative 
voices available £30 
YAMAHA DX7 £25 

AND MUCH MORE 

ADVANCED SOUNDS LTD. 
TEL: 01 -467 4603 

FOR DETAILS 

OF 

HOW TO ADVERTISE 

IN THIS 

SUCCESSFUL 

SECTION 

CONTACT 

LINDA GUBBY 
01 -686 2599 ext. 567 

176 STUDIO SOUND, APRIL 1984 

Ìflarquu 
SONY RCM 1610 
WITH 5630 U -MATIC 
£200 PER DAY 
£120 AFTER 2 DAYS 

[ PLUS VAT ) 

6lutranlcz 
O1439-8421 

IIIIIE 
MULTITRACK 

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH 

BRITANNIA 
ROW 01 226 3377 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

Solid State Logic 
Stonesfield Oxford England 

Solid State Logic Limited manufactures a world beating range of computer assisted sound 
mixing consoles for the record and broadcast industries. Our customers world wide 

demand an efficient and flexible service which is provided with enthusiasm and is aided by 
our computerised information systems 

In line with our continued expansion, we now have a vacancy for a 

SALES ENGINEER 
Solid State Logic manufacture automated audio mixing consoles for a variety of applications. 

The company is expanding rapidly and is looking for Sales Engineers. 

This key function within the company involves travelling to destinations within Europe to 
prospective clients, identifying their system requirements and specifying these for the production 

department. A high level of understanding of SSL products will be required, and extensive 
training will be given. 

Applicants should have a background in music recording or broadcasting, either operational or 
maintenance, preferably with one or more European languages, and be between 25 and 35 years 

of age. They will be directly responsible to the Area Sales Manager. 

Applications in writing, please, enclosing CV, to Jay Denson, Solid State Logic, Stonesfield, 
Oxon. 

EDITOR DESIGNATE 
"BROADCAST SOUND" the only magazine exclusively written for those actively 
involved, be it technical or operational in the broadcast, audio and related fields, 
requires an Editor Designate. 

The publication, like the industry it serves, is developing rapidly. Therefore our 
requirement is for someone with the journalistic skills, technical knowledge, the 
ability and foresight to direct and administrate the day -to -day operation, as well 
as contribute to the future plans and overall strategy of the title. 

Applications in writing giving details of career to date to: 

Janice Bradley 
Link House Magazines (Croydon) Limited 
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA 
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SITUATIONS VACANT 

Tonstudio Süddeutschland 
mit den Schwerpunkten 

Klassik, Folklore und Werbung 

sucht 

Toningenieur /- Meister 
Wollen Sie Überdurchschnittliches 
leisten? Neben der Aufnahme- 
tätigkeit auch noch die technische 
Weiterentwicklung Ihres" Studios 
betreiben und auf die Position 
des Leiters Tonstudio zuarbeiten? 

Dann bewerben Sie sich 
unter Beifügung der üblichen 
Unterlagen unter Chiffre 
beim Verlag STUDIO -SOUND. 

Abgeschlossene Ausbildung 
und mehrjährige Erfahrung Voraus- 
setzung. Box No 901 

CREATIVE, INTELLIGENT, IMAGINATIVE 
guy (24) with wide experience in sound recording 
and P.A. hire. Trained in electronics and 
computer programming. Seeks job urgently. 
Write Box No 902. (D) 

CHIEF ENGINEER WANTED 
Absolutely fully experienced engineer familiar with all 
aspects of modern recording wanted. Please call or write to: 

FEEDBACK RECORDING 
27 Haraldsgade 27, DK -8260 VIBY J, Denmark 

Telephone: 45 -6- 115200 

Full time maintenance engineer needed to join 
expanding digital studio complex. Experience, or 
serious interest in digital recording technology vital 
+ willingness to undertake retraining scheme if 
necessary. Pleasant rural environment, 40 minutes 
from S.W. LONDON. Send references +C.V. to 

BOX No. 900 

ANGEL RECORDING STUDIOS 
Maintenance Engineer with pleasant and enthusiastic 
personality required to work in friendly surroundings in top 
studios. 
If you have at least 5 years experience and are prepared to 
work occasional long and demanding hours, then an 

excellent job and salary could be yours. 
If interested, contact SHEEAN on 345 2525 

SITUATIONS WANTED 

WANTED EXPERIENCED FREELANCE 
recording engineer for 16 track work (to be 
trained for 24 track). Wide range of material. 
Own transport necessary. Technical knowledge 
not essential. Apply Amazon Studios, Stopgate 
Lane, Simonswood, Liverpool L33 4YA. Tel: 
051 -546 6444. (D) 

PCM -FI USERS! Starting an International 
newsletter of applications, modifications, 
theory, who's doing what, etc. If interested 
please send name, address, your ideas and 2 US 
Dollars to: DIGITAL AUDIO, c/o Mediatech, 
P.O. Box 335, Natick, Massachusetts, 01760, 
U.S.A. (F) 

extra. 
publish 

I CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM 

Please use this coupon for all your sales and wants. Rates 45p per word. Minimum £11.25. Box Nos. £2.50 
To: Studio Sound, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Please 
the advertisement below for insertion /s under the heading 

Name Cheque /P.O. enclosed £ made payable to Link 
House Publications (Croydon) Ltd. 

Address 

Is a Box No. required Yes /No. If no, please include 
remittance to cover name and address and /or tel. no. 

Please write in block capitals. 

CLASSIFIEDS 
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We would like to thank 
APRS 30, 110 
A.S.C.E. 104 
Adam Whaley 175 
Advanced Music Systems 43, 114, 169 
Advanced Sounds 176 
AKG 59, 118 
Alice (Stancoil) Ltd 120, 169 
Allen & Heath /Brenell 81 
Alpha Audio 162 
Amek Ltd 41 
Ampex Corporation 75 
Angel Recording Studios Ltd 177 
Aphex Systems Ltd 63 
Applied Microsystems Ltd 120, 171 
Atlantex 63 
Audicord Records 172 
Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd 114, 146, 153 
Audio Developments 19 
Audio Kinetics 50, 116 
Audio Services 174 
Auditronics 53 
Audix 135 

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 
the following Advertisers for their support of this special 25th Anniversary Issue 

Kelsey Acoustics Ltd 14, 168 
Kenneth Shearer & Associates 175 
Key Technology Ltd 24 
Keyboard Hire 12 
K. G. Music 174 
Klark Teknik Research Ltd 99 
Klotz 142 
Kudelski S.A 154 

Lazare Electronic 167 
Leeholme Audio Services 167 
Lennard Developments Ltd 18 
Lexicon 13 
Lexicon Inc 37 
Lockwood & Co 156 

Milab 149 
M.T.R. Ltd 166 
Magnetic Tapes 164, 175, 176 
Magnex 151 
Marquee Electronics 26, 110, 120, 175, 176 
Michael Stevens & Partners 99,175 
Minim Electronics 166 
Millbank Electronics Group 18 
Mosses & Mitchell Ltd 28 
Multitrack Hire Ltd 43, 174, 176 
Music Laboratory, The 173 
Music Labs Hire Ltd 105, 165, 167, 175 
MXR Innovations 35 

N.R.A. Recording 173 
N.T.P. Elektronik 152 
Nagra 154 
Neuman 23 

Optical & Textile Ltd 166 
Otani 48, 49, 69, 102, 148 

P.M.D 151,172 
Palmer A.V. Systems 175 
Partridge Electronics 173 
Photo Acoustics Ltd 173 
Playback Studio 173 
Proton 173 

Quad Eight Electronics 61 
Quantec 139 

Rainhill Tape Specialists 172 
Raper & Wayman 114, 172 
Rebis Audio 29 
Recession Recordings 175 
Revox 17 

B.F.E. 20 
Bandive 47 
Beyer Dynamics 106 
Bose UK Ltd 144, 145 
Brabury 165 
Branch & Appleby Ltd 174 
Britannia Row 99, 175, 176 
Brooke Siren Systems 22 
BTX 125 

C.T.A.B. 149 
C Tape Developments 8 
Cable Technology 142 
Calrec Audio Ltd 159 
Cetec 39 
Cinatras 174 
Clear -Com 22 
Colosseum -Schallplatten 177 
Computer Music Systems 152 
Connectronics 30 
County Recording Services 173 
Court & Associates Ltd, S.J 175 

Database 172 
DBX 77 
Digisound 170 
Dolby Laboratories Inc 31, 90 
Don Larking Audio 104, 150 
Drawmer Marketing & Sales 105, 160 

Eardley Electronics 100 
Eastlake Audio 147 
Electro -Voice 133 
Elephant Recording Studio, The 175 
Elliot Brothers 172, 173 
Emo Systems 24 
EMT 25 
EMT -Franz 151 
Enclosure Technology 32 
Enertec 6 
Ernest Turner 162 

F W Whipp 175 
Feedback Recording 177 
Feldon Audio 105, 141 
Fostex 47 
Friend -Chip 104 
Future Film Developments Ltd 18, 162 
FWO Bauch Ltd 4 13, 15, 17, 21, 23, 25, 94, OBC 

Gardeners Transformers Ltd 156 
Gateway Cassette Copying 173 
Genelec Oy 163 
Giese Electronic KG 133 
Gotham Audio 46 

HW International 
Hanway Cassettes 
Hardware House 
Harmonic Hall Co 
Harrison 
Hayden Laboratories Ltd 
HHB Hire & Sales 
Hire Fidelity Services 
Hill Audio 
Hilton Sound 
HME 

137 
172 
20 
32 

OBC 
16 

79,82,176 
167 

52,96 
45, 110 

165 

S.M.E. Ltd 174 
Sanyo 129 
Satt Elektronik AB 14 
Sennheiser 16 
Scenic Sounds 37, 77, 106, 125 
Seasim Controls Ltd 164 
Shuttlesound 133, 160 
Sierra Hidley Design 27 
Solid State Logic 72, 73, 106, 176 
Sonifex Sound Equipment 32 
Sony Broadcast Ltd 71,143 
Sound Advice Mobile 175 
Sound Cassette Service 172 
Sound Communications 172 
Soundcraft Electronics Ltd IFC, 84 
Soundout Laboratories 92 
Sowter Ltd, E A 156 
Speech -Plus Recording Ltd 173 
SRT 172 
Stage Accompany 154 
Stellavox 18 
Studer 4 
Studio Innovations 175 
Studio Republic 172 
Studio Spares 157 
Surrey Electronics 134 
Swisstone Electronics Ltd 10 
Syco Systems Ltd 65, 130, 131 

T.B.A. Lighting 22 
T.A.C. 127 
Tandberg UK Ltd 161 
Tannoy Products 90 
Tape Marketing 10 
Tapematic SRL 10 
Tape Shop Ltd 174 
Tape Talk 167 
Technical Projects 8 165,171 
Thorn EMI 33 
TOA Electric Co Ltd 148 

I.T.A 7 9 11, 112, 174 Trad Sales & Services 158 
ITC 21 Trebas Institute of Recording 24 
Industrial Process 173 Trident Audio Developments Ltd 155 

Turnkey 108 

J.B.L 57 
Jacobs Studios 177 Ursa Major IBC 

JBS Records 173 
John Hornby Skewes 170 Valley People 15 

Studio Sound is available without charge to qualified readers: these are directors, managers, executives and key personnel actively engaged in sound recording in any part of the world. The Publisher reserves 

he right to refuse applications considered inappropriate and restrict the number of free copies sent to any one company or organisation. Non -qualifying readers can buy Studio Sound at an annual 

subscription of f14.00. All enquiries to: Subscription Department, Link House Publications PLC, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, Great Britain. Phone 01-686 2599. Published by Link 
House Magazines (Croydon) Limited on behalf of the proprietors, Link House Publications PLC, Robert Rogers House, New Orchard, Poole, Dorset BH15 ILU and printed by Lawrence -Allen Ltd., 

Gloucester Street, Weston- super -Mare, Avon BS23 ITB. 
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ONCE 
AGAIN, 

URSA 

THE 
IMP0SSIBLE. 

Over the years, a small company in Belmont, 
Massachusetts has won a reputation for 
producing digital reverberation systems that 
offer leading -edge technology at prices other 
manufacturers apparently decided were 
impossible to match. 

Now, Ursa Major has done the impossible 
again. The new StarGate 323 is a very high 
performance digital system, capable of 
synthesizing a range of acoustic environments 
ranging from tiny chambers to echoing spaces. 
The StarGate 323 has typically superb Ursa 
Major control panel engineering: all important 
reverb parameters can be adjusted, with full 
simultaneous display of settings. (Engineers 
who are already familiar with plate or spring 

reverbs will find the StarGate 323 especially 
easy to operate.) 

In addition, the StarGate 323 is competitively 
priced. For about what you'd pay for a good 
plate system, you can now have a full -featured 
digital reverberator. 

The StarGate 323 is available for hands -on 
demonstrations at Ursa Major dealers 
worldwide. Production models are ready for 
immediate shipment, though quantities are 
somewhat limited. 

323 

URSA MAJOR, Inc . 21405 URSAMAJOR BELM ntelepione(617)989 -0303 
Telex 9 
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a blOnce o 
my once in a blue moon 

does a company with an 
established track record, reject 
successful design principles and 
start again from scratch. 
Harrison have. The new 4 series 
consoles offer a completely 
new concept in console design 
combining creativity with 

advanced technology and deep 
understanding of the music 
business. 

The major result of this 
new concept is a range of mixing 
consoles which give the studio 
Harrison quality and features at 
a price you associate with lesser 
consoles. 

For details of the range 
of MR4 and TV4 Harrison Mixing 
consoles contact: 
F.W.O. Bauch Limited. 

BE Harrison 
FWO. Bauch Limited 

49 Theobad Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordsiire VVD6 4RZ 
Teephon 01 -953 0091, Telex 27502 
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